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TO

CHARLES CARROLL EVERETT, D. D.

DEAN OF THE DIVINITY FACULTY OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY,

THIS MANUAL,

—

AN ATTEMPT TO OPEN A WAY

INTO KNOWLEDGE AND USE OF THE JAPANESE LANGUAGE,

—

IS GRATEFULLY INSCRIBED.



There is, perhaps, nothing more marvellous in the world than the identity

of language through all generations. Words become obsolete. Kew words

spring into being; languages and dialects share the fate of the nations and

tribes that speak them. All changes affect the fundamental principles and

vlentUy oflanguage no more than the falling and budding leaves affect the

structure and identity of the oak.

Chakles Caekoi.l Everett.



PREFACE.

The work here made public, although from its size

seemingly pretending much, will I hope be judged by

students as being exactly what its title professes for it,

“ An Introductory Course ” in the Japanese language.

It is a manual for beginners, not a treatise for advanced

scholars. Yet, it is not a mere primer. As far as it

goes, it is an attempt at a thorough exposition of its

subject. It is intended for adult minds, and demands

patient study. Above all, the aim held constantly in

view in its preparation has been the practical mastery

of the beginnings of a correct reading, writing and

speaking of the language common in polite social

intercourse in Japan. This aim makes necessary an

apparently slow advance for the student
;
but I believe

that the way here opened, if faithfully followed, will

leave but little for the learner to unlearn, and will in

the end secure for him the most rapid real progress.

In the composition of the book, I have not hesitated

to appropriate to its use whatever fit materials have been

made available by the work of competent expositors of

the Japanese language
;
but I have acknowledged direct

quotation, and, for the rest, have presumed to shape

in my own way the products of others’ studies. In one

important relation, however, I have allowed myself to

offer an independent contribution to the grammatical

study of Japanese. I have attempted to introduce

some symmetry into, and therewith to avoid a certain
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existing confusion in, tlie naming of the four primary

verbal variations that have been accepted by Western

grammarians as the forms with which an ordinary

study of the Japanese verb should begin. I have felt

at liberty to do this since the names for these forms are

still under discussion, and, especially, since the changes

I have made are not radically subversive of approved

usage.

The second section,—“ The Elements of Grammar,”

—has been given a place in the manual not as a gram-

mar with the ordinary pretence of the name, but as a

preliminary explication of some of the most noticeable

embarrassing differences that separate Japanese from

English speech. A thorough grammatical study of

the Japanese language, for reasons set forth in the

chapter “ On Method in Acquiring Japanese,” does not

come within the range covered by the book. A like

qualification should also be applied to the “ Notes on

the Conversations.” These notes are few and are quite

elementary. They accompany only the first five con-

versations, and are intended merely to clear out of the

student’s path the most prominent and crippling ob-

stacles to his use of the method commended in the

chapter devoted to Method.

The third section,—“ Practice in the Colloquial,”

—

may attract the attention of some scholars of Japanese

on account of the comparativaly free use in it of per-

sonal pronouns,—that is to say, a use of them much
more frequent than was characteristic of social speech

in Japan in former } ears. But a change in this direc-

tion is noticeably taking place in the intercourse of the

younger generation of the Japanese people, along with
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their increasing familiarity with, and use of, the lan-

guages of the West.

Among the works used in the preparation of the

manual, I make public acknowledgment of indebtedness

to Dr. J. -J. Hoffmann’s, “ Japanese Grammar
;

” to Mr.

W. G. Aston’s, “ Grammar of the Japanese Written

Language,” and to his grammar of the “ Spoken Lan-

guage
;

” to Rev. William Imbrie’s “ English-Japanese

Etymology
;

” to Professor Rudolf Lange’s “ Lehrbuch

der Japanischen Umgangssprache
;

” and to Dr. J. H.

Hepburn’s “ Japanese-English Dictionary
;

” also to

the English grammatical writings of Professor W. D.

Whitney. Besides, I wish to make particular men-

tion of Professor Basil Hall Chamberlain’s, “ Hand-

book of Colloquial Japanese,” which I have freely

used. I commend Prof. Chamberlain’s book to stud-

ents of this manual as a rich storehouse for them of

practical grammatical exposition and illustration.

Personally, I am under obligation to several friends

and helpers. To Professor Chamberlain, and to Dr.

Karl Florenz, I owe profitable suggestions
;
to Rev. Arthur

Lloyd, M. A. and to Mr. W. B. Mason, I am indebted

for generous assistance in the reading of proofs of the

English text. The Japanese text has been carefully

read in proof by Mr. Iwao Hasunuma, Mr. Saichiro

Kanda, and Mr. Hisato Kikuchi. The Japanese text

of section third,—“Practice in the Colloquial,”—is a

rendering into a polite yet familiar colloquial of the

English given on the pages opposite. This rendering

was made by Mr. Saichiro Kanda and Mr. Iwao Hasu-

numa
;
but chiefly by Mr. Hasunuma, under whose work

and supervision the whole rendering received its final
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form. To all these gentlemen my grateful acknowledg-

ment is due. My thanks are also owing to the Shueisha,

for the excellent typography of the book, in which,

when the great difficulties attendant upon type-com-

position in the English language in Japan, and upon

an unusual arrangement of Japanese syllables and words

are considered, comparatively few errors appear.

With the hope that this manual, however imperfectly

its aim has been followed, may be helpful to those who
shall accept the course of study it opens, I submit it to

the indulgent judgment of its students, and of the

friends of the Japanese language.

C. MacC.
Sf.nshin Gakuin.

Tokyo, Japan.

May, 189f>.
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AN INTRODUCTORY COURSE
IN

JAPANESE.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION.



Every existingform ofhuman speech is a body of arbitrary and conven-

tional signs for thought
,
handed down by traditionfrom one generation to

another, no individual in any generation receiving or transmitting the whole

body, but the sum of the separate givings and takings being effective to keep it

in existence without essential loss. Yet the process of traditional transmis-

sion always has been, is now, and will ever continue to be, in all parts of the

world, an imperfect one: no language remains or can remain, the same

during a long period of time. Growth and change make the life of

language, as they are everywhere else the inseparable accompaniment and

sign of life.

William Dwight Whitney.



AN INTRODUCTORY COURSE
IN

JAPANESE.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

This manual is named, “ An Introductory Course in

Japanese.” The title really descriptive of the hook

would be,—A Progressive Course in Reading, Writing

and Speaking the Polite Dialect of Tokyo in Japan, con-

ducted by means of the two Japanese Syllabaries, the

Katakcina and the Hiraguna.

I. The Tokyo Colloquial as Source ofthe pros-

pective Japanese Language.—But the shorter

title is, after all, not very far a misnomer. The signs

of the times, as the present writer sees them, indicate

the rise of colloquial Japanese to the dignity of being

distinctively the language of Japan. The signs of the

times also point to the polite form of the dialect of

Tokyo, as the instrument of chief effect in shaping

the development of the colloquial towards its culmina-

tion as the literary, scientific, official as well as popular,

language of the whole people. Indeed, the Tokyo

dialect is already so much the standard of the Japanese

spoken language, that, in using it, a speaker can be

understood by ordinarily educated persons in any part

of the empire
;
a fact not true of the user of any other
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of tlie many dialects of tlie people. Besides, the Tokyo

dialect is now the standard language for instruction in

the thousands of the public schools, the medium for the

debates in Parliament, the means of communication

from the lecture platform and in the columns of the

popular newspapers, magazines and books with which

daily the printing press teems. Within one generation,

that is since the Imperial Restoration of 1868, this

greater revolution, this change in the expression of the

Japanese intellectual life, has been begun and has been

directed into the course it will in all probability take.

II. Parallel between Tudor English and
Mciji Japanese.—The Japanese language at the pres-

ent time seems to be passing through a period very

like that through which the English language passed

in the Fifteenth Century, soon after the “ Wars of the

Roses ” and the strengthening of the power of England’s

king by the establishment of the royal House of Tudor.

In the fall of the Sliogunate and the accompanying

arousing of the people from their feudal lethargy
;
in the

breaking down of the barriers erected about the empire
;

in the restoration of the Emperor to a real sovereignty
;

and in the removal of the Imperial throne to Tokyo,—

a

general national transformation was initiated. In the

course of this change language has been radically

affected. As, before the wars of Lancaster and York,

among the numerous dialects of England, that of Kent

and Surrey had a slight lead, and, over them all, Latin

reigned as the language of the clergy and the learned,

so, in Japan, before the Restoration, the dialect of Kyoto

had a little precedence over the other dialects of the

people, and the Chinese language controlled whatever
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literature the priests and scholars put forth. The

parallel seems to have followed the further progress of

events iu both countries. By the victory of the Tudor

House in England the power of the nobles decreased.

The barons were deprived of their armed retainers. Com-

merce began to be of great importance. The artisans’

guilds were weakened. Trade and traders grew in

popular esteem and increased in wealth. The Caxton

printing press, the first in England, was then set up.

Its publications were distributed throughout the king-

dom, becoming thereby the main channels for Modern

English, of which the Midland, or London, colloquial

was the fountain-head. The full parallel has not yet

been drawn, but, in large part, England’s Fifteenth Cent-

ury history has been repeated in Japan, in the present

age of Meiji. Events look prophetic of a substantial re-

petition in Japan of the remaining events of the English

Renaissance. As Latin fell into disuse in England, ex-

cept as a treasury of Avoids for service in the maturing

colloquial there, so has Chinese fallen in Japan. As

the dialect of Kent gave way to that of London, so has

the dialect of IvA'oto yielded to the colloquial of Tokyo.

The rest will probably come to pass iu good time. The

matured Tokyo colloquial seems destined to become the

dominant force directing the language,—literary, scien-

tific, official and social,—of Great Japan, in a not very

distant future.

in. Beginnings of the History of Writing
in Japan .—A glance at linguistic history in Japan,

especially the history of written speech, will interest,

and will probably be of some use to, the student

of this manual. As far as is known, the Japanese
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people of prehistoric times were not a writing people.

They used a language of course, hut they had no

means of communication with one another other

than that of spoken speech. Certainly, there are no

remains of written Japanese dating earlier than

at some time late in the first seven Christian cen-

turies. Tradition reports, that at about the opening

of the Christian era, under the Emperor Sujin’s

reign, a regular intercourse between Japan and Korea

began
;
that, as Chinese literature had already become

widely known in Korea, many Korean immigrants

into Japan and Japanese travellers returning from

Korea, brought with them a knowledge of Chinese

writing. Japanese tradition affirms positively, that

towards the close of the Third Century, the Emperor

Ojin’s son was placed under the care of a Chinese tutor

and was taught the Chinese Classics. About a hundred

years afterwards, at the opening of the Fifth Century,

it is claimed that national records were made by a body

of historiographers, adepts in Clxinese writing. As the

Sixth Century opened, large numbers of scholars,—men

of science, teachers of literature, physicians and the like,

—came into Japan from Korea and took important posi-

tions under the Government. So far as there was an}’

literature in Japan then, they were its creators and

guides. No attempt was made to express in writing the

language of the country.

IV. jEffect of the Incoming of Buddhism
upon Literature in Japan.—It was at the middle

of the Sixth Century that Buddhism gained a per-

manent position in Japan. With its priests, came in

full energy the varied influences of Chinese civilization.
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The life of the Japanese people rapidly changed under

the working of the new forces. Chinese literature and

the Buddhistic creed set in motion a radical national

transformation. In art and in industry, the people were

advanced to a position never before reached by them.

Before long there were Imperial officers, appointed

especiall}' to care for education. Public schools were

opened. At Kyoto, a university was organized. The

topics of the course of education, however, were in the

main those of China, taught in the language of China.

Education did not have for its object much beyond the

training of candidates for public office. Culture meant,

chiefly, knowledge of the Chinese Classics. But,

through the extended education, a large number of the

Japanese people became skilled writers of Chinese.

V. Use of Chinese Ideographs in the Japanese
Sentence.—Then it was that a new movement in writ-

ing was made, which, in time, became an influence of

very great importance in the development of the Japan-

ese language. In the Seventh and Eighth Centuries,

numbers of writers attempted to express the meanings

of Japanese words by the use of synonymous Chinese

characters, arranged sometimes in the Chinese, some-

times in the Japanese, order of speech. With Chinese

ideographs so manipulated, the two great repositories

of ancient Japanese historical tradition, the Kojiki, 712

A. D., and the Niliongi, 720 A. I).
,
were composed. But,

the task of giving Chinese equivalents for Japanese

words was a labor of immense difficulty. So then, as

the needs of literary expression rapidly became greater,

Japanese writers gradually began to use the Chinese

ideographs, without much reference to their Chinese
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meanings. They used them chiefly for their phonetic

values. The Man-yosliu, a collection of poems appearing

about the middle of the Eighth Century, shows the way
over which the transition that was made from the old

Chinese writing to writing by means of what are now
known as the Kona syllabaries, passed. In the Man-yo-

sliu the Chinese characters were written in full, but, in

the main, their phonetic values for rendering the Japan-

ese words were considered.

VI. Origins of the Knna Syllabaries.—But

this device for expressing the Japanese language did

not last long. The work of writing down the selected

Chinese ideographs was too difficult for common use.

Gradually, consequently, only the main strokes of the

ideographs were copied. At length only simple rem-

nants of the original Chinese characters were left, to

be written as representatives of Japanese syllables. In

this way, at last, the first Japanese syllabary came into

being, the Katctkana, the remnants of forty-seven

Chinese square characters, which had been chosen as

the signs with which to represent Japanese sounds and

words. The Kalolcana is said to have been perfected

in 757 A. I)., by a scholar and statesman of the Nara

Era, Kil >i no Makibi. The other syllabary, the Hiragana,

is said to have been perfected by the marvellous priest

Kobo Daishi, 834 A. 1)., soon after the opening of the

new age for Japan which followed the transfer of the

Imperial throne from Nara to Kyoto, in 794 A. D. The

Hiragana consists of abbreviations of quite a large num-

ber of cursive forms of Chinese characters. The Hiragana

syllabics are not so simple to read and not so easy to

write as the syllabics of the Katakana, but, as the cursive
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Chinese ideographs had become the scholarly script of

the Japanese in the Seventh and Eighth Centuries, the

prestige of these ideographs was transmitted ter the

Kuna formed from them. That prestige has remained

to the present day, making the Hiragana much more

popular than the simpler Kcitahanci, when Kana sylla-

bles are needed in writing the Japanese language.

VII. The Kana Classics of the Tenth and
Eleventh Centuries .

—
“When the Tenth Century

opened, the Japanese people thus had, at last, been pro-

vided in the two syllabaries with fairly adequate instru-

ments for writing their own language. But, strangely,

even then the homage yet paid to Chinese learning pre-

vented the adoption of the syllabaries as the national

means for literary expression. Many writers, like whom
are some men even of the present day, ambitious to be

esteemed scholars in eminence, continued to use Chinese

ideographs and Chinese words. The Kana were accepted

chiefly by women, and were relegated by men to a second-

ary place in literature. As it turned out, however,

through the Tenth, and during the first part of the Elev-

enth Centuries, while the Kyoto Court was becoming

degenerate through luxury and effeminacy, a succession

of female writers, writing with the Kana, appeared, whose

works, for example, the Genji Monogatari of Murasaki

Sliikibu and the Malcuru no Soshi of Sei Slionagon, were

of such excellence that they are now valued as standards

for the study of pure Japanese. These works embody
the native language spoken by the refined and Court

circles of the time in which they were written. Especially

is the Genji Monogatari a classic of the Japanese cultured

colloquial used at the close of the Tenth Century.
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VIII. Literary Degeneracy following the

Political Devolution of the Twelfth Century .

—

But tlie promise then made for tlie Kona and for the

spoken language of Japan did not reach fulfilment. A
great political revolution occured in the Twelfth Cen-

tury, which, for hundreds of years afterwards, almost

wholly put a stop to the development of literature

;

which, certainly, effectually checked the growth of any

literature in the language and writing of the people.

Japan became a battle field for great clans struggling

for supremacy under the Emperor. "With the military

ascendency everywhere, letters, as a popular accomplish-

ment, decayed. What literature came into being was

created and directed almost exclusively by priests who
were then, and for a long time afterwards, the only

guardians of learning and letters in the empire. "What-

ever of general or popular interest had been aroused in

letters during the preceding three centuries died away.

The people were burdened with the overhard tasks of

war. Literature remained in the care of the priests. But

the studies of the priests were chiefly in Chinese. They
added Chinese words and phrases, in large numbers, to

the language as written. They neglected the colloqui-

al of the country more and more. In fact, the}' made of

Japanese literature, what has been styled an “ almost

unreadable chaos of mixed Chinese and Japanese.”

IX. Separation between the Colloquial and
the Written Language.— It was in this way, and

during this period of civil wars, that the gulf, which in

after centuries lay, and down to the present day has

lain, between the so called “ Written Language ” and

the popular speech, or “ Colloquial,” was opened. This
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separation between the two forms of expression grew

wider as the centuries passed. The Colloquial, for

literary use, became increasingly neglected and degrad-

ed. The language as written, grew more and more an

alien thing to the warriors and to the peasants who con-

stituted an enormous majority of the population of the

war-stricken empire.

X. Literary Revival under the Tokuyawa
Shoyunate. Aye of Genroku .—No change for

the better for Japanese literature took place until

towards the close of the Seventeenth Century. A
hundred years previously the whole empire had lapsed

into a state almost anarchic. Feudal Germany was not

more completely disintegrated. But, with the close of

the Sixteenth Century, arose the mighty Tokugawa

Shogunate, under which political recovery speedily took

place. Then, following the political prosperity under

the fifth of the Tokugawa Shoguns, a period of literary

revival and achievement was started, so vigorous and rich

in its way that it is now called the golden age of

Japanese literature,—the age of Genroku, (1688-1703.)

However, the Genroku period would better be named,

as it has been named, the “golden era of Chinese

literature.” That revival was not so much a revival of

Japanese literature and the furtherance in literature of

the popular language, as the study of the profound and

admirable Chinese literature of the Confucian school

of the Sung dynasty
;
a dynasty which had fallen before

the Mongol Kublai, in the Thirteenth Century. The

great Ieyasu, the founder of the Tokugawa dynasty, had

been a munificent patron of literature. He did much to

save valuable ancient books from destruction during the
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wars lie waged. Wlien the power of Ieyasu was fully

established, many of the subdued daimyos became

patrons of literature. “ Clan” schools were established

in many places. Learning was rapidly rehabilitated out-

side the priest classes. The successors of Ieyasu in the

Sliogunate, followed the example set by their leader. A
sort of university at Yedo (now Tokyo) received gradu-

ates from the clan schools. Private schools also were

organized for the education of the children of the

artisan and peasant classes. History, the Chinese Clas-

sics, poetry and the art of composition, were the topics

of study in the higher schools. The Kana and some

Chinese writing, reading and primary mathematics,

occupied the children of the common classes.

XI. The Milo School of Historians. The
Genrofcu Novelists .-—The two events of the Seven-

teenth and Eighteenth Centuries, however, which most

bore upon the course of affairs leading up to the present

political and social condition of the Japanese people,

and have mainly opened the way for the writing of such

a book as this, were the achievements of the school of

historians gathered under the patronage of the Prince of

Mito, grandson of Ieyasu, and the complete amalgama-

tion, at last, of Chinese words and Japanese linguistic

forms into a standard literary language. The influence

of the historical school of Mito, though a revival and

popularization of the ancient records, of Japanese im-

perialism, of the Shinto religion and of the old Japan-

ese literature, was to prepare the way for the complete

breaking up of the Sliogunate in the present century.

The further effect of the work of the writers coming for-

ward in the literary revival,—especially the novelists

—
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was to do away wholly with foreign forms of expression

in literature, and to make a really representative, or

standard, Japanese literary language. In the Four-

teenth Century, Urabe Ivenko, author of Tsure-zure-gusa,
“ "Weeds of Idleness,” had produced for literature, in the

form first spoken of, a work which yet remains a classic

of almost pure old Japanese. It was a work in which

Chinese words were, in fact, set into Japanese forms of

speech, without violence to the Japanese modes of ex-

pression. At the close of the Eighteenth Century, the

novelist Bakin, chief among many writers whose works

were widely read and exercised a powerful popular in-

fluence, perfected this endeavor to make a wholly suc-

cessful incorporation of Chinese words into the Japanese

sentence. At about the same time the old Japanese

Classics underwent a radical critical investigation and

comment, under the study of such men as Kamo Mabu-
chi, Motoori Xobunaga, Hida Harumitsu and others.

These scholars did great service in helping onward the

elaboration of what has long been known as the stand-

ard "Written Language of Japan.

XII. The Standard Written Lan(jna(je.—Thus

it came about, that at the opening of the Modern Era in

Japan there was in existence, recognized at last, a stand-

ard "Written Language. It was a language which in form

was purely Japanese. The Chinese elements in it did

not affect its idioms or construction. Its Chinese con-

stituents had become, just what the Greek and Latin

elements are in English, merely parts of the vocabulary.

Its Chinese words were presented, it is true, in their

Chinese forms, that is, as ideographs, but they were re-

garded only as imported words
;
they took position and
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underwent inflection by tlie use of Japanese particles,

like any Japanese words. Tliey contributed only their

meanings to the Japanese sentence. There was still,

at the opening of the present era, some literature for

the Japanese people written in the Chinese language.

Official documents, especially, were modelled after

Chinese documents and were largely charged with

Chinese idioms. But, this notwithstanding, Japanese

literature at the opening of the present era, was almost

as a whole embodied in a language distinguished by the

dominance in it of Japanese forms over all the materials

of which the sentences were composed.

XIII. Language during the Meiji Age. The
Written Language.—But during the past thirty and

more years, the whole language of the country has

been undergoing notable changes.

The Written Language, whose career we have just

glanced at, has, so far, not been much changed except

by enlargement of vocabulary. Many new Chinese terms

have been added to it to meet some needs arising from

the incoming civilization of the West
;
many European

words also have been incorporated into the written

speech. The Chinese words have been appropriated in

their Chinese forms
;
the European words have been

put into writing, as far as their sounds can be repro-

duced, by means of the syllabaries, the Katakcina sylla-

bics being as a rule used for this purpose. A farther

important recent change in the Written Language has

been a steady increase of the use of the Kcrna syllabics,

placed alongside the Chinese ideographs, to give to the

less educated readers either the proper pronunciation

or the Japanese meanings of the ideographs.
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XIV. Influences operating) to diqnifp Collo-

quial Japanese.—But the linguistic change of great-

est moment in the new era of Japan is, as noted before,

not so much one that is taking place in the Written

Language, so named, as one operating on the language

of common speech. The Written Language and the

Colloquial, as we know, were separated centuries ago.

The latter was excluded from service in honored litera-

ture, and gradually lost its earlier grace and excel-

lence. The former became more and more the luxury

of the Court writers and of the learned classes. It

gradually became refined almost wholly beyond the use

or comprehension of any but a very small number of the

people. The present era however is, above all else, the

era of the whole people. It is a portion of the growing

democracy of the new age which is advancing around

the world. Feudal aristocracy is gone now in Japan, as

in the West. A new era with new needs has come to

the East as well as to Europe and America. The
people have become the heirs of all that once was the

privilege of only king and noble. Law making and its

administration, science, art, commerce, general industry

and the like, have been taken in charge by the people.

Education and literature are conducted for even- one

now, not for the privileged few. These being the facts

characteristic of the new age, a necessity has for years

been increasingly felt in Japan for the simplification

and the popularization of language embodied in written

form. The Japanese language written in its present

form is an aristocratic appurtenance. Existing side

by side with the language spoken by a people but

lately released from serfdom, and now inspired by the
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free individualism of ilie present age, it is glaringly out

of place, unless it may be so modified as to be adapted

to tlie wants of tlie new times.

XV. Probable Mer(fluff of the Written Lan-
ffuaf/e into the Colloquial .— It is the judgment of

the writer that this necessary modification has already

been begun, and is to be carried far forward in a future

not very distant. Tlie Japanese Colloquial has already

made its rising power felt in literary expression. For

more than the decade past, all newspapers, whose object

has been to gain circulation among the former lower

millions of the empire, have been compelled to put their

reading matter, in large measure, into Colloquial phras-

ing; to print the Colloquial extensively in the Kana

;

and

to interpret their appropriated Chinese ideographs by

means of Kam as side syllabics. With the use of move-

able type and printing presses, many books in fiction,

science, biography, travel, etc., have, for some time now,

been printed in the Spoken Language. Moreover, the

numerous varieties of the Hiragana syllabics,—once over

four hundred,—have been reduced as metal type to com-

paratively few standard characters. In the common
schools of the country, now more than twenty five

thousand in number, attended by more than three

million children, also in the thousands of private

schools as well as in the Middle and Higher Middle

institutions, the students are studying numerous branch-

es of modern science. These students are yearly becom-

ing too much busied with their studies to pay proper

attention to the forms and ideographs of the standard

Written Language. Besides, they receive whatever in-

struction they get in the cultivated, expanding Colloquial.
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The commercial and industrial growth of the nation

has associated with it many societies, in all which busi-

ness discussions are carried on in the Colloquial. In

many of these societies, reports of business and other

papers are rendered in the language of common speech.

The lecture platform is the place whence, daily, thou-

sands of address to the people, in a refined Colloquial,

are made. The number of the lecturers who change their

addresses from the original colloquial into the writ-

ten style before publication, is steadily decreasing.

And of the highest importance is the fact, that the

speeches and debates taking place in the Houses of

Parliament, also reports of the proceedings of the courts

of the country, now appear in print and are put upon

record, practically as they were spoken. The Govern-

ment's official notices, although still put forth in the

Written Language, have in the country districts Kana
translations laid along their margins. In yet other ways

the fact is made clear, that the contemned and neglected

Colloquial has, by the necessities of the times, become a

decided force in Japanese literature.

Xo insurmountable obstacle to a yet farther advance

of the Colloquial to the dignity of being the language of

Japan, seems to be in the way. Rather is it likely

that democratic Japan will, as time goes by, put aside

most that is distinctive of its medieval Written Language,

along with other of its aristocratic, feudal legacies, and

elaborate, for both literature and for oral intercourse,

one language,—the Tokyo Colloquial, refined, adorned

and dignified with much that is worth saving from the

discarded Written Speech of the past, and enriched with

new verbal creations and appropriations from other
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languages fit to express the growing needs of the new
life of the people.

XVI. The Kana as Basis for the Future
Medium of Literary Expression.—Further, a sim-

plification of the writing of the language seems to be

a necessary consequence of the development of the

Modern Era. The great majority of the people, even

now, have not time for a mastery of the large number
of Chinese ideographs that have been incorporated into

the Written Language along with the adopted Chinese

words. Much less, will the great majority of the people

have leisure sufficient for this work in the near future.

Many Chinese ideographs will, of course, for a long time

remain in all writing and print, but the present pro-

spect is, that for the Japanese people, as such, the Kana
will more and more become the main body of their

language as written. Compared with a generation ago,

the books, magazines, newspapers, pamphlets, etc., to-

day printed wholly in the Kana, or in Kana mixed with

Chinese ideographs having Kana side translations and

transliterations, are enormously great in number and

excellent in literary worth. Many educationists are

beginning to recognize the fact that school pupils can

not become proficient writers of a really serviceable list

of Chinese ideographs and at the same time master

the curriculum of studies necessary for them to gain

more than an elementary acquaintance with the

modern sciences and industries. One or the other

effort must at length give way. It is hardly probable

that the learning of ideographs will push aside the

modern educational curriculum. Especially is this

not probable, since a simple syllabary is at hand which
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can easily be so modified as to express all that is

necessary or desirable in the literature of modern

science, art, industry, politics religion, and philo-

sophy.

To some persons, this opinion may seem far from

predicting the course events will take, but those who

are familiar with the facts, know that the domain of the

Kana is daily widening, and that no insuperable difficul-

ty lies in the way to making the Kana the instrument

for embodying in 'writing the whole intellectual life of

the people. Conservative impulse
;
fancy for a greater

show of learning
;
the love of artistic grace which has

long made the writing of Chinese ideographs one of the

fine arts in Japan
;
and the ability to write the ideo-

graphs which scholars of mature years now possess,

—

chiefly these are especially strong reasons for resistance

to the prospective acceptance of the Kana as the instru-

ment for writing Japanese. But even these reasons

will scarcely be able to withstand long the necessities

accompanying the maturing of modern civilization in

the country. Economy of time for the student, and

for the man of business
;
economy of capital and labor

in the printing office which now must carry thousands

of fonts of type for unnecessary Chinese ideographs

;

the demands of the lower classes for information and

literary diversion which they can not gain from books

offered to them made up of ideographs they can not

understand
;
these, and other reasons, will in all proba-

bility secure as time goes on, a recognition of the ex-

cellence of the Kana ,—will go a long way towards

making the Kana. at last the one vehicle for Japan’s

written and printed thought.
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XVII. The Service this Manual may reader
to a Student of the Japanese Language.

—

This manual having heen prepared as an exposition of

the polite Tokyo dialect, by means of the two Japanese

syllabaries, the Katalcana and the Hiragana, may there-

fore be properly named “ An Introductory Course in

Japanese.”

But, however much the writer may be at fault in his

speculations upon the future of the Kana and the Collo-

quial, just given, at least this is true of the book,—the

student who faithfully studies and masters what is here

offered him, may feel confident that he can travel

throughout Japan and make himself understood wher-

ever he may go
;
and that he can express his thoughts in

writing so that his words can be read by every ordinarily

educated man, woman, and child with whom he may
communicate. Moreover, he will have opened up to him

a growing realm of literature, consisting of newspapers,

magazines and books; a domain not dominant yet,

to be sure, but large enough to occupy his researches

for a long time, and valuable enough to inform him of

the regular current of events in the country, and to

acquaint him with tire people’s simpler poetry, fiction

history, biography, and even with some of tire deeper

thought of the Japanese in matters of science, ethics

and religion.

XVIII. Special Suggestions for using this

Manual.

Let the student remember that this book offers “A Progress-

ive Course" of study. It is not to be passed over by 11
leaps

and bounds," bid by slowly taken steps. Each step should be
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made caref ully. Nothing connected ivilh it should be ignored

or neglected, if one would reach the desired goal.

1. Head the “Exercises ” setforth,—over and over again

and aloud,—according to the rules ofpronunciation given

with them.

2. Write the syllables in each “ Exercise ” until they

become perfectlyfamiliar to the eye, and are reproduced in

imagination when pronounced.

3. Do not be impatient at not receiving English equi-

valents for Japanese words, at the outset. Accept the

“ Exercises ” as though they were so many vocalizations

for elocution, or five finger movements in piano study.

4. In the Second Section do not study only the Romaji

renderings of the Hiragana syllables. The Romaji is

given there only for the purpose of enabling the student to

master the Hiragana. In the Third and most important

Section of the Manual, no Romaji appears in the “ Con-

versations . ” Mastery of the Kona in both forms is a

prerequisite for successful use of the Third Section.

o. Read all the “ Exercises ” after the manner of the

Japanese. That is, read commencing at the right hand

side of the page, folloiving the columns doivnioards and

continuing, column by column, tmvards the left.

6. “ Examplesf “ Illustrations and “ Illustrative

Words' and “Phrases,” of the Japanese syllables and ivords,

—all Japanese writing incorporated into the English

text of the booh, is to be read after the manner of the

reading of English, that is, from left to right, across the

page.





SECTION FIRST.

THE SYLLABARY:

WRITING AND PRONUNCIATION.



It was unfortunatefor an infected tongue like the Japanese to be obliged to

resort to China for an alphabet; and although a thoroughly practical and

convenient set of characters, of syllabic value, easy to mite and to read, was

at one time devised, being made oxd of parts of Chinese ideographs, it is of

very restricted use ; and the mode of uniting generally employed, for literary

texts is the greatest existing obstacle to /he acquirement of the language.

William Dwight Whitney



CHAPTER I.

THE KATAKANA.

I. Tbe Katakana is tbe simplest and most easily remem-
bered group of tbe signs by which tbe Japanese express

tbe sounds of their language. Although it is not so much
in popular use as the other form of the syllabary, the

more elaborate and difficult Hiragana, it opens the way,

better than tbe Hiragana, for students beginniug a study

of tbe unique orthography and pronunciation of Japanese

speech. Japanese words, as written and as pronounced, like

English written and spoken Avoids, are in large measure

—

though not in so large a measure as in English,—diverg-

ent. Once, in Japan as in England, writing was practi-

cally a real representation of speech. That relation-

ship, however, disappeared in both countries rvith tbe

movement of each growing colloquial away from the

conservative writing. He, therefore, Avho would study

Japanese that he may knoAV it, as the Japanese people

know their language, should do just what a successful

student of English must do,—see and speak Avoids as they

are Avritten aud spoken at home. The K.ma syllabary is

the instrument used for showing how Japanese is written,

and how, through laAvs of syllabic combinations, it is

sounded. Children in Japan are taught first the Kata-

kana. Students from the West can not do better than,

take the same comparatively easy path into the Japanese

language. Having learned, by means of the Katakana, the

peculiarities of the word formations and of the mutual

relations of the sounds of the language, the student Avill

find his way onAvards, with the Hiragana as chief means

of help, made comparatively smooth and successful
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CHAPTER II.

THE SEPARATE SYLLABLES.

At the outset the student should familiarize himself with

the syllabary characters separately, that is, as distinct

wholes in form and in sound.

In accordance with the sounds they represent, the syl-

labics may be classified as, I. Vowel Syllables, and as, II.

Consonant Syllables.

I. VOWEL SYLLABLES.

7 A 7 X y
A I U E 0

2. These syllable are pronounced as pure vowels, hav-

ing much the qualities of the vowels a, i, u, e, o, of the

European “ Continental ” alphabets. In the English

alphabet, approximate equivalents for their sounds may be

rendered by the vowels a, i, u, e, o, as pronounced in the

following words :

—

(l inpart, which is very like the ordinary sound

^ )> pitytlC, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,

it ,, [filll, ,, ,, ,, ,, „ ,, ,,

of ^
A

„ 7
e „ prey, „ „ „ 33 33 33 33 X
o „ port, „ „ „ >3 >3

In the Japanese syllabary these five characters,

—

the vowel syllables,—do not represent vowels in the
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same sense as the letters a, e, i, o, u, of the English and
the “ Continental ” alphabets represent vowels. The
vowel letters of the European alphabets are, as a rule,

mere signs of vowel sounds, and, as such, take part in the
formation of ever}’ syllable and word. In the Japanese
syllabary, however, these vowel characters are all inde-

pendent words, whose sounds happen to be the sounds of

pure vowels. They are not necessary either to the writ-

ing, or to the pronunciation, of any of the other characters
of the syllabary. Their existence in any word is a matter
of contingency. In fact ,—each character of the Japanese

syllabary is an independent whole. The consonant syllables,

of course, contain vowel elements, but these elements are

integral parts of the syllables. They are in no way derived
from the five above named characters, whose sounds are
those of pure vowels.

EXERCISE FIRST.

^A?dr^7 A -7A?A7
Jr -z- A 7
7 A A? T A dr A

7 A 7 dr A 7 A? Jr

A ju 7 dr A A> 7 dr A?

II. CONSONANT SYLLABLES.

The combination of consonantal and vowel elements

for the purpose of linguistic expression, tends to modify,

more or less, both these vocal elements. In the Japanese

language this tendency becomes noticeable for conso-

nantal elements, in the formation of several of the conso-

nant syllables. The changes which the vowel elements

undergo, become audible chieHy as the effect of the

interaction of the sounds of associated syllables. In
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the present chapter, which is given to the study of the

separate syllables, some of the changes affecting con-

sonantal elements are noticed.

The vowel elements of the syllables hero illustrated,

should be read for the present, as given above, that is,

with the sounds of a, i, u, <*, o, in the words pari, pique, pull,

prexi and port.

1. K SERIES.

ij z
KA KI KU KE KO

3. These syllables are pronounced by combining the

consonantal element of the English letter k with the pure

vowel sounds as just illustrated.

2.

EXERCISE SECOND.
i.

7 zz A 7 Z2 ’T 4 7
7 7 i? ij 7 7 j] t7 ij 7

ir ZZ A 7 Z2 *r * * 7
* 4 4 4 4
JZ A 7 Zl r * * 7

9 ? * >7 7 7 * * * P

7 zz $ A 7 Z2 r *
7 7 >T >.

Y

>7 7 r 'r >T 7
7 ZZ *7 A 7 Z2 r /7/ 4 7
zr Z2 zr Z2 Zl Z2 Zl Zl
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2. G SERIES.

h 4* ¥ ¥ n
GA GI GU GE GO

4. The sound heard in the English g hard, spoken in

such words as garb, gig, good, gate and go, is rendered in

Japanese by the K series of syllables, written with the

addition to the right of the syllables of the mark (**) called

the nigori, or sign of impurity in sound.

Examples :

—

it if is read lea ga ij
V

a is read ka go

r
V

a 99 99 ke go
’T ¥ •• „ ke gi

99 99 ku gi 7 ¥• „ ku ge

if 99 99 (ja ku
V*

a 7 „ go ku

if r 99 99 ga- ke ¥ '

„ gi gi

¥ ¥ 99 99 ge go ¥ V

a » „ gu go-

5. This rule is without exception when these syllables

begin words. Also, in some parts of Japan, these syllables

represent the hard g sound wherever placed.

It should be noticed here, however, that in Central

Japan, especially in Tokyo, when these syllables do not stand

at the beginnings of words, their consonantal element
becomes like ng in the word singer.

a. Thus # =? is read in Tokyo not ka-go but kang-o :

—

observe, the reading is not kan-go but kang-o, or ka-ngo.
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Examples :

—

4" is read kung-i, or ku-vgi.

if if 99 kang-a, 99 ka-nga.

>r 4" n 99 keng-i, )) ke-ngi.

4" 4" » 99 ging-i, 99 gi-ngi.

a. 99 99 guvg-o, 99 gu-ngo.

4"
99 99 gong-e. 99 go-nge.

b. The syllable if ga, when used as a particle, is

usually pronounced as though it were written nga.

Examples :

—

if? if' i? ir ? 4 is read

ga-ku nga ka-ke-ta ka.

4 4 if' dp 4 4 99 99

ke.-i-ki nga 0 1

? 4' / 4 4 if 4 if if ^ 4 99 9 9

ku-ngi noi kik'i nga i-ka-nga-shi-i.

3. S SERIES.

V > X dr y
SA SHI SU SE so

6. These syllables, with one exception, are pronounced

by combining the consonantal element of the English

letter s sharp with the pure vowel sounds.
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The Japanese of Central Japan are unable to combine

the consonantal element of s with the vowel sound i . They
can more easily, in this relation, sound the sh of such

a word as shield. The}’ therefore read v shi, not si.

For example :

—

T a shi, xf 5/ i ski, y v u shi, x. 5/ e alii, aud ft v
o shi.

EXERCISE THIRD.

2 .

is y 7

\

-h Y
if y" T ii

y d IF y Y

y X y Y
y y y T it

4 A
V*

a F.

If y X -k Y
r7 y a if y
y 4 \F A A

1.

y -t a 1v Y
if Y Y Y ij

y ^ 7 ^ y
Y Z2 i> j] Y

y t t y y
3 Ac 7* 1/ Y

'/iff/
Y -h y. ;> Y

y 3' 7, is Y
Y -h y zi y
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4. /. si: kii:s

if
* 7< if'

y"

ZA .11 (d.ji) zu (dzu) ZE zo

7. The S series of consonant syllables, by the addition

of tbe nigori (>%), is changed into a series representing Z

sounds. Most of these syllables are pronounced by com-

bining the consonantal element of the soft s in such words

as rose, or that of the z in maze, with the vowels.

8. The syllable &

,

however represents practically the

sound dji, and the syllable X has much of the sound dzu.

These are the changes that the consonantal element of

softs receives in Japanese speech before the i and u vowel

sounds.

For example :

—

* -f is read ka za, but

jg Z/ becomes ka ji (dji), and

fg yj „ ka zu (dzu).

a. The negative ending X, of a verbal form, is pro-

nounced distinctly dzu not zu.

Examples :

—

jg fg yj is read ka ka dzu.

ji ? X ka ku sa dzu.
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EXERCISE FOURTH.

2. l.

/' y X Jr A- ¥ X f
9 9 X if 9 A Jr Jr

V
a 1/ * x

Z2 ft X LX A-
y"

-h" * *a
y- y X 12 T
9 zi *

v»

a ft
i: 9 Jr X/ y-"

A A -k \y u y" 9 X fj ft

sc. r 9 -ft

9 9 a iF
y" 9 X Jr 9*

Jr i- 9 ;r ? y" * y yy r
y i/ A 9 X 9 Jr

-
5. T SERIES •

9 * 'V T V
TA CHI TSU TE TO

9. Most of these syllables are pronounced by combin-

ing the consonantal element of the English letter t with

the pure vowel sounds.

The combined sounds li and tu, however, do not exist

in the Japanese language. The nearest approaches to

them are made in the syllables f-
,
chi (Ichi) and ,

tau.

These syllables have therefore found place in the T series.
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EXERCISE FIFTH.

1 . 2 .

b * 'f' a 7 b T '7 -f

& r \S if fj A 7 f- z
7 "7 7

b r f- !*

7 4 'y
’f'

]' fj "7 if if

=¥
7"

4
7
? fj

if

T
*
T

]'

7
T
ZT

.7

7

V T 'y .7

7 7
rt X y X7 7 ]'

Ai'
\ if 7s ?T 1' r 'y y
4 7s A A T fj if * f-

G. D SERIMS.

"f 7- j-"

DA DJI (jl) DZIT (ZU) DE DO

10. Most of these syllables are pronounced by a com-

bination of the consonantal element of the English letter

d with the pure vowels. For di and da the Japanese

organs of speech enunciate dji and dzu.
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EXERCISE SIXTH.

1 . 2 .

9 9 * i' F
x'

T "/
». V*

~T F"

F" F F" F 9 Y 9 9 F*

"9 >T 9 i

>

+
F 97* f-* F"

+ A "/ 4
9 1' r I-

9: ? if F T id
-4*

~T F"

9 A \S A 9 fj "/9.

A ? A

9 % F id '7 F r r f-* F"

F F" id F ? 4 "j F
A T 9 F is A \y h F ¥

7 . N SI IKIES

ZX % ; >
NA XI NU NE NO N

II. These syllables are pronounced by combining the

consonantal element of the English letter n with the pure

vowels.

In this series the character used as a final ?i sound

for syllables and words, properly has place, although its

quality is often more like that of the n<j sound of the word

song, than that of the pure » in man.
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12. Tbis -/ n syllabic has another peculiarity, to which
attention may be called here, namely, that of being pro-
nounced m before the labials, or syllables of the B, M and
P series.

For example :

—

Vt v a v is read kam mu n, not kan mu ri, -T ~S -r '7 is

read ncmbutsu, not nen bu Isu
; and ^ t‘ 7 is rend em

pit.-m, not enpitsu.

EXERCISE SEVENTH.

2 . 1 .

V — -r X' y y —

*

-r 4 ~y if — y f

]'
— 4 y f y y —

y f / 7 '7
y —— -=:- —

*

7r y —
/ — y j y y

y -f
9* 1' y

9 7 y —
y y yy T T _

_

y y "J j- 7 9 y y — 4
zz ¥ K 4 y y y y y 4
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8. H or SPIRANT SERIES.

E 7 ^ ft
HA III FU (f\Yu) HE IIO

13 . These syllables, with the exception of 7, ai-e pro-

nounced—approximately only—by combining the con-

sonantal element of the English letter h with the pure

vowels. These syllables, however, are spirant rather than

aspirate in quality.

The character 7 is pronounced by means of an impure,

or labial, English /sound, in combination with the vowel

u. The enunciation, gently breathed, of such a word as

fwu, would most nearly express 7 , in English speech.

EXERCISE EIGHTH.

2 . 1

7 ^X rk rk 7 yN

7 if -r d
—
X dr yx

r
>>

r? a A 7
^X 7 yx

7s 7s
V ''

77 d
k b ik

ik ^x 7 b yx

? 7^ 7 7 if X 9 + 1' **

X 7s a 7 7s

^x 7 b yx

\L b K 7 7 7
^x

7 d 9' 1'" if ft ^x 7 k yx

7

\

7 . d K ^ V*

7 7
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5). 1J SERIES.

E' 7" *
BA Bl B LT BE BO

14. The H series, modified by the nigori
( »'), stands

for the combination ?f the consonantal element o: the

English letter b with the pur e vowels.

E’ZEROISE NINTH.
2. 1.

— y 7 EX A ^X 7 t"
V*

7^
>>

fcT

V»

7 ¥ A £' 7 7N

?* A ~T Y A % V* >>

ffc ^x 7 t 7N

A 'X 7
V 1/

7 L*
>>

tK A<
'X 7° £'

7 7 a 7 -2
'T

7 7 y

A 7'
t"

<»

7N

y ? 7 A tK 7 ^ V* 7 jl

>>

7 7" 7 7 rK ^X 7"
t" 7^

7 A 7 7 Z2 7
1C>. P SERIES.

/S E 7 *
PA PI PU PE PO

15. A small circle (o) called the han nigori, placed at the
righ t of the H series of syllables, represents, in Japanese
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speech, a combination of the consonantal element of the

English letter p with the pure vowels.

EXERCISE TENTH.

2 . 1 .

— N'

ii T y *• 7” t*
O

x\
1- y y" y X X X X

~T IX 7s -y- y tK tK 7" E” if
y y X X X

* 't ') X
0

x\
o *•

y A -y "j X X X
T X r o

x\ tK -V 4 X
]'

iK
o

tK E°
o

x\

x if T a -r # y ^7 f-

x y J7 h 7

\

tK
o

x\ tK E°
o

x\

y
V*

/N E" f> y x f-

11 m Slum :s.

s»
>
Na I* /

MA MI MU ME MO

16- The consonantal element of the English letter m
combined with the pure vowels sounds best represents

these syllables.
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EXERCISE ELEVENTH.

2 . 1 .

fi y c -r

\ 7 r -r Y 77" -e

V 7*

y >

7 h -V-
yx A 7" y

7 S > y > v
v A \

V

'7 X 9
v»

r? r7 7

7 y \
y v\>

. v\ > / 7 7
'7

I

—

r

7 r 7
T 4 \L x > 7 ~T 7 a

[2'. Y S>ek i i: s.

* .a 3
YA YU YO

17. These syllables are pronounced by combining the

consonantal element of the English letter y with the pure

vowels.

18. Note. It will be observed that a syllable for yi or

ye does not appear. No special chai’acters having these

sounds exist in the Japanese language. The character

j i is often spoken as though it were yi, so also is the
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character (ic) i which is given in the W series. The
character i (ic)e, given in theW series is also often spoken
ye. It is almost a matter of indifference whether x is

pronounced ye or e.

EXERCISE TWELFTH.

2. 1.

* a 7 -r a df

-v X iF 7 Y X K
1/ X 7 ¥ ¥ y -V X'X 7

jJ- X a —
-y

A

7 su
Xy ¥ 'V

7 & \ a
s»

7 -y X X ¥ X
a 3C h X

7 dr
7 X X 9 4

JX.

a A ¥ a '/ X jyu 7 X
\

s* y i> dr ar 7 a F -r

ia.. K SIlKtl IS.

7 !) )V V n
RA Ill ltU RE RO

19. These syllables can not be represented by means of

English vocables, just as they are pronounced in Japanese

speech. But, the consonantal element of the English letter
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r combined with the pure vowel sounds most nearly repro-

duces this series. Especially is it to be noticed, that the

character, y ri is often spoken more as if it were a softly

enunciated <h i than a distinct ri. Moreover, no one of the R
syllables ever receives the sound of the European rolling r.

lhe characters ru and p ro, like 9 ri, often seem to

involve the consonantal element of d in pronunciation.

EXERCISE THIRTEENTH.
2 . 1 .

b ~b JPU a iy )^ 9 y
y a \

V

As y
o A

i 9 V, f*

T y A A
I? v/ 9 y

pp- * V feT 4 7 v' A

1' ii "J As i/ 17 As a
J^ 9 9 9 k. X * ') A

a A' ') yT ) V rk 4# ~h
V V A' 1/

a
* y r \y a Y T 5 y
1/ y 9 A' A*

Special Note:

—

THE CONSONANTAL ELEMENT OF L.

20. In the Japanese language there is no equivalent
for the English consonant l. Recently, that is, since the

Japanese people have come into intimate relations with
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Occidental languages and literature, tlie need of some
equivalent for the Western l has been felt by some native

linguists, especially that they nu>y better represent foreign

words in Japanese newspapers and books. It has there-

fore been proposed by some scholars to introduce into

the syllabary an L series, by a han-nigori marking of the R
syllabics, as,

—

— C

y
,10 .%0 » O °

V V' X2

LA LI LU LE LO

Attention is called here to this proposition, that stu-

dents of the language may understand the meaning of the

R syllabics nigoried, should they happen to come across

them in their readings.

14. AV SERIES.

7 # 7 x y
AYA (AV)I (AV)U (ay)e AYO

21. These syllables are most nearly pronounced by a

combination of the consonantal element of the English

letter w and the pure vowels.

22. The AV syllables undergo important changes in

combination with other syllables :

—

a. At the beginning of a word wo, invariably drops its

V) sound.

b. The pronunciation of (w)i, varies as i, in, and yi,

according to association.

c. The pronunciation of ~t (io)e, is almost indifferently

e, we, or ye.

d. As a particle f- ivo retains its ic sound.

e. The syllable ? if, sometimes pronounced urn, has

been adapted b}- many Japanese, by the use of the nigori

(..) 'Y, to represent the sound of the English v.
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;

Iu the following exercise rend the syllables as given
above. Do not forget to drop the w sound from * tvo

when it begins a word.

EXERCISE FOURTEENTH.

2 . 1 .

7 7 7 7 * ir 7 7 7
if 7" 7 h -X a 9 tl

ij f! 7 7
X # 7- 7 7

7 7- 7 F 7 V if

W X ji ') 7
<» # 9 7 7

A' / -X ’T V r
-y # 9 -b 7

7s
r? >•

^

7
? 7 9 7
iy 7 ') ; 3~ 9 7 7
7N 7 — ') 9 A



CHAPTER III.

THE SYLLABLES AS AFFECTED BY
JUXTAPOSITION.

23. When the vocal elements of the Japanese language

are brought together by the pronunciation of juxtaposed

syllables, many modifications of their original values

become audible. Both consonantal and vowel sounds

undergo changes, some of which are of radical importance

to a learner of the language. These modifications are

noted and illustrated at considerable length in the

present chapter. Many of the “ Examples, ” and “Illustra-

tive Words” given, however, are but seldom,—some of

them never,—met with in common speech. They are put

forward here, not that place need ever be found for them

in the student’s vocabulary, but simply that they may
furnish the student with ample exercise in learning the

phonetic changes which take place through the various

associations of the Japanese vocal elements. These

changes should be carefully studied.

I. VARIATIONS OF VOWEL SOUNDS.

24. The vowel syllables, better than the consonant s}’lla-

bles, retain their full values under juxtaposition. These syl-

lables seldom appear except at the beginnings of words
;
con-

sequently they are not often prevented from free utterance

by antecedent consonants. They receive almost invariably

the sounds already given, of a in jiart, of i in pique, of a in

jmll and of o in port. Their quantity in utterance may be long

or short, but their true quality does not perceptibly change.
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25. This fact, however, does not hold good of the vowel

elements which are incorporated in the consonant syllables.

The consonant syllables occur under all kinds of relations

in speech ; at the beginnings, in the middles, and at the

ends of words. Their vowel sounds are lengthened and

shortened, rounded and flattened, long drawn and almost

silenced, by the changing vocalization of their associated

consonants. These changes very rarely, if ever, happen to

the vowel syllables. Specifically :

—

26. a. The a element of # ka and of the rest of the

consonant syllables containing a, is often so flattened that

it sounds much like a in past or in mash.

27. h. The i element of 5^ ki and of all the other

consonant syllables containing i, often becomes hastened

and shortened into the sound of i in pick. Under some

circumstances this sound is so lightly touched that it is

almost inaudible.

28. c. The u element of ku and of all the conson-

ant syllables containing u, frequently becomes so much
shortened that it is much like the u in put. This sound,

like that of i, is also often so lightly enunciated that it is

practically silenced.

29. d. The e element of ir ke and of all the conson-

ant syllables containing e, is often so rounded and shorten-

ed that it is much like the e of pen.

30. e. The o element of n ko and of all the conson-

ant syllables containing o, is often so slowed and lengthen-

ed that it is sounded much like the o in pore.

31. The interaction of the consonant syllables occa-

sions, consequently, such modifications of their vowel

elements in speech, that these elements are sounded, ac-

cording to circumstances, much as,

—

a either in ptlVt or iu past
i „ „ pique „ „ pick
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u 33 3J pull „ „ put
e 33 33 prey „ .» pen
o 33 33 pore „ ., port.

These changes can not be well indicated

written examples. But, a good working direction for the

student who maj' not have opportunity for intimate in-

tercourse with the Japanese people, may be found in his

remembering that, as a rule, these changes are the results

of the positions naturally taken by the vocal organs in an

ordinary enunciation of the various combinations which

the Japanese language makes of the consonantal and pure

vowel sounds.

33. A'. The following words, however, can be regarded

as illustrations of the changes just referred to :

—

y -v

* ) zs

? y" s'

tr

tK s' dt

contains both round and Hat a, amashi

„ „ long and short i, kirin

„ „ „ „ „ it, kubun

>> >) j) )> >1 kegp.u

„ „ short and long o, bongo.

34. fi. The quickening or silencing of the i and it

sounds is exemplified in the pronunciation of such words as,

£/ shi la, which, with one of its meanings, is

generally sounded like .... sh’la

y Isu hi, which, with one of its meanings, is

generally sounded like .... tski

and Y y ma ls, 'y which, with one of its meanings, is

generally sounded like . . . mats’.

This peculiarity will receive further attention on another

page.

H. CHANGES IN THE VOWEL SYLLABLES.

The vowel syllables, when in juxtaposition, are generally

affected as follows :

—
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35. a. The pronunciation of a doubled vowel syllable

is practically that of a double long, or slow, sound of the

vowel
;

e. g. 7 7 a a =n, A A i i -
1, >> u it= ft.

% % ^is dji, A A is iy ^ is ?.

This combination, however, very rarely occurs.

36. b. The pronunciation of unlike vowel syllables

generally exhibits their separate sounds as true diphthongs,

—but with certain modifications, as here noted :

—

37. a. T a tends to change a following jc. e into ye,

and X o into wo.

38. /?. A i tends to give an initial y sound to other

vowels following.

39. y. u and % o tend to give an initial w sound

to other vowels following.

Examples :

—

7 ?\S sounds much like ayeru

7 t ') JJ 33 33 awori

A 7/A 33 33 33 iyateru

A ^ 7 33 33 33 iye/su

7^-7' 33 33 33 mvent

% A s* 33 33 33 oiviru

P A 7 y> 33 33 iiiviyu.

40. 6. When T a and u are written together

T au, they very seldom receive a diphthongal pronuncia-

tion. They ordinarily coalesce into a double long, or slow,

o sound. The same change takes place in the juxtaposi-

tion % ou. Their sound is also that of o.

Examples :

—

7 7 4" oyi

7 t? 7 P o-o

\
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7 7 h

7 7 Tp 3 7 ozolckoku ( .14 )

* 7 7 zs obiui

% 7 7 -f : . . . . dbusa

7 p oho ( 4tt )

* 7
* 7 7 p
P -r

* 7 -t 7
% P 3. is

41. e. "When -at e and >> u are written, oc. ^ e a, they

are pronounced almost without exception as yd. In

Aston’s “ Grammar of the "Written Language,” this

peculiarity is explained thus ;
“ In Japanese etymology c

is equal to i+a. E u therefore equals i a u As we

have above noted, r '> a u are pronounced d. The ele-

ments i a u, therefore easily coalesce in speech into id or yd.

Examples :

—

^ 7
-•t >>

yochiyen

P P
^7 P

7 jf p

^P 7 P
F -z- p doydbi
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III. CHANGES IN JUXTAPOSED VOWEL AND
CONSONANT SYLLABLES.

/. Vowel preceding Consonant Syllables.

When the vowel and the consonant syllables are written

in juxtaposition, the vowels preceding the consonants, several

peculiarities in pronunciation are produced.

42. a. The consonant syllables most affected by this

association are those of the H or Spirant series, ha

t. hi y fit he * ho. When these syllables follow

the vowel syllables, or, indeed, what amounts to the same

thing, when the}- follow the vowel sounds of any syllables,

they lose, with but few exceptions, whatever spirant

quality they have. ha, then, is pronounced much like

iva. The other syllables of the series, practically as pure

vowels, i, u, e, o, combine with the preceding vowels into

true diphthongs. The few exceptions to this rule need

not be noticed here.

Examples :

—

7 a ha is pronounced awa

A s' i ha >> 99 iwa

7 s' u ha )5 99 uwa

7 h a hi 99 99 ai

A h i hi 99 99 ii

o hi 99 99 oi

7 7 afit 99 99 ait or <5

A 7 ifu 99 99 in

% 7 ofa 99 99 on or o

A ^ i he
99 99 ie.

(
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7 v he ,, „ ae

if & o ho „ „ oo or d.

Note. It will be well to remember the following general

rule. When the syllables of the H series do not com-

mence a word, drop their spirant sound, read ha as iva,

and leave to the remaining syllables their pure vowel

qualities.

Illustrative Words :

—

7 k
7 kf

7 ^ *
-f ^ X
A s' k

A s' 7 . . . iwafu

A S' 7^ , .'.iwaho

'i S'

A 7
7 S' -2-

7 s'

t -.h 7
if s' -k /is

if -fo 7 f
if -fo 7
A ~7 A ~7
^ y i y

7 k y
7 k y
A k 7 7 -k yy •
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A k if h
A A 7 7
a ••

y ^ A- Ar

iigai

iiau (40)

iede

uenaki &c.

2. Consonant preceding Vowel Syllables.

43. a. The peculiarities of pronunciation arising from

the juxtaposition of the vowel and consonant sjdlables, the

consonants preceding the vowels, are practically the same as

those arisiug from the juxtaposition of the vowel syllables

only, as shown above, (40).

Examples :

—

y y ka u is pronounced kd

jfy ga u >> )> go

vi y ro u i) ro

y ho u j) >> ho d'C.

and y ni u >1
nyu

') y ri u >> ryio

a- y ki u 5> ))
kyu <£c.

Illustrative Words :

—

ji y y kdyaka

iy iy hobo

dr y =f y
y A

y y tK -

^ y y ••

-v y y ••

gogo

somai

, robo

.tome

.
yoka
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7 0 "fj )!7 noko

7 O' 3 07 moyd

Among many other illustrations a few typical words are
the following :

—

'0 4 nyubo.

— O' -A O' nyubd

O' tK 0 nyubo

') O' ]' O’ ryiilo

') O ^ A ryuyei

') 0 0 0 ryutcd

0 0 -A" 0 ryulryn

4 O O' Z7 • kyW<™

4 0? A" 0 kyvgyn

4 O 7 7 kyhrb (45) <kc.

44. b. The peculiai'ity noted before (41), namely, that

of the pronunciation of x e u as yd, follows the vowel

sound e when it appears in consonant syllables having

the same associations as the vowel oc e., e.g. =j- >> te u is

pronounced as though written chd. That is, e u becomes

yd and t before the sound i or yi, has its equivalent, as we
have seen, in chi (9). From these changes comes chi yo, and

that is transformed into chd. Thus, also, for like associa-

tions of other syllables in e. and it.

Examples :

—

~y~ 0 t’’ u = c/ii yo = chd

y-" 0 dc u = ji yo = jd

\y> sc ii = s/ii yo = slid

^ 0 be u = bi yo = byd
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3^ y hce u = kl yo = kyb

y re u = ri yo = ryb

jt y me u = mi yo = myd

'N y he u - hi yo = hyb

"7" y ne u = ni xjo = nyo

y y fJe u = yi >jo = yxyb &c.

Illustrative Words:—

y~ y y chbbb

~7~ y ^jr ZS chochin

=•7 7 T> • nyuch

o

T' & 'T 9 jbtetsu

A? y y shobb

s~\ y zy bybdan

lr Jf y kybgo (45)

1/ y is ryoshi

y y p y myokica(56)

'N y l

) y hyoryu

-7- y y y nyoketsu

? y ? >r gyolai

Az y is y shbju

v y y ryori

y A? ^ hyosei

y y s\ y kyoho (45)

-t y y 7 shodai.

45. c. As the syllables of the H series, when not

placed at the beginning of words, are practically vowels,

the changes occurring in their pronunciation, when follow-
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ing consonant syllables, should be studied. They undergo

in this relation practically the same changes as those to

which they are subjected when they follow the vowel

syllables :

—

Examples :
—

'

s' 7 ha fu ho

S' •'N ha he

Tfc 7 ho fu ho

7)0 ho ho

b ni hi ....

') 7 ri fu ryu

7 7 nu fu ....

7 ^ ta he . . .

.

7 b la hi . . .

.

7 b su hi . . .

.

7» 7 su fu .... suu

-y na ha ....

i? 7 ji fu

zf 7
4 ''

go fu

ki ha ...

go

7 yu fu

«=*• b
ZJ H

f b

uao

wo hi . . .

.

o hi ..

.

Illustrative Words:

—

b 7 7 •• baiau (4 (>)
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7 ' *\/ls ...

h 3 A
k ...

^ / f
>'77?
7 s' 7 ...

•= k A u
!l 7ny

t}n 7\ • • •

— 7^ 7 • •

- & b • • •

b > ••

^ 'N yV . .

.

^ b ^
* b /
.*7* !> ...

. ftam(

. haikomu

. hiivari

.hodate

. hofulcu (4-7)

.fidid

.niimuro

. ryuron

. maosu

.niou (40)

. nioi

. nuime

. taerv

. taira

.suimono

. suo

x7 7 4
Z2 S\

y 7 •••

.Juki

. kuicai

sou (46)

-^=•7' £ kiwami

b -r 7 yuino

? b 3 7 oiyome dec.

46 . or. When the syllable 7 fa terminates a verb,

following syllables whose vowel element is a or o, 7 fa
loses its spirant quality only. The resulting sound is the

diphthong au or ou.
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ILLUSTRATIV F. \VORDS

j- y is not vo but nau

t 7 y „ „ moro „ morau

„ „ omo „ omou

is y „ „ shimo „ shimau dec.

47. (3. There are some purely Japanese words in

which 7 fa does not loss its spirant quality when follow-

ing other syllables.

Illustrative Words :

—

t y ? is not oda but ofada

7 y s „ „ drera „ afureru

y ') „ ,, hori „ hafuri

y 7 „ „ mjosu „ nefusu dc.

48.

Special Note. To these examples may be added

from the H series a few more illustrative words to show

how e u is changed in pronunciation into yd or o.

Illustrative Words :

—

Jfe 7 mfu = se u = shiyo = sho

Jfc 7 7 y shofuku

7 'f y shdsalsu

7
' 7 7~ 7 chdchd

7~ 7 7~ y is -'f
chochoshii

7~ y y jf k.
chotsugai.

IV. CHANGES IN CONSONANT SYLLABLES.

49.

The influence, in its general character, of the con-

sonant syllables upon one another, may be easily learned

from what has already been said of the vowel and con-

sonant syllables in their mutual relations. There remains
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for notice but little of an exceptional character. The chief

exception lies in the fact, that often there is such a blend-

ing of the sounds of two or more syllables, that the result-

ant pronunciation is more or less unlike that of any of the

constituent syllables when pronounced separately. This

peculiarity has, to some extent, been already noticed in the

blendings of vowel and consonantal sounds. Something

of what has already been said may be repeated below.

50 . 1 . Coalescent Sounds.—When the conson-

ant syllables v shi, y ji, and chi, precede the syl-

lables -V ya, y u, n. yu, g yo, or the diphthongal syl-

lables -y 7 yo. 3 y yd and the like, the first and the

last sounds only of the juxtaposed syllables :are audible.

Examples:

is Y shi ya is pronounced sha

is 3 shi yo )) 33 sho

is Y 7 shi ya u = shi yd = slid

is 7 shi u is pronounced shu

is xx. 7 shi yu u = shi yu = shit

i? Y ji ya is pronounced ja

i? Y 7 ji ya u = ji yo jo

7 jifa = ji ya ja

is xx. ji XJU is pronounced ju

is xx. 7 ju yu u 33 33
ja

=r 3 ji yo is pronounced jo

7 ji ya u = ji yo jo

f* Y chi ya is pronounced cha

-f 3 chi yo clio

f* Y 7 chi ya u = chi yo = cho
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f* 3 » chi yo u = chi yd = cho

chi ye is pronounced cliie

Illustrative Words:

—

is y shaboii

is -V y xhaku

is 3 yzs shobun

-Y y shdbai

Is y -Y shuya

is y > / shidome

is 7 A : shui

’> y x? shvji

1/ \ y jaku

y 3ab°

l? \ y >? z/ jddan

is -Y y ? ?? jddo

is y T y jflafcu

i> y y" is J*bun

l> ;< 'S juban

i? y V j*Mn

cy y y jochu

-V y s< IS Jbban

y y -y y jnbyo

y \ y' ^ chadai

y ^ cliobo

f* 3 y tK
ch6bo

y y y c/io&o
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7~ -V ft ^ ^ chocho

ft 3 !> T ^ choai

ft JSL ?? chiezuku.

51. 2. Mai)id, or Suppressed, Sounds. It often

happens that sounds associated with syllables as written,

are almost, and sometimes wholly, suppressed when the

syllables are spoken. We have already referred to this

peculiarity, but more special attention to it should be

given. In the illustrations shown in this book of this

change, the sign ^ is used; e.g. u or i.

52. a. The sound u, whether appearing in a vowel

syllable or as part of a consonant syblable, should it

happen to end a word, is usually so lightly spoken that it

may be said to be suppressed, or practically silenced.

Examples

:

—

7 ') v * a ri ma m = arimasu.

? 7~ ? v 7s tale rare rm = toierarenu.

53- b. When the syllable y tsu, not at the beginning

of a word, precedes a ch sound, the sound u disappears.

Examples :

—

^ 7 ft i tsu chi = itschi = . itchi

A 7 ft itsuteu = its tea = ilchiyo = itchd.

54. (' When the syllables ? ku, not at the beginning

of a word, is followed by another syllable of the K series,

•ft ka, % ki, tr ke or n ko, it loses its vowel sound,—the

resulting sound being that of double k.

Examples :

—

ft' ft ft ft ga ka ko gakko
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y Z2 hi ka ko = bikko

fj y ^ ka leu ki = kakki

y y y 7 ra ka ka iva = rakkwa (56)

55. d. When the syllable y tsu, not at the beginning

of a word, precedes the syllables of the K, S, T or P series,

its sound is silenced, and the consonantal sound following

is doubled.

Illustrative Words:

ka Isa ko kakko

v y ^ r ma. tsu su gu = massugu

'7~ y a 7 to. tsa po = teppo

^ y y y ma tsa ta ku = matlaku

k y 3 Is hi tsu ko mu = hikkomu.

y y 7 tsumotsiUe = Isumotte

y 4 IS batsakin = bakkin

7 y ? atsula = alia

f* y > chilsato = chitto

ji y 'T katsato = kalte.

Note. This peculiarity has given rise to the custom, with

some writers, of using the y tsu as the phonetic sign of

the doubling of a sound in a word. It is often, when used

in this way, marked with a small circle, the ban nigovi so

called ; e.g. y°.

56. e. Before V ica, the u sound of ? ku, and of 'S gu,

is usually lost in speech.
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Examples :

—

7 7 'f is tfn i •''/u' jyo = kicaisha or

kaishct

7 7 kh tea ji = l aji or kwaji

7 7 'f r? ^ wa i ih/ = gwaikoku or

gaikoku

~7 7 7 17 £<t &« ?ca = rakkwa.

57. y. The sounds u and i, as elements of the conson-

ant syllables of the K, H, S and T series, tend to become
silent in polysyllabic combinations.

Illustrative Words :

—

7 !) ktaari

t jl /IS hikant

is j] is shlkashi

7\ Z2 is sitkoshi

A ? + is sukunashi

y 7 /s tsiikeru

y 7 7 tsukegi

7 7 v' -v y chikusho

xu is 7 nishilci

7 7 y kaki.betsu

7 7^7 kakitshite

7 ? 7 v 4 atarasluki

77 ^ .fukumu

y y -y .fusuma.
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8. 7.

A b ^ V
y \ \ ?
^ tK^
4

'

/A

7
y

i' i/
O

/

4
, &

. 4

EXERCISE FIFTEENTH.

G. 5. 4.

^7' T-f T
7^ fM

? a
*-?•

* j
9

7 - I

3. 2. 1

> 4 7 7 7
t> 7 'i' ^
4 7" '' i" 7
y v v'

4 v 7
b

4
4

4
)'

7 4

7~

O

4 4 __

0 v7 7
7 7
7

O

4S’ S’

A'
O

4
*

1. Asliita mimai ni mairimasho. Amashi. Aye.ru.

2. Asa-han mae. undo sum. Obun. Yoji.

3. Tokyo ga liiroi. Awabi. Kdyaku.

4. So nasarimasu ka ? Nyubd. Chobo.

5. Achi ye yorimasho. Haeru. Morau.

6. Haori too lean. Ofuda. Choclio.

7. Watakashi no kyodai. Shabon. ShUtonie.

8. Hilo ni haralla. Itcho. Gaklco.
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EXERCISE FIFTEENTH.

16 . 15 . 14. 13 . 12 . 11 . 10 .

^ i/ ^ ^
jl 7 Z/'%77 / 7? *=777\
7 z? S< ') A f* z? X? 7 is 'f ) 7,3 o/' «o o _

-V 3/ 37 -V -r- 7 7 S\

3 ^>> + °r4

(i:t

4

7~

/

4

37

h

3/
T
t>f

& -V ^• ?
* y

o
T ~

o

4 '' 4* 4"

° 4

4
Y

37
A

o4
4

F

*
4

37

-f

V

4

°^r
y
7*

4
4
4
4
V'

7 9 * 4
* * >t

» c
is

-V

3>

7*

F

*

4

4
y
4
4

9 .

10 .

11 .

12 .

13 .

14 .

15 .

16 .

r
o

Ouwo.
o

Honcho dori de aimasho. Shdbai.

liyori nin ni so itte kudasai. Shdsalsu. Kekko.

Moshita kotoba wo osshalte dozo. Onion. Nau.
Jaji ni cha wo ippai moltekite okure. Kwoji. Hikkomu.
Kono cho no kinjo de gozaimasa ka ? Gwaikoku. Rakkwa.
Kyo wa yoi tenki desa. Haori. Fiisuma.

Komban wa memboku ga nai. Mo yoroshii. 0 hayd.

Kanjo cho wo hayaku doka. Shikata ga nai. Sayonara.

Ni

v*

&
-n

^

S'

K
it

?
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Note. There are other modifications of pronunciation

peculiar to the Japanese language, but those which have

been exhibited so far, are most worth the attention of

student in beginning his study. Should one faithfully

apply the rules here given, he can be confident, that,

although he may never read or speak Japanese like one

native born, he will not make many serious failures in his

attempts at enunciating Japanese words.



CHAPTER IV.

PUNCTUATION, GRAPHIC SIGNS, AND ACCENT.

I. PUNCTUATION.

58. Properly speaking, Japanese writing is without

punctuation MASKS, or equivalents of the periods, colons,

semicolons, commas etc ,
which abound in the books and

manuscripts of the West. Japanese writing does not even

show separately the words which compose it. It is prac-

tically a continuous succession of syllabic characters, which

the intelligence of the reader, it is supposed, will enable

him to group into the words and phrases intended to be

understood. Sentences, however, or completed expressions

of thought, and certain rhythmical phrases in sentences, are

indicated in most manuscripts and printing by a few well

understood marks. Recently, under the stress of “ modem ”

needs, attempts at systematic punctuation have appeared in

many periodical publications. But, as yet it may be said,

that with the few exceptions spoken of, there is no general

agreement among the Japanese as to the marks to be used,

to designate, in writing, the divisions of their thought and

its expression.

59. The marks commonlj’ in use are these : open, and

solid, circles o a, and open, and solid, pendants .

These marks have different significations when placed in

different positions.

60. A large open, or solid, circle is used to show a

headline, or beginning of chapter or section
; O or ©

61. A small open, or closed, circle placed at the lower

right hand corner of a word, serves as a period ; ° or •

.
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62. Small open, or closed, circles placed along the right

o •

° •

side of a word, or sentence, indicate emphasis ;— o or • .

o •

o •

63. A pendant > may indicate either a full slop, or a

comma-like pause, when placed at the lower right hand

corner of a syllable or word. At the present time it

generally does a comma’s work.

64. Along the right side of a word, or succession of

words, the pendants, open and closed, indicate a secondary
x »

*

emphasis ; x or » . The emphasis intended by large sized

X *

type, or by circles, is of more importance than that of the

pendants.

The succession of degrees of emphasis is made by big

type, or large writing, solid and open circles, solid and
• o > x

open pendants; e.g. >, x. The best writers and
• O ' X

publishers, however, are not disposed now to favor the

growing use of these marks.

65. An exclamation mark (!), has lately been added

to the type fonts of the newspaper oitices.

66. Interrogation is embodied in a sentence by the use

of the syllable # ha, or the mark ( ? ).

II. GRAPHIC SIGNS.

67. In addition to the punctuation marks above de-

scribed, which, as we have seen, serve also in a measure as

graphic signs, there are other marks now in use, which the

learner of the Japanese language should be prepared to

understand when he meets with them.

68. The line, single
,
and doubled

,
is used
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as a coupler of syllables into names of persons, and places.

A single line placed at the right of the characters indicates

the name of a person
;
two lines designates the name of

a place. Thus, p t* -/ y V ; or thus, v -ft zf.

69. A short line — ,
is often used in print to show

subsections and paragraphs subordinated to the main divi-

sions, which are marked by the large open, or closed,

circle
; O or •

70. Chief subdivisions are sometimes headed by solid

diamonds or pyramids , according to the publisher’s

fancy:

71. Quotation is shown by the brackets f J.

Sometimes two lines = before, and two lines = after, a

phrase, mark quotation ; e.g. = =.

72. Abbreviation is generally indicated by a line of

small dots in the body of a sentence
;

or by

tw7o long lines = between groups of characters.

73. Parenthesis is shown, as it is in Western writing, by

arcs
( ), or brackets [ ].

74. Repetition of a syllable in a word is indicated by

placing under the syllable a closed pendant ;
e.g.

^
. When

two or three syllables are repeated the repetition sign is

Note. It might be well to notice also a few special
marks, often appearing in writing and printing

;
as

usually a long obtuse angle,— ( ;
e.g.

-f-

•?}

and = koto.

ft stands for told

„ „ tomo

Cl „ „ gozaru

“ when ”

“ although
”

“ to be” (formal)
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/
ft masa

shite.
“ Laving clone

”

“ to be ” (polite

termination of verbal forms).

There are other graphic signs in use in Japanese writing,

but they need not be described here. They are mostly
to be found in ancient classical literature. Familiarity
with the marks here shown will make plain the punctua-
tion and signs used in the newspapers, periodicals and
books which compose the current literature of the people.

In reference to this feature of speech very little service-

able information can be conveyed by description. Onlj'

personal intercourse with the people, and extended ac-

quaintance with the vocabulary, can give, if ever, satis-

factory accent, rhythm and cadence to a foreigner’s

attempts at reading or speaking Japanese. But there

are some rules which, if observed, will prevent really gross

errors in enunciation.

75. Accent in the Japanese language is not nearly so

prominent as in the speech of the peoples of the West.

Quickened, or silenced, vowel sounds often cause the other

parts of a spoken word to stand out with exceptional

prominence, but, as a rule, the values of all the syllables

appear pretty well equalized when sounded. The sound

of the word arimasu, for instance, is an almost evenly toned

a-ri-mas, the final a being almost mute, and the syllable

masu being but very slightly emphasized
;
the emphasis

over the stress given the other two syllables being hardly

noticeable.

76. 1. In words of two syllables, as a rule, the accent

is on the first syllable.

Examples :— ^ A' = tsvni, = sri/o,

III. ACCENT.
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h tro,

hihi.

6'J

Z2 Y

* ')

I'olo,

muri,

k T7

? +
Exception*. When a short u or i is the vowel sound of

the lirst syllable, or when a double long vowel sound
appears in the second syllable, the accent falls on the

second syllable.

Examples

= tsahd, ^ ft = shtka.

= .sft'o, k U7 * = It iro,

'd/ =. ill HSU, ? ft i? = tahv.

77. 2. In words of three syllables, as a rule, the accent

falls upon the second syllable.

Exception. If the second syllable is short, as i or «, the

first syllable receives the accent, unless the last syllable

has a double long vowel sound, when, of course, the

primary accent goes to the last syllable, and a secondary

accent to the first syllable.

Examples :

—

r ? v- ardshi, illustrates the general rule.

Then

7 7 p dlsaku, shows an exception with short il

7 ') y driso, „ „ » 33 33 i

t) 7 kashira, „ ,, 33 33 33 i

? ± 7 tdira 33 33 33 i.

78. 3. In words of more than three syllables the

accent, as a rule, falls upon the syllable before the last,

unless sent elsewhere by short, or double long, syllables,

u'hose values must be respected.
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Examples :

—

7 jf y

7 A ? r>

fj ? ^ y~

asamaddki
;
but

asaffUa, and

aruheito and

kdkushite.

asagdra, so, also,

79. 4. In all words, let it be remembered, accent

always goes to the double long, oy slow, syllables. When
two such long syllables are juxtaposed they are pronounc-

ed with even tones, like a spondee in English verse.

80. 5. In some,—not very many,—words which are

written exactly alike, there are differences of pronunciation

which can not be illustrated in any way by rule. Each

set of these words must be learned for itself, as, for example,

the four hashi,

the half dozen ji ^ kashi,

the several kaki

These last difficulties, however, need not trouble a be-

ginner in the study of Japanese speech. The rules above

given will be sufficient for all ordinary needs of the

student.

IV. MARKS FOlt TRANSLITERATION.

81.

In seeking to reproduce Japanese sounds in this

book, by the use of English equivaleuts.it has not been

Z2

and the numerous
a. £7

rt y
? 7 *

ko and kd.
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thought necessary to burden the text with many arbitrary

signs.

The pure sounds of the vowels such as

a in part and past

i » piqui *

yy pick

u yy pull
yy

put

e yy prey yy pen

0 yy pore yy port

are all represented by the unmarked vowels a, i, a, e, o.

Taking the sounds in part pique, pull, prey and port as

basal sounds, the student will naturally modify them

practically aright, as in pad, pick, pat, pen and pore in pro-

nouncing them in connection with the consonantal elements

of Japanese words.

a. The double long, or slow, sound of a vowel is indicat-

ed by a letter having a short, straight line over it ; as, a, d.

b. The quick, short, or suppressed, sound of a vowel is

indicated by a letter having a short breve over it ; as, 5, u.

c. The sound of n like ?ig in singer, when marked, is

shown by the letter a with a small dot over it as ».

d. Accent, where marked, is shown by a letter having

over it a short inclined line ; as, kd, me, mi.



CHAPTER V.

NUMERALS

82. In the Japanese language the treatment of num-

bers is a work of considerable length and complexity. But,

every beginner in the study of the language should know
enough of the numbers, to enable him to read them, should

he meet with them in writing, and to recognize them

should he hear them spoken.

83. The characters which show cardinal enumeration

from one to ten, and which stand for one hundred, one thous-

and and ten thousand, are the elements of the numerals.

These should be learned by every student of the Japanese

syllabary.

84. From one to ten, in present Japanese speech, is re-

presented by two groups of sounds. These sounds are

applied to one series of characters. One of these groups of

sounds is purely Japanese in its origin. The Japanese

sounds for the numerals above ten are for the most part

obsolete. They remain only in a few compound words, and

in ancient literature. The other of these groups of sounds

is of Chinese origin. This group furnishes the sounds for

a great deal of enumeration from one to ten, and for almost

all numbers from ten upwards.

The elements of counting in Japanese speech are there-

fore as follows :

—

Characters. •Japanese Sounds. Chinese Sounds. Values.

Htlol.su fnh i

.

. 1

Futatsu . ...

.

Nt 2
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—* .... San

m .... Shi 4

. . Itsidsu Go . 5JL
Mutsu .... liuku . . . G

L*
Naiuitsu .... Shield . .

.

7

A Yatsu .... Huchi . . . 8

)L Kokonotsu . . .

.

9

+ To Ju 10

100

Sen . . .

.

.... 1000

. . . 10,000
A

85. In counting between ten and one hundred, combina-

tions from the Chinese group, such as ten one, ten two, ten

three are used. Twenty is two ten, twenty-one is two ten one,

thirty is three ten, etc.

Examples :

—

Characters. Kana Writing-. Pronunciation. Values.

+ — i7 7 A "f ju icln ...11

& 7 ju ni . 12

+ = X7 7 'f ...13

11

1

... - & 7 nija ...20
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+ IS y -f f* . .nijuichi ..21

- + 'f IS & y ..30

0 + is is y . .40

A + X2 is y . . roku ju . . .GO

A + S' f* i? y . . . hdchiju ..80

d'C.

86. Higher numbers are produced by combining, in like

manner, the lower numerals.

Examples :

—

Characters. Kana Writing. Pronunciation. Values.

-W y -v ^ . . . ippydku . . . 100

. . — t -v ? 200

-w ..-tss -Y ^ • . . . sambydku .

.

300

n y -V * • . . . roppydku .

.

GOO

4 y fe s' 1,000

.. — v 2,000

—

^

4 & -v V . . . . 10,000

• • ^ y .
.
juman .... . .

.

100,000

w« . . t -v y - . . . hydkuman .

.

. 1,000,000

87. A year number is represented by a combination of

the numerals, somewhat as in English. To illustrate,

—
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= issen happyaku ku

ju go = 1895.

Recently, just such combinations of numerals as are

found in English have become quite frequent in Japanese.

shield ju ni = 72

hydkugoju = 150

sen hyaku niju hctchi = 1128

88. In connection -with the numeral characters certain

other characters are in constant use. A few of these should

be learned by the student, even though his work should be

confined to the kana. Such, for example, are the characters

for day, month and year :

—

Examples :

—

L-:r.
=

-*5.0 =

HA

Characters. Kana Wkiting. Pronunciation. Translation.

B = -f* nichi = «* day ”

n -
w? =

II “ month ”

tsiiM 1

^ = ^ S' nen = “ year.”

Examples :

—

-0 = 5 -f- f* = ichi nichi

V' ichi nen.

According to circumstances, the character for month is

read by the use of either the Chinese, or the Japanese,

group of numeral sounds.
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Example :

—

—* = either ichi gelsu or hitolsuki.

89. The Japanese group of sounds, when used for

purposes of enumeration, is abbreviated throughout, as

follows :

—

ABBREVIATTONS.Characters. Numerals.

—

-

k > 7

777
. A \ 7

3 7

£ A 7 7

7\ A 7

b + -a 7

A -V 7

% Z2 Z2 /

+ 1' 7
90. The student

reading of Japanese,

= ll h or .... hi

= 77 fata or 7 . .
. ,fu

= ^ ....mi

= 3 — y°

= ^ 7 .... itsu

= J\ ... .mu

j- >

...

/

b 7

, . .vana

ya

. .kono

.. .to.

are used chiefly in combination with Japanese words, and

that Chinese numeral sounds bcloiv ten are, as a rule, used

with Chinese words. Above ten, Chinese numeral sounds,

with a very few exceptions, are used for the expression of

all numeral combinations.



CHAPTER VI.

THE HIRAGANA.

91 . The Hiragana form of the syllabary is the popular

medium iu use for the representation of Japanese speech.

Its chief excellence, and probably a reason to be added to

the main reason given in the General Introduction for the

preference over the Kalakana shown it by the people, lies

in its easy adaptability for the purposes of writing. The

characters composing the Hiragana are easily joined to one

another.

In former times each syllabic of the syllabary was

rendered in the Hiragana by a large number of differing

characters. At the present time most of these characters

have become obsolete. They remain enshrined in ancient

literature, and are honored to-day chiefly in ornamental

script. The tendency at present is steadily towards

reducing the variety yet remaining, to the simplicity of the

Katakana, in which there is but one sign for each syllable.

In the Hiragana syllabaiy next given, those characters are

reproduced which are becoming standard. They are

learned by the children in the schools of the empire, and

are, with but few exceptions, the characters now in use in

the printing of the newspapers and the books which are

prepared for the reading of the common people, and in the

publications in which the Kona, as side letters, serve to

interpret Chinese ideographs. The less used, and some of

the obsolete, Hiragana characters will be given in another

table of the syllabary printed at the beginning of the

Third Section.
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I. TRANSITION FROM KATAKANA TO HIRAGANA.

Fox- the pui’pose of preparing the student for a mastery

of the Hiragana, we shall now transcribe from the Katakana

into the Hiragana, the Illustrative Proverbs which are to

serve as texts to the reading and conversation composing

the Third Section of this manual. Let the student be

content for the present with learning only to read, and to

pronounce correctly, the Japanese text of these proverbs.

ILLUSTRATIVE PROVERBS IN KATAKANA.

1. 4 f* f 4^7*, & 7 7 s^ o

2. a zs V X *, 5 ft 7 o

3. S' ') 7 T X 4 7, 7* ^ f
/ ry 0

4. •=* ZS /y 7 X' 7 7 y o

5. V 7 7 'S 3 ')
>

y is 9

X fj V 0

G. 'N 7 7 K
O

7. zs T b — y
\ A' 4 7 / u

s. -f ') 7 7 x 4 7 h /^a

o. ') fj ^ i? y a i) f 7 X'Q

10. 7 x £ > f i y- 4 y f y- 7 0

11. ^ y z/ 3 ') 7 ^ v^
Q

f 9j / >' -

7* 7 0
12 .
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13. yf -=£ ^ b 7 ^ i/

h 7* A'o

14. ji is 7 ji ? \s y- f f jj ? -f x 0

15. s 7 jf is ^ \ 7 •=• 7* >S
0

16. 7 v \ v s< \i ji y t-

17. v ^ 7. 7" v X iy ^ v -f h

18. y f '> y v" - ^ y f \ /s
o

19 . 7 S f j--fc 7 \ y- 7 is f

•20. -f- ^ ^ ^ 7 7 7
h ? *o

21. 7" 4 7'' 7 ? >' i~ J?' 'f 7 0

22. 7 7 7 7 ^ 7 ~ j] ^ 7 X 0

23. A y 7?" h ^ V X ? 7 y

^ 7 3

24. 7 ') / 7 ^ ^ 7~ ^ \C >'

25. ^ f / -j- jl / jl 7' X 7 y
\ fj A

f ^ 7 x 0

/ f ^ 7" V X
7 * ;V

0

26. r;t 7
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27. % - /

28. 7 f* ]' ^ 7 7* 7 V 7 0

29 . 7 7^^/ ji y
\
s *£ «=• 7 7 'f 0

30. ff 7 >' 3 — 7 ^ V X 0

31. 7 7 7 ^ -r , 4 7° 7 ^ h ^ o

32. 7^4 7 7 X 7* 7* 7 7 7 ^ ^r

7 S' ^ 0

33. 3 ]' X 7^7 V X, ^ 7
7 7 7^ o

34. J2. \ 7 7 7 —
, 7 ^ X 7

7 7

35. 7 7 7 7

3G. 7 7 *7 7 7 v 3 ) Z2 \ XI 7

7

37. 7 ^ 4 7 7 4 f-^o

38. 4 7"'^ l > — -f it 7„

39. J3. v. 7 1 7^o
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40 7 7 7 's bf ~ =f 7*
Q

41- 17 3 ') r? N T7
0

42. is rx. .=. V /' V T # ^
-r >* 0

43. AE. s' -^4 -dr /

7 * ^ 3
0

44. b ]' / 3 7 V 7 A' S'

~7 S^ 4 s< / d ]' ^
1 0

45. -T: 'X ^ b •= S' b if 7
-7 *

46. -b 7 i> 7* 7 d -¥

'X 7 iK^ 0

47. 7s 4 / -7 # #7 7 A

if 7^ 0

48. A 7 -ty *

II. THE HIRAGANA SYLLABARY.

92. Ordinarily the Hiragana syllabary has a different

arrangement from that here given, but as a mnemonic aid

it may be well to write it first in the same order as that of

the Katakana syllabary already shown.
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A 1 U
!

E 0

% 7 VT» 4 9 *1 fet
K % 4 ^ ^ it x
G A." v CV'I If X r x

S % -f u -r* «£-t
Z

if -f L t?!-f xi
W>

T tZ 7 't? f* 07 <r
D ti? <> »y "£r_ gf i

N $1 .x s^l-5- <D / k *

H £Au

Uv
o\ ^ \[%s -E

B tiU
>* -^ 7

,

>' if#
P « A tlCf

o i if#

z I v[&

L

t? *J ib 7 4) ^
—

Y
tyj) ^ f H

I

11 y [0 j_\jb >J tflv £> X7 j

AV 7 <fe> # b r> ^
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III. TRANSCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATIVE

PROVERBS.

93. As a further aid to memorizing the Iliragana, the

student is advised to transcribe the Illustrative Proverbs

above given, from the Katakana into the Iliragana, by a

gradual substitution of the syllabics of the latter for the

syllables of the former. To this end, comparative group-

ings of the Iliragana syllables are here shown. The

syllables are given, arranged in ten groups. The syllables

most resembling one another are written side by side.

Their distinguishing marks may thus be more easily

discovered among their confusing resemblances. The

arrangement, especially among the later gi-oupings, is

somewhat arbitrary and unequal, but it may serve its

purpose. The characters having the most familiar, and

the simplest, lines are presented first.

Note. The numbers which precede the proverbs, as
here given, refer to the proverbs as numbered in the
KaiaJcana series, appearing on page 78. The purpose of

the first numbering of the proverbs will be seen later.

The numbers which appear in the “Notes on Pronuncia-
tion,” which follow each group of the Hiragana syllabics,

refer to the paragraphs of the manual, bearing the
same numbers.

a. First (Troup :

—

3&' < <O
KA KU HE TE TSU

Illustrative Proverbs

14. ^ 7 ii '< f t ' < 'f x
Kashira kakushile. O ICO kaku.sazu.

28.
< f- — h 7' ft~c y
Kuchi ni to v:a taterarenu.
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6 .

35 .

19 .

/ -f ft
Hi‘!a no naga dangi.

X s ? y f
To no ura ioo Icaesu.

o / f -)-* * k:
Tsuno wo naosu tote,

korosh.

Y> v' f
ushi uv

Notes on Pronunciation.

14. In the words kakushite and kakusazu, the sounds u and i are
almost silent (57 /.), excepting the u sound of the final zu in kaku-
sazu (8 a.). The particle =) too retains its w sound (122 d.). Kashira
receives accent upon the first syllable, ( 7 7 Ex.) The accent of kaku-
shite is thrown forward to the first syllable (78).

28. For the pronunciation of the word taterarenu see 75 and
52.

G. Naga (5 a.) Dangi is pronounced distinctly as two syllables,

dan-gi, the n being here the final tone for f/C (11).
35. The word pronounced kaesu is written kahesu. Its pronun-

ciation is governed by the rule given in 42.

6. Second Group:—

L ^ K
sin SIT RI

42
. I

Shu a

i

naru.

V \z S' V >ST

majiwdrebd
Xjb<
ak-aku

47. -jr i ^ 4- t >rb
Swnilali no naka-kara, meilcen

/?d *C'A'

0
ga deni.
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9. ») 2}' — 1

) 7 y -t
ffilca ?u Idmmvri v'o tadasdzu.

1.
V< ' f* 5- 1b Lsu
Ichi wo kixte jii tco shini.

48.
V, > f* L
Ichi sen

Notes on Pronunciation.

42. For shi-yu coalesent as shu, see .">(). Majiimreba is pro-
nounced with even tones, emphasizing slightly the distinguishing
verbal termination bn.

47. Meiken, (7 7 Ex). Go, see it b.

9. Kanmvri pronounced Jcammuri, see 1 12.

1. Jifu pronounced jii, see 750.

c. Third Group

C £ & iz [Z
KO TO III o NI

33.

Kotoba

V
dlrreba

L ^
rhino.

?<? L
sukundshi.

-0

7. -C
Tondr hi

U V'A- ;K>
n< M'tt na/so

; ^ Lc
no mushi.

44. CA £ / 3
Bito no yo

$• 7 7 >-
iratdru va mdruki

;<L s
hashi no gotosli i.

iZlZ / 'f'O..
Oni no nembutsii.

27 .
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4
- C\17

Ningen wazuka goju nen.

Notes on Pronunciation.

33. Kotoba, in having the three full vowel sounds o, o, a is

pronounced with scarcely any perceptible accent. The word writ-

ten ohokereba is pronounced okereba according to rule 42. For suku-
nashi see 57 /.

27. Nemhutzu for nenbntzu, see 12.
4. Gojifu — goju see 50.

d. Fourth Group

$ £ if
SA KI CHI HO MU

37. J jfU ^ 1 7
Saru mo, ki kara otsuru.

38
- IA fL \ * iZ iil'7 o

Kingen mimi ni sakau.

8 . % *9 'fX
Chiri tsumolte

-V v £ ^A 0
j/a»ia /o nan/.

45. ^ ^ tv.
Moyekui ni wa,

-V -#*»<,
ydsui.

Ca j&*
/it ga tsuki

23. is
Muri ga

Za? Z iso
hikkomu.

£ -to V X
toreba,

fi '> 'O

ddn

Notes on Pronunciation.

8. Tsumolte for tsumotsule see 55.
45. Moyekui for moyekulu see 42. See 4 2 also for /ia .» read as

wa.
23. Toreba for tohoreba, see 45. /)ori for ilauri see 413, and

40. Hikkomu for hitznkomu, see 55.
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e. Filth Group:

—

b % b h h
u so RA RO RU

24. p l) / t

Uri no lane m,
-F £a ''

ndsubi n-a

haenu.

is. *-t* l_ U % ' £ * £o
Sode utsushi ni, mono wo yarn.

22
- < < y ^ f iz

Rdkkwa, exla ni kaet'dzu.

2
- hh ll -? I"( t >) U

Boh ni mdkete mo, ri ni katsu.

1L hit 7 ^ s }) 1) T^Ho
Ruirdh yori mo, ayaushi.

Notes on Pronunciation.

24. Haeru for haheru see 4-5.
22. Bakkica for ralcukuxca, see 54 for the doubling of the k ; see

56 for the elision of the u sound from the second leu.

11. Ayaushi is an example of an exception under the rule referred
to in 43. In this word the svllabics -y V remain separate in sound.

X t V it It
YO MA KE HA HO

15. X A yi L S' Z 7 u Th a
Yome ga shutome ni naru.

3°- x it
Magaranebd, yo ni

7 7 y -f„
tatarezu.
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31
. If £ |-f 2* 4 £i?o

7vr ivo fuite, kizu wo motomu.

3
. {d 5 / r ^ ^ ^^ 5*

Bari no ana kara, ten wo

f r <

.

nozolcu:

t HJv' JC *? ~5 L.i>
Homdrc ardn yon, soshiri

nakdre.

Notes on Pronunciation.

15. Slvutome written sldutome see 4 !5 ,
«.

Seventh Group

0 g> iU h
NO ME NU YU A

2G. OS* % £ -f <* v a' ^,05 5*

AWo »/o/o mgf((rebd, atsuM ICO

y-4 £ 0
wasuru.

40. y>< b u 0

Mekura hebi ni ojtzii.

10 . l X. J- V 5* ^0
NusubUo wo mite, nawa wo nan.
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30. t * X *9 ZZZ £
Alania sordn yon kokoro iro

* o
.sort'.

Noh' on Pronunciation.

10. Kan instead of no, see 40. As verb ending in a u, rather

a fu, the separate vowel sounds are retained.

h . Eighth Group:

—

& ft b %> fa
NE RE WA VI F.

so. fa*f i £ & fa 1 (1
Nozomi lorn ncko uv, Isunw

xi'< -t,
kaJcusa.

17. -K'Pli- lO<R> > £ lo
Roi sugurebd, Mlsure i to naru.

13. b$"\Idfr 1) 2iV'fiCa 7) Id L
Wazawdi mo sditcdi no ha-dit

V d& 0
lo naru.

25. 7) -fi)' 7) 35 'Ido* 7\
Ido no naka no kaicdzu, daikai

l hi
1

ICO shirdzu.

34. \a \ u
Emi no uchi yaiba VO

7 < t?
fukumu.

vv
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i. Ninth Group:—

* 4* fz £
NA WO TA FU e(ye)

21. •& | <5 k s* lit-
Naki-zura too hachi (JO nana.

12. \&% < c)

Okame, hachi moku.

i6. \ ^ ^ L 0

Tama migakazarebd, kikari nashi.

32. % £ feo’iart %>izh l

£

Furulci too

£ L&o
ico shiru.

tazunete, atardnlnki

43. &l£ lilKJ t© K
7-;6a ?ra nt'&u&i mono ni,

Xo

aJUu>.

yo.

Nolen on Pronunciation.

12. Olcamc for lookame, see 122 a.

43. Atae for atahe see 42, note.

k. Tenth Group:

—

& ^
MI yA

41 .

.Mine yon, kokoro.

SE
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29. O i)^\* *

Yasu mono tai no zeni

o L 1
o

ushindi.

*«• -y-/CiT
>

fc.lt < Lt
Sendo oku shite fane

Nt Vl&ho
ijama ye noboru.

Notes on Pronunciation.

41. For pronunciation of such words as kokoro, see 7 1).

46. Sendo for sendou as written, see 415. Oku for ohoku see
4-2. For he pronounced ye, see 18, and 42.





SECTION SECOND.

ELEMENTS OF GRAMMAR.



II is still doubtful under what family of languages Japanese should be

classed. There is no relationship between it and Aino, the speech of the

hairy aborigines ichorn the Japanese conquerors have gradually pushed

eastwards and northwards. In structure, though not to any appreciable

extent in vocabulary, Japanese closely resembles Korean ; and both it and

Korean may possibly be related to Mongol and to Manchu, and therefore

claim to be included in the Altaic group. Be this as it may, Japanese is

what is generally termed an agglutinative language, that is to say that it

builds up its words and grammatical forms by means of suffixes loosely

soldered to the root or stem.

Basil Hall Chasibeblain.



ELEMENTS OF GRAMMAR.
*

It is not proposed to attempt in this manual any thing

like a complete presentation of the grammar of the Jap-

anese language. But the progress of the student will be

made much easier as he enters the next section, if, pre-

viously, he shall have become familiar with some of the

most prominent facts peculiar to the usages of speech

among the Japanese. The student should at least know
in general how the Japanese classify and dispose of their

words ; how ordinarily they modify them and relate them

to one another ; and how the}' combine them into common
phrases and sentences.

The Japanese language is quite different in structure

and character from the languages of the West. Being

the expression of the thinking of human beings it is, of

course, essentially the same in its parts, composition and

operation as all expression of human thought. It must

name things, and tell somewhat about the things named ;

in fact it must contain, in some form, practically all the
“ parts or speech ” that are known in any language.

But the Japanese language is, after all, a very different

thing from any tongue known as Occidental. The Western

student can not, consequently, make satisfactory progress

in using its forms of expression, without first acquainting

himself with its chief distinguishing characteristics, and

without, also in a measure, investigating its peculiarities by

the aid of acknowledged grammatical principles. In' a

primary way we shall now seek to do this work.



CHAPTER I.

CLASSES OF WORDS.

94. 1. Like all human beings the Japanese have words

which are names of things, events, and persons, and are

also names of certain relations among things, events and

persons. These words are not divided by the native

grammarians, as Western peoples divide such words. They

are however equivalent to what we know as nouns, pro-

nouns, numerals, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions and

interjections. These words are nearly all uninflected.

The Japanese separate them into two classes according to

their importance, namely, as a. N.t, and b. X (it £"

Teniwoha.

a. Na are name-words proper.

b. The Teniwoha are the suffixed words, or particles, which

in Japanese speech are equivalent to Western prepositions,

conjunctions and, we may also say, interjections. They are

also like the signs of case in declension. These particles

further serve as terminal inflections for verbs and ad-

jectives.

95. 2. Also, like other human beings the Japanese have

words which express qualities of things ;
and words also

which tell of how things, events and persons exist, act,

and endure. These words are equivalent to what we of

the West know as adjectives and as verbs. The Japanese

grammarians call them Kotoba, “ words,” or

H72 $ (L ^ Id. Hataraki-kotoba, i.e. “ working words,”

so naming them not because they are in largest part the

words of action, the vital force in speech ;
but because
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they are active words; words undergoing constant chauge.

They are inflected in many waj’s to show time, mood and

other states and changes of beiug and action.

Note. Dr. J. J. Hoffmann, in the introduction to his
“ Japanese Grammar,” says of the kotoba

,
it is

“ the word

(v:"rbinn

)

by eminence and is considered as the living ele-

ment (
Hataraki-koloba

,

working word) of the sentence.”

But Mr W. G. Aston in Chapter II. of his “ Grammar of

the Written Language ” has this pertinent foot note. “ In
the l Hi ^ t>'i' h-h Kolola no Chikamichi, na are called

(<£> I £ If) i-koluba, or words which remain at rest as opposed
to (Iff: 5> ^ ;£lf) UaJaraki-kutoba, or words of action, the
term which in that treatise has been applied to the koloba

of older writers. By ‘ rest ’ and ‘ action ’ are here meant
‘ want of inflection ’ and ‘ inflection,’ and halaraki, ‘ working’
or ‘ action,’ has no reference to the usual meaning of verbs
as expressing action.”

In the Japanese language therefore there are properly

but two classes of words :— 1. Uninflected words, includ-

ing Na and Texiwoha; and 2. Inflected words i.<>. the work-

ing words, Hataraki-kotoba. Any distinctions which foreign

students may make among Japanese words other than

those here given, are not made in accordance with the

Japanese way of dealing with language, but simply that

they may meet their own convenience in study.
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ARRANGEMENT OF WORDS IN SPEECH.

The Japanese have ways, peculiar to themselves, of

putting the Names and the Working-words together.

96. 1. Mr. W. G. Aston in his “ Grammar of the

Japanese Spoken Language,” thus describes the order of

words m a sentence
;

“ The first place in a Japanese
sentence is occupied by the nominative case, the next by
the indirect object of the verb or by a noun followed by
a postposition, the third by a direct object of the verb
(accusative case), and the last by the verb or the adjective

in the verbal form.”

Among the illustrative proverbs (91.) used for these

lessons, Proverb 18 shows the order here described. (^> £>

W tea) % -X* c> U HC sode-utsush i ni ^ ©
mono ico £ yarn. Literally,—(“ That person as for,"

subject understood),—“ sleeve transferring in” or “ by,” in-

direct object,
— “ thing

”
followed bjr accusative sign uv,

direct object,—“ gives,” verb. Or, /“ He, by transferring

through his sleeve, thing gives.” More freely rendered the

proverb means, “He gives a thing secretly by passing

it through his sleeve ” i.e. the long sleeve of the Japanese

dress.

Exception

:

—An exception to this order of words arises

in making comparisons, when the object with which the

comparison is made is usually put first.

Proverb 41, is J; I) \ if> “Mime yori, kokoro.

”

Literally,— “ Face than, heart.” Freely rendered, “ The

heart is better than the face,” i.e., “Goodness of heart is

to be preferred to beauty of face.”
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97. 2. The fundamental law governing the combina-

tions and relations of Japanese speech is that the words,

clauses Sic. qualified, follow the words, clauses &c. which

qualify them. Prof. B. H. Chamberlain in his “ Hand-

book of Colloquial Japanese,” thus summarizes this rule :

—

“ The adjective or genitive precedes the noun which it

defines, the adverb precedes the verb, and explanatory or

dependent clauses precede the principal clause. The
object likewise precedes the verb. The predicative verb

or adjective of each clause is placed at the end of that

clause, the predicative verb or adjective of the main clause

rounding off the entire sentence.”

Example

s

.•

—

In Proverb 21, § 3 £> £ Naki zttra

ico, hachi ga sasu, “Weeping face (“£0 bee.s slice/,” or, “Bees

sting a weeping face,” 7£ naki, “weeping,” precedes

<3 Cy zura (Isura), “face.”

In Proverb 24, *>
/) <D Jzfo it # f it life #2

Uri no lane ni, nasubi wa hayenu, “ Jfelon of seed from, eyy

plant (""";
)
does not groin

;
” or, “ An egg-plant does not grow

from a melon’s seed,” the genitive 5 h Z) Uri no," melon’s,”

precedes 7243.
lane

,
“seed.”

In Proverb 42, it $ % & Shit,

ni majiwareba, akaku naru, “ Vermillion with if you are in-

timate, red becomes ;
” or “ If you handle Vermillion you will

become red.” Here the adverbial adjective form,

akaku, “ red,” precedes the verb £ naru, “ becomes.”

Then, in Proverb 34, £ <£. © 5 % it "f5 1
/n Id £ & < U

Emi no uchi. ni, yaiba wo fukumu, “ Smile, of interior in,

sword (ac
£,) conceals

;
” or, “ Conceals a sword, within a

smile,” the explanatory and subordinate clause, Emi no

uchi ni, “within a smile,” precedes yaiba wofukumu, “con-

ceals a sword.”

In Proverb 3, ft f) © #># b X As £ © £* < Hari
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no ana kara, ten wo nozoku, “ Needle of hole from, heaven ("£,,)

peep at ;
” or “ To peep at the heavens through a needle’s

eye,” the object X ten, “heaven,” precedes © 7f < nozoku,

“ to peep at.”

In Proverb 1, £ § V'X Iclli **»

kiile, ju wo shim, “One
)
hearing, ten knows;” or

“ Having heard one thing, he knows ten,” the predicative

verbs \r>X kiite, and shiru, end the clause, and the

sentence.

98. 3. a. It is customary in Japauese speech, when
two or more nouns are coox'dinated in a sentence, for the

last noun of the series to take the particle belonging to

each.

Example :

—

Here are linked together a series of nouns, in which

only the last receives the declension sign of the ac

cusative:

—

Jz.fl If* hV> 0% T> 0% 2p <tf X> £
'ts-O (, I) Dare ga ante, tsuchi, hi, tsuki,

misu, kaze, hi wo otsukuri, nasaremashita ka, “ Who ("£," )

heaven, earth, sun, moon, water, air, fire (acc. sign wo) august-

author has become ?
”

Or, “ Who has made heaven, earth,

sun, moon, water, air axxd fire ?”

b. It is the rule also when several verbs or adjectives

sxxcceed one another in a sentence, that the last vex-b or

adjective only takes the iixflection or particle belonging

to each, and that the verbs or adjectives preceding take

the gerund, or indefinite Main Steixx form.

Illustrative of b. is ProverbS :—

%

/> •O^OX'^3 ^ X

£ Cliiri tsumotte, yama to nam, “ Duet heaping, moun-

tain becomes or, “ Dust heaped up becomes a mountain.”

99. 4. In Japanese speech quotation is usually made

without any chaixge in the form of the words quoted (71).

The added particle £ (to), “ that,” with some verb mean-
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ing “ said,” points out the quotation. A quoted sentence

thus is i
-epeated as orignally spoken and is closed by the

words, “ that he said.”

Example :

—

$ L-72 Myonichi maim, to

iimashila. “‘To-morrow I coine,’ that he said or, “ He
said, ‘ I will come to-morrow.' ” —

100. 5. Interrogation is indicated by the particle

la? at the end of a clause or sentence. (66.)

Example :

—

# J \s1Z Kimashila La. “Has he come?” J \^~fZ

Kimashila. “ He has come.”

101. <1. Expressions concerning time ordinarily precede

expressions concerning place.

Examples :

—

t"4 ta fc 6> ^ 5 tiZ. tr* (.
Ichi ji Lara, galio ni,

iku. “From one o’clock I go to school or, “I go to

school at one o’clock.”

102. 7. Final verbs and adjectives are often omitted

and understood in many colloquial phrases. The mean-

ing is clear without them.

For example :

—

It is not necessary to say 0

hayo gozaimasii, in friendly morning greeting; ^ “5

0 hayo, is sufficient. The verb £» gozaimasii,

though used among comparative strangers for the sake

of formal politeness, is generally dropped among in-

timate friends. t, Choito !
“ A little !

” is a call

to a friend, meaning

Choito (kochira ye o ide. nasal). “ .4 little here to, honorably

come, deign

;

” or, “ Please come here for a moment.”

Many other like forms of speech are in use.
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WESTERN GRAMMAR IN JAPANESE SPEECH.

I. THE ARTICLE.

103. There is no article among Japanese words.

When a speaker of the Japanese language wishes to

single out, or to make definite, any thing named, he does

so by the use of prououns. verbs, adjectives aud various

distinguishing phrases. So far as its ordinary construc-

tion is concerned, the Japanese language is both indefinite

and impersonal.

For example :

—

In English “the book,’' invariably points out a par-

ticular book which has in some way been previously

brought to one’s attention. To reach the same end in

Japanese one must say something like “book just named,”

“bought book,” “book this man wrote,” “that book

servant just brought,’’ and like periphrases.

II. THE NOUN.

In the Japanese lauguage the noun, i.e. the name

proper, is not inflected in any way to distinguish for it

number, gender or case. In other words, the Japanese

noun has no decleusion.

1. NUMBER.

104. a. Singular. If, however, it is necessary to specify

only one thing of a kind, the numeral for “ one,” £ c>

hitotsn, (>£ hih), or \r>% ichi, is added to the noun either

as prefix or suffix.
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For example :

—

(5A/ l> £ O hon-hitolsu, “one book” = “a book;” %
£ ichi ji, “one syllable” = “a syllable”; j-j £
hito-halo, “ one box” = “ a box.”

b. Plural. When more than one thing is referred to,

the Japanese add such words as ^ domo, ii'Z'fe ;
/ala, £>

ra, 5 situ, and tachi to the noun.

For example :

—

fc>7
>2< L €% watakushi-domo = “we;” foTHz h'i'fz

anala gala = “you;” £. £* ^ £, kodomo ra = “children”;

IN'f’ < -tf 5 b 5 hyakmho ehu = “farmers”; <(

7<>'fc) ycdinun-lachi = “officers.” Among these plural suf-

fixes, <ya/a and tachi are used for polite speech ;

among the others g> ra is least courteous.

c. Plurality is also shown in many instances by doubling

the noun.

For example :

—

>b^l. 3b ware icare = “we”;
\r>ib Vs <ro Lru -

“all kinds”; < (*~$r I) kusuri-gusin'i, = “medicines ”
;

£ £ 7} £ C tokoro-dokoro = “ places”
; < J£. ^ &h/u-

(/»»(' “countries,” and so on.

2. GENDER.

105. Difference in gender is indicated in a very few

cases by the use of different words.

For example,
:

—

£- £ £. otoko, “man ;” o?i»a “ woman
;

”

musuko, “boy” (“son”); musume, “girl”

(“ daughter ”;.

Sometimes sex is distinguished by a prefix, o or Ay

on, as masculine
;

me or $ Ay men, as feminine.

Example

5 L ° “ a bull;”

“ a hen.”

or Ay I) men dori,
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But these distinctions are exceptional. Japanese words,

as a rule, ignore number or sex. Such qualifications must

usually be inferred from the rest of the sentence.

3. CASE.

106. By the use of particles, as suffixes, equivalents for

the case forms common to the Western languages may be

expressed.

Illustrative Word.

^ ^ Yama, “ mountain.”

Mom. 'f* ^ jj'S (or (3) Yama ga (or u-a) = “ a mountain.”

Gen. p J 0 Yama no = “ of a mountain.”

Dat. p ^ (or -^) Yama ni (or ye) - “ to a mountain.”

Acc. I;
Yama uv = “ a mountain.”

Voc. p ^ £ Yama yo ! = “ O mountain !

”

Abl. ^ ^ Xb (
or t?)Yama yori, (or kara &c.

)

= “ from a mountain.” &c.

4. CLASSES OF NOUNS.

107. As in all other languages, so in Japanese, nouns

are of various kinds ;

—

simple, derivative and compound.

108. a. Simple Mouns. These are original, undecom-

posable nouns, or, at least, names whose components are

no longer separable without destroying the words : such

as X le “hand”; £ to “door”; if\ iD dm “dog”; p$
ijama “mountain ”

; < Icuni “country.”

109. b. Derivative Mouns. These nouns are formed in

Japanese by adding either prefixes or suffixes to nouns and

to other words. There are for example :

—

110 . a. Abstract Nonun. These nouns are derived

chiefly from the stems of adjectives by adding to them the

syllable J *a >
which is equivalent to the English “ ness.”
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For example :

—

5 alsusa = “hotness,” or “heat,”; takara =

“highness,” or “height”; 3? ^ 2- °mosa, “heaviness,” or

“ weight,” and so on.

111. The word £_ £ koto “fact,” added to true adjectives

forms also equivalents of abstract nouns, as :— 7^ (/>

21 £ shimikoto “white fact,” or “whiteness ;” 21 £
fukai koto “ deep fact,” or “ depth,” and the like.

112. The same word £. £ koto, added to some verbal

forms, also produces equivalents of abstract nouns: as

^ <5 C £ komaru koto = “trouble fact,” or “anxiety;”

^ t/> 21 £ dekinai koto = “ can not fact,” or “ impos-

sibility;” 21 £ shiranai koto = “ know not fact,”

or “ ignorance.”

113. /?. Concrete Nouns. By the addition of the

word $ CO mono “ thing,” to adjectives and certain verbal

forms equivalents of concrete nouns are produced. For

example:— $ CO ao mono made up from “ green,” and

“ thing,” = “ vegetables ;
” ^ ^ $ CO umai mono from

“delicious,” and “thing,” = “ delicacy ;” jQ $ CO nui

mono from “ sew,” and “ thing,” = “ embroidery,” or

“ needlework,” § CO ire mono, from “put into,” and
“ thing,” = “ receptacle.”

114. y. Diminutive Nouns. These nouns are

formed by prefixing <1 ko “ little,” to nouns, as :— 21 02

ko inn “little dog,” or “puppy ;” -p ^ ko yama “little

mountain,” or “ hill,” and so on.

115. 6. Augmentative Nouns. The prefix

o = “ great,” forms with nouns a class of magnifying

nouns, such as :— o yama, “ great mountain
;

”

b b L o arashi = “great storm,” or “tempest;”

^ o bane, = “ great boat,” or “ ship
;
” ^ J ^

o fjnrai = “a great eater,” or “glutton.”
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116. Verbal JVouns. The Main Stems of verbs are

often used as nouns. For example :—^ £ wshiru means

“to speak evil,” I) soshiri tbe Main Stem of sosliiru is

used in Proverb 5, as equivalent to “ evil speaking
;
” £ % ^

yorokobu means “to be happy,” and J; 7^ (J, yorokobi =

joy
; 1o icarau = “ to laugh,” ^ warai=“ laughter;”

hikaru = “to shine,” £>#:> /) hikari = “lustre,” or

“ brightness.” o § tsuki in Proverb 45, is the Main

Stem of -o < tsuku “ cleaves to,” or “ fastens on,” used

substantively in the sense of “ the act of applying fire.”

117. Compound Nouns. This class of nouns is numerous,

and may be indefinitely enlarged. The compound nouns

are for the most part composed as follows :

—

118. a. A noun with a preceding qualifying noun. For

example:—
<( /> kusuri ya, made up of “ medicine,” and

“ house,” = “ drug-store
;
” h* ( % As yakumon, from

“learning,” and “gate,” = “ science; ” j&i ^ Kama-

kura from “ sickle,” and “ ware-house,” = name of a cele-

brated city.

119. (i. A noun combined with an adjective preced-

ing. For example:—^ & <( % warulcuchi, made up of “ bad,”

and “ mouth,” = “evil speaking ;
” takagoe. from

“ higlp” and “ voice,” ( £. & koe) = “ loud voice ;
" ^ V

^ © yu*u mono from “ cheap,” and “ thing,” = “ cheap

article;” V) (r> If A, mei ken from “famous” and “two-

edged sword,” = “ famous sword.”

120. y . A noun combined with a verbal form preced-

ing. For example :— £, nakizura, made up of “weep-

ing,” and “ cheek,” (o £> Kura) = “ crying face ;
” iQ i~ (J\ £

nusubito, from “steal,” and “ person,” = “ thief
;
” ^ < Ik

moyekui from “ burn,” and “stake,” = “ brand,” or “ charred

stick.”

121. S. A noun combined with a verbal form follow-
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ing. For example:— 'f' fa. 7j>% smni kaki, made up from

“ charcoal,” and “ to scrape,” = “ fire-scraper
;
”

{y £

Zi'7) L- bitogoroshi, from “ person,” and “ killing,” = murder

or murderer ; 7£o ^ '/} nalsu male from “ summer,” and
“ lose in contest,” = “ summer-languor.”

122. e. Two verbal forms combined are often used

substantively. For example :—# i % ^ if kachi make, made

up of “win,” and “lose,” = “ the question of victory or

defeat ;
” n bikika ", from “ draw,” and “ return,” =

“ exchange ”; iQ ^ ^ nukigaki, from “draw out,” and
“ write down,” = “ an epitome,” or “ abstract.”

Special Note. a . In compound nouns the consonantal

element of the first syllabic of the second word of the

compound, as a rule, receives the {[££ nigori (4), and is

correspondingly changed in pronunciation. For example

:

—
Zi'%. laka-goe has £• & goe for £_ koe ; 71% ^ b

naki-zura has b zura for o b Isura ; nusu-bito

has bito for xy £ Into; lh Z:' fa b bito-gorosbi has

Zs fa L goroshi for Z. fa koroshi ; nt2 % ii* % naki-gaki has

3P' § gaki for
j|

kaki.

Prof. B. H. Chamberlain thus formulates the law con-

cerning these changes;—“The broad law governing the

use of the i; ~‘i) nigori, is that the initial surd, (ch, sh, f,
li, k, s, Is or t,) of an independent word,—especially of a

noun,—changes into the corresponding sonant (J, b, g, z or

d) when the word is used as the second member of a com-
pound.”

b. In compounds the vowel element of the terminal

syllabic of the first word of the compound often changes.

Especially does the e element change into the a sound,

as :

—

b taka-liara, “bamboo-grove,” a compound of

•fl If take, and (-j; b bara ; % 7)* -'a^a °^r>

“ a sa/<r Ya^>”

compounded of 3. If- sale
,
and If oke ; b fri shira ha,
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“ white teeth,” compounded of sliiro, and ha; jfrag?

foK 5 * aza-dcppd, “ air-gun,” compounded of jjp'fK tew,

and^C?l^C5 h’ppd

;

(i; <<• mca-gutm “ overshoes,” or

“slippers,” compounded of 5 -n hc, aud < o kutsu.

III. THE PRONOUN.

The substitutes for nouns used l)_y the Japanese are

nouns which, by long service, have become purely pro-

nominal. They are gathered into several groups expres-

sing the different degrees of politeness or respect peculiar

to Japanese speech.

123. 1. Personal Pronouns.

Singular.

First Person. I. to 7*2 < L n-alakushi (polite)
; to 72 b

vataxhi (familiar, aud used by

women).

^ boku (used b}' students and

soldiers).

temae (humble); <pjfT ore

(rude).

Second Person. You. 7j anola (polite); J -n $. fa

omae son (familiar).

^ fa Limi (used by students &c.).

^ -n omae (used by superiors);

•5 3. ^ Lisama (rude).

Third Person. He. £> ano 0 Lata (polite);

cb © t> £ a,l° hito (familiar).

She. ano o Lata (polite); ^ fa ano

onna (familiar).

am (rude, for “ he ” or “ she ”).

It. som.
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Plural.

Plurals for these pronouns are formed as for nouns, by
adding -£* ^ donio, (ja/a, ra, J shu and -fc %>

taclii.

There are other substitutes for personal pronouns, but

the names just given will serve for the present. It is to be

noted especially that Japanese speakers make but very

little use of personal pronouns.

124. 2. Possessive Pronouns. The particle no added to

the personal pronoun forms makes them jJosaessive :

—

lO'tZ < L © walak-itxhi no, “my,” or “mine CO

anala no, “ your,” or “ yours •£ $ CO watakushi

dovno no, “ our,” or “ ours.”

125. 3. Demonstrative Pronouns. The chief words for

pointing out, directing attention, are the pronominal

nouns :

—

126. a. 21 jfP kore, “ this one,” when the object is near, or

possessed by, the speaker
; jfL sore, “ that one,” when the

object is near, or in possession of the person spoken to,

and are, “that one," when the object is far away, or

not in possession of the person spoken to. Also :

—

127. b. £. 0 kono “this,” ^(0 sono “ that,” and CO

ano “ that,” are words used as pronominal adjectives.

They are used in the same relations respectively, as,— jfP

krone, zri sore and are.

128. c. Besides these words, there are such derivatives

as,— konna, “this kind of,” % sonna, “that

kind of,” and aH,,4 “ that kind of,” and their equi-

valents 5 \f'J&kd in, “this called,” $ 5
“ that called,” and ^ 1/n^ « in,

“ that called.”

Illustrative Phrases :

—

pj XT' b Kore tea ikura desu ka? “As

for this one, how much is it ?
”
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XD- l
'1 X. 5 <£.* £ \r> Sore u-a chodo yoi.

“ As for that

one, (it is) just right.”

£>^1 W 'T ^ re wa nan desu ?
“ As for that, what

is (it) ?
”

X> b'% Kono miclvi.
“ This road.”

XX) IriX Sono hako. “That box.”

fa pv Cy Sr. X No in rosoku. “ This kind of a

candle.”

129. 4. Interrogative Pronouns. The chief words used

for inquiring, or asking questions, are the pronominal

nouns dare, “who,” £'#T. dore, “which,” and [Z.

nani, “ what.” Among other words used in the same way

the adjective '£7$.~fZ donala, “ which side,” (a polite sub-

stitute for dore), is of especial importance.

Illustrative Phrases :

—

fa $. “5 V'O'tZ Dare ga so ilta? “Who said so?
”

(familiar.)

'£?L'fZ Donala desa? “ Who is it ? ” (polite.)

gfrt fa p> % \fa Dore ga ichiban ii ka ? “ Which

is the best ? ” (familiar.)

\X_ Z: A “5 X' ^ P> £ T ?)> Nani go yd de gozaimasu

la? “ What honorable business is there?” i.e. what

can I do for 3'ou?” (polite.)

130. 5. Relative Pronouns. In the Japanese language

reference, or relation, to another noun, or pronoun, in a

sentence is secured by using the verb of the relative clause

as an adjective. There are no relative pronouns proper.

Illustrative Phrases :

—

K IjfiZ £* h Il£' 5 Nigeta dorobo. “ The ran away robber,”

i.e.
“ the robber who ran away.”

£ O Karela matsu. “ The withered pine,” i.e.

“ the pine which withered.”

£ 5 OK Saichiro lo in liilo. “ Saichiro
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that called person,” i.e. “ the person who is named
Saichiro.”

131. 6. Indefinite Pronouns. There are certain words

which, used pronominally to express distribution, number,

quantity, comparison &c., may be called indefinite pro-

nouns. These words are formed by adding ft} la, ^ mo,

^ dmno, and g zo to the interrogatives, as:

—

ft} dare la, “ somebody.” ft} (lore la, “ some one

thing.”

HUl dare mo, “ anybody,” ^ dore mo, “ any one

or “ somebody.” thing,” or “ nothing.”

$ dare demo, “any- t % dore demo, “any-

body.” thing whatever.”

7£ It ft* nani la, “ anything.” 7£ it $ nan i mo, “anything,”

or “ nothing.”

1? ^ ,ian (1e ,n,,
>
“any- 7£/\, 2f nan zo, “anything.’

thing whatever.”

Polite form for fttfU dare,

—

ft} donata la, “somebody.”

. 7£ y, donala mo, “ everybody.”

-£*7^72 $ donala de mo, “ anybody.”
v

t rfare ?»o, s’ft {,
dore mo, and ft; I- i nani mo, are, as

a general rule, used with negative verbs, and are equivalent

to the English words “nobody,” and “nothing.”

Illustrative Phrases :

—

ft} 5 V'O'fZ Dare la so itla. “Somebody said

so.”

7i$l *6 I/} t Dare mo shille imasen. “No-

body knows it.”

tUl ”C' ^ \s OX. Dare de mo shille imasu.

“Everybody knows it.”

^ (/}ft}#t J A/ Donala mo ilaremasen.

body can go.”

“ No-
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'£l£.'fZ $ V''/iGJ?
/L<5 Donatadeinoikareru. “Anybody

can go.”

gift #;> Vkt. O %'P lilT' Dore la hilotsu chodai.

“Please give me one or the other.”

•£*j{T. ^ Bore mo ikemasen ka. “Wont
one of these suit you? ”

'£#/l ~l? *6 %'P 5 ~tt to Dorc de mo chodai. “ Please give

me any one of them.

%'P 5 fi t/" Nani ka chodai. “ Please give me
something.

”

it ^ ft) /> Nani mowimasen. “ I have nothing

at all.”

?£ /v *£' ^ Nan dc mo yoroshii. “Anything

whatever will do.”

IV. THE VERB.

Veres, or the words which assert, or declare, something

about the things named by nouns, are peculiarly treated

in the Japanese language.

1. CLASSES OF VERBS.

132. As in other languages, so in the Japanese language,

the verbs, in accordance with their use, separate into two

main classes, transitive and intransitive. That is, some verbs

have objects which receive the action expressed by them,

and others of the verbs express the action fully in them-

selves.

For example:— nao.su “I mend,” or “ cure,” is a

transitive verb. On hearing it spoken one wishes to know

what is mende^l, or who is cured. But 7£ {J naoru “ I

get well,” describes in itself fully the action it expresses.

naoru is an intransitive verb.

133. The transitive or intransitive character of Japanese
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verbs, however, does not show itself in nnv peculiarity

of structure. Many verbs having roots or stems in

common, as transitive or as intransitive, have recipro-

cally different terminations.

For example,— ka-'su “give back,” or “return,”

is transitive, and kaeru “return,” is intransitive.

But this peculiarity does not definitely distinguish

these verbs as transitive, and as not transitive. There

are verbs which have just the contrary formation and

character, as ,—iZO tafs" “stand,” which is intransitive,

and ?2 X £ latent “set up,” which is transitive. But

^ yalu “ burn,” is transitive, and if & yaJceru “ burn,”

is intransitive
; while < aim “ be open,” is intransitive,

and fa Ij- £ akertt “ open,” is transitive. Only by famili-

arity with its use can a student know whether a Japanese

verb is transitive or not.

2. NUMBER AND PERSON.

134. Japanese verbs have no forms which show either

number or person.

For example,

—

the word
(J^ naosit whose meaning is

“mend,” or “cure,” remains the same in a sentence

whether one intends to say “ I, you, we, or they, mend,”

or “ he, she, or it, mends ;

” so also ^ ij- & makeru “ lose,”

or “ lower a price,” stands for “ I, you, we, or they, lower

a price,” or “ he, she, or it, loses.” This fact holds good

for every verb.

135. a. Distinction of person is generally understood

through the use of pronouns. Especially by the use of

humble or honorific verbs does a speaker make it known
whether he is referring to himself, or to others.

b. Distinction of number, when necessary, is made by

the use of associated pronouns, numerals, and by other

auxiliary words.
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3. TENSE.

136. Inflection of verbs for the purpose of specifying

the time of the action, or the state, told of by the verbs, is

almost wholly confined to forms which indicate present, or

past time, and this time as either certain, or probable. In

Japanese speech therefore there are properly only four

tenses:

—

1 . The Certain Present : 2. The Probable
Present; 3. The Certain Past, and 4. 'The Pro-
bable Past.

a. Future time is expressed by words associated with

the present tenses, and often by the Probable Present tense

alone.

1. The verb, e.g., naosu, or ^ £ makeru, has

thus really by inflection only four tenses, as follows :

—

Tense. ll 55 f Na°su. J [t)- £ Makeru.

Certain

Present.

ll naosu,

mend, or mends.

J ^ Z) makeru,

lose, or loses.

Probable

Present (or

Future.)

'll (J £ “5 naoso (naosa-u),

probably mends, or will

mend.

^ H"ir“ 5 makeyd,

probably loses, or will

lose.

Certain

Past.

ll tl L 72 »aoshila
,

mended.

\j~tZ mai<’la,

lost.

Probable

Past.

ll Lfl b naoshitaro
,

probably mended.

£ Vf~tZ b makvtard,

probably lost.

137. 2. There is a further time inflection of Japanese

verbs, an indefinite tense form. It is named 'like Al-

ternative, or Frequentative Form. It seldom is

used without a companion word having the same inflec-
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tion. Its function is to show occasional action, or alter-

nation of action. E.g.
:

—

Alternative TSiteL'fc b »aoshitari, VffZ b makrtwi*

Form. sometimes mends. sometimes loses.

4. MODE.

138. Inflection for the purpose of showing the mode or

manner of the assertion made by the verbs consists of

forms expressing simple declaration, contingency or

doubt, and command. That is, there are (1) Indicative, (2)

Subjunctive, and (3) Imperative Mode forms among Jap-

anese verbs.

The Subjunctive Mode consists practically of two forms,

a. The Conditional, and b. The Concessive, according as

the action of the verb shows dependence, or involves

Tense. 2. Subjunctive Mode. a. Conditional.

Present
vaosrba,

if (he) mend.

2;
makereba,

if (she) lose.

Past. LtZ b naoshitara,

if (1) had mended.

maJcPtara,

if (he) had lost.

concession.

Tense. 1. Indicative Mode.

Present. f naosu,

(1) mend.

^ U <5 makeru,

(he) loses.

Past.
LfZ Washita,

(he) mended.

| YfiZ makvta,

(1) lose.
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Tense. 2. Subjunctive Mode. b. Concessive.

Present.
~fl naomlo,

though (he) mend.

^ lf$k'£ makrredo,

though (1) lose.

Past.
naoshita-

redo, though (1) have mended.

^ \fiZlA '£.* makrtaredo,

though (she) lost.

3. Imperative Mode.

tl (
noose,

mend

!

^ 7} maker®,

lose!

5. ADJECTIVAL VERB FORMS.

139. There are some other forms of the verb whose uses

give them a larger than verbal character : they are closely

allied with adjectives. These forms are generally classed

under the names, a. Gerund, Participle, or Suln.r-

dinative Form, and b. Desiderative Form, or

IJesiderative Adjective.

Gerund.

LT naoshite,

mending, having mended.

J If X. mokcte,

losing, having lost.

Disiderative Form.

naoshitai,

wishes to mend.

i Vf ~tZ to makvtai,

wishes to lose.

G. PROCESS OF INFLECTION.

140. The ultimate element of the verb, or its simplest

form, is named the hoot. From the root all inflection pro-
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ceeds. In the Japanese verb the root is often hidden,

or its immediate growth is difficult to trace. We need

not attempt a study of this perplexing subject.

141. Verbal Inflection, so far as the student of this

manual need study it, may commence with certain de-

veloped forms of the verb which can be accepted as

primary stems, or bases, to which all further inflections

have been joined. These forms are four
;
and they are at

but a small remove from the root. They give practical

starting places for verbal study.

E42. Western grammarians have named these primary

verbal variations, not in accordance with their full

functions, but after some especially prominent service they

perform in speech. They have been designated by dif-

ferent writers, as :—1. “ The Root,” or “ The Stem,” or

“ The Indefinite Form ”
;

2. “ The Negative Base ”
;

3.

“ The Indicative,” or “ The Certain Present,” and 4. “ The

Conditional Base.”

In exhibiting the inflection of the verb, some of the

writers who have named one of the variations “ The Root,”

or “ The Stem,” have treated the three other variations as

though they were derived from this “ root,” or “ stem,” by

a series of terminal changes. It is not probable that these

forms were in fact so derived. The several stems ap-

parently have only a root in common. In this manual

these four primary inflection forms shall therefore be

figured under the name Stems of Inflection.

143. The Stems of Inflection shall be treated as though

related to one another like so many different stems separat-

ing from the same root. We do not propose, however, to

make any essential change in the names which foreign

grammarians, generally, have agreed to give to these four

primary verbal variations. We shall adopt the names most

commonly held, only modifying them so as to sustain the
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metaphor1 stem here proposed, and substituting among
them for the term “The Root,” or “ The Stem,” or “The
Indefinite Form,” the term The Main Stem.

The four primary Japanese verbal variations as studied

in this manual appear, therefore, as the Stems of Inflec-

tion, named severally,

—

1. The Main Stem,

2. The Negative Stem.

3. The Certain Present Stem
,
and

5. The Conditional Stem.

144. 1. The Main stem. This primary variation

supports a larger number of verbal inflections than any of

the others. It terminates with a syllabic in either i or e, as

for example,
:—with shi in J naoshi of the verb mean-

ing “ mend;” with If he in J yf vwhe of the verb meaning

“lose;” and with ji in ^ oji of the verb meaning
“ fear.”

145. a. By the addition of various words and particles,

the Main Stem supports the positive past tenses in all

modes, also the positive alternative form, the positive

gerund, and the desiderative form of all verbs. Moreover,

it supports all the inflections of the large number of verbs

which are grouped together as the Second Conjugation, and

also all modes and tenses of the polite forms of inflection.

146. b. In sentences where several verbs occur in

different clauses, each, however, characterized by the

same time and mode, all the verbs, except the last, take the

Main Stem form, leaving for the final verb the function

of giving time and mode to the action of the whole sen-

tence by means of proper inflection.

147. c. The Main Stem also appears at times as a

noun
; also, it forms compounds with other parts of speech.

148. 2. The Neffa tire Stem . This stem stands next
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to the Main Stem in importance in the process of inflection.

It terminates in a syllabic in a for all the verbs which are

grouped together as the First Conjugation. In the

Second Conjugation its terminal is either an e syllabic,

or an i syllabic.

For example

:

—
{J <5- naosa is the Negative Stem for the

verb meaning “mend;” J male for the verb “lose;’’ and

't?
°j> f°r the verb “ fear.”

149. a. In tlie group of verbs making the First

Conjugation, the Negative Stem supports nearly all negative

inflections. It supports the probable present tense, and

the passive, or potential, and causative inflections also.

150. b. In the Second Conjugation the Main Stem and

the Negative Stem, as said before, are the same ; that is, the

Negative Stem in the Second Conjugation is but a name

given to the Main Stem, for the sake of convenience in

exhibiting the verbal paradigms.

151. 3. The Certain Present, Stem. This stem

does not take any extended part in the process of inflection.

It supports only the negative probable present, and the

negative imperative inflections. It assists, also, in the

formation of some quasi forms of inflection. Standing

alone, it indicates the certain present tense.

152. a. In form, the Certain Present Stem terminates

in a syllabic in u
;
that is, in the First Conjugation its ter-

minal is any one of the syllables in u, but in the Second Con-

jugation its terminal is the syllabic ru suffixed to the Main
Stem.

For example :— su forming
JJ naosu for the verb

“mend;” and £ ru forming if & makeru and

ojiru for the verbs “ lose ” and “ fear,’’ produce the Certain

Present Stems of these verbs.

SSf" 153. b. The Certain Present Stem has been selected as

the name by which each verb is known.
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For example:—the verb meaning “mend” is

naosu ; “ lose ” is £ makeru ;
“ fear ” is £ ojiru ;

“ hear is ^ kiku ; “ know ” is £ shim ;
“ wear ” is

§ £ kiru ; “ grow ” is fc £ haem ; “ see ” is fy. £ miru

;

“ eat ” is % taberu ; “ go out ” is -£ £ clem, dec.

J&SP’ 1 54-. By means of the Certain Present Stem in

connection with the Main Stem, the special groupings ofJajj-

anese verbs in Conjugation are determined.

155. d. The Certain Present Stem does duty in speech

not only as a verb, but often as a noun, and also as an

adjective.

156. 4. The Conditional Stem. This stem serves

to support inflection in the two forms of the subjunctive

mode, i.e. the present conditional and the present con-

cessive. It is also identical with the imperative mode
of the verbs grouped in what is called the First Conjuga-

tion. In form it terminates in a syllabic in e ; that is, in

the First Conjugation its terminal is any one of the sylla-

bics in e, but in the Second Conjugation its terminal is

the syllabic re suffixed to the Main Stem.

For example:—se forming noose for the verb

“mend”
;

re forming J ifHk makere and ojire

for the verbs “ lose ” and “ fear,” produce the Conditional

Stems of these verbs.

157. SUMMARY

For the Veres
Nao su Make ru Oji ru

Tiie Main Stem is
5!i L
nao shi

$
make

The Negative Stem is
nao so make.

oji.

oji.
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The Certain Present

Stem is

t
nao SU

Ztf *
male l

‘
i (

Z>

oji I'll.

The Conditional

Stem is

tffi **

nao se

n
male re

tl

oji re.

158 . The process of inflection for Japanese verbs

therefore takes its start, so far as it is examined in this

manual, from these four Stems of Inflection : the Main Stem;

and its associates,—the so-called Negative; the Certain

Present; and the Conditional Stems. All verbal inflection

will here be considered as proceeding from, or as being

supported by, one or the other of these primary variations.

7. GROUPINGS IN INFLECTION : CONJUGATION.

159 . As the process of inflection goes on from these

primary variations,—the Stems of Inflection,—the verbal

forms differentiate into two distinctly marked groups,

which are named conjugations. The two Conjugations

may be distinguished as follows :

—

160 . 1 . The First Conjugation. This conjugation con-

sists of all verbs whose Main Stems end in a syllabic in i,

and whose Certain Present Stems end in the u syllabic of

the same series as that of the Main Stem terminal. (154.)

Illustrations

:

—If the Main Stem of a verb ends in ^ ki

and the Certain Present in ( kit; or, if further, the former

ends in gi and the other in gu ; or in shi and in

<u; ji and *3 zu; % chi and q tsu; hi (i) and

fit (a); mi and & mu; I) ri and % ru, and so on through-

out the several series of syllables as shown in the syllabary

of the Katakana on page 24, that verb may be classed in the

First Conjugation.

161 . All the forms of inflection of verbs whose Main
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Stems and Certain Present Stems are so marked follow one

model,—euphonic changes in the stems excepted.

Illustrative Verbs :

—

“ mend ”
MAIN STEM

L naoshi

CERTAIN PRESENT

• naosu

“ hear
”

§ 5 leiki .

. § <£
kiku

“ smell
”

kagi <•' kagu

“ know ”
1)

ahiri t -5 slxiru

“ look at
” 0 § nozoki SO 7}' ( nozoku

“ win ”
kachi katsu

“ enter
"

t) iri • <5 iru

“ twist
” # lb nai & nau

“ return
”

b kaeri kaeru

“ draw back U'O Z1 & hiklcomi . .

.

• O9 2. lr hikkomu

“ shine
”

X b teri
• X 6 teru

“ go ” or “ come ” fo 1)
mairi & maim

“ row ”
21 f ko9 l • x <" kogu

“ blow ” ^ § futt •^ < fuku
“% ”

£ tobi
. £ tabu

“ hold in the mouth ” fafukumi & ts fakumu

“ pile up ” O $ b
tsumori O § <5 tsumoru

“ take
”

£ /)
tori £ £ tom

“ become ”
b nan •#£ naru

“ climb
” 0 gf /) nobori . 0 If & noboru

“ give
”

1) vari ^6 yam
“ buy ”

2pt> kai kau

“be ”
h b

ari h £ aru

“ go ”
(/> iki . i/v ^ iku.

162. Euphonic Chanyes :

—

In all verbs of the First

Conjugation certain changes, chiefly euphonic, take place

within the Main Stem during the process of inflection.

These changes appear particularly in the gerund, in the

past tenses, and in the alternative form.
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ILLUSTRATE

—

163.

a.

If

the

Main

Stem

ends

in

the

ki

syllabic,

the

consonantal

element

k
is

dropped.
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Alternative

Form. 'W'li

6
yaitari *J

jSr ?

•o

*3
b

f
uitari

-o

£'S
si
iV £

Q
'

Conditional

Past,

etc.

yailara

#
io7

£e>
kiitara

£
1/^72 loitara

*1
£1
*

*

fuitara 0^10/2

G>

nozoitara

Certain

Past.

nb
lo/2

yaila

•at/""

loita £1
£

x f
irita 0£*t/>72

nozoita

c
35

5
§3

c

yai/r
lcixlc

V ..

£1 <•1

%
'

y -

si
d{

0^(oX

nozoite

Main

Stem.

at/ -3 It

#
told

4S\j ’f"
fali

0
nozoki

E
«

>
^
<

Yalcu

burn.

^ ii
(D

N/ —
8 -•

<D

^ e V J
*

blow.

*<c

CD
O)

N/ Q-

'&>

Q



Exception

:

—

</n

<(

iku

“

go,”

]\Iain

Stem

pN

§
iki,

forms

its

gerund

as

i/%

•q

X.

^
e>

its

past

tenses

and

alternative

form

as

\^0~fZ

*
t,a

etc.,

—

V'O'tZ

b

^lavi

164.

b.

If

the

Main

Stem

ends

in

the

*x.''

gi

syllabic,

the

consonantal

element

o
is

dropped

and

the

t

sound

of

the

suffixes

is

changed

into

d.
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c.

If

the

Main

Stem

ends

in

the

bi

or

fa.

mi

syllabic,

the

vowel

element

i
is

dropped.

The

u

or

u

element

is

changed

into

an

n

sound,

and

the

t

sound

of

the

suffixes

becomes

the

sound

of

d.

Examples

:

—
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166.

(1.

If

the

Main

Stem

ends

in

a

%
chi

syllabic,

tbe

vowel

element

i
is

dropped,

and

the

consonantal

element

ch,

or

rather

tch,

is

sounded

with

the

suffixes

as

a

doubled

t.
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-O •o
O £ § £ 5 £

•nJ

0 0 $ 0
P
<

n TP

c
CO
<
Pi

d

eft

0

<2

§

eft

£
0

$s

§
©

eft

£
0

J3

s

Z<
o
O

n Pc
TP

-S

<
P* £ e £ £ ?2

Z
H-t 0 e 0 © 0
^3 n ''C TP s

o

Q
>5

y V
P
OS 0 0 © 0
w
0

r\
TP A/^

-o

S
W
H
xn

•<o *cS>

r

o
•<*»

&
3

n
TP

o
* -5

s

«•» -O

Verb.

0
win.

g
0

2
o
_C 0

beat.

n 167,

e.

If

the

Main

Stem

ends

in

a

ri

syllabic,

the

vowel

element

i
is

dropped,

and

the

consonantal

element

k
is

sounded

with

the

suffixes

as

a

doubled

t.
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Alt.

Form.

«o. .

fcl
og

0~

-o

*§
0§
vj'"

-o

*^5
01
fcT

*'5

01
5

oi
.a*

-o

*s
»H~S

Q
^

4^1
01
f

Cond.

Past,

etc.

£>

O'tlb

tsumottara

1

<&

«s
o|
V "

£a
01

£ g
t: 3
0 g

*»«
£3
01 ®l3f

Ofz

b

nobottara
*1
01
£.
^

Cert.

Past.

o
$
oiz

Isumotta

$0
" 01

e
0^ 01

_} 50
h
Q R

£ a
01
£.
^

Gerund.

yj <u

ol
*>§

V

.

ol
V*
ol 01

iG

V a

01
*

„
01

'•.a / -C1W o

Q
*

01
£.
^

Main

Stem. -o
o

a? a

c\J
V-2

-O'*;*

ts? £

-CN.^

»Q 3
-o'£

Q §

«0'«j

f 1

Verb.

0^-5

Tsumoru

accumulate.

s

1 -

O)

*0 -2

.3 <£

< E
o

k> s

”s

J'Q J§

_S

^ 5
o

*<? -i

o
-c

fe; j

E

E
*0 -5

>h

5

i g
KJ ^

f
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f.

If

tlie

Main

Stem

ends

in

the

syllable

i
or

o
hi,

the

vowel

syllable

is

dropped,

and

the

initial

consonantal

element

of

the

suffixes,

t,

is

doubled.

Examples

:

—
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Alternative

Form.

Kolz

b
nattari notari

~o ~o

"§ IG i<5

n ^ n ^
J5 -R

V'O'fZ

b
ittari

V'&ii

b
iulari

t>

bo

iz
b

waratlan

Cond.

Past,

etc.
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169. Note. In verbs of this class, properly speaking, the

terminal syllabics belong to the H or Spirant series of

syllables, and their euphonic changes follow the changes

peculiar to the syllabics (jt ha, XF hi, j^fwu, he, ha.

Especially to be noted is the fact that the Negative

Stem appears as wa, and not as a or ha. For example, the

Negative Stem of nau (nafu) is naira
(:naha) not

vaa. So, of kau (kafu), kaica is the Negative

Stem. Of |/v in (i/u) t/s iwa, and of 1q xcarau

(warafii) (T xraraxra, are the Negative Stems. Thus

with other verbs also.

170. 2. The Second Conjugation. The Second Con-

jugation consists of all verbs whose Maiu Stems end in a

syllabic in either e, or in i, and whose Certain Present

Stems are formed by the addition of the syllabic & tu

to the Main Stems.

For example If the Main Stem of a verb ends in \f ke

and the Certain Present in If £ keru; or further, the former

in hi and the other in § £ kiru ; or further, in se and

in semi ; t; ji and 'g&jiru; or fa xxe and ncrn;

ni and £ nimt: or me and $ £ meru; or fa m i and

fa£ miru, and so on throughout the several series of the

e and i series of syllabics, that verb is classed in the

Second Conjugation.

Illustrative Verbs :

—

MAIN STEM CERTAIN PRESENT

lose
”

^ If make ^ If £ make.ru

fear
”

izV oji fefa & ojiru

wear ”
§ ki # £ kiru

sleep
”

4a ne 4a 6 went

grow ”
hae ft £ <5 haeru

be” h 1 fa 6 iru

get” ±6 eru
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MAIN STEM CERTAIN PRESENT
“ go out

”
da -£'<5 deru

“ cool” £ ft same

“ see
” & mi mini

“ eat
”

72-^5 tabu

“ bathe
”

h vi abi h £X Z> abiru

“ break
”

fctfh ora ore.ru

“ borrow ”
f) lcari l) £ kariru.

171. In the Second Conjugation the process of inflection

divides the iuflected forms into two series. These series

are distinguished from one another, however, only by the

syllabic in e, or in i, with which the Main Stem terminates.

In all other respects the forms of inflection conform to one

model. For this reason we group these two series of in-

flections in one Conjugation, and distinguish them as the

First, and the Second, Forms of the Second Conjugation.

8. PARADIGMS OF THE VERBS.

172. Japanese verbs may therefore be grouped into two

Conjugations, and their process of inflection may be con-

sidered as being supported by four stems.

TABLE OF STFM SIGNS.

First Conjugation.
Second Con-
jugation.

Form I. Form II.

Main Stern, ending with a syll . in i,

.

Ill E, in i.

Negative Stan , „ „ „ „ „ a, 99 N 1 99 I*

Cert. Pres. Stem,,, „ „ „ „u, „ ERU, „ IRU.

COU(l. /Stail} 99 99 99 99 „ ERE, „ IRE.

Beginning with the form of the verb declaring direct,

simple action, that is, with the primary variation here named
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the Main Stem, let us follow the process of inflection.

We shall take as illustrative verbs, the three which have

been named % naosa, £ ft £ maleru, and £ £ ojiru.

The Main Stems of these verbs are J naoshi, ^ ft
make, and ^ y ojL

173. 1. The Jill in Stem, as said before, bears a larger

number of inflections than any of the other primary varia-

tions. In some verbs it is apparently the root of the

word: in the Second Conjugation this stem in reality

supports all inflection.

174. a. In the First Conjugation for the verb

naoxu we have the Main Stem

—

ft L naoshi.

By the use of suffixes to the Main Stem the following

forms are produced for this verb :

—

Gerund 7C U naoshi-te, having mended, mending

Cert. Past » -72 „ -la, mended, have mended

Cond. „ » -72 £> „ -lara, if « 1 ) had mended

Prob. „ >. -72 „ -lard, probably (he' mended

Cone. „ » -72ft£ „ -taredo, though (he) mended

Alt. Form » -72 b „ -tari, at times mending

Des. „ » -72 „ -tai, (he) wishes to mend

175. Note. Polite inflection for the First Conjugation,

and for the Second Conjugation also, is made by adding

most of the inflected forms of the verb ^ mam to the

Main Stem of a verb. For example.
:—% [ J'f' naosu is made

to serve polite speech under the form {J J naoshi-

viasa. In the inflections of the verb compounded as

naoshimasu, only the suffix masu under-

goes change.
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176 . b. In the Second Conjugation there are for the

verbs ^ Ij- £ makeru and ^ % ojiru, the Main Stems—
l
j- maize and t; oji

from which are produced the

Gerund ^ If ^ make te and Z oji te

Certain Past 99 72 » ta 99 99 72 •» ta

Cond. ,, 99 ~fc_b >» lara 99 99 izb » tara

Probable „ 99 72 C? 5 „ land 99 99 72 b 5 „ lard

Conces. „ 99 72*P£ » taredo,, 99 72tb £*» taredo

Alt. Form 99 72 6 » lari 99 99 72 b ” iari

Desid. Form 99 72 tr> >, tai 99 99 72 „lai

177 . Note. But, besides these inflections which are

here given simply for the purpose of running a parallel

with the inflections of the First Conjugation just shown,

the Main Stem really supports all the forms of inflection

of the Second Conjugation, as appears in the process of

inflection continued below.

178 . 2. The Negative Stem is second in importance

to the Main Stem in supporting inflection. It exists as

an independent stem only in the First Conjugation. In

the Second Conjugation, what is called the Negative Stem

is only the Main Stem as it appears in the forms of inflec-

tion which correspond to the inflection forms supported

by the First Conjugation Negative Stem.

179 . a. In the First Conjugation for the verb

naosu the Negative Stem is

'll li $ naosa.

By the use of suffixes the following forms are produced

from naosa :

—



Probable

Present,

(Pos.)

#
{*

§
5

naosa-u

(
naosd

)

probably
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or

shall

mend
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180.

b.

Iu

the

Second

Conjugation

as

Negative

Stems

for

the

verbs

|>
{f
£

makeru

and

£

qjiru

there

are

£
If

make

and

t;

oji

rom

which

are

produced

:

—
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181. 3. The Certain Present Stem supports but

few inflections. It is a primary verbal variation in the

First Conjugation. In the Second Conjugation it is an

inflection of the Main Stem by the use of the suffix £ ru.

182. a. In the First Conjugation for the verb

naosu, the Certain Present Stem is

It {J T naosu.

This stem is inflected as follows :

—

Cert. Pres. naosu (he) mends, (they) mend.

Improbable ,, „ t V' .. t‘iai
probably (!) do not, will not

mend.

Neg. Imperative „ % oa do not mend

183. b. In the Second Conjugation the Certain Present

Stems of 4; if £ makeru and ^y Z> ojiru are the verbs as

named ;

—

£ id 6 niukeru, & y 6 ojiru.

Certain Present * ^ * m
L

a^'a

(!) lose, shall lose

T? t 6 ojiru

(1) fear, shall fear

Neg. Imperative Ztt ** omkeruna!
° 1

do not lose!

y 6 ojiruna !

do not fear!

184. 4. The Conditional Stem
,

like the Certain

Present Stem, supports but a small inflection. In the First

Conjugation this stem is a primary variation of the verb.

In the Second Conjugation it is an inflection of the Main

Stem by the use of the suffix ft re.
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185. a. In the First Conjugation for the verb

Naosu the Conditional Stem is

; j-tf- naose.

This stem is inflected as follows :

—

Conditional Present (i'tirfci. naoseba if (1) mend

Concessive „ „ £* „ do though (he) mend.

The Positive Imperative
7 ,i00se /

takes the form of this stem **•
mend

!

186. b. In the Second Conjugation the Conditional

Stems of the verbs ^ if £ make.ru and & ojiru are

f lift makere, ^ ytfl ojire.

Cond. Present ^ makere ba and ^ tj'ft ]/£ ojire ba

Cone. ,, „ £* ,, do ,, „ -£* „ do

SUMMARY OF FORMS OF INFLECTION.

Exhibiting all these forms together, and classifying

them in accordance with the arrangement general^ made
by Western grammarians we get the accompanying verbal

paradigms.
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189. 5. Verbal Inflection in Polite Form. In

social intercourse in Japan, language has been given a special

character for the purposes of courtesj'. Except among
relatives and with one’s own servants, verbal forms in the

main parts of sentences almost always differ somewhat

from the simple inflections just given, in order to express

politeness, respect or reverence. The subject of honorific

language can not be dealt with at auy length here.

We may not, however, pass by the use of the verb ^ 'f'

masu, meaning “ be,” which, as a suffix to the Main Stems of

verbs, relieves the verbs from the familiarity and curtness of

the simple inflections. The inflections of this verb are con-

stantly in use, and are universally applicable to other verbs.

In fact, ^ 'f~
masu has now no independent function. It

appears always as a suffix.

190. a. The inflection of the verb ^ masu is some-

what unlike that of either of the verbs whose paradigms

have already been given. The Main Stem of the verb is

^ mashi ; its Negative Stem is ^ 44- mase ; its Certain

Present is ^ 'f' masu, and its Conditional Stem is ^
masure. It has no desiderative form. Knowing these

peculiarities the student can easily complete its paradigm.

191. b. All the inflections of ^ masu, however, are

not in common use. The forms most frequently met with

are the following :

—

Cert. Pres.
Pos.

Neg.
^ masu

J 44: - iO mase-nu

Prob. „
Pos.

Neg.

^-44- 5 ma-sho (sea)

tG masu-mai

Cert. Past Pos. ^ mashi-ta
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Prob. Past Pos. ^ b *j mashi-taro

Comb Pres.
Pos.

Neg.

^ maslii-tariba

-it Id mase-nahattareba

Cond. Past Pos. 2; b (id) mashi-tara (
ba

)

Alt. Form
Pos.

Ne"-’ c O.

^ \s~~fz b mashi-tari

^ -ti: b mase-nakaltari

Gerund
Pos.

Neg.

J mashi-te

^ (, OX. mase-nakide

192 . c. Several of the forms for the Negative Voice of

^ mas

u

are by preference in popular speech rendered

by combining with the negative certain present,

masen, such auxiliary forms as '^•^± deshd, \^~fZ

xleshiia, -£ \^'fZ b deshitara, which are remote abbreviations

of the particle de, and inflection forms of the verb

£• e 6 gozaru.

Examples :

—

Cert. Past, Neg. is ^ As X b'/Z masen deshita

Prob. „ „ 2bb/v't:'L72G‘5 masen deshitard

Cond. „ „ t -iir/b XL'fZb(d) masen deshitara(ba)

193 . d. In polite usage a Desiderative Form for verbs

has been devised by changing the final syllabic of the

ordinary desiderative form from t/\ tai to -fc 5 Id for the

Positive Voice, and to -^> taku for the Negative Voice,

and suffixing the polite verb Zs ^ b t't' gozarimasit, or

Z? 3^ tr* 5 ^ gozaimasu. Positive or Negative.
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Examples :

—

Polite

Desiderative Form

t riaosu.

Pos. 71 b tt
naoshito-gozarimasu

Neg. 71 \^1z < -2r ^ b £ 'fr/b

naoshitaku-gozarimasen

Polite

Desiderative Form

^ maJceru.

Pos. £ tflZ $ t
makeld-gozaintasu

Neg. % H'fl <
maketaku-gozaimasen

Polite

Desiderative Form
ojiru.

Pos. f t
I

ojitd-gozaimasu

'Neg. -21" ^ £ MrA,
ojitaku-gozaimasen.

e. The Imperative Mode in polite form is commonly

formed by the help of certain auxiliaries, with or without

the verb ^ f- mash. For the present, the auxiliary 7£ £ £
nasaru, “ please do,” associated with ^ masu, may illu-

strate this form of inflection, as ;

—

Imperative

Mode.

Pos.
7%, 3- -fr msaimase ! or

5 J 1/^ f L nasaimashi!

Neg.
7£ ? l/> ^ f 7£. nasaimasu na ! or

7£ $ (/> ^ <5 7£. nasaimasuru na !

In polite inflection the verb to which ^ T nasai-

masu is auxiliary is accompanied by the honorific :&> o.

SUMMARY OF FOLITE INFLECTION FORMS.

Exhibiting these forms together, and classifj'ing them

in accordance with the arrangement generally made by

Western grammarians, we have the following paradigm.
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199. 1. The Passive Voice. When that which is the

object of a verb in ordinary form is represented as having

become a subject, affected by the action expressed in the

verb, the verb is said to have taken on the passive voice. For

example, the active verb-phrase “ he knows me,” is made
passive when it becomes “ I am known by him.” Likewise

“ I see,” becomes passive when phrased “ I am seen,” &c.

220. The change from the active to the passive voice

in Japanese is made by adding to the Negative Stem of

the First Conjugation the syllables ft £ reru, and to the

same stem of the Second Conjugation the syllables £>^1-5

RAREEU.

For example ;—the verbs £ shim “ know,” £ & eru

“obtain,” and mini “see,” are made Passive as

follows ;

—

CONJUGATION. negative stem. PASSIVE voice.

First Conj. C, shira “tobeknown”
shira reru

Second Conj. •

I. £ e

II. mi

5. “ to be obtained”
erarcvu
b' a

tG pe seen.”
mi rarer

u

201. a. Strictly speaking, however, there is no passive

voice in Japanese speech. Etymologists teach that the so

called passive termination is a condensed compound made
up of the verbs, /> ari “ being,” and £ £ eru “ get

”

which means “get being.” The verb shirareru,

therefore, is a verb-phrase meaning “ to get being knowing.”

This phrase by an easy transition comes to mean ” “ to be
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known.” This change applies to all passives. They are,

as Prof B. H. Chamberlain describes them, “ actives in

disguise.”

202. b. The paradigms of all the so called passives are

shaped in accordance with the First Form of the Second

Conjugation.

Illustrative Phrases :

—

Sb72< L K 4: <
Watakushi ni yoku shirareru

5: frbm L72
Doko wo miraremashila ka

“ He is well known bv me.’

“ Where were you seen ?
”

Korare.ru ka kiite mimasho

Mairaremasen to iimashita

203. 2. The Potential Voice. Having power to do

anything, he. potentiality, is expressed by the same phrase-

verbs as those used to convey passive meanings.

Illustrative Phrases :

—

Prov 28 < % VC t « KX “ 0n* can
f
n0t set U

,P

Kuchi ni io wa taterarenu a ĉ 001 ^01 a
j

nau s

mouth.

“I wil1 asli him if he can
come.”

He said, he can not
come. ( Can not come.

,

that he said.)
”

204. a. In the First Conjugation most of the verbs

have a second potential form, which, in almost every in-

stance, is formed by adding the syllabic & nc to the Con-

ditional Stem.

For example;—for the verb
\_y £ shim “ know,” there are

the two forms shirareru, and shireru, both

phrase-verbs meaning “may,” or “can, know.” By pre-

ference, however, the idea of permission, or “ may,” is as-

sociated with h, Cjtfb £ shirareru, and with all verbs in reru ;

and of positive ability, or “can,” with j^jfT.,5 shireru and

all such verbs in £ ro. There are some variations in the

formation of the second potential form, such as $ £ ^ <5
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kikoe.ru instead of If £ kikeru, which should be learned.

205. b. In the Second Conjugation tbe two potential

forms for faZ, mint “see”;—that is, fa £ mirareru

“ may see,” and fa £ £ mieru, “ can see,” should be noticed

as the exceptional two potentials in the Second Conjuga-

tion.

206. 3. Thk Causative Voice. There are many phrase-

verbs whose meanings express causing of action, e.g.

“ causing to know,” or “ to get,” or “ to see.” Such causa-

tion is expressed by the addition to the Negative Stem of a

verb, in the First Conjugation of the syllablis seru, and in

the Second Conjugation of the syllablis saserc.

For example ;

—

the verbs shiru, £ eru, and fa £
mint, become Causative as follows ;

—

CONJUGATION. NEGATIVE STEM. CAUSATIVE VOICE.

First Conj. ty shira
“ to cause to

shira sera know.”

Second Conj.

j

1. ± e

II. fa mi

£ 3- <5 “to cause to

e stisera obtain
”

fa^'&Z) “to cause to

mi saseru see.”

All causative verbs are conjugated according to the

paradigm for the First Form, Second Conjugation.

207. Note. The irregular verbs ,5 kunt, and ,5

sura, form causatives in the forms £> kosaseru

“ cause to come,” and 5 ^ £ sasertt “ cause to do.”

Illustrative Phrases :

—

t <" lie ^ „

Saga ni kikashite kudasai
Please let me know at once.”
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M 7L b IT Vb&Z
Mina ureru nara liayaku kite shirasete kudasai

“ If you can sell all, please come quickly and let me know.”

L lit 5 V'l& 7I.'f' “You must make them
Shizuka ni sasenakenba ikenai keep still.”

Y. THE ADJECTIVE.

208. In the Japanese language, words and phrases

added to nouns for the purpose of describing, defining,

limiting the meanings of the nouns, differ much in con-

struction, and in ways of use, from their equivalents in

English speech, the adjectives. For instance, Japanese

adjectives have neither number, gender, nor a true suc-

cession of degrees, such as positive, comparative, and super-

lative. But they have an inflection which, as far as it

goes, is almost exactly like the inflection of verbs.

209. True verbs, too, and adverbial words, are in con-

stant use as adjectives.

1. COMPAEISON.

210. The Japanese do not express degrees of com-

parison among things by such terminals as “ er,” and “ est,”

or by a succession of auxiliaries of relation, such as

“ more,” and “ most.” They use a simple adjective like

nagai “long,” or yasui “ easy,” “ cheap,”

and make comparison as follows :

—

211. a. Foil the Comparative Degree. The}’ use ordi-

narily the particle J; t) yori “ than,” with the adjective
;

saying, for example,—“ This than, that long is," or “ cheap

is." That is to say, “ Than this , that is long ” or “ cheap,"

which means what is understood in English bj’ the words

“ That is longer ” or “ cheaper, than this.” For example,

among the illustrative proverbs take numbers 11, and 41.
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Proverb 11
Btiiran yori mo ayansln.

“ Pile of eggs Ilian even, dangerous,” that is,

“ Even than a pile of eggs, dangerous,” or “ More dangerous

than even a pile of eggs.”

Proverb 41. &
Mime yori kokoro.

“ Face than heart,” that is, “ Heart than,face

(is bettei'),” or, “ The heart is more to be desired than the

face.”

211. Note. Excess in quality of one thing over another

is sometimes expressed by such words as ^ O'Z. m otto,

“ more,” 7ji ($ nao “ yet,” or “ still,” &c.

For example :— ^ O £ 'tLil'* V' motto nagai, “more long,”

nao yasui, “yet cheap,” that is, “longer,”

“ cheaper.
”

213. b. For the Superlative Degree. The extreme

degree of quality is expressed by the use of such words

as 1/XAy ic/i i ban, “number one,” JclT' % CO dai

iclii no “ first,” “ chief,” &c.

For example :—

%

It Ichi ban nagai na-

ua, “Number one long rope,” is equivalent to the English

words, “The longest rope.”

2. INFLECTION.

214. The simplest form of the adjective is what may
be called the stem. By the addition of certain syllabics to

the Stem, various adjective words and phrase words, are

formed. These are simple adjectives, adverbial adjectives,

and verbal adjectives, all having special mood and tense

forms. By inflection these adjectival wrords receive both

affirmative and negative expression.

215. a. The syllabic pN i added to the Stem of an ad-

jective, forms the simple adjective, which is usable either

as an attribute or as a predicate.
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For example

;

—from the Stems naga, and yasu,

the simple adjectives nagai “long” and

yasui “ easy,” or “ cheap,” are formed. One can say J£j)f [r>

'Rid nagai naira, “long rope,” or % 7£j}^\r> naira ga

nagai “ the rope is long ”
; and p ^ J-j; /> yasui hari, “ a

cheap needle,” or {^; /> jfS i/s hari ga yasui, “ the

needle is cheap.”

216. Note. In Proverb 32;—

^

72 c3'4lT

^>72 S? L f L'S FuruH wo tazunete, atarashiki uv shim,

“ Inquiring after old (things) he learns new (things),” the

adjectives “ old,” and “ new,” terminate in the syllabic

|r ki. This syllabic is the Classical termination of all

adjectives. In common speech the k sound has been

dropped, leaving the i vowel element as the ordinary, simple

adjective terminal.

217. b. The syllabic
<(

ku, added to the Stem of an

adjective, forms an adverbial adjective, or an adjectival

adverb. In ordinary speech this form has predicative

force. When adverbial it is followed by the verb which it

qualifies.

Examples :

—

From the Stems naga, and ^ 'f'
yasu, are thus formed

( nagaku, and p 'f' < yasuku, which may be used as

follows
;
—

t CO 71 $ t Kono naira ga nagaku

gozaimasu. “ This rope long is,” that is, “ This rope

is long.”

p^~ ( p ^ ^ (^72 Yasuku dekimashita, “cheap made,”

that is, “It is made cheaply.”

218. Note. In common speech the x sound is often

dropped from tho adverbial form of the adjective, and the

u sound is combined with the vowel element of the preced-

ing syllabic. To illustrate ;

—

ii* (,
nagaku often passes



into

the

form

nagd

by

dropping

the

k

sound,

leaving

the

word

5

nagau,

which

is

sounded

as

nagd.

(43.)

So,

also,

<

yasuku

becomes

yasa.

Especially

before

the

polite

verb

£
^
&

ffozaru

“

to

be,”

does

this

change

take

place.

Such

a

sentence

ns

£.£>

#Id

%

**

<

Kono

naiva

ga

nagaku

gozaimasu,

is,

therefore,

in

ordinary

speech

rendered

(7j

%
{3

ft*

5

£*
c?

(T>

£f~

Kono
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ga

nagd

gozaimasu.
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3. ADJECTIVAL WORDS AND PHRASES.

220. Many words, not originally adjectives, take on

an adjectival character by combination, or association, with

other words.

221. a. Nouns followed by the particle © no, and the

abbreviated syllable ^ na, (% £ naru “ be ”), serve as

adjectives.

Examples :— § CD kin no “of gold ” = “ golden J £
(7) makoto no “ of truth ” = “ truthful; ” and

akiraka na, “ bright being ” = “bright;” baka na

“ fool being ” = “foolish,” and so on.

222. b. Nouns followed by £> eashu, meaning

“ like ” or “ appearance,” become adjectival.

Examples :— £> L baka rashii “ like a fool ” =

“foolish;” kodomo rashii “like a child” =

“childish;” 5 £> hontd rashii “ like the truth
”

= “ truthseeming,” and the like.

223. c. Verbs
,
in present and past foi'ms, often become

adjectives in use.

Examples:—-£ § £ dekiru and -£• i/> dekinai mean-

ing “ able to do,” and “ not able to do,” are equivalents of

“ possible,” and “ impossible,” when used as adjectives.

cbV'iZ a^a meaning “ has become open ” = “ open,” is used

as an adjective, and the like.

224. d. There are many phrases in use by the Japanese

which are practically units, and may be called ph rusc-(ld-

jectives

,

such as ® ii t/' o.shi no hayai, “ quick of

foot,” = “ swift ;”
L, © lr> ishinodi, “abounding of

stone,” = “ stony; ” CO to £ i/' >ji no wand “bad of

spirit,” = “ ill-tempered,” and so on.

When these and like phrases are used predicatively,

CO no is replaced by jj'S ga, as -h'i ashiga hayai,
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for f ]_, £> HW ^ ashi no hayai; \ -h* £ JJ t/> mwni (/a

/ot “ distant of ear,” = “ deaf,” if) jj* me ga chikai

“ near of eye,” = “ short sighted.”

225 . e. The Desiderative Form of the verb, that is,

the Main Stem having the syllables -fz\r* tai suffixed, is in

common use as an adjective.

Examples:— 7£{JL72lr* naosliitai, “desirous of mend-

• iug,” “curing” = “helpful,” “kind;” ojitai,

“ desirous of fearing ” = “ anxious,” “ timid.”

VI. THE ADVERB.

226 . Words and phrases whose functions are equival-

ent to those of adverbs in the English language, are

numerous in Japanese speech. In origin and chief use

most of the adverbial forms are adjectives, verbs, and

nouns, which, by means of particles and combinatives, are

made descriptive of the action expressed in the verbs.

227 . 1. There are a few true adverbs ;—such as

fa ^ /) arnari, “ too much ;
”

/> bakari “ only
;

”

chitto “ slightly ;
” 5 do “ how ? ;

’’ £ <( goku “ very ;

”

hanahada “very;” ikaga “how;” \^o
itsu

“ when? ;
” § O If kdto “ positively

;
”

fz. mada
“ yet;

”

71 if naze “ why ? ;
” $ -2 (ft 6 sappari “ wholly

;
” jz \* £

tadaima “ presently ;

”
-V3 {3 /) yalmri “ also ;

” and some

others.

228 . 2. The adjectival form ending in < ku is

practically a true adverb;—as T^jjS ( nagaku “long;”

It5 f yasaku “ cheaply,” “ easily
;
” f>jZb\s ( atarasliiku

“newly;” < “old;” < hayaku “quickly;” J; <

yoku “ well,” etc.

229 . 3. Nouns which are made to serve as adjectives

by the addition of CO no, or ^ na, become adverbial
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by the use of the suffix tfe ni in the place of no, or

na ;

—

as J £. £ it. makoto ni “ truthfully,” “ really;
”

HC shizuka ni “ gently,” “ quietly
;
”

\, ^ i/> (,£. shimai ni

finally
, Ifc.

sliinsGtsit ni “kindly;” Xto&to
(/£ teinei ni “ politely )” 'p liCyb ni “ in the manner of ;

”

\iC hoka ni “in another way;” tfe oki ni

“greatly;” ^*-(S he sude, ni “already;” (/£ daiji

ni “ carefully,” and the like.

230. 4. Words reduplicated often take on an ad-

verbial character ;—as dan-dan “gradually,” ('fz.A,

dan “a step);”
^

iro-iro “various kinds,” (\r> ?)
iro

“ sort )
;” \ie%

^

mcln—nichi* dail^,
(([l

.
"^> ntchi day );

£ § ^
lokidoki “ sometimes,” ( £ § toki “ time ”), and so on.

Many such reduplicatives are followed by the particle

£ to.

231. 5. The gerunds of many verb have in practice

become adverbs;—as H $ X. hajimete “ for the first time,”

(d! t V> <5 ^ajimeru “ begin ”)
; o X. kaette “ on the con-

trary ” v ,5 kaeru “ return ”); O UT kesshite “ never,”

used with a negative verb, (

t

kesshiru, “ determine”);

$ 7c it> X. sadamete “ probably ”
( $ ?£ V> <5 sadameru “ con-

firm ”)
; ?£ % O X. damatte “ silently ” (y£ £ £ damaru

“silent”);
f; %i}'*OX. macliigatte “wrong”

machigau “ err ”
) ; X ^ Z. As yorokonde “ gladly

”

( 7^ e. Jg yorokobu “ glad ”). Also negative gerunds, such

as kanarazu “necessarily;” shirazu “ un-

consciously.”

232. G. Ononiatopocticivords in large number have

been produced by the Japanese, and do service as adverbs

;

as ({£ b para-para “sound of rain;” pika-pika

“flashing of lightning
;
” £• 7,1 goro-goro “rolling of thun-
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der; ”-g-

^

soro-soro “slowly moving;” (/£% f) patch iri

“sudden breaking XfiO b pi*shari “slamming of a

door ;
” (£A/ pon-pon “ sound of guns

;
” pan-pun

“ spreading of perfume,” and many more.

233. 7. Responsives. The Japanese have not yet re-

duced their responses to questions to the simple “ Yes !
” or

“ No !
” of English. As a rule their replies are repetitions of

the verb of the question, either affirmatively or negatively.

Their negative answer ^ - x. iiyr, is almost an equivalent

for “ No !
” Their response ^ hei ! or d hai ! may

mean “ Yes !
” but generally it shows only that the person

spoken to has heard, or is paying attention to, the speaker.

Illustrative Phrases:

—

£0 ht b f < '£</' “These examples are

Kono tehon tea amari sukunai too few.”

Prov. 42. UK! KZ
Shu ni majiwareba akaku naru

“ If intimate with vermillion (you) will become red.”

^ < \dAs It SlDr K “ Really last night (I)

Sakuban ica makoto ni komatta was troubled.”

t %
{

2? » it b t t
Tokidoki o me ni kakarimasu

“
(I) see you now and then.”

« t V> X » K b t Lfz
Hajimete o me ni kakarimashita

Teppo ga pon-pon to iu

£ Wit -ft 5 ^
Tegami wo yaremasho ka

Yaremasho

(I) have met you for

the first time.”

The gun says, ‘pon-pon.’”

Can (I) send a letter ?
”

“ Yes ! (you) can probably send it.”

~yy y y. £ btt fa “IsMr. Robinson in?’
Robinson san tea orimasu ka

* - JC
» tit tfob

Hyp mada mairimasen
“No! (he) has not yet come.”
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VII. THE PARTICLES. (TENIWOHA.)

234. There are many words used in the Japanese

language, named by the Japanese,—from four of the most

important ones among them, X K- IT ^e, nh wo
>
ha,

—

Teniwoha. In English their equivalents are named parti-

cles. They hold the same offices in sentences as those

which are held in Euglish by prepositions, conjunctions and

INTERJECTIONS.

235. a. The particles in Japanese speech are generally

suffixes. Especially is this fact true of the Japanese

equivalents of prepositions. These particles are postposed
>

not preposed, to the words with which they are directly

connected. In consequence of this peculiarity, they have

received from Western grammarians the distinctive name

“postpositions,” not prepositions.

236. b. Considering the meaning and uses of the partic-

les, we divide them into four groups :

—

1. Case Signs,

2. Postpositions,

3. Conjunctions, and

4. Interjections.

These words constitute a highly important part of the

structure of the Japanese language. But we can not here

give more than glances at some of the facts concerning

them, which are of most practical value.

1. CASE SIGNS.

237. Among the particles are several which, as we

have seen, are attached to nouns and pronouns to indicate

their case, or state with respect to the other words of a

sentence. They are ft* ga and ft wa, CO no, (£. ni and -n

ye, and wo.

238. Properly speaking, ft* ga for the nominative case,

and wo for the accusative case, are the only particles
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which may be regarded distinctively as case signs. But,

since the other particles, £> no, ni and y>\ excepting

tea, render the same service to the words with which

they are associated, as that rendered by the case termina-

tions in Latin or Greek declension, we shall name them,

also, case signs. The particle (3 ua has a unique func-

tion. The particle V) no, also, has uses special to itself.

239. 1. ft* Ga and (1 JTff. The particle jpi ga,

though originally a genitive sign, may now be regarded

as the generic nominative sign for Japanese words. As

a rule, it now simply denotes the name of the thing of

which something is affirmed, as ;

—

^ I J Xs'tZ Falsa ga kima&hita “ Summer has come.”

7 5? ih -/ -ft-i. fy, t "3* Fuji san 9a nii'nnasu “ Mount

Fuji is visible.”

240. a. The presence of jj* ga in a sentence has no mean-

ing beyond this. But, were a speaker desirous of calling

especial attention to the relation existing between subject

and predicate
; for instance, did he wish to emphasize! the

fact of the advent of summer, or the visibility of Mount

Fuji, he would in all probability substitute J-J ica for jj* ga>

and say VX.O 13 § J L-fZ Falsa wa kimasliita, and 7 ^
f- v {3 J f" Fuji san ica miemasu. The particle

H ica, as associated with the subject of a sentence, is ap-

parently an index pointing from subject to predicate.

241. b. But the function of (1 ica is more than that of

an index to predication. It serves also as a sign of an-

tithesis, or contrast, very much,—so some writers think

—

like the Greek psv—6s, which are equivalent to “ indeed

—

but.”

Example * n-> # jF 7 £ - y ^ 7 » £ 11 '£% b **

't* V- L t/^ tJr 5 Karuizawa to Nikkd to ica dochira ga suzu-

shii desho. “ Which is cooler, Karuizawa or Nikko?”
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» t* ft f V ft t V* L lr» - y » v » ft # fi -e

2." l/^ ^ Karuizawa wa suzushii ga Nikko wa kirei de

gozaimasu. “ Karuizawa, indeed, is cool, but Nikko is

beautiful.”

Here, ft iva with iva is the sign of contrast.

242. In the sentence
(-J 5 £ fojfl ft lo'l^

Kore iva umai, are wa mazui. “ This is delicious but that is

disagreable,” an antithesis is expressed by (-£ wa "with

(ft wa-

243. c. As an isolating, or separative, sign
{t wa takes a

prominent place in such sentences as the one given above;

—

£ - y » v » £ It € % f* t 'o L \r>

Karuizawa to Nikko to wa dochira ga suzushii deshd.

The words preceding ft iva are isolated by this particle

from the rest of the sentence, which remainder thereby

becomes a simple sentence, in which ga is the nominative

sign.

(b CD < Z> t'p lit £> L ** t/> Ano kurunxaya wa

ashi ga hayai. “ That kurumaya, as for, foot swift” i.e.

“As for that kurumaya, he is swift of foot.”

In Proverb 45,— $ £ < (it It il* O # ^
Moyekui ni wa, hi ga tsuki yasui, (-J wa is also separative, and

jj x' ga is the nominative sign for the remainder of the

sentence.

244. d. The particle (•£ iva has other functions than

those here noted; but what has been said of it will suffice

for present purposes.

a. As a predicative index it has no equivalent in English.

/?. It stands as a mark of emphasis, y. As a sign of an-

tithesis, or contrast, it is best rendered by the word “ but,”

at the beginning of the second clause, or sentence, of the

parts in the antithesis. 6. As an isolating, or separative
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sion, it is equivalent to the words ’* as for,” “ so far as

concerns, &c.”

245. 2. No, as Genitive sign. 0 No means “ of,”

and, after a noun, signifies possession.

Examples :

—

ft b © Sari no ana.

“ NeedU’ of hole ” - “ hole of needle ” = “ needle’s eye.
”

fo £' 0 ldo no naka.

“ Well of interior ” = “ interior of uvll ” = “ well’s interior.”

7> 41 Oni no nembutsu.

“ Demon ofprayer ” =“ prayer ofdemon ” = “demon’s prayer.’

246. 3. Ni,and i/e, as Dative signs. Si means

“to,” or “into.” -n Ye means “ to,” “ towards,” “at.” Both

words represent the thing named as being added to, or as

having something done to, or for, it.

Examples :

—

> » K l h b 3t t
Tokyo ni mairimasu.

“ Tokyo to go
” = “I go to Tokyo.”

Proverb 7.
^ K 1^5 50 0 If U

Tonde hi ni iru nalsu no mushi.

“ Flying fire into enters summer of insect
”

= “ Summer’s insect flies into the fire.”

V'O r s v * b $ T ft*

Itsu America ye kaerimasu ka.

“ When America to return ? ”

= “ When do you return to America ?
”

247. 4. £• Wo, as Accusative sign. Like ** ga,

ico is a true case sign. It signifies that its associated

word is the object in the sentence.

Examples :

—

Proverb 1. ^ fc % k'X
Ichi wo kiiteju ico shiru.

“ One (acc.) hearing ten (acc.) knows ”

= “ Hearing one thing, he knows ten.”
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Proverb 9 b ft* Ifc- f)

Rika ni kammuri wo tadasazu.

“ Under a plum tree, do not adjust your cap.”

Proverb 10. ^
Nusubilo ico mite nawa wo nau.

“ Thief (acc.) seeing rope twists
”

= “ Mating a rope, having seen the thief.”

The accusative case may be signified by the use of other

words than wo, and by the form of the sentence, but the

particle wo (which like •#:> ga is untranslateable into

English,) is properly named the accusative sign in Jap-

anese speech.

248 . Note. Equivalents for a vocative, and an ablative

case can be made for Japanese nouns, by using the ex-

clamation Xyo “ O!”, and the postpositions hard,

and J; t) yori. “ from,” and “ since.”

Examples :

—

Vocative. £ O $ Ay X Otottsan yo !
“ O father !

”

Ablative.
P ** **^ t “ * bu? hT

Yoroppa kara kaimasu. J!,u l0P e -

2. POSTPOSITIONS. (PREPOSITIONS).

249 . Postpositions proper do not form a large group

among Japanese words. They are de, kara, £
made, (£. ni, CO no, £ to, ye, £ I) yori: It is very

difficult for a foreign student to understand the real mean-

ings, and to make correct use, of these words. Only long

familiarity with the language will enable him to express

himself with them satisfactorily to himself, or to his Jap-

anese hearers. But, in the main, these words may be

understood as follows :

—

250 . 1 . De. This particle primarily expresses the

meanings conveyed by the English prepositions “ by,”
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" with,” and “by means of.” De also stands for “at,”

“ in,” “ of,” and “ for.”

Examples :

—

(. <5 ^ X' J “ (I) went by kuruma.”
Kuruma de ikimaslnla.

X <b bp" L72 “Washed (it) with soap.”
Shaoon de araimuslnta.

3 a .»* t X £ ^ -tf 5 “ (I) shall buy a watch

Yokohama de tokei,vv kaimasho. >
a * Yokohama.

> * -Y » ”0 J 11 <C>< £?

(It) is made of keyaki wood.

“What is the price

in Tokj'o.”Tokyo de soba e.a ikura ?

X £ L 5>'’N $ Ll2
Keyaki de koshiraemashita.

V' % &A/ X $ 1*
“ (I) will buy (it) for one yen.”

Ichi yeii de kaimasu.

251. 2. £, Kura. When used after nouns, this

particle primarily means “ from.” A'ara also means

“ since.”

Examples :

—

v -f- if >7 ^ X “ From Shinagawa to

Omox-i.”

Since yesterday-

Shinagawakara Omori made.

£ < fcO b Sakujitsu kara.

252. 3. J X Made. This particle can be rendered

into English by such words as “ to,” “ as far as,” “ until
”

&c.

Examples :

—

3 ^ T,

^”^'11^* b “ Eight ri to Yokohama.”
Yokohama made hachi ri.

Jkao made amite ikimasu.

“ (I) will wait until this

evening.”

253. 4. (j£ Ni. This particle stands for quite a num-

ber of English prepositions. By original usage it ex-

(I) shall walk as far as

Ikao.”

anx *x
Komban made machimasu.
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presses the meanings “ in,” and “ into.” \jc Ni may be

rendered also by such words as “
at,” “ on,” to, “ by,” and

“ for.”

254. h'C Ni is also part of several phrase-postpositions

meaning “ upon,” “ without,” “ beyond,” “ among,”

“around,” “before,” “behind,” “between,” “except,”

“ instead of,” “ under,” “ according to,” and so on.

Illustrative Phrases

> it t/v-e k b £

1

Tokyo ni sunde orimasu.

X b ft ft ^ b £ L~tZ
Tera ni hairimashita.

\^% t ftA, ft. b $t
lchiji han ni hajimanmasu.

ft%^< L£t
Yokka ni chakushimasu.

HV' ft. < H £ t/>

Dai ni oite kudasai.

ttK k &it it
liana wo mi ni ikimasu

& t ft. thrift
Neko tea inu ni kamarda.

xl ft. n t'* r n. x
Toshi ni wajozu na ko.

“ (He) lives in Tokyo.”

“ (He) has gone into

the temple.”

“(It) commences at

half-past one.”

“ (It) is due on the
fourth.”

“ Please put (it) on the
table.”

“ (I) go to see the
flowers.

”

“ The cat was bitten

by the dog.”

“ A clever child for

(his) years.”

255. a. Among phrase-postpositions including ni

are these :—0 5 ft no ue ni “ upon; ” % L ft nashi ?u

“ without;” 0 % ft no soba ni “ beside; ” 0 no

naka ni, “ inside;” £ V'-OLX- ft- isshoni" together with;”

0 V) ft no tamn ni “for the sake of;” 0 no

kawari ni “ instead of,” 0 it no mukd ni “ across;
”

0 $ # it no saki, ni “beyond;” 0 5 % no uchi ni

“ among,” “ within; ” 0 ^ ( j; /) ft no maivari ni “ around;”

0 £^ it no mae ni “ before;” 0 5 L% it no ushiro ni

“behind;” CO foX ft no ato ni “after;” 0 £>!>?£ it no
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aida ni “between;" 7) [J#* no liolca ni “except;” 7)

Ltt it no shila ni “ under.”256.

b. Preceding, that is, being a real preposition to

gerundial verbal forms, ni produces certain equivalents

of English prepositions, such as Olr>X. ni (suite “ be-

longing to;” lie (1 ,u Ji'fl “considering that,”

or “for;” {e £. OX m 2/°^ “according to;” ^ folZOX.
ni alalte

,( just at;” ni shitagatte “in accord-

ance with.”

257. c. For the use of ni as an adverbial ending, see

229 .

258. For the use of ni as a conjunctive particle, see

273 .

259. 5. 7> No. This particle, as noted before, means

“ of,” and shows possession.

a. Together with its use as the sign of the genitive case,

7) no combines with many other words, as we have just

seen, to make phrase-postpositions.

Illustrative Phrase :

—

7) •? he no uchi ni :

—

Prov. 34. 0 t &<tr
Emi no uchi ni, yaiba ivofukumu.
“ Within a smile to conceal a sword.”

260. b. 7) No is also used to show two nouns as being in

apposition.

Examples :

—

^ A 7 V 7> < tiC “The province of Taiwan
Taiwan no kuni. (Formosa).”

< £ co y -f- * »
Kurumaya no Tsunakichi.

“The kurumaya Tsunakichi.”

261.

c. 7) Xo is often used attributively, after adjectives,

having the sense of the word “ one.”
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“ (I) wish to see a pretty one.”

“ Three stones.”

Examples :

—

© If
^

^ V'X' “Bring a long one.’
Nagai no wo mode o ule.

% 0 If

Kirei na no wo mifai

262. cl. When the cardinal numbers precede the nouns

they qualify, the numbers are usually followed by the

particle no, (284.)

Examples :

—

h'-O 0 tc* \y “Three stones,” instead of
Mitsu no islii, —— the rendering

tC' L <b*o
Ishi mitsu,

263. 6. £ To. The meaning of the English preposi-

tion “with,” is at times rendered by £ to.

Examples :

—

£>© it I/*# $ L72 “(: )
went with him

Ano sliito to shibai ni ikimashita. to the theatre.”

264. 7. —n Ye. This particle signifies “ to,” “ into,"

and is an equivalent, when suffixed to nouns, of the dative

case sign. Ye sometimes has the force of “ at.
”

Examples :

—

x =r - v a -/ ^ {3^ < “ Quick ! to the

Station ye hayaku ! station.”

ii* < 5 V'OX S £ % 71 $ “ Please go and wait

Gakko ye itte o machi nasai. at the school.”

265. 8- X b Yori. Like C, kara, X b yo>'i means

“ from,” or “ since.”

$ -Y s V & £ b

Miyanoshita yori—
5 < to a, £ b
Sakunen yori

K'iii
Ima yon

“ From Miyanoshita.”

“ Since last year.”

“ Henceforth.”
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3. CONJUNCTIONS.

266. The particles which in Japanese speech render a

like service with that rendered by conjunctions in English

are ga, ft* ka, Kara, % mo, ffc ni, ^ shi, £ to and

ya, and several conjunction-phrases such as ?£ ^ da ga,

It CD dano, \fjfl ^ keredomo, ^ b mo yahari,

L L Kit* C? shikashi nagara, $5 \^,X ™ shite,

sonnara, X' tiJ son; da tea, X sore do mo,

£ £. h (or it*) tokoro ye or ga, \[L yue ni, i5* 5 (,£

yd ni, X. I) \D O i yo)d isno, and several others.

267. 1 . j]$ Ga. This particle is an equivalent for the

adversative conjunction “ but,” when placed at the end of

a clause.

Examples :

—

h b n*K 5 ** 1 K b $
Arigato gozaimasu ga ikaneba narimasen
“ I thank you, but I must go.”

V'O i]* — * v Z? iJ* X' $ £ 5 K KfaldC lu* it*

Itsu ka Nihon go ga dekiru yd ni nareba ii ga
“ If I am able to speak Japanese sometime it will be

well, but .”

268. 2. #:> Ka. #:> Ka repeated in a sentence has the

force of the alternative “ or,” or the correlatives “ whether

or ” in English.

Examples :

—

< J (/">*& ti* L b “ I do not know whether
Kama ka inu ka shirimasen. it is a bear or a dog.”

£>72 b U &-£ s' “Is tEis new or old ?
”

Aore ifa atarashu teafarm tea.

269. 3. # i £, Kara. Placed after verbs, ^ t, kara is

best rendered as the subordinating conjunction “ because.”

Examples :

—

hoi Kbt\stZfr'b f » » 0 ft 5 ** ft. t bK^
Atsuku harimashita Jcara Tokyo no lid ga lamaranai.
“ Because it has become hot, Tokyo is intolerable.”
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6T lioiz fob Vb'ft.lT' “I do not know because I

Rusu datta kara, shiranai. was absent.”

270 . 4. ^ DTo. a. This particle alone is best rendered

by the English copulative conjunction “ also,” or “ too.”

271 . b. When repeated in an affirmative sentence, it

stands for “both and.”

272 . c. When repeated in a negative sentence, it is best

rendered by the correlatives “ neither nor.”

Examples :

—

h^liZ % t/' bO
Anata mo irasshai

“You come too.”

Saji mo sara mo motte kite o /cure.

“Bring both spoon and plate.”

c Z t *6 Z b *6 lit fc b
Saji mo sara mo uchi ni arimasen.

“ There is neither spoon nor plate in the houses.”

273 . 5. ht Ni. The particle (ft ni serves often as the

conjunction “ and,” in the enumeration of several things.

Examples :

—

§ it it 5 lit frfrA, it * © fobtt
Sake ni budo ni mikan ni sono hoka iro iro arimasu.

“There are wine, grapes, and oranges, besides several

other things.”

274 . G. L, Shi. This particle often serves as the

copulative “ and.”

Examples :

—

'Vtir' L# hZ 0 % bZ
Tasui shina mo aru alii takai, no mo aru.

“There are cheap things, and also dear ones.”

275 . 7 . £ To. a. When placed between nouns, £ to

may be understood as the the copulative conjunction

“and.”
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b. £ To also has the meaning of the English subordinat-

ing conjunction “ that,” introducing an assertion.

Examples :

—

n t jtb z fry z k « ox & t/'-e

Kori to mizu to ico motto o ide.

“Bring some ice and water.”

b itib z fry z Liz
“ Kori to mizu,” to iimashita.

“ Ice and water,” that he said.”

276. 8. •p Ya. p Yu, used with conjunctive meaning,

is equivalent to the copulative “and,” especially when the

addition intended is rather indefinite. It expresses also

hesitation and reflection.

Examples :

—

t^ ^ tfr -£>-£ ** h b 1

1

Hon ya sumi yafude ga arimasu.

“There are books, ink and pens, and such.’’

lift ^ i*
Hana ya cho ya.

“ The flowers and the butterflies.”

277. 9. There are mnows in common use

in Japanese, which as above noted, are best rendered in

English by conjunctions. More particularly these are ;
—

?c da ga, or Z.'Zfr tokoro g(l, which, in be-

ginning a sentence has the meaning “ still,” or “ well

then,” and “that being so” ;—?£ 0 dano occurring in

a sentence has the meaning “ and,”—it serves to give

distinctness to the things counted ;— $ Ph'i I) WiO i/tt-

hari means “like-wise”;— £> shikashi

nagara is equivalent to “but”;— $ 5 LT so shite

(so doing) means “ and ”;— % t? sonnara

,

and

p j-j; sore de tea, should be rendered by “ then ” ;

—

$ sore de mo is equivalent to “though”;—
Ijb'N it Ifue ni is “because”;

—

p
‘y go lli means
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“that,” “so that”;—and t
/) ifOVi isso signifies

“ than,” “ rather than.”

278. Many other words and phrases perform the

the service of conjunctions in Japanese speech.

4. INTERJECTIONS.

279. The Japanese language is plentifully supplied

with expressions of feeling, which make frequent appear-

ance in ordinary social intercourse. The most common
among these exclamations are y A ! y \ Aa ! y y Ara !

T A Ai ! tap Aita ! f y n A v 3 Dokkoisho ! F -

Homo ! jz. \ Eli ! ^ A Hei ! ^ a Hai ! ^y Ha ! -v r
Md ! t;i^* F Naruhodo ! ^ Ne ! % A Oi ! % -y Oya !

f- So, ! -y y Yaa ! -y Ya

!

y* Zo

!

and many onomato-

poetic words.

280. A brief explanation of these words will be suf-

ficient. y A ! shows attention, and often assent, on the

part of a listener, y \ Aa ! may express either admiration

or grief, and, when long drawn out, usually tells of

weariness, jc. % Eh ! may tell of dislike. It is also an equi-

valent for wonderment, and often of sympathy, on the part

of one listening, y y Ara

!

tells of either joy or fear.

Spoken quickly, chiefly by women, y y Ara ! shows sur-

prise. y a Ai ! often answers a call, y A y Aita! tells

of sudden pain, like the English “Ouch! A Z A It(li !

tells of continued pain. F y n A Dokkoi! or F y =* A v 3

Dokkoisho! is a signal for encouragement, like the Eng-

lish “ Now altogether!” spoken when several persons make

a united, laborious effort ; or, it is like the English “Up she

goes !
” exclaimed when a person lifts a heavy burden.;

F V Domo

!

shows the speaker to bo puzzled, not

knowing just what to do, or as telling how difficult wTas the

situation he is describing. ^ a Dei ! and A Dai ! are
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exclamatory acknowledgments that the speaker has heard

what was said to him. Ha 1 is an expression of atten-

tion, often of assent. -? 7 Jila ! means surprise, and

wonder, like “ Oh 1
” and also entreaty like “ Do ! do

please !
”

-7 * p Navilhodo ! stands for attention, sur-

prise, sympathetic wonderment in conversation. Generally,

to foreign ears the interjection Naruhodo ! seems repeated

with embarrassing frequenej’. It is like “ Really 1
” “ You

dont say so !

” “ Indeed !
” and like interjections in English

conversation. 7 Ne l is in more common use in ordinary

conversation than even -7 7^ * V Naruhodo ! K

Naruhodo is a listener’s word; -7 Ne ! is a speaker’s word.

It calls attention to a preceding word or clause, and often

has the force of the interrogations, “ Isn’t it ?
” “ Don’t

you think so ? ” &c. % 4 Oi

!

is a call, summoning a

servant or an intimate friend. % -y Of/a l is an expression

of astonishment
; it is ordinarily a woman’s exclamation,

ik 7 Sa ! is an exclamation to arouse one to action, -y 7

177 / an expletive accompanying expressions of profound

contempt. -Y Ya

!

shows pleasurable excitement over

what is being witnessed. It is often heard in theatres as

an expression of applause. 3 Yo ! indicates address to

some one. 3 Yo

!

generally means emphasis, and often

warning, y Zo

!

added to a word gives it strong em-

phasis.



CHAPTER IV.

SOME PECULIARITIES IN ENUMERATION.

Iu addition to what has already been said, (82—90)
concerning the numerals used by the Japanese, a few notes

showing certain special characteris'iics of enumeration

should be noted.

281. 1. Numeral Auxiliaries.—In counting objects, the

Jaimnese usually enumerate them as so many things of

a certain kind, or class. They seldom associate numbers

and nouns as these are associated in English. Ordinarily

the noun is spoken first, the numeral and class following.

For example :

—

AV' £' li/C Fade go hon, “ pencil five slick,
” = “five

pencils
;
”

3- b R “5 ^ t/\ sarajiu mai, “ plate ten fiat,” =

“ ten plates,” and so on. This peculiarity is very like the

English colloquial descriptive enumerations,—“ five set of

harness,” “ three pair of hose,” “ two yoke of oxen,” “ six

ton of hay,” “ four gross of matches,” and the like.

These auxiliaries to the numerals are numerous. Those

most commonly heard are the following :

—

X Clio ;—for things with “ handles,” such as kuruma,

guns, cannon
;
also for candles, sticks of ink, tools, and

utensils, e.g. <( £ ^ \[c X J&. kuruma ni did, “ two kuruma

£>A'5' <
\ (/> T A rosoku itclid “ one candle,” etc.

< Fulfil •— for things like “doses” of medicine, “cups”

of tea, “ smokes ” of tobacco, e.g. I) IF. A. (,
kusun ni

fuku, “ two doses of medicine
;

”
"fZl/X £. { tabak-o

ippuku, “a smoke;” 3-A A ° cha sam buku,
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* three times taking tea,” etc. There is another (fuku,

used as a numeral auxiliary for pictures ami maps.

li l/> Hai ‘—used for so many “tills” of a cup, of a

bowl, etc., e.g. Z.O

M

t/'O&V <Z> fa-T kappu ippai no

mizu, “ a cup full of water.”

ip £ Hiki;—used in connection with “animals,” a

“ draught ” of a net, and “ pieces ” of silk, etc. e.g. *)

TLAsOH* wsfti nambUd? “how many head of cattle?”

$ iQ \r>OTF # kin u ippilci, “ one piece of silk.

Hoil ;—used for “stick,” or “cylinder,” like

things, as masts, posts, bottles, etc.

Jo;—used for mats which cover the floors of

Japanese houses, and designate the areas of rooms.

^ Mai ;—is applied to “ flat,” broad things like coin,

sheets of paper, plates, etc.

lit. A, Nin ;— is used to enumerate human beings.

Satsit ;— is used for “volumes” of books. For

copies of books, the auxiliar)' bu is used.

-£
<£ Soku ;— helps to count shoes, socks, sandals, etc.

5 So ;—is applied to boats, ships, and to all kinds of

“ navigating vessels.”

Wit;—is used in counting “ birds ” and “ bundles,” e.g.

0 6 l/'t* tsuru ichi tea, “one stork;” ^ ^ 3. A, )/£

maki sam ba, “ three bundles of wood.”

282. There are other numeral auxiliaries in use:—like

7<f ilai for things supported on abase; like \f A/ ken for

houses
; o *j tsu for documents, letters; o \ fa- tstltsu-

mi for packages; As men for mirrors; < fa. knmi for

sets of things like suits of clothes, and sets of toys
; ^

suji for line-like things, such as roads, rivers
; If 43.

mune for ridge-things, or houses, and many more. The

auxiliaries given above, however, will meet nearly all

ordinary needs.
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283. 2. Ordinal Numerals, a. The order of things

in series is shown often by the addition of the word me,

as a suffix to the cardinal numbers. (84.) b. But chiefly

is ordinal enumeration shown by suffixing the word

]/XAy ban, or d) bamme, or by prefixing the word f£ |/n

dai to the cardinal numbers. (84.)

284. a. As with the cardinal numbers, so with the

ordinals, when the}’ precede a noun, the particle CO no is

interposed between the numeral and the noun.

Illustrations :

—

tMf *9 V) Hitots u me, or 1

h£As Hhi ban, or V “First.”

Ig If' % Dai ichi. )

5 ? \iC 'h'P 5 kb \iC b£As % “ Second lot, second ward,

Mita ni did me ni ban chi Mita.

J ® ^ “ The third train.”
<Sam ban no kislia

^ *f\
Y*-
^ ^^ ^ tf-A/ a The officer.”

Dai iclu no yakumn

285. b. When there is a specification in time, place,

quantity, or kind, in enumeration, the name of the thing

specified is generally interposed between the cardinal

numeral and the word kb me, to form ordinal enumera-

tion.

Examples :

—

bH 5 kb Ni cho me “ second ward;” 2. A, kb san

do me “ the third time;” X VCAs V> lJ° mn me “ the fourth

man;” £• ^ (/n $ go mai me “the fifth page;” 7}0\Hi A/

fa roppon me “ the sixth bottle,” etc.

286. 3. Questions concerning Number and Quantity.

a. When questions are asked as to the number
of persons, or things ? the interrogation \r> { O ikidsn

“ how many ? ” is often used. But more frequently the

numeral auxiliary, representing the object of inquiry, in
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connection with the adverbial <( ika “ what number ?
”

that is, “ how many ? ” is heard.

Examples :

—

t/> < \iC As Ik 11 m,, > also t/> <( ~fZ b iku lari, in asking

“how many human beings?” ^,41 (1 < $ 5 funewaiku

so “ how many ships?”
{J fade tea iku lion

“how many pencils?” ^ l~t lo { If Ay bessd wa iku

ken “ how many country houses ?”—(“ one country house ”

is < If Ay ikken). 1/^(0 Z:' f ir* f Ikutsu tjozaimasu

“ how many ” (of anything) “ are there ?
”

287. b. Questions concerning quantity are asked by the

adverbial
t

ika, or dore, or tlZ nani, “which? ”or
“ what ? ” followed by hodo, meaning “ degree of quan-

tity.” Also, -ffT) ^ I/' dono kurai, meaning “ which

grade ? ” These phrases are each equivalent to “ how
much ?

”

288. The interrogative (/><(£, ikura “about how

much ? ” is used in inquiring as to amount of price.

Examples :

—

7?^^ f> 0 ft* « jjow much js there ?”
Ika hodo anmasu ka

ii*T b 1 1 h*
Eure hodo hairi niasu ka

££> < £>

Dono kurai irimasu ka

“ How much will it hold ?”

“ How much do you want ?”

“ How much does this cost.
”Z.n- It V' < &

Kore tea ikura

289.

Note. Frequently one hears J; yo as a sub-

stitute for shi ; 7£ l nana instead of shichi ; and

5 kyu instead of < ku ; spoken for the numbers “four,”

“ seven ” and “ nine.” This usage avoids certain ambiguities

of sound, and an unpleasant association of the numeral

phrase [ZAy shi nin “ four persons,” with the word

\stf-Aiy shinin “ dead person.”



CHAPTER V.

HONORIFIC FORMS OF SPEECH.

290 . One of the great difficulties in acquiring a proper

use of the Japanese language, arises from the fact that the

social relations of the Japanese people have been charac-

terized almost as much by different forms of speech, as by

legislation and customar3r ordinance. Between subject

and lord, servant and master, host and guest, children and

parents, women and men, words, as well as manner, have

been shaped to an exceptionally marked degree so ns to

show the relations of inferior and superior, real or formal.

A few remarks about the honorific forms of Japanese

speech must suffice for us in this manual.

291 . 1 . A foreign student, in beginning the study of

spoken Japanese, should remember that, in speaking to

equals, or to any persons, except intimate friends or his

own servants, he should always make use of what are

called the polite and honorific forms of speech, especially

such forms occurring among verbs.

292 . 2. The student should never apply an honorific

form of speech to himself, or to his own possessions.

293 . 3. In speaking about other people, custom varies.

If the person spoken of is decidedly superior in position to

the speaker, honorific expressions are to be adopted
;
other-

wise, the speaker is left largely to his own pleasure in

choosing an ordinary or an honorific word or phrase.

294 . 4 . The foreign student would do well not to try

to use the special forms of address which mark the speech of

superiors to inferiors. Even with his own servants he
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would better be liberal iu expressing himself by means of

at least polite verbal forms, that is, of those forms which are

inflected with the verb J ma.su. Of course, he should

not use honorifics in speaking to his servants
;

but

polite verbal forms are in place for all relationships except

those of the family, or of the most intimate friendship.

295. 5. Nouns ark made honorific by using either o

or £• go as a prefix.

For example :—^ fzi 0 t°-ku “ honorable house,” mean-

ing “your” or “his house;” £> ^ 5 shdchl,

“honorable assent,” meaning “your” or “ his assent.”

The suffix J As san
’
or 3- ^ sama, exalts the name of a

pei-son addressed,— J £ soma being more honorific than

£ As san. 3> 3;
Danna sama is a very respectful

address from a servant to a master
; * y ^

Kanda san, is the equivalent for “ Mr. Ivanda
;

”

J As 0 ffana san is “ Miss Flower.” ^ Okusama,

is the title given to “ the lady of a house ” in polite society.

The word $, ^ sama refines such phrases as
<C

3. ^ 0 kinodoku sama, “ I am sorry for you
;
” £ ( c, 5

£ 3; 9° kurd sama, “ Thank you for your trouble
;

”

$ % €<>1 3 t o machidd sama, “ I have kept you wait-

ing
;
” £-^2 ( O $ J go taikutsu sama, “ It must be

tedious for you.’

296. 6. Family Relationships receive an honorific or

humble character, not so much by the use of prefixes and

suffixes with one class of names, as by choosing for the

relationships appropriate differing names, and by adding

to them the honorifics o and £• go, and san and

$ 3t
^na.

For example :—The ordinary name for mother is fci ^

haha “ my mother,” but “ your ” or “ his mother ” is called

$ Ay okkasan; “ my father ” is % \ chichi, or t;'
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oyoji, “ your or his father ” is ^ £ o 5- A/ otottsan, or

Zi' L/iM y° shimpu ; “ my husband ” is danna, or

X V?) teishu, “ your ” or “ her husband ’is itAy'ZL $
dunna sama, or £> X V' L 1$> 9° teishu ; “ my wife ” is 7£

Jcanai, “ your or his wife ” is $ i/' <( Ay saikun, or <( A/

oJcusan, or ;&. <( J ^ ohusama

;

“ my son ” is f" £. mma-
Jco,

“ your son ” is generally ^ go shisoku ; “ my
daughter” is musume, “your daughter” is

(^^>5 ^AyOjosan; “my brother” is jc. oni (elder),

or £ \ oloto (younger), “ yoiy brother” is UC

$ Ay 0 a,d san. or £- otolo go ;
“ my sister ” is 41

one (elder), or ^ ^ ‘j £ imoto (younger), “your sister” is

3s* £>4l 3- Ay 0 a,,e san> or ^ t/', $ £ 2T 0 imoto go. There

is quite a long list of these relationship names.

297. 7. Different verbs are used by the Japanese to

honor, or to humble, the same actions. A speaker almost

always humbles his own acts, and dignities the same acts

when performed by another. Sometimes, a speaker will

use the ordinary form of a verb in speaking of the actions

of servants, and their like
;
sometimes, but not often, he

will apply to a servant’s actions the humble verb forms.

For example :—The verb (/> <(
ilcu is the ordinary ex-

pression for the “ act of going.” But if I tell an acquaint-

ance that “I am going,” I should humble myself, and

honor him, by saying fo % maim. Should I request

him to go, I should honor him by using some form of

1
/n o Ui53 /*) irassham. Ordinarily, “ I say,” is in.

To another I should in politeness express the same act by

i 5 1/ vnosshi agent. I should request another to

“say” by using some form of ossharu. “I

see,” is fa. £ mini. To another, I, asking permission to look,

should use "f"
hailcen sum; requesting him

to look I should use some form of £• ty % 3. £ govern
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nasaru. ^ 5 Yaru is “ to offer,” or “ give.” “ I give to

another,” using the verb agent ; “ I ask another to

give,” with some form of < ti $ & kudasaru, or < $T £
kureru. $ ty^ Moran is “to receive; but “ I receive

from another,” using some form of ( itadaku.

Tabe.ru is “ I eat; ” but I request another to eat, with

bb L meshi agaru.

298. Note. The potential forms of ordinary verbs are

in a measure honorific
; and in common polite intercourse

they are often heard, especially when persons are spoken of.

299. 8. From what has just been said, it is evident

that FORMS FOR ADDRESS TO OTHERS BECOME OF SPECIAL IMPORT-

ANCE. In this act the imperative mode would naturally be

used, but the Japanese use the common imperative mode

comparatively seldom. In honorific speech an honorific

imperative is usually accepted. But various substitute

imperatives are as a rule heard in ordinary intercourse. The

verbs 3- -5 nasaru “ please do,” or “ deign,” and 3“ -5

kudasaru “condescend,” are constantly in demand to trans-

form common verbs into polite imperative phrase. (193).

For example :

—

The common verb
(J -f-

naosu “ mend,”

if used in a request would not be ^ J naose! “ mend !
”,

but probably would be \^X. ^ 1i 3- l/' naoshite kudasai
“ mending condescend,” = “ Please mend this !

” or it

would be £ {

1

1, % $ ^ t 0 naoshi nasai mase “ honor-

ably mend deign,” = “Please mend this!” So, &-&X.
Oc 3- 1C1 misete kudasai, or 7£ 5 (/^ 0 raise nasai,

not niise! would stand for “Please show me.”

Seldom would one say ^ mate! “ Wait !
” except per-

haps to a coolie
; he would get around the blunt word

with Jt, ^5^0 machi nasai “ Please wait !
” Less

often would be say koi !
“ Come.” Hardly would he

say this at the present day, even to a coolie. The least
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polite phrase one would commonly use for “ Come !
” would

be \r> o ide, the honorific o with “ Come !
” To equals he

would say, ^ ^ § lo 0 ide nasai ! But to unfamiliar

friends, to guests, and to superiors he would at least say

\r> t?o U'f3 to irasshai ! the honorific imperative, request-

ing one to come.

300. As a general rule, there need be no hesitation on

the part of the student in using polite and honorific forms

of speech, when holding social intercourse with the

Japanese people of all classes. Politeness, in word and

in act, is part of the general popular culture in Japan. The

extravagant dignity and humiliation expressed in word,

and by ceremonial act, in formal, and even in ordinary,

social relations are, at the present day at least, but the

pleasant forms with which Japanese society is graced.

><?<



SECTION THIRD.

PRACTICE IN THE COLLOQUIAL.



He that traveUeth into a country before he hath some entrance into the

language, goeth to school, and not to travel.

Francis Bacon.

A child does not waste his mental activity on vain theories; he goes straight

to the phraseology ; he listens and understands, he imitates and speaks. lie

oices his progress to example not to precept
;
to practice, not to theory.

It is under the impulse of these instincts that we acquire the language ofour

parents. The same process applied to any other language must produce the

same result; and success witlbe the more certain, as wefollow more closely in

the steps of nature. Impression of language wh ich is effected through hearing

and reading, must therefore precede expression, which is effected by speak-

ing and, writing.

C. Marcel.



CHAPTER I.

ON METHOD IN ACQUIRING JAPANESE.

301. The best method by which to learn Japanese is

this:—let the student go to Japan
; enter, there, an intel-

ligent and sociable Japanese household, and become, in

language at least, like a child. As an interested member
of the family, sharing with it the home life and its re-

lations with society also, he would be master of a goodly

domain of the desired speech before a year would pass.

But among the many who may wish to kuow Japanese,

those who can take this best way are exceedingly few : so

few ax-e they that nothing further need be said here about

this method: nothing except this,—that it is the natural

way for a real, practical acquirement of the language
;
and

that, iu an}’ method adopted for learning Japanese, it

should, as far as possible, be followed.

302. The best substitute for this best method is life in

Japan, in intimate contact with the Japanese people, under

the faithful guidance of a competent native teacher. The

student adopting this method would thereby be subjected

to often l’epeated impressions of the true sounds of words

and the rhythm and cadence charactei'istic of the native

tongue. If attentive and inquisitive, his vocabulary would

enlarge daily ;
and, by bold attempts in reading and in

conversation under his teachei-
’s con-ection, he would make

steady progress in fluent and idiomatic expression of what

he might wish to say. Such student could hope to have

the language under easy command, within a comparat-

ively short time. But even this way is fully opened to

comparatively few.

303. Most learners of Japanese,—even most students
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resident in Japan,—do not have the advantages of intimate

intercourse with the Japanese people, and, except rarely,

do not find satisfying native instructors. For this large

majority, the method for acquiring the language most

available is, therefore, whatever intercourse with Japanese

speaking people and teachers may be secured, and, beyond

that, whatever may be wrought out through books, that

will most nearly make good the "want of intimate inter-

course with native household, people and teacher.

304. This Manual embodies an attempt,—at least so far

as the beginnings of acquiring Japanese are concerned,

—

to do what may be done by a book to supply to those who
seek a practical knowledge of the language, the aid which

would be found in the method of nature. In the preparation

of the book it has been assumed that the student who can

make proper use of the lessons is intellectually mature.

However childish much of the work he is asked to do may

be, he is not to be instructed here as one would instruct a

child. In a purely natural method imitation and memory

are the most powerful agencies in operation. Here these

agencies are to a great degree to be supplemented by

reflection and the judgment.

305. In the First Section of the manual an attempt

has been made to set forth by means of comparisons drawn

from the students own language, sound by sound, the

tones and the tone-combinations common to Japanese

speech. At the same time the signs by which the Japanese

express in writing the sounds of their language were

represented. It is supposed now that the student has

learned how to write and to read both forms of the Kana

;

and that, so far as the souuds of English can teach him, he

is able to pronounce, and he knows how to write, Japanese

words.

306. In the Second Section a systematized, though
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brief, summary, copiously illustrated, of the distinctive

usages regulating Japanese speech was given. It is not

supposed as yet that the student has mastered this sum-

mary
;
but it is expected that in general he has become

so well acquainted with the summary that he can use it

intelligently in his study of the remaining, and most im-

portant, part of the booh.

307. "With this preparation we now propose to open

the way for the student to become familiar with a large

measure of the Japanese language as it is really current in

polite social intercourse. The Conversations which make

up this Third Section are to be regarded as being among
the best substitutes,—as far as a book can furnish a sub-

stitute,— for the companionship of living beings. They

are attempts at faithful reproductions of the intercourse of

persons imagined to be members of the middle and refined

social circles of Japan. They embody just such language

as would most become the intercourse of a cultured

foreigner with the Japanese people.

308. Through a proper use of these Conversations the

student may hope to go a good "way towards his goal. As

much as possible let him forget that the Conversations

are part of a book. Let him look upon them as reports

from life. Let him think of “ Mr. Robinson ” and “ Mr.

Mikata ” as friends with whom he may associate daily,—to

whom he can listen until their words are common place

and are fixed in memory. He will find at length that

these talks cover a large part of ordinary, every-day

experience, and that familiarity with them has introduced

him into a wide knowledge of, and given him considerable

use of, the language he is seeking to master.

309. In order to secure best the result aimed at in

the Conversations, it will be necessary for the student, as

soon as possible, to understand them just as their speakers
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understand them. The English sentences standing op-

posite them are not their literal translations. Literally, it

is not possible to carry over a Japanese sentence into

English, or into any other Western language, and along

with such translation to convey the true Japanese mean-

ing. Translation from Japanese into English is a very

different thing from the turning of,—let us say,—German
into English. The English sentences here given are to be

considered almost wholly as but the equivalents in usage

and in meaning, of the Japanese sentences with which they

are associated. To illustrate :— take the first phrase of the

Conversations,—Mr. Robiuson’s greeting to his friend ;

—

“ 0 hayo gozaimasu ! ” In literal translation, Mr. Robinson

in this phrase declares, with an honorific prefix, that,

“Early is,” or rather,” “ It is early.” In such literal

translation these words are to an English speaking person

only a common-place assertion about the time of day.

But to a Japanese the assertion is a friendly morning

greeting. Its real equivalent in English is “ Good Morn-

ing!” a phrase which in turn is to a Japanese, in literal

translation, no greeting at all, but only an awkward de-

claration about the quality of the morning. A German and

an Englishman meeting early in the day might say the

words “ Gulen Morgen ! ” and “Good Morning!” to each

other, each using a literal translation of the other's words

and each conveying to the other exactly the same meaning.

But Mr. Robinson may not translate his English greeting

to his friend ; he must use its Japanese equivalent. Still far-

ther removed from use in literal translation is Mr. Mika-

ta’s answer to his friend Robinson’s apologetic inquiry,

“Do I interrupt you?” His reply is ,

—
“ Sukoalii mo!,”

literally “ A little even

!

” Literally, to Mr. Robinson this

answer is nonsense, but Mr. Mikata means to saj’, and Mr.

Robinson so understands him, exactly what an Englishman
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would inteud to say in the words, “ Not at all ! ”, “ Not in

the least !
” or in any other complimentary phrase, waiving

the apology.

310. So then, in a study of these Conversations, in-

deed in the learning of all Japanese phrasing, the student

should first seek to understand the Japanese sentences as

their speakers understand them. In all languages, words

necessarily are used,—sometimes many, sometimes few,

—

which are only different signs for the same things. Sepa-

rate icords are almost always translateable. But very often

a Japanese speaker, as we have just seen, uses even trans-

lateable words, applying them to relations designated by

an Englishman through entirely different words. Much
more often, pihrases in Japanese and in English, having the

same intentions, differ from one another intcrms and in

composition. Yet further, there is never any real like-

ness in construction and in verbal content between extend-

ed sentences of the two languages. The Japanese language

must, in fact, be studied as a development of speech almost

wholly independent of any tongue of the West. The most

that the Euglish language can do towards helping a stu-

dent towards a knowledge of Japanese arises from the fact

that English like Japanese is a human language. Conse-

quently, to an Euglish vocabulary almost throughout,

Japanese words denoting the same ideas and things may
be attached

; further, the laws of universal grammar, the

distinctions of parts of speech, and their fundamental

modes of relationship, may be illustrated for Japanese

speech through their manifestation in Euglish; and, as is

done in these Conversations, English equivalents for what

is expressed in Japanese sentences may be constructed,

thereby making the Japanese forms of expression some-

what the more easy of comprehension and of appropriation.

But, beyond these limits, the student must depend for his
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progress in the language almost wholly upon the help he

can find in the language itself. In this connection some

counsel given by Prof. Chamberlain in his “ Handbook ”

is worth remembering. He writes;

—

“ The student should endeavour to place himself from

the outset at the Japanese point of view. This he can do

only by dint of much learning by heart.—The necessity

for memorising can not be too strongly insisted upon. It

is the sole means of escape from the pernicious habit of

thinking in English, translating every sentence literally

from a whispered English original, and therefore begin-

ning and ending by speaking English Japanese instead of

Japanese Japanese. It is not only that the words and

idioms of Japanese differ from our English words and

idioms, but that the same set of circumstances does not

always draw from Japanese speakers remarks similar to

those which it would draw from European speakers.”

311. Let the student then, as far as possible, familiarize

himself through both eye and ear with the Japanese text

of this section, informing the text with the meanings em-

bodied in the English with which it is associated, but

aiming to make the text his own so completely that he

might as readily use its forms in addressing a Japanese,

as he would use the English forms in addressing an Eng-

lish speaker, when he had the thought common to both

texts in mind. This task may seem very tedious in pros-

pect and to promise but little in achievement, but really,

in time, its slowness will result in the best possible speed

attainable when the purely natural method is not avail-

able.

312. In carrying on the work of comprehending and

appropriating these Conversations the student will find the

section on the “Elements of Grammar” especially helpful.

Grammar, is not correctly apprehended when it is looked
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upon as the art of speaking and writing a language.

Grammar, imparts no power of speech to him who has not

already the materials and ability for expression. It is

specifically but a record and generalization of the usages

which prevail in the speech and writing of those who are

considered good writers and speakers. It is a systematized

presentation and explanation of standard linguistic forms.

313. As such systematization of linguistic forms and

usages, however, the Elements of Grammar here present-

ed will be found to have a large value for the student.

Constant reference to it will make clear why the Japanese

give the distinctive forms to the expression of their thought,

shown in the Conversations, and, in general, will explain

unique linguistic usages which to the Western under-

standing must otherwise remain obscure.

314. But beyond this service, a thorough study of the

Conversations in intimate association with the Elements

of Grammar will do much to hasten the progress of the

student toward the culminating gain which eveiy one

must make in order actually to acquire a language,

—

namely independence of a literal repetition of the forms set

for him in the models he studies, and power to express his

own thought in phrases characteristically his own.

315. The real acquirement of a language means in the

end, freedom from a literal imitation of models, and

an ability of one’s self to originate speech. The best aid

given by this manual, or by any other help to the learning

of a language, is, at last therefore, just how much it may
hasten such independence and self reliance. Indeed, all

books, teachers, companions, even the largest and most

intimate fellowship with others are to be regarded in

the main as only guides and helpers towards the time

when the student, emancipated from his pupilage, shall

be able to go forward dependent upon his own strength
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and inventiveness. The natural and accomplished speaker

is he who has gained so large a mastery of the teach-

ings of others, that they all serve him in the development

of a language which is chai'acteristically his own. So

far as this manual is concerned, therefore, the aim in its

preparation will have been reached, when it shall have

become to those who may use it, no longer a collection of

models to be exactly copied, but chiefly a store of words

and of sentences, and of laws of speech, from which the

users shall take what they will, combining the words and

phrases into new relationships, creating new sentences and

distinctive modes of expression,— in a word, making the

book secondary to self-direction in linguistic progress.

316 . There is no more a royal road into the learning

of Japanese than into any other learning. He who seeks

such path would better never begin the search. But among
the ways over which one may enter this domain, some

are less difficult to traverse than others. The way which

we have here attempted to open;—the way of long endur-

ing submission to often recurring impressions of sounds

and signs of speech
;
of continuously repeated contact

with syllables, words, phrases, sentences and paragraphs,

read, memorized, and imitated until the mind has become

thoroughly familiar with them as speech or writing
;
of

study of numerous conversations from real life, illustrated

and explained by the general usages of Japanese speech

and by their equivalents rendered in the student’s own

language; this way though seemingty very slow and, it may

be, difficult, we nevertheless believe to be comparatively

the easy way, and the way really the most rapid in ad-

vancement towards the longed-for goal,—a practical

mastery of Japauese speech.



CHAPTER II.

THE I-RO-H A.

317. At the close of the First Section of this book the

student was recommended to make himself familiar with

the Kalcikana writing of fort3'-eight proverbs, and then to

transcribe the proverbs with the Hiragana syllabics. The

transcription was proceeded with there only in part. The

complete transcription was left for the opening of the

present section, that it might serve to illustrate the

arrangement of the Hiragana syllabics in the order by

which the Japanese ordinarily know them.

318. The arrangement of the syllabary with which the

student has become familiar is called the “ Go-jll-on or
“ Fifty Sounds.” There are in fact but forty-seven basal

sounds in the syllabary
; the syllabics A ,

r, and being-

repeated in the “Y” and “ W series,” chiefly for the sake

of a symmetrical filling out of the table
;
and the syllabic

ending v being in fact but a variation of •£* . The Go-
ju-on is easily memorized

;
the five pure vowel sounds

a, i, U, e, o constituting a series of sounds to which the

nine consonants h, s, t, n, ll ,
in, y, V and w, with the

five consonantal softenings y, z, (1, b and p, are prefixed,

as,

—

Jici, 1ii, ku, he, ho,

yn, yi, (fu, ye, yo, etc.

This arrangement, as we have seen, is very helpful to

the student, especially in the study of verbal inflection and

of the phonetic changes in words.

319.

But, symmetrical, simple and helpful as the Go-
ju-Ou order of the syllabary is, it is not the order most

widely known, and generally in use, among the Japanese
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people. The Go-ju-on and the Kalalana are usually

put together. Yet this combination, though effecting the

simplest and easiest treatment of the group of sounds by

which the Japanese language is expressed is, as said,

less known and less in popular favor than the Hiragana,

and the syllabic order devised for the latter.

320. The customary arrangement of the Hiragana is

known as the I-ro-ha
,

a name formed from the first

three syllabics of the series, just as the name Al-plia-bet

was formed from the first three of the letters with which

the sounds of the Greek and kindred languages are

uttered. Kobo Daislii, as before noted (page 6), not only

was the deviser of the Hiragana syllabary
;
tradition affirms

also, that it was he who gave the syllabary its I-i'O-llfl

form. He, Buddhist priest and teacher of souls, it is said,

turned tbe syllabics, prosaic in the Go-ju-on
,
into a poem

on the vanity of existence, as proclaimed in the Buddhist

scriptures
;
thus b}* mnemonic verse teaching those who

studied it not only new characters by which to write their

language, but at the same time impressing upon them

what he held to be one of the great truths necessary to

their best welfare. He, so it is said, wrote :

—

“ Iro wa nioedo,

Chirinuru wo—
IPa^a yo tare zo

Tsune naran ?

Ui no oku-yama

Kyo koete,

Asaki yume mishi,

Ei mo sezu : ”

—

which means, accordiug to Prof. Chamberlain’s liberal

paraphrase ;
—“ Though their hues are gay, the blossoms

flutter down, and so in this world of ours who may con-

tinue forever? Having to-day crossed the mountain-fast-

ness of existence, I have seen but a fleeting dream, with

which I am not intoxicated.”
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321. But whatever may true of the origin of the Hira-

gana and its I-ro-ha. form and meaning, and whatever may

be the real reason for its favored place in popular usage,

the student who wishes to know the Japanese language

as the Japanese write it
;

to consult native Kana lexicons
;

to understand catalogues, read newspapers or any unmod-

ernized literature, must memorize I-ro-ha as he once

committed his own A, IS, C, to memory, and must read

and write the Hiragana as he once conquered the letters

of English script.

322. In recognition of the prominent place occupied

by the I-ro-hfl in the literaiy expression of Japanese, we

selected the forty-eight proverbs (which the student is now
transcribing from Katakana into Hiragana,) so that the

initial syllabic of each proverb should be one of the forty-

seven basal sounds of the Japanese language, adding one

proverb more containing the terminal sound n. These pro-

verbs, as first written in Katakana, (91), were arranged and

numbered so as to illustrate the syllabary in its I-ro-lw
form. The forty-eight Conversations which occupj' the

present section as “ Practice in the Colloquial,” have

received as “ texts ” or “ motives,” these illustrative pro-

verbs, in their I-ro-ha order of succession.

32 . The student is recommended to complete now
the transcription of the Illustrative Proverbs. As a pre-

paration for that work the Hiragana syllabary is repeated

here, but we give the Hiragana in its usual order as I-ro-

ha
}
and incorporate in the table some of the less used

characters, which still appear in manuscript, and sometimes

find way even into print. With the full transcription of the

proverbs we have associated literal translations and their

equivalent renderings in English. We recommend to the

student, before he proceeds wfith the Conversations, a thor-

ough study of these wise sayings, in their Japanese forms.
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325 .
ILLUSTRATIVE PROVERBS IN

HIRAGANA.

1- tr i L2.o
One (“pO hearing ten knoios.

Hearing one thing, he knows ten.

2
- bh \z itjt i b \z fro0

Argument in losing even principle in wins.

Though beaten in argument, victorious in principle

3
.
&f) © frb i ©e < 0
Needle of hole from heaven (sign) peeps at.

Peeps at the sky through a needle’s eye.

U/W/v fro'fr ii/wo
Man short space fifty years.

Man’s life is but fifty years.

s- &b& £>) tfrtio
Praise shall he, than defame be. not.

No-blame is better than praise.

6 - <D Ifi) 1 1ib%'o
Unskillful of long sermons.

An awkward priest for long sermons.

7- 'C/v'C \z © is to
Flying fire into enters summer of insect.

Summer insects fly into the fire.

«%>*> oiox -V3 £ ibo
Dust heaping mountain that becomes.

Piled up dust becomes a mountain.
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#• b \z fr/visb £ K'r$'fo
Plum-tree under cap (J,™-,) not adjust.

Adjust not your cap under a plum tree.

10. i tiA tr Z 5 o
Thief (8

",
c

g
e
-) seeing, rope (?,"•) twist.

He makes a rope, having seen the thief.

11, 'hf'Lfa £b % 5 Lo
Piled eggs than even joerilous.

More hazardous even than a pile of eggs.

12- ItfaV) [£%> 4 < o
Land eyes eight checker-board squares.

A bystander sees eight moves in the game.

is- £ £5o
Adversity also prosperity of bridge that becomes.

Even adversity becomes a bridge to prosperity.

14
- faLb fai LX It tr fa <

Head hiding tail (“f|n ) not hiding.

Though the head be hidden the tail is seen.

15 - XU) fa L 5 £ U) IZ i£ h o
Bride (”"“) mother-in-law to becomes.

A bride becomes a mother-in-law.

1G
- tvk ^fafa^friiff. frfa b % Lo

Jewel if not polished shines not.

A jewel unpolished will not glitter.

i7. sh</' d'C'Att Loiuo z t &o
Politeness if exceed rudeness that becomes.

Too much politeness becomes rudeness.
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18. t-C- 5 OL IZ iCD e?'b 0
Sleeve transferring in thing GS) gives.

Gives, by passing it through the sleeve.

19- o CD i *1 5-t c-c 5 t tr iWo
-Horn (sgn) mending that saying ox

) kills.

Intending to mend the horn, he kills the ox.

20- n-fA thi1Z. (i Ofe £
Rat catching cat asfor claws (“,•£,) hides.

The rat catching cat hides her claws.

21- tr tf
5 A -to

Weepingface (*£„) bee G°™) sh'nps.

Bees sting a weeping face.

22. felt It
Fallen floiver branch to not returning.

A fallen flower returns not to its branch.

23. & t, D frOCifo
Unreason (",°“) ifpass by reason draws back.

Reason shrinks back when passion goes by.

24. 5 I; © U cs H tiAfto
Melon of seed in egg-plant asfor not produces. I

An egg plant does not grow from a melon seed.

25. (D CO fate'? £
Well of middle of frog great sea (‘^ I

L b-fo
knorn not.

The frog in a well does not know the ocean.
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26- ©£-$>£ -tCWl hos 1c
Throat-base having passed hotness (“(£;,)

tb-fZo
forget.

If a thing be swallowed its heat is forgotten.

27-

Demon of prayer.

A devil’s prayer.

3S. ( 'C Id 'fzS'C
Mouth to door asfor set up cannot be.

A door cannot be made for a man’s mouth.

2o. -^4>© fob. © -tfK 5 Lil>o
Cheap thing buyer of money losing.

He who buys cheap loses his money.

so- lr£ x iz
Not bending if world in keep up cannot.

No keeping up in the world without bending.

si- ft 1c tcx 1c
Hair (sig„) blowing wound (!!•£,) obtains.

He blows away the hair, only to find a wound.

32- 1c tco’faX %>fcb LI 1c
Old (Jg;) studying new (£'„)

LZ.o
knows.

New things are learned by studying the old.

33
- £ £11 ddzLo

Words abundant if materials fete.

Many words, small matter.
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© 5 % It -^11* tr tr0
Nmife of </ie middle in blade (“[£,) contains.

He conceals a sword within a smile.

35
- X © 5 b t

//and of palm (*£„) turns over.

Reversing the palm of the hand.

38- %ftt l bh X t) Z.\b % tide
Head shave than mind shave.

Cleanse the heart rather than shave the head.

37- % I A>b %\Oho
Monkey even tree from falls.

Even monkeys fall from trees.

38- % /v-OVv (t -gfr&o
Golden-saying ears to oppose.

Wise sayings are disagreeable.

39. ^f£/v Xto
Negligence great enemy.

Negligence is a great enemy.

40- b It %-V-fo
A blind man snake at fearing not.

A blind man is not afraid of a snake.

41. <&bt> X f) C\bo
Face than heart.

Goodness of heart is better than beauty of face.

42. \z tMM Ibfri iSo
Vermillion with mixed if red becomes.

He who handles Vermillion is stained red.
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« I’.tt (2 U< % 4>© It %>iz.^ x o
Bait asfor the detestable thing to give !

Give food even to detestable things!

«• © X t (i
Man of world (Jig,,) passing asfor log-bridge

© i'CLo'
for is like.

Man’s journey through this world is like crossing a

round bridge.

ft It tt ot i^o
A fire-brand to asfor fire (£,"“•) catch is easy.

A brand easily takes fire.

40
. ^ A -fa ^

Sailors numerous being ship mountain to

QMZ)o
go up.

Too many sailors run the ship ashore.

47. 0 Izfr
Pokers of the middle from famous sword (J,™)

comes out.

Famous swords sometimes are made from fire-

scrapers.

48. I/8t>U -tfA/ t/Uo
One letter a thousand pieces of gold.

One letter is worth a thousand dollars.
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CHAPTER III.

FRIENDS IN CONVERSATION.

I. PROVERB FOR (i^) J.

Hearing one thing, he knows ten.

Place :

—

Mr. Mikata's house, Tokyo. South room, opening upon the

garden. Mr. Mikata, writing

1.

—

Mr. Robinson entering, bows, and says :—Good morning.

Do I interrupt you ?

2.

—

Mr. Mikata :—Not at all ! Please, take a seat. I am
glad to see you. I have been expecting you.

3.

—Thank you. Be kind enough to excuse me for

sitting down in this way.

4.

—Do make yourself comfortable! Won’t you have a

chair? A chair will be easier for you than a cushion.
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5.—No, indeed ! If you won’t mind my rudeness in

shoving out my feet, I would rather sit as I am.

6.—Make yourself at home. You and I need not stand

upon ceremony.—Say, 0 Yone ! bring some tea.—Here are

some good cigarettes. Try them.

7.—How much you must enjoy your garden ! You seem

so entirely protected here from the cold winds. It is

delightfully warm in this room. Really, there is quite a

cold breeze from the north, this morning.

8.—Even in mid-winter, when the sun shines, I can sit

here with all the shoji open. During mid-day I do not

even use a hibachi. I can almost bake myself in the

sun’s heat Will you have a sip of tea ?

9.—Thank you Well, I should like to

begin to-day the conversations we spoke of a short time

ago. Have you thought out any good plan for them yet ?

You know that I have a pretty good vocabulary already.

I understand much that I hear. Speaking is my diffi-

culty. I need practice with a guide like you.
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10.—But talk for talk’s sake only, is -very tiresome. I

am anxious that you should be able to use our language

freely. If you could do so, your life in Japan would be so

much more interesting than it is now. I have been think-

ing a good deal about some plan for us to follow. How
would you like to talk over the proverbs which you used

in learning to read and to write the Hiragana?

11.—You are the doctor for this patient, you know.

Just as you decide. What is your plan ?

12.—Wh}r
, let us try to find out what meaning is

shut up in these wise words. A proverb is wisdom turned

into coin. It circulates among the people, and makes them

rich. These proverbs are some of Japan’s oldest treasures.

See ! here they are. I have arranged them in the order of
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our “ I-ro-lia,” What do you say to making them

the tests for our talks ?

13.—All right! But you must be the interpreter.

14.—I think you can do your full share. Now, there is

the u 1 ” proverb. I sometimes think that it really applies

to you. Certainly, if it were shaped so as to read, “ Hear-

ing ten things, he knows one,” you would have no part in it

at all.

15.—Much obliged to you for the compliment. When I

am hungry for praise, I shall come to you for a feast. But

I know that I do not need, what we call in America, an

“ Irish hint.”

1G.—What is that ?
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17.—To be kicked out of a bouse in order that one may

understand that its master does not wish one to be bis

guest.

18.—That is an odd way for using this proverb. You

give its meaning by showing wbat it is not. Of course,

white is plainly white when it stands beside black.

19.

—Is this proverb true of the Japanese people ? What

do you think ?

20.

—As a nation we are not stupid. We are rather

quick to guess at the whole, when we know only a part.

Our most popular poetry consists largely of suggestive

fancies. Also, we are often blamed for jumping at a con-

clusion, as soon as we hear the beginning of an argu-

ment.

21.—I fancy that your people are very clever. My
servants, for example, hear my awkward attempts to give

them orders. I am often astonished at the ten things they
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know of what I want, before they have in fact heard the

one thing I try to say.

22.—Indeed, I think we are often too much in a hurry

in such matters. Our people are mentally quick. But that

quickness, possibly, at times makes us think we know when

we don’t know. Occasionally it would be better for us to

hear four things, and know six. Even to hear seven things

and know three, would often be best. To hear one thing

and think we know ten, when we do not know even the

one thing we have heard, is not wisdom. This proverb is

excellent praise for clever men. But every body should be

very slow to think it true of himself.

23.—You have been vei’y kind • to-day. I am sorry to
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have taken so much of your time. Pardon me, if I say

that your lesson in wisdom is fully as helpful as your lesson

in words. I must go now.

24.—There is yet plenty of time. But if you must go, I

shall expect you again to-morrow. Can you not come in

the evening, about six o’clock? Come, and take supper

wTith me.

25.

—Thank you. I should enjoy your hospitality ex-

ceedingly. Good bye

!

26.

—Good bye! Say, O Tone! our guest is about to

leave. Bring his coat and hat. Take care of yourself.

II. PROVERB FOR (7j) RO.

Though beaten in argument, victorious

in principle.

1. Mr. R. :—Good evening. I am afraid I am late.

My kurumaya was very slow.
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Mr. M. :—You are not late. It is only ten minutes

past six. Is your man ill ?

3.—He is not really ill, but last night be drank too much
sake. To-day he is not to be depended upon. He is a

good servant, but every now and then he will get drunk.

4.—That is a common fault with jinrikisha-men. But,

as you know, they become very tired at their work. Then,

they easily fall into the habit of drinking too much. My
own kunnnaya says, that it is sometimes a case of “ Can’t

be helped !
” with himself. Please sit there. You see I

have treated you just like one of my own famil}'. I have

only Japanese food for you.

5.—I feel honored that you make no difference in your

supper on my account. I like good Japanese food.

6.—Please help yourself.

sake ?

Will you have some beer, or

7.

—Thank you, I will not take either. I prefer tea.
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*
*

*
*

*

8.—Won’t you have something more? 0 Yonel take

away these things and bring a tobacco box. Well, what do

you think of our “ Iio 99 proverb ?

9.—It is a good comment on what happens every da}T all

over the world. Everybody knows that skill in argument

is no proof of truth. Some of the best lessons which

American school children learn are, in fact, about this* pro-

verb. They all know of the lives of such men as Columb-

us, Galileo and Luther. Every one of these men was

defeated in argument. But, really, all were victorious.

10.—Yes ! Let us set the motto down as true reformers.

Now we come to the ** Ha 99 proverb. Shall we name it

the motto for bigots ?

(Servant enters)

:

—Master, a gentleman has just called.

Here is his card.

Ask the gentleman to come in. I am very sorry that our

talk must stop now. A friend has just arrived from Kyoto.
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He has important business with me. To-morrow I shall

not be at home. Can you come the clay after to-morrow?

11.—Any time will suit me. My pleasure must not in-

convenience you. You are always very kind. What hour

shall you be at leisure ?

12.—Just after breakfast will be the best time. Come

about nine o’clock. Then we can have a long talk.

13.—Present my compliments to Mrs. Mikata. Do not

trouble yourself to go to the door with me.

1J.—It is no trouble at all. And I shall welcome my
friend. Have you a lantern? The night is very dark.
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15.—I know the path very well. Good night.

1G.—The same to you.

III. PROVERB FOR (ft) HA.

Peeps at the sky, through a needle’s eye.

1.

Mr. II. :—It is some time since we have seen each

other. Did j’ou receive my letter ?

2.

Mr. M.

:

—Yes ! I hope you are feeling quite well,

now. What was the matter ?

3.—I caught a bad cold. The day after I was here last,

I went out to Takao-san. The walk up the mountain made
me very warm. I perspired freely. When I reached the

temple, a cold wind was blowing. I sat down for a few

moments to rest and was chilled through and through.
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4.—That was not very prudent. Did you take an over-

coat with you ?

5.—Yes ! but I left it in my kuruma at the tea-house at

the foot of the mountain. The sun was quite warm there.

G.—These fall days are dangerous. Mid-day is often

warm in the valleys. But on the hill tops the winds are

cold.

7.—I had a late ride back to Hachioji. The air grew

very cold towards sunset. I was quite feverish that night.

I have been in the house for almost a week.

S.—You are all right now, I am pleased to see?

—

(Mrs;.

Mikala comes into the room).

9. Mr. R :—Good day. It is sometime since we have

met. This is the first time I have had the pleasure of

seeing you for a month or more.
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10.

Mrs. M. (bowing) :—My husband has often spoken

of you. Are you not cold here ? I will put some more

charcoal on the fire. Please have some tea. Will you

taste these cakes ? I hear that you are beginning to speak

Japanese beautifully.

11.

Mr. B :—How can you say so? I am a very poor

speaker.

12. Mrs. M :—Your pronunciation is excellent.

13. Mr. B :—If it is good at all, I am indebted for my
improvement to your generous husband.

14. Mrs. M :—My husband says that you are making

wonderful progress. He enjoys your visits. I am glad

that you come to see him so often. Kindly excuse me
now

; I must attend to some matters in the kitchen.

15.

Mr. M

:

—Well, what do you think of our proverb for

“ Hu ?” I suppose that you had no desire to peep at the
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sky through a needle’s eye, when you were ou the top of

Takao-san.

16.—No, not there or any where else. I like a broad

outlook for everything. The maker of that proverb must

have known some people of very small minds. You well

called it “ the motto for bigots.” What a fool man is, when

he can see a splendid thing like the sky, to use the hole of

needle as his telescope !

17.—But that is the way with some people. They see

their friends, their business, their country, everything, only

through little peep-holes. Of course, such persons are

almost always as small in character, as they are in their

eye-sight.

18.—Please speak more slowly. My ear is not quick

enough for your words. I understand Mrs. Mikata much
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better thnn I do you. Wh}’ is it that tbe ladies as a rule

speak your language better than you men ?

19.—They have more leisure, I suppose. I mean this.

This is the era of Meiji for Japan. Our country’s leaders

determined thirty years ago, to make Japan as progressive

and as enlightened as an}' nation in the world. But there

are some people who even to-day wish that our ancient

feudalism could be restored. They are of the kind who

look at the sky, through the eye of a needle.

20.

—That is so ! I sincerely wish a grand triumph for

New Japan.

21.

—Of course, there is an immense work to do yet.

But I think that as a nation we are moving steadily for-

ward. Do you understand me ?
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22.—Yes, I think I do, clearly. But, if we are going to

talk much more over this subject, I am sure that it will

have to become a lectui-e on your part. I am not able to

contribute enough to the talk to make it a conversation.

23.—Well then, let us drop our text. This proverb is

plain enough, I imagine, with what we have already said.

Now let us see what ** Ni ” has to teach us.

IY. PROVERB FOR (tiZ) NI.

Man’s life is but fifty years.

1. Mr. R :—I suppose this is to remind us of the

shortness of human life. But why did the wise man say

fifty years ? Our wise men were more generous.
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2. Mr. M.—How is that?
3.

—We say that “ the days of our years are three score

3
rears and ten,” that is, seventy years. Are the Japanese

a short lived people ?

4.—I think not. Our statistics show a great many

centenarians living, at least in modern times. In ancient

times, perhaps the average of life was not so long. But

then, this is not a question of exact measure. Both pro-

verbs, I suppose, are meant only to remind men that life is

short.

5.—Possibly it means that after fifty years a man should

give up all his work, and become “ an honorably retired

one.” This was a national custom once, was it not?

6.—You are joking. But then, what you say is good

practice in language. I do not see that we can argue

much over this proverb.
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7.—If we tried to, I am sure I should be defeated. I

could not resist your army of words. But I do not see why

a Buddhistic people should lament over the shortness of

life. A Buddhist ought to be glad at the prospect of

getting out of existence. Existence is the greatest of all

evils.

8.—But all Japanese are not Buddhists. Then, again,

Japanese are no more real Buddhists, than you Americans

are real Christians.

9.

—What do you mean ?

10.

—I mean that Christ’s great doctrines of self-denial

and sacrifice are opposed to your American self-love and

struggle for success. The Japanese are fond of life, and

they are a very happy people.
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11.—Possibly, you are right. But you know you have

the advantage of me. If I could only talk, I would tell

3'ou much that I think about this question. What do

you make of the next piece of your coined wisdom, the

“ Ho ”
proverb ?

Y. PROVERB FOR ({J) HO.

No blame is better than praise.

1. Mr. M :—There is no question about the truth of

this saying.

2. Mr. R :—Is it so ? Do }
Tou believe that absence of

blame is better than praise of a man ? We all like to

know that the good in us is recognized.
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3.—Yes, but this is a fault-lindiug world. What better

praise can you have than the fact that no one blames you ?

If one can say, “ I find no fault in him,” the most that can

be said in praise of a man, is said.

4.—If you put that meaning into the proverb, you are

right. But, if you think a man is a good man, why not

say so ?

5.—Praise too easily becomes flattely. Then, again, a

man should not be hungry for praise. Praise tends to

make one vain. Every one should do his duty for the

sake of the duty only.

6.—I admit that. But you are taking rather high ground

for weak human nature. If there were no rewards for

virtue, there would be very little goodness in the world.
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7.—You are probably right. But I suppose that the

maker of this proverb meant to speak rather of men as

they should be. He knew men as they are. He was

trying to lift them to the highest moral level.

8.—If we think of goodness as a height to climb, I shall

not question the wisdom of the proverb. But it is a hard

test of weak human nature. You are an excellent teacher.

You are a skillful preacher, too. Evidently you are not

guilty of the fault that is shown up in our next proverb.
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VI. PROVERB FOR (^) HE.

An awkirard priest for lony sermons.

1 . Mr. M :
—You arc breaking our last commandment.

Yet, I confess, praise is pleasant. Brevity is the soul of

wisdom, as well as of wit.

2. Mr. 11 :
—This proverb reminds me of a story told of

a famous preacher in America, Dr. Lyman Beecher. One

morning he preached an unusually long sermon. He was

very noisy, too, in preaching. One of his grandchildren

said to him afterwards. “ Grandpa why did you * holler
’

("shout) so loud this morning? ” “My dear,” he answered
“ when I have nothing to say, I always “holler.” You see,

he had not prepared his sermon as usual.
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3.—That is a good story. It might have plenty of com-

panions, however, in this country. Japanese orators and

our priests are often very like Dr. Beecher. They use

many words and phrases when speaking, just to fill up the

time while they ai-e thinking over what they shall say

next. If what many of them say were written down as it

is spoken, it would make ridiculous reading. Sometimes,

I think that this fault is almost a national vice. Our

speeches are fairly puffed out with words. The real

thought in most public addresses, is like the water in a

sponge,—a spoonful of water and a handful of sponge.

4.—You have no monopoly in this matter. Every other

people in the world keeps you company. It takes a great

deal of time to prepare a short speech in any language.

The man who talks the most, as a rule, says the least.
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VII. PROVERB FOR ( £ ) TO.

Summer insects fin into the fire.

1.

Mr. M :—Do you remember the first time we met?

2.

Mr. R

:

—Yes, very well. It was in a tram car be-

tween Kozu and Yurnoto, three years ago. That was one

of the hottest days I ever felt. You were kind enough to

speak to me, and to offer me a fan. I often remember

that.

3.—Why, do you suppose, I recall that time now?

4.—I do not know. Has it anything to do with our
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proverb? Ob, j
res

!
j'ou are thinking about the Miyanoshita

beetles.

5.—I shall not soon forget our tirst dinner at the Naraya

Hotel. Did you ever see such a swarm of buzzing, tumb-

ling, crawling things as we had in that room ? You amused

me very much, when you handed back your plate of soup

to the servant, and told her, you did not like beetle soup

in summer.

6.—She did not understand my joke. But, was not that

dinner a torture ? The room was too hot to keep the

windows closed. The attack of the beetles was almost like

a shower of bullets.

7.—I do not understand why insects almost always fly

straight for a light at night. When I was in New York, I

went to Staten Island and spent a night at the house of a

friend. The mosquitoes there were a teiTor. All the

windows in my room were guarded by wire-screens. I

slept comfortably. The next morning I got up early and
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went out for a walk. At the door-way of the house I saw

a servant sweeping up into a pile thousands of dead iu-

sects. They covered the floor under the porch-lamp. The

lamp had been burning all night. Mosquitoes, gnats,

flies, and moths of various kinds,—thousands of them,

—

had flung their foolish little bodies against that light, and

been killed.

S.—You have just called the' insects “ foolish.” The

present proverb must have been one of the easiest of all

to make. From the most ancient times, the miserable

little summer creatures must have seemed to men like

little fools. Near Lake Superior, I have been beside a

camp-fire into which insects poured at night almost like a

stream.
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1

9.—Really! Of course it is perfectly natural for a mor-

alist to apply this fact to human life. Very often, men are

not a bit wiser than the moths. They see something that

fascinates them. They clash straight at it. They plunge

into it. They are ruined. Money, fame, passion may all

be fires that work ruin. They often do destroy men.

Life is full of thoughtless fools. Sometimes they are

only singed. They manage to crawl away. More often,

their flight into the flame is their death.

10.—There is nothing for us to do then, I judge, but to

take care that this moral does not apply to ourselves.

(Looking at his watch.) But I am taking altogether too

much of your time. I think I must be going now. I have

no doubt you are very busy.
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11.—Please do uot hurry away. It is not yet eleven

o’clock. There is plenty of time for a little more moraliz-

ing. Let me see ! How does our next text read ? Oh, yes !

It is about dust becoming a mountain.

12.—You are very kind; but I think I would better not

stay any longer to-day. I shall come again, at your con-

venience.

13.—I will not keep you, if you really must go. When
shall we take up the proverbs again ? If the weather is

pleasant to-morrow afternoon, will you not join me in a

walk out along the Alcabane Creek? We can take a look

at some chrysanthemums in a garden near Shibuya. I am
told that there are some rare flowers there. And we can

have a talk on the way. I shall meet you at your house.
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14.—Very good ! As the afternoons are rather short,

suppose we start at about half past two.

15.—All right ! If the weather is pleasant I shall be on

hand at that time.

VIII. PROVERB FOR (%) CHI.

Piled up dust becomes u mountain.

1. Mr. M :—What a beautiful view of Mt. Fuji you

have here

!

2. Mr. R :—There is no other place in Tokyo with a

better view, I think. I see Fuji every day, when it is

visible at all. In the early morning it is glorious. During

this clear autumn weather, at sunrise the snow-covered top

is a splendor. The whole mountain pink-white above and

purple-blue below, is magnificent beyond description. I

send it my greetings every morning.
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3.

—It may be, you worship it.

4.

—I could easily make a religion out of my view.

There are worse kinds of religion than my Fuji worship

would be.

5.—Have you ever been up the mountain ?

6.—I can’t climb mountains now-a-days. When I can

go up Fuji as I went up Pike’s Peak, two thousand feet

higher, on a railway, I shall go.

7.—Just as well to see it from a distance. I don’t think

it would pay you to make the climb. There is nothing to

see there but lava-dust and rocks. The landscape below is

all flattened, that is, when you can see it at all. I would

rather see Fuji from a place like O-Tome-toge, than see

O-Tome-tbge from the top of Fuji.
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S.—A wonderful mountain it is, standing so alone ! It

is not strange that the ancient Japanese made so much of

it in their traditions. The first thing I had of Japan was

a fan covered with a picture of the mountain. In Europe

and in America every one who knows of Japan at all, knows

of this “ Peerless Mountain.” It was made in one night,

was n’t it?

9.—So, the story goes. When Fuji came up, the laud

where Lake Biwa is went down. The gods made an even

thing of it for the country.—Don’t you think we would

better be going ?o O

10.—Yes, it is almost three o’clock. I wTish I could talk

this terrible language of yours.
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11.—Don’t worry ! You surprise me by tbe knowledge of

it you have gained. Only three years ago, when we first

met, we spoke altogether in English. Now, you talk Jap-

anese like a Japanese.

12.—Is that so? I think I shall set myself up as a

teacher, and send pupils to you as mj’ endorsei’. Let us

go out by the back gate. It is the short way to the

creek.

IX. PROVERB FOR
( $ ) HI.

Adjust not your cap under a plum tree.

1. Mr. M :—This is one of my favorite outings. I enjoy

the country more than the city.
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2.

Mr. R :—So do I. I often come out ovei’ this road.

I like especially the fields beyond the railway. There is

so much fi’eedom in the country in Japan. I sometimes

wander for houi's among the fields. No one ever disturbs

me there. And I never seem to trouble the farmers. It

is very different at home. Everywhere fences are put up

thei’e, and one is always in danger of being a trespasser.

3.—Yes, our open country makes rambling in it vei’y

pleasant. But we, also, have laws and customs against

trespass.

4.—No doubt. But your fields are very small. The

paths in every direction are many. One must deliberately

try to go out of his way, to be a trespassei\
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5.—Our next text,—curiously enough—grew out of

this feature of the country which is so pleasant to you.

Our fields are unfenced, and often our fruit trees stand out

in the open. The wise wit of the ancients, when they

wanted it to show that a man ought to avoid even the ap-

pearance of evil, produced the sayiug, “ Don't stoop to tie

your sandal when walking by a melon patch.”

6.—He might slip a melon into his limono sleeve
;
did

they think that ?

7.—Yes ! So, also, they said, “ Don’t fasten your cap

under a plum tree 1
” A plum or two, you see, could

easily get into a man’s fingers while he was adjusting his

hat at such a place.

8.—A wise saying it is, too. Few men, however, are
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careful enough about applying it to themselves.

X PROVERB FOR («) NU.

He makes a rope haeiiuf seen the thief.

1.

Mr. 11 But after all, everybody is not suspicious,

even when he sees others doing suspicious things. Four

years ago I lived in that white house on the hill,—that

house with the tower. I had confidence in every one

about me. As for robbery, I never imagined that a thief

would think of entering my house. You know what

happened.

2. Mr. M :—Did you ever hear anything of your watch?

3.

—No ! and I suppose I never shall hear of it. Yet,

before that night, it would have taken the strongest kind

of proof to set me on my guard. I did not suspect that

any one in Japan would care to trouble me. But my
confidence is gone now. Locks and bars are on my doors

and windows. And a revolver lies at my bed-side.
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4.—The same things happen in Japan as elsewhere.

There are plenty of rascals among our people. That year,

I believe, rice was very high. There were burglaries by

the score every day in Tokyo. You were one of the un-

fortunates. How much did you lose ?

5.—Altogether about 450 yen worth. But it will be

dear business for any one who tries that game again.

—

The improvement of the creek banks goes on very fast.

How much this place has been changed in (he last two

years

!

6.—Oh! in time Tokyo will be all made over. How
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warm it is ! The sky looks as though we might have bad

weather. In that house Mr. Mumei lives. He had a

world-wide reputation once. Do you know him ?

7.—Yes, I have met him twice. In America, many years

ago, I made his acquaintance. He was writh the first

embassy from Japan to the United States. He was a

mere boy then. Not long ago we met again. I spent a

pleasant hour with him on the hill there, back of the

house. The years have changed us both considerably.

He did not remember me. I should not have known him,

had we met on the street.

S.—Over there, under that big pine, lives one of our

most famous generals. He is celebrated too, as a diplom-

atic officer. He was active in bringing about the revisions

of Japan’s treaties with the Western nations.
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9.—These are great days for Japan. The story of this

country, for the last thirty years, sounds like a romance.

I am intensely interested in seeing how it is to go on.

10.—I trust in the wisdom of our leaders, and the loyalty

of our people to carry us forward safely.

11.—Great success will be really the severest test of the

power of the nation. Many dangers are to be pre-

pared for.

12.—So far the government has apparently had much
wise forethougkt.
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XI. PROVERB FOR (£) RU.

More hazardous even than a pile of'ct/gs.

1. Mr. R

:

—Yes, I agree with you. Yet, at times, it seems

as though Japan’s progress has been almost too rapid. I

am not a prophet, of course. I am also so good a friend

of Japan, that I wish only success for the empire iu its new

age. But I see one thing piled upon another, to a dangerous

height. The forces and agencies of the civilization which

it took Europe huudreds of years to secure, are here, all at

once, thrust upon the people. It will be a marvel if they

can accept them all, and use them safely. It would not be

au inexplicable wonder, if under some great stress, the

whole pile should tumble down. I do not expect to see

ruin. Yet I am anxions about your future.
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2.

Mr M :—I have no fear about it. Our people have

the most surprising ways for getting along with dangerous

things. The Meiji era may seem to be unstable. I don’t

think, however, that the pile will tumble and end in an

everlasting smash.

3.—That all depends. Eternal vigilance is the price of

any liberty. By the way,—have you ever been at Yutenji?

One can go to it by this road, I believe. I am sorry I did

not visit it before it was burned.

4.—It was an impressive place. The cryptomerias there

were magnificent. The cemetery is surrounded and over-
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shadowed by those majestic trees. The temple was grand

in its solitude. The temple grounds, the walks, and shrub-

bery were lovely. I have often been there. There was no

place near the city so solemn and restful.

5.—Which is the way? Its ruins may still be grand.

6.—I am afraid that the glory is gone. From here you

must cross that bridge to the left. After going under the

railway viaduct, you pass through the village of Naka

Meguro. Near the end of the village street the road

divides. The left hand road leads out towards the plain

of Meguro. As you go over the hill into the plain, you

will see a large grove of cryptomerias ahead, and a little to

the left. There is no other group of trees like it out there.

In that grove is Yutenji.
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XII. PROVERB FOR (fc) IFO(O).

bystander sees eight moves in the game.

1.

Mr. M :—This is our florist’s garden. There must be

a good many visitors to-day. I say! Kurumaya, move out

of the way. Be careful! The steps are bad.

2.

Mr. It :—What splendid flowers ! I never suspected

the existence of such a place as this, here. I have passed

it many times, and have not known what it is. It is quite

hidden from the road.

3.—Twice in the year it is well worth a visit. In the

spring, the peonies are superb. In the autumn, the chrys-

anthemums are a wonder. See that single stalk ! How
many flowers do you think it bears ? More than four hun-

dred. It takes great skill to bring a plant to this high

development.
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4.—I should think it would. Almost even- color, too, is

shown. By the waj-, I wonder whether a blue chrysan-

themum could be developed. I have heard of a man w-ho

has offered 5,000 yen, gold, for a chrysanthemum of that

color.

5.—He will keep his money, I think. Do you see even a

suggestion of blue in this collection ?

G.—I have learned not to say “ impossible.” Yes,—there

are tinges of blue in that group. Some shrewd fellow

may be yet entitled to ask for the money,— if it is to be

had.

7.—What exquisite roses, too ! And those maples ! Are

they not gorgeous ? Ah. here is Mr. Hayashi. * * * It is

some time since I have seen you. Mr. Hayashi, this is

my friend, Mr. Robinson, of America.

8. Mr. H :—The first time I have been honored with

meeting you. My name is Hayashi. I beg your kind

acquaintance.
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9. Mr. R :—My name is Robinson. I hope that you

will honor me with your friendship.

10. Mr. M :—Charming weather, is n’t it ? The gardener

has made his place well worth a visit this year.

11.

Mr. II :—Let us sit down for a moment. Nesan,

bring some tea.

* * *
* *

12.

Mr. M :—It is getting to be quite chilly. The sun

has almost set. Mr. Robinson, is it not about time for us

to go ? * * * I quite agi’ee with what you say, Mr. Haya-

shi. I shall think over the matter. Please remember me

to your family.

13.

Mr. R :—Let us walk back over the hill. See ! there

is the new moon. How exquisite the clouds are ! By the

way,—do you think Mr. Hayashi really wishes to join you

in building the hospital ?
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14.

—"What do j’ou mean?15.

—It seemed to me that he has precious little interest

in Dr. Hatsumei’s work. I don’t think he was anything

like as cordial as $’ou seemed to believe.

1G.—Perhaps he was not. But then his help is of no

special importance. It is a matter of indifference to me
whether he takes hold or does not.

*
*

*
*

*

17.

Mr. R :—Will you not come in and warm yourself ?

18.

Mr. M:—No, thanks ! I have had a most entertain

ing walk. We shall try it again some time.

19.

—Please wait a moment. Here is the book I spoke

of the other day.

20.

—Many thanks. Beautiful night ! Good night !

21.

—Mr. R:—(To servant at the door). Did any one

call while I was away ?
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22.— Yea, sir. An old gentleman left this letter for you.

He will be at the Imperial Hotel until to-morrow evening.

He had a guide with him. He is going to Kobe by the

night train to-morrow.

XIII. PROVERB FOR (fc) WA.

Even adversity becomes a hr idye to pros,
perity.

(At Mr. Mikatas house.)

1. Mr. M :—What brings you out in this storm ?

2. Mr. R :—I got tired of staying in the house all day.

The Club is too far away for this weather. I concluded to

come over and see you for a little while.

3.—You are always welcome. 0 Fone

!

Come here

!

lake a fire in the foreign room.
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4.

—Don’t go to that trouble, please.
5.

—It is no trouble. Indeed, the day is so dark and cold

that I thought of going there, myself. Let us go up

stairs.

6.—I should think you would spend a good deal of

your time here. This view of the Shinagawa bay would

settle the question for me. And then, you have this fine

library.

7.—I intended to make this my work-room, when I

built it. I built the house, you know, just after my last

trip to England. But gradually I got to liking the little

room down stairs. It suits most of my visitors better.

Sit down. An open-grate fire is good company, isn’t it ?
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8.—Delightful! I have three of them going to-day.

On a stormy, dark day like this, a blazing fire does much

to cheer up a room. How the wind blows ! The rain

has a fierce sound. But, do you know, I don’t much care

to-day whether it storms or not?

9.

—Why ?

10.

—I received good news last night. I have been

waiting eight years for it.

11.—I congratulate you. "What have you heard ?

12.—About eight years ago, I invested nearly all the

money I owned in a company organized to manufacture a

new machine for cotton mills. I took the best advice I

could get. Within two years the companj' failed. Its

building and machines were turned over to me. They

had been pledged as security for my investment. But I

could do nothing with them for a long time. I could not

sell them. At last, I managed to exchange them for some

real estate. Then the real-estate market collapsed. For

five years that property has been nothing but a burden on

me. It has made a steady drain on my income. Last
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night I heard that one of those pieces of land had been

sold. A new city improvement has brought the property

into the market. The prospect now is that I shall get

back all I thought lost, and much more.

13.—You are fortunate. But it often happens so.

Everything comes to him who waits.
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14.—That is comforting. Yet, prosperity through mis-

fortune does not fascinate me. The idea may be a tonic.

I prefer prosperity, without having misfortune a bridge

to it.

XIV. PROVERB FOR (2p) KA.

Though the head he hidden the tail is seat.

1.

Mr. M :—Shall I have the lamp lighted ? It is grow-

ing dark. The days are so short that it is almost night at

five o’clock.

2.

Mr. R If you don’t care, I would rather talk by the

fire-light. You have excellent coal in Japan.

3.

Yes, in the far north and in the south there are

immense coal deposits. I will put some more coal on the

fire.
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4.—What a cheerful blnze ! This proverb about

animals hiding their heads is drawn from a queer

habit among animals. We have the same thing in our

popular sayings. When I was a child, I read that the

ostrich often hides his head in the sand. He seems to

think he is all hidden when he does that.

5.—I am told that one of our mountain birds is just as

stupid. If a man wishes to hide he must be careful to

cover up everything that would expose him. For example,

don’t rob a man’s house, and leave your visiting card on

the floor.

6.—Yes, and don’t do what I knew a foolish young fellow

do last winter. He wrote a scurrilous anonymous letter

to a friend of mine, whose secretary was familiar with his

handwriting.
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7.—I know a better moral even than that. Don’t do at all

what would make you try to hide yourself. The hiding

man almost always leaves something exposed, that betrays

him.

XV. PROVERB FOR
( j; )

YO.

A bride will become a mother-in-law.

1. Mr. B :—Xow let us take up the mother-in-law pro-

verb. Is this a joke, or is it a warning?

2. Mr. M:—Both, I suppose. Let us call it a warning to

grandmothers. I see in it, too, a warning to all who are

in authority. The subject may become a ruler some time.
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3.—Tho position of woman is quite different in Japan

from what it is with us.

4.—So it is. Time is making great changes, however.

In the old days, a young wife became entirely subject to

the will of her husband’s parents. In fact, in ancient times

marriage transferred a woman wholly from her own

family to that of the man she married.

5.

—Is it much different now?

6.

—Yes. I have friends whose daughters are about as

much members of their own families after marriage as

they were before.

7.—But still, a mother-in-law has great power over her

son’s wife ?

8.—Undoubtedly. That is part of our custom. Any
change in that relation would be exceedingly slow in

coming.
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9.—The proverb yet holds good, then? If a woman

wishes to have her grandchildren kindly treated, she should

treat her daughter-in-law kindly.

10.—That is probably what it means. Our customs are

different from yours. But our family life, you know, does

not make our women unhappy. It is not the custom, but

the way in which the custom is used, that is important.

XVI. PROVERB FOR (-ft) TA.

A jewel unpolished will not glitter.

1. Mr. R :—What a cozy place this is ! You have an

excellent library. Have you bought many new books

lately ?
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2.

Mr. M :—I am ashamed to confess I have not. I

brought good resolutions with me when I came home
from abroad. I became intensely interested in English

history when I was a young man. Excuse me! I will light

the lamp. Here, you see, I have Hume, Macaulay and

Green. Here is a full set of the British Essayists. I have

even the best English poehy,—Shakespere, Wordsworth,

Tennyson
;
and here is a volume of Browning.

3.—I have always liked this room. It is more like a

home room than any I have seen in other Japanese houses.

These books and pictures, and these busts give it quite a

scholarly air. Why don’t you use it more ?

4.—To tell the truth, it was too much up-hill work to

keep on as I started. I am sometimes sorry that I have

failed. But the fact is, many things have kept me from
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doing as I thought I should do. I gradually became en-

grossed with home affairs. My memories of England and

of your country, of course, I shall never lose. It would be

the same with you, should our places be changed, I

think.

5.—That might be. But I often wonder, when I see this

unused room, why you do not make it serve you better.

Aud, do you know? I think you are gradually losing your

command of the English language. When I first met you,

you spoke English fluently, and with almost no accent.

Now, I can scarcely ever get you to talk with me in

English.

6.—You are right. I believe I am fast forgetting what

I knew. There are good reasons why I do not use my
library much. It is true that even talking English is

getting to be difficult. Yet, you know I have very

little inducement to keep up the old studies. Japan aud

Europe are far apart in more ways than one.
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7.—I understand. And I am not doing much to help

you along. How would you like to join me in some

English reading ? I will read Green with you, turn and

turn about, if you wish.

8.—Well, possibly I may take up with your offer.

XVII. PROVERB FOR (fl) BE.

Too much politeness becomes rudeness.

1. Mr. R :—The storm does not let up. Indeed, it grows

wox-se. You have read Emerson, haven’t you ? I never

pass an evening like this, without thinking of his “ tumul-

tuous privacy of storm.” That line always struck me as

expressing perfectly the comfort of a fire-side, with a storm

raging around the house. How the rain dashes against

the window 1
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2.

Mr. M :—I will close the blinds. There 1 This is

better. You will stay to dinner won’t yon ? That is right

!

It is about time now for dinner. (Clapping his hands. O
Yone San appears.) Is dinner ready ?

3. 0 Yone:—Vei’y soon, sir.

4. Mr. J/:—Mr. Robinson will take dinner with me.

5. 0 Yone:—All right sir. Dinner will be ready in a

few miuutes. Shall I serve it hei-
e, sir.

6. Mr. R

:

—

(

interposing
) Oh no ! let us have it down staii-s.

7. Mr. M :—Very good! Call us as soon as things are

ready.

*
*

*
*

*

8.

Mr. M :—Please sit thei'e. It is much colder here,

than up stairs. Bring another hibachi. Don’t you want

to put on your overcoat ?
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9.—No indeed ! I am perfectly comfortable. (Mrs.

Mikolafrom an adjoining room says to 0 Tone, “ Fetch me the

brown rug.” The rug is brought,—she wraps it about Air.

Robinson’s shoelessfeet, saying with a laugh, “ We keep our feet

warm by sitting on them.” Mr. Robinson protests, but accepts,

and adds.) I am very rude to trouble you so.

10.

—

Mr. M :—Let me give you some hot sake.' It. will

take the chill off the room.

11.—But the room is not chilly, I assure you. Please

do not trouble yourself any more on my account. There !

I have pushed my foot against you. I am very awkward.

12.—No ! it was I who was rude. Don’t move. Here is

an omelet that you may like. And some fried fish.

13.—Thank you! You are always very kind. When I
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pushed you with my foot, and you answered as you did, I

could not help thinking of what took place,—or is said to

have taken place,—in a ball-room in one of our Southern

States. Of course, I make no criticism of your answer to

me. Your country’s polite forms are perfect But the

story goes ;— A man in passing another, trod upon the

other’s foot. “ I beg your pardon, sir." “ I beg your

pardon,” returned the other, “ it was my awkwardness.”

“ Not at all,” said the first, •* I was to blame.” The other

replied, “ I assure you, sir, my foot was in your way.” “ I

beg your pardon,” retorted the first, “ iny eyes were not

where they ought to be." “ I say,” broke out the second man
rising, “I was in your way.” “ Do you mean to insult me,

sir?” returned the first with a nettled tone. “ I don’t care

whether you take my apology as an insult or not,” added

the second. “Well then, sir, here is my card, and I refer

you to Major Bang.” The result was a duel the next

afternoon. One of the gentlemen received a bullet in

his leg. Personal honor was satisfied.
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XVIII. PROVERB FOR
( £ ) SO.

Gives by passiny it throuyh the sleeve.

1.—The three friends had a good laugh over the story.

At the close of the dinner, cakes, sweetmeats and fruit

were enjoyed. Mrs. Mikata sang an aucient heroic song,

accompanying herself with the koto. Then she took down
her samisen, and sang a story of love and revenge. It was

of a tragedy which was brought about in all innocence on

the part of a bride. A young girl had been married to a

rich old merchant. He was unloveable, and was excessively

jealous. He suspected that his bride was enamoured of

a young man who lived in a neighboring house. One day

he saw her, as he thought, pass something through the

hedge to some one in his neighbor’s garden. He became

angry and moody. He watched his wife continually. His

suspicion fed upon trifles until he became mad with jeal-
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ousy. He gradually became cruel to her. He linally ac-

cused her of unfaithfulness. She denied everything, but

would explain nothing. The next night she went out into

the garden. He followed her infuriated, with sword un-

sheathed. She was not to be seen. With lantern then he

sought her. He found her at last. She was dead
;
killed

by her own hand ; the victim of his insane suspicion.

2. Mr. B .-—Thank you for the song. But what a tragic

story

!
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3.

Mr. M :—Most of our best music as you know is sad.

It tells chiefly of heroism, or of love, aud suffering, and

death.

4.—But have you no comic songs'?

5.—Plenty of them. They are not, as a rule however, fit

for polite ears. You do not hear them in our homes.

There is much need for improvement in that direction.

6.— Ah! it is nine o’clock. I ought to return. The

servants do not know where I am. This is one of the

severest storms of the year. I should not be surprised to

hear of floods.

7.—If you must go, we shall not ask you to stay longer.

Let me get you a lantern.

8.—Many thanks! I will take one to-night.
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XIX. PROVERB FOR (o) TSU.

Intend) >nj to mend the horn
,
tie hills the ox.

1 .— (In Mr. Robinson’s house. Mr. Milcata knocking a! a

iloor. Hr says,) May I come in ?

2.

Mr. R :— Oil ! is that you ? How stupid the servants

are

!

3.—I rang the bell, but no one came. It is very warm
outside. What are you doing with a fire ? Summer seems

to have come bach.

4.—The fire was made before I got up. This room is

always chilly in the morning. It is too warm for you, per-

haps. You have been walking. We will go into the

Japanese room. Why, it is warm ! I have been writing a

letter for a home-paper, and I wanted to get it done to-

day. So I have been keeping close to my desk.
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5.—There is no hurry. The steamer will not be here

until to-morrow. In coming over I stepped into the post-

office. A notice there says, that the mail will not close

until to-morrow evening at seven. But I must not inter-

rupt you.

6.—Don’t go please 1 I want to talk with you. I have

not seen you for several days.

7.—Shall it be the proverbs again ? Let me think. We
have read as far as “ Tsil,” I believe.

8.—Yes. Come out into the garden. I wish you could

have seen Mt. Fuji this morning. Its color was indescrib-

ably beautiful. It seemed so near and unusually lofty.

The nearer mountains, too, bave snow on them. That is

part of the work of the storm the other day. Let us sit

here for a while. Really, the sun is hot !—Well, what have

you to say of our “ Tsu ” proverb?
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9.—It menus that wo should let well enough alone, I

suppose. Did you ever hear of “the perfect picture?” I

read a story once, of an artist who resolved to paint such a

picture. The picture never appeared. He made many

lovely paintings, but in trying to improve them he in-

variably did them harm. However, there are very few of

us who need the lesson of this wisdom. Some people

always overdo in trying to perfect their work. But there

are not many of that kind. Let us take up the next text.

XX. PROVERB FOR (&) JSE.

The rat-catching eat hides her clans.

1. Mr. R :—This is a lesson in cunning, I judge. Don’t
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show your weapons uutil you are sure of your victim.

Isn't that the meaning?
2.

Mr. M:—Yes, but it does not seem to be very well

put. Any rat will run at the mere sight of a cat. There

is no need for the cat to hide her claws. The idea would

be better put in this way ;—A rat-cutchiug cat will hide

near the rat-hole.

3.—It seems to me that the Japanese are especially skil-

ful in hiding their real purposes. I once heard a man say,

that a person in this country who has determined to in-

jure another, will hold his revenge for years. He knew of

two men who when they met, seemed to be of the warmest

kind of friends. But one day a great misfortune happened

to one of these men. It was learned at last that the appar-

ent friend was back of the wrong done.

4.—Yes ! I know. Revenge is part of our old code of

honor. But you will admit, that, if revenge be a law, then

of course any means to make revenge successful goes
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under the shadow of the law. I do not defend the old

code. You would not defend the Italian Iago, I know.

He smiled, and smiled, and yet he was a villain.

5.—Of course not ! Treachery, however, has no allowable

place any longer. If men must be enemies, let them be

enemies to the face. Let them fight out their quarrels

honestly at least, if they will quarrel. What is the pro-

verb you have for the next syllable ?

XXI. PROVERB FOR (#) NA.

Bees stiui/ a weeping face.

1. Mr. M :—Only a quaint, old saying, that tells of the

queer fact that misfortunes never come singly.
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‘2. Mr. 11 :—Is it true that Japanese bees will sting a

man who is crying ?

3.—How do I know ? At any rate, that is what the

“ wise saw ” said. But even if it is not true, the tiling it

aims at is true. Don’t you find it so ?

4.—Certainly The experiences of life seem to come in

groups, sometimes good and sometimes bad. We say in

our country,—“It never raius but it pours.’’ But the pro-

verb teaches this lesson, does’nt it ?—If one carries around

a cheerful face the bees will let him alone. I knew a

remarkably successful business man, a few years ago. He
said, that when he was a boy, his mother told him to keep

up a brave face under all circumstances. She urged him.

when he started out to find work, never to complain if he

did not find work at once. If he had to wait a long time,

and even if he grew hungry waiting, she commanded him

always to wear his best clothes, and never to tell of a hun-

gry stomach. He succeeded because he always seemed, to

be successful, he said.
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5.—Yes, many men are like wolves. They would soon-

er kill their sick and wounded than help them. Kindness

to those who are unfortunate and weak belongs to a high

civilization.

XXII. PROVERB FOR
(

c>) 11A.

A fallen flower returns not to its branch.

1. Mr. R :—What a rare day! It makes me want to lie

off on a hill-side somewhere and simply enjoy the world.
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2. Mr. M :—I don’t know whether I like autumn more

than spring, or not. But certainly there could be nothing

more delicious than this soft air.

3.—About ten days ago it was simply perfect here.

That was just before the big storm. Across the valley the

coloring of the trees was superb. That tree near the

cryptomeria was fairly a blaze of scarlet. That icho was a

mass of gold. All around the garden, purple, brown and

green foliage covered everything. Even the roses were

blooming, as though summer had not passed. But now

look at it! All the trees except the evergreens have lost

their leaves. The storm tore them away. The sun fairly

roasts us through the bare branches.
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4.— Have you been at Oji this year? The maples there

are unusually rich. At least they were before the stoi'm,

a friend told me.

5.— I have not gone out there this year. But I intended

to go to Nikko last week. I should have gone, but for the

rain. The road up to Chuzenji is gloi’ious, if you take it

just at the right time. Last year I was at Miyanoshita at

the end of Octobei-
. The walk to Riga is bordered by

gorgeous coloi\ But the show is over every where, now. I

have had the leaves hei'e all swept up and burned.

G.—It is about time for me to go down town. Mr. Haya-

shi has done better than you thought he would. We are

about to build an experimental hospital for Dr. Hatsixmei.

Mr. Hayashi has subscribed 500 yjn towards it.
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7.—Indeed ! Then I congratulate you. Let me pay for

a bed in it. I can not do much, but even- little will help.

8.—Thank you, sincerely. I shall expect to see you over

at my house soon. Do you know we have talked through

about half of our texts ? And just now, as I think of it, all

the proverbs we have had so far, suit the sceue around us

perfectly.

9.—So they do ! Who invented the verse for I-ro-ha ?

Rather melancholy poetry, is it not ? It was only the other

day I read the rendering which Prof. Chamberlain gives

of it in his book on “Things Japanese.” Have you

seen it?

10.—Xo! How does he give the verse?

11.—He says, it is of Buddhist origin, founded on one

of the Sutras. He transcribes it according to modern

pronunciation. As far as we have talked he renders the
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initial syllables of our proverbs iu this manner ;

—

“ lro wa nioedo,

Chirinuru ivo—
Waga yo tare zo

l\sune naran ? ”

His rendering runs ;
—“ Though their hues are gay, the

blossoms flutter down, and so in this world of ours who
may continue forever ?

’

12.—Excellently done ! It is difficult however to render

the old idea perfectly. He comes very near it. But, the

last syllable, we have not had yet. That is Mu. He makes

it N. The two, however, are practically one and the same.

Mu is the ancient form of JS~. I have selected a proverb in

Mu for your benefit. I do not mean for your moral, but

for your intellectual, good. This is it.
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XXIII. PROVERB FOR (&>) MU.

Reason shrinks back irln-n passion goes by.

1. Mr R :—I understand t.be meaning of these words

thoroughly, I think. I saw an illustration of them at the

Shimbashi station, a short time ago. I was about to get

into a train for Yokohama. I heard angry cries. Just then

two men came tumbling out of a third-class carriage.

Both fell upon the pavement. One of the men suddenly

released himself from the other’s clinch. He jumped up

and kicked the other man full in the face. The other was

knocked senseless. But this did not stop the one who
kicked him. He furiously tore off one of his own grla,

(clogs) and began to hammer the senseless man on the

head with it. I think he would have killed the fellow, if

some of the station guards had not grabbed him and put a

stop to the fight. He seemed to have gone crazy with fury.

How it all ended, I do not know. The train just then

pulled out of the station. The man had lost control of

himself.
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2.

Mr. M

:

—Yes, reason and passion will not go togeth-

er. But I must return now. Your gardener has trim-

med your shrubbery excellently. What fine camellias ! You
will have a mass of them in bloom before long. The old

plum free too seems to be getting ready to show what it

can do. The pine in your Shochikubai is becoming rather

big for the bamboo and the plum.

3.—Yes, I am thinking of having a smaller one planted.

How do you like my gold fish?

4.

—They are beauties. Well, goodbye! Come over

soon.

5.

—By the way, I almost forgot to thank you for the

delicious persimmons you sent me the day before yesterday.
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6. —Pray, don’t mention it.

XXIV. PROVERB FOR (5) U.

An ego-plant does not {/row from a melon seed.

1.

(Mr. Robinson, to servant a! Mr. Mil-ala* house.)—Is your

master at home ?

2.

—He is absent just now.

3.

—Will he be back soon ?

4.

—I will go and inquire Madame says, that

master will return before long. She invites you to come

in.

5.—Please present my compliments to madarne, and say

that I shall come back in an hour or two. Yet, wait a

moment. I will go in now. I suppose your master will

not bo long gone.

6.—This way, please sir.
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7.

Mrs. Mikata

:

—Ah! Mr. Robinson, you are very wel-

come. Pray, be seated. Mr. Mikata went to his brother’s

office about an hour ago. I am expecting his return at

any moment. What have you been doing latety?

8.—I went to Ueno yesterday, and spent most of the

day there. I was particularly interested in the Fine Art

Exhibitions. The pictures in European style I studied for

some time. They are much to be commended. It seems

to me, however, that their coloring is rather heavy. They

promise well. But,— do you know?—I think the hand of

artistic Japan shows itself in almost all of them. It will

be a long time before the influence of the centuries here

can be removed from art. The styles of art in Europe and

in Japan are quite unlike.

9.—Mr. Mikata dots not approve the attempts which

some of our painters are making. Ho is in favor of most

things foreign,—but the new art he does not like.

10.—Well, for my part, I prefer in Japan the old style.

I was charmed beyond telling, writh some of the purely
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Japanese pictures that I saw. There were some half-and-

half paintings that were abominable. I had a genuine

art sensation, however, in the “Loan Collection.” I do not

think I ever saw anything finer in its way than the five or

six Tanyu landscapes. There was perfection of effect in

them with the smallest amount of effort. Only once

before, in Kyoto, in the big hall of the Nishi Hongwanji,

have I been so delighted over Japanese painting. The

pictures there are almost what our people would call pre-

Raphaelite. Yet, they are purely Japanese.

(Mr. Mikala enters.

)

11.—Ah ! Mr. Robinson this is a pleasant surprise.

(Mrs. Mikata greets her husband icilh
“ O kaeri ” the usual

salutation at a return home to which he answers, “ Tadaima !

”

and continues, speaking to Mr. Robinson :
)

—
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12.

—Have you been waiting long ?
13.

—Not long. Mrs. Mikata has been making the time

pass very agreeably. How goes it with you ?

XXV. PROVERB FOR (*) (IF) J.

The Jro<f in a well does not know the ocean.

1.

Mr. M:— It is just as I told you yesterday. The

Government has given its consent. "We shall begin build-

ing the laboratory for the experimental hospital next

month. Money enough for it has been subscribed.

2

.

Mr. R :—You are much more fortunate than I had

expected. I supposed that you would have a great deal

of opposition.

3.—The only serious trouble we have had has been over

the location of the hospital. The people living near the

lot of land we selected, have put all sorts of obstacles in

our way. But I think they see now that there is no

danger for them to be afraid of. At any rate, everything

is settled. Soon after the New' Year we shall begin to

build.
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4.—Ignorant prejudice is one of the difficulties hard-

est of all to overcome. Once, when I was a boy, I went on

an errand to a tailor’s shop. When I got to the shop I

was frightened by dreadful noises from up stairs. I

found out afterwards that the proprietor was having a

fist-fight w’ith some of his workmen. They had broken

into pieces a sewing machine, which he had put into his

work shop. The men imagined that the machine would

soon throw them all out of work.

5.—Is that so ? I did not know that such things ever

happened in the United States.

6.—Oh ! they happen everywhere. The most absurd

things are told about the first railways in America, about

the first reaping machines, the first shoe-making machines,

the first power printing presses ;—in fact, about the first

everything that means progress and greater prosperity.

There are so many men who can not see beyond their

noses.
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7.—Yes, we have had plenty of illustrations of that short-

sightedness during the last thirty years in Japan, too.

Yet, people soon forget how foolish they were, when they

are enjoying the good things which they once tried to

prevent. The truth that is shut up in one of the proverbs

I selected for your benefit applies to multitudes of people.

8.—Which proverb is that ?

XXYI. PROVERB FOR (£>) NO.

Ifa thing be swallowed its heat is

forgotten.

1. Mr. M :—The one that tells of how we forget the

heat as soon as we have swallowed the mouthful.

2. Mr. R :—To a certain degree, doubtless that proverb

tells a pleasant truth. But its application is not so broad

as that of many others of the wrise sayings. Onlj- this

morning I was compelled to accept au unpleasant ex-
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perience which I shall not forget for a long time, I am
sure.

3.

—"What has happened ?

4.

—There is a young man in the city whom I have been

trying to help in many ways, for more than two years now,

I need not tell wrhat I have done for him. Some months

ago, however, he borrowed a small sum of money from me.

I have a record of the loan, but I have no record of its

repayment. To-day he came to me with a new request for

help. I referred him to the place he needed. Just before

he went away I casually ashed him whether he had ever

returned the money I gave him in the spring. I did not

care for the money. I should not have doubted his word

had he said he had repaid it. I merely wished to satisfy

an inquiry which then arose in my thoughts. To my

dismay the young fellow started up, and said, “ I will talk

no more with you. You think I am a bad man. I will go.

You think I am a thief.” What could I do? The boy

wholly misunderstood me. I tried to explain. But he

no longer could control himself. He could not tell

whether or not he had “repaid the money.” But, I

thought him “ a bad man,” he insisted. He went off,

distressed, as though I had accused him of dishonesty and

robbery. I like the young fellow. I am grieved deeply

that he should so misunderstand me. I have had to
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swallow all liis reproaches. I do not see how I can remove

his conviction that I suspect him of evil. Your proverb

does not hold good in a matter like this.
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XXVII. PROVERB FOR (&) O.

A devil’s prayer.

1. Mr. M :—You think the young fellow sincere?

2. Mr. R :—I have no reason for doubting him. I should

rather say that he is weak-minded than that he is a

hypocrite. It is just possible, too, that his sense of personal

honor is so tender that it shrinks even from a touch. It

may be that his affection for me is so strong that he can

not bear even a question from me, while he would endure

downright accusations from others. What I feel most

troubled about is, that all I have done for him for the last

three years has not aroused in him a confidence that would

prevent him from thinking that I meant more than I said.

I despise hypocrisy. And I demand in my friendships a

confidence that will assume my honesty and frankness

throughout everything.
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3.—You iue rather exacting of weak human nature.

Men judge others by themselves.

4.—That may be. But there are traits which all honest

men should show. One of these traits is confidence in

their friends until compelled by clear proof to doubt them.

I would rather have faith as a permanent thing in my
character, and suffer loss by having it, than a chronic

suspicion by which I might gain much.

5.—That is generously spoken. But it is not worldly

wisdom. I mean rather, it is not the rule by which

most men work. Confidence is a treasure that costs much
to get. At what point a man can trust neighbors or friends

fully, is one of the hardest of all questions to answer.
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(>.—Yes, I know that. On your side is such a series of

facts as these, which, long ago, took place in my native

town. The cashier of one of our banks was a cordial, popular

citizen. His wife died, leaving him desolate. Not long

afterwards, two strangers came to the town. One of them

was suffering, apparently, from consumption. The other

was the invalid’s brother. The well man had plenty of

money. He soon became acquainted with the cashier, and

at times placed large deposits of money in the bank. The

cashier’s wife had died of consumption. The cashier’s

sympathy, therefore, went out to the two strangers. An

intimate friendship gradually sprang up between the

cashier and the well brother. This brother at length

became a frequent visitor at the cashier’s house. He went

freely to the house, as I come here. This intimate relation-

ship grew stronger through a large part of the year. The

stranger became a regular church-goer, too. He even

took part in the most sacred act of Christians, the Lord’s

Supper. The cashier was a truly sincere religious man.

Well ! I must make a long story short. The stranger at

length concluded that the climate of that place was “ very

good for his brother’s health.” He “ decided to buy an

estate near the town.” All this was made known to his
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many new found friends. But one night in December, a

most startling thing happened. A wild wind was blowing.

Snow, sleet and rain were falling. The streets were

deserted. The cashier was working in his private office,

in the bank. The bank was in a part of the cashier's

house. The door bell rang. It was near ten o’clock. A
servant went to the door. Mr. Brown, the invalid’s brother,

was there. He was admitted as freely as I would be

admitted here. He went into the cashier’s office. He

said, that he had just received by express a package

containing ten thousand dollars. He was afraid to keep

it at the hotel. He had brought it to the bank for safe

keeping. The cashier replied that he would take it for his

friend, and, he added, that when the watchman came in at

half past ten he would open the vault and put the package

away. At the same time he opened a drawer in his desk

to put the package into it. In doing that, what was his

horror ! A cloth was thrown over his head. He heard

Brown’s voice saying that he did not want to kill him, but

that the vault must be opened then. The cashier struggled

desperately with the hypocrite friend. The noise of the

struggle was heard up stairs by the cashier’s brother, and

by the servants. The servants ran out shouting for help.

The burglar hearing the alarm sprang away from his

victim. By this time, men from the hotel next door had

rushed into the back-yard of the bank. The burglar fled

out by the back-door. He jumped from the door steps

directly into the midst of a half-dozen men. He was
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cauglit. He was tried and convicted of his crime. He

is now in the penitentiary. But the shock to the cashier’s

mind aud body was so terrible that within a few years

afterwards he died.
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7.—That is an extraordinary story. But the cashier

was too much like the confiding man of whom you spoke.

He trusted and lost. I suppose you exclude bank cashiers

from your list of believers in men ?

8.—Of course there is no rule without exceptions. I am
no advocate for trusting in praying devils.
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XXVIII PROVERB FOR ( < ) KU.

A door can not be made for a maids month

1.

Mr. M :—The scandal monger, too, is another offset I

would propose to general confidence in men. I should

think that your confidence would be somewhat weakened

by this time. You have been robbed. You have misplac-

ed your kindness. And you know how fiendishly some of

your friends have been treated by liars.2.

Mr. Ii :—I know ! I know ! But, see here ! Mr. Mikata,

our talk is becoming too serious. I am sure that Mrs.

Mikata would rather hear of something pleasant.

3.

Mrs. 31 :—Why do you gentlemen not take a lesson or

two from some others of your proverbs ? How far have

you talked ?
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4. Mr. 11 :—I believe we Lave reached “ Kll.” What
have you to set up as the text for that ?

5.

— I am sorry our next proverb does not suggest any

better trait of human nature than the one you are now
trying to get rid of. This old bit of wisdom says, that “ a

door can not be built for a man's mouth."

6.—Oh ! yes, it can. Did you ever read “Aesop's Fables ?
”

One of those ancient, witty stories tells of how at least

one kind of an open mouth was most effectually closed. A
man who had been iu foreign countries, on his return

home, you may remember, was always bragging of

the big things he had done in different parts of the

world. In Rhodes, for instance, he said, he had made

such an extraordinary leap that no man could come

near doing it. There were “ plenty of people who saw him,"

he said. He had “many witnesses to prove it.” “Pos-

sibly," said a man who heard him talk, “ but if this be true,

just think thatwhex-e you are now is Rhodes. Show to us

one of those big leaps.” That man's mouth was shut up,

at least about his big jumping powers.
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XXIX. PROVERB FOR (^) YA.

He who buys cheap loses his money.

1.

Mr. M :—A very good showing you have made for the

other side of the argument. But we ought to be getting

on with our lessons a little faster. Let us take up i(Ya.”
You have just had your turn at story telling. I should

like a chance for myself. Did you ever hear of “ The Poor

Daikoku ?
”

2.

Mr. 11 :—The poor Daikoku? I never knew that a

Daikoku could be poor. How can the god of riches be

poverty stricken ?

3.—Well, this Daikoku I speak of was poor. At any rate

an image of him was shabbily carved. But, mean looking
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as he was, an old man for many years trusted in him
deeply, and daily prayed to him for wealth and goodness.
But no answers came. At last the old man lost faith and
patience for his god. He called his grandson,— “ Here,
Kokichi ! This god Daikoku is miserably made, and he
will not give even the smallest wealth or blessing to me.
Go and throw him away somewhere.” Kokichi started to
do as he was commanded. He took Daikoku, and went out
to throw him away. After a few minutes he came back.
When I was about to throw Daikoku away, he explained,

“a man came along. He said, that good or bad lie would
like to buy my Daikoku. I sold him, by good fortune, for
twenty-five sen.

-

As the old man heard this he raised
himself up, and exclaimed;— “ What ! that looking thing?
That poor Daikoku ? Until now he has lived in my house.
Just as soon as he gets out of it he hurts another man's
pocket.”
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4.—What a comical ohl fellow ! And yet a shrewd

comment ! A good deal of truth in it after all, isn’t there ?

XXX. PROVERB FOR
( $ ) MA.

No keeping up in the world without bending.

1. (Mr. Robinson continues)
:—I must go back to my house

now. The noon gun has just been fired.

2. Mr. M

:

—Don’t go yet ! Let us have one more proverb

before you go. It will just finish out another verse of the

I-ro-ha poem. “ If you do not bend you can not stand up
in the world ”—is the maxim I have for ii Ma

}

” our

next syllable.

3.—Very good ! Let us finish the verse. I know a story

that suits this proverb exactly. Old Aesop said, “ An oak

that had been rooted up by the winds, was carried down
the stream of a river. On the banks many reeds were

growing. The oak wondered to see that things so slight
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and frail bad stood the storm. He, a great, strong tree,

bad been rooted up. ‘Cease to wonder,’ said tbe reed,

‘you were overthrown by fighting against tbe storm. We
are saved by bending to the slightest breath that blows.'

”

4.—Cunning reeds were they not? Yet, it seems to me
better sometimes to fight and be beaten, than to yield to

every passing thing.

5.—It is a poor rule that will not work both ways. Now
I must go. I have made an unconscionably long visit.

Good bye, for to-day.
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XXXI. PROVERB FOR (tf ) KE.

He blows away the hair only to find a wound.

(Railway station ai Shinagaua. Mr. Robinson comes down the

hill in ajinrilcisha ; the kurumaya runningfast. “ Hurry up !

Hurry up ! ” cries Mr. Robinson, “ The train is coming.” Mr.

Mikata standing at the station doorway.)

1.

Mr. Robinson :—I am so sorry to have kept you wait-

ing. (To the kurumaya) Meet me at Skimbashi at six-

thirty. If I am not on that train, wait until I come. (To

Mr. Mikata.) Have you bought the tickets?

2.

Mr. M

:

—Yes. Come ! The guard is calling.

3.—(Entering the train, Mr. Robinson a-<ks.) Are we going

second class?

4.—Yes. I thought it would be all the same to you.
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Foreigners hardly ever take this early train.

5.—It is a matter of indifference to me. I thought you

usually travelled first class.

6.—Only when I take long trips. Between Tokyo and

Yokohama the second class carriages are comfortable

enough.

7.—This carriage is very chilly. There was ice in the

streets, I noticed. To-day is the fourteenth of Decembei’.

It is time, I think, for having the heaters in the carriages.

8.—But the days soon grow warm. We shall find it

warm enough, I dare say, before we get to Fujisawa. We
shall reach there before ten o’clock.

9.—I have not been at Enoshima for more than a year.

We shall have a perfect day. The haze over the bay is

already brighter. Is not that the old Y'edo execution

ground,—over there by the sea ? In the Tokugawa days

that was a ghastly place, I am told. I wish I could have

travelled over the Tokaido fifty years ago.
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10.—The days of that execution ground are gone, never

to come back. I am glad they are gone forever. I do not

like to think of them. They remind me too much of what

our army is now trying to destroy in Korea and in China.

The horrible torture, the exposure of heads of criminals,

all the cruelty of the old punishments, and so much else

in the old times, were too much like what is now to be seen

in China for me to want to remember them.

11.—The ancient cruelties are nothing against Japan

now. It is not so very long since the same things were

done in Europe. The Western nations were made humane

in their legislation only within the last century or two.

Japan is now doing for Korea and China the same good

that Europe and America have done for Japan, and that,

before that time, reformers did for Europe and America.

Mankind is larger now than tribe or nation. All men

ought to help one another, and ought to recognize one
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another’s help, whether they are Asiatics, Europeans,

Americans or human beings from anywhere.

12.—Very good. But I wish Japan had led in these

matters rather than followed.

13.—But Japan is leading now. Remember that. And

also remember that every nation that leads, once had to

follow. This is true of nations from Egypt’s time six

thousand years ago until to-day.
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XXXII. PROVERB FOR (£,) FU.

New thinys are learned by studylay the old.

1. Mr. M :—We are now passing through the shell-heap

which Prof. Morse discovered some years ago. See the

shells scattered all along the road side. It is supposed

that this bank was the sea-shore in past ages. Prof.

Milne thinks that the coast is slowly rising. When the

shore line was here, the old fellows who lived in this

neighborhood used to eat shell-fish on the beach. They

left big piles of shells, and also left many of their utensils

and implements in the shell-heaps. Out of these old

things a good deal of kuowlege of the pre-historic times

has come to light. I have some published discussions

about this Omori shell-pile which I will give you.

2. Mr. R :—Thank you! Isn’t this
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Kawasaki bridge view of Fuji superb? The mountain is

perfectly white now. How desolate the rice fields ! They

are beautiful in summer. I remember the first time I

went to Tokyo. It was in the late autumn. The dreari-

ness of the empty rice-fields made me home-sick. They are

just as extremely ugly in winter as they are extremely

lovely in early summer Here we are at Kana-

gawa.

3.—How time changes things ! When I first saw Kana-

gawa I was only eight years old. M3
’ father and I were

on our way to Yedo from Nagoya. The road there, along

the bluff, was crowded. All sorts of norimono, kago, carts,

horses and post-travelers, were going and coming. We
spent the night in a tea-house over there. Yokohama then

was almost nothing. Now Yokohama is everything, and

this miserable place is almost nothing.
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*
*

*
*

*

4. Mr. R.—Wake up ! We are at Fujisawa. We .are

only fifteen minutes late. I thought that when we stopped

at Hodogaya we were iu for a long wait. Trains are very

irregular these days. They war upsets the whole time

table.

XXXIII. PROVERB FOR (fc) KO.

Many words, little matter.

1. Mr. M :—You get the kuruma, please. I wish to step

over to the tea-house for a moment.

2. Mr. R:—( To a kurumaya.) Here! I want two jin

-

rikisha. We wish to go to Enoshima, to take tiffin there,

and afterwards to go on to Kamakura for the five o’clock

train. How much will you take us for?
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3.

—Yes sir ! Do you want two men for each jinrikisha ?

4.

—No ! One will do.

5.

—The road is very bad, sir.

G.—Nonsense ! How much will you go for ?

7.

—It will take all day. Do you want a guide for Eno-

shima ?

8.

—No ! I want nothing except what I am asking for.

Why don’t you answer my question ?

9.—Well, sir, if I go on to Kamakura, I shall have to

stay there all night. If I could get back home before

evening, it would make a difference. But it is dark at five

o’clock, sir.

10.

—Don’t stand there chattering like that, but tell me
how much your fare is '?

11.

—Yes sir! I shall have to ask you eighty sen.

12.—Eighty sen? Ridiculous! I suppose, because I am
a foreigner you think you can put on fancy prices. That
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won’t do at all. I will pay you twenty sen to Enoshima,

and then I will give you twenty-five sen from there to

Kamakura.

13.—Oh! sir, that is too cheap. I will go for sixty-five

sen. That is the real price.

14.—Rubbish, I tell you! If you will go for forty-five

sen I will take you. If you won’t go for that, I will rather

walk than be imposed upon.

15.—Please give a little more, sir.

16.—Forty-five sen is plenty for the trip, It makes no

difference to you, I know, whether j
rou sleep in Kamakura

or here. Yet, while I do not like to give it, I will say fifty

sen for the trip. If you won’t take that, it is easy enough to

get men from Katase to Kamakura for a decent price.

Here is the gentleman who is going with me.

17.—All right, sir. I shall have the jinrikisha here in a

moment.
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XXXIV. PROVERB FOR (fc?) E.

Conceals a sword within a smile.

1.

Mr. M :—You would not imagine, to look at it now,

that six hundred years ago this neighborhood was one of

the most populous parts of the empire. It certainly was

the most important place in Japan.
2.

Mr. E :—Fortunes change much in time. And was it

not near here that Nichiren, who is called the Luther of

Japan, had some of his wonderful experiences ?

3.—Yes! Not far ahead on this road, is a temple built

upon the spot where the enemies of the reformer tried to

have him put out of the way. You remember the story ?

4.—Yes, I saw a good picture of the scene at the Ueno
Art Exhibition not long ago. It was capitally done. The
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executioner was amazed at finding his sword powerless on

the saint’s neck. A lovely light irradiated Nichiren’s face.

How much alike many Buddhist and Christian symbols

are

!

5.—Nichiren died, you know, at Ikegami, not far from

Omori, where we saw the shell-heap.

0.—I have been at the great October festival at Ikegami.

The grove is one of the finest I ever saw. Does it equal

the one at Yutenji?

7.—It is larger, but not so impressive.

8.—Last year I was at Minobu, the Nichiren sanctuary

imong the mountains west of Mt. Fuji. Nichiren, you

mow, lived there in his later life, and taught the crowds of

lisciples who went into the wilderness to hear him. It is

far-off place even now, but among the many buildings

here, there is one, the “ Temple of the True Bones,” which

s worth seeing. That is the lichest and finest single room

y far, of all I have yet seen in Japan. I was astonished

t its wealth and beauty.
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( Tea house af Katase.)

9.

—( Waitress), Please come in.

10. Mr. 31 :—We have not time now. Thank you ! We
may stop for a moment on our return. No ! we do not

need any guide. Wait here for us. Come, Mr. Robinson,

let us go. It is almost eleven o’clock.

11.

Mr. 11 .-—Rather hard climbing over this sand-pile !

\.h ! how lovely the water is to-day ! The tide is very

ugh. How near, Oshima seems. The volcano is having a

>ig smoke to-day.

12.—(The friends climb up the narrow, stony, main

reet of the village. They are greeted all the way by

:ies of “ Welcome !

” “ Please look !
” and the like, from

le scores of shops that border the road. They keep on

p the hill. They pass along the western face of the
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cliff-bound promontory as far as the “ Benten Cave.”

They do not go into the cave, however. They have seen

it several times in former years. They do not waste much
money on the boys who pester them to throw pennies

into the water, and who dive, even in December, for such

small gains. The friends have come out for the day to a

place familiar to both, just for the pleasure of the air and

the sea. After sitting on the rocks for a while, and enjoy-

ing the dash of the waves, they climb to the top of the

cliff. They go back by the central path to the east bluff,

as far as the Kiukirb where they stop for tiffin.

)

13. Mr. R :—This is one of the best views I know of.

On the road to Atami there are spots which almost equal

it. The Uo-mi at Atami is perhaps somewhat finer.

Last year in the spring I spent several hours up on that

balcony. I am always charmed with this exquisite com-

bination of coast and sea.
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14.

Mr. M:—Look! how the water crawls up to the

base of this cliff. I do not like it ; it seems so treacherous.

It is purring like a cat

;

to-morrow it may be as fierce as

a tiger.

15.—Evidently you are no friend of the sea. But I

believe you are not a good sailor. Now, I am never sea-

sick. I would rather take a voyage, than a railway trip

at any time.

16.—Here comes the tiffin. What shall we drink ? Let

us have some Kirin Beer.

17.—All right. Nesan, bring me a large cup. I shall

eat my eggs in Yankee style. * * * The baked fish is

delicious. This is one of the Japanese dishes I thoroughly

enjoy.

18.—What else do you like ?
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19.

—

Chaican-mushi, unagi-mcshi, miso-shiru, lori-nabe, some

kinds of tamago-yaki,—you know what they are. There

are very few things on your table, for example, that I do

not like.

20.—This prawn soup is excellent. You like pickled

daikon, I see.

21.—Some kinds are palatable. It gives some taste to

the rice, which I usually find rather insipid. The foreign-

er’s palate is used to stronger flavors than your ordinary

food has. * * The waitress has brought some salt for

my eggs. She seems to know what a foreigner would ask

for. Let us have another bottle of beer. * * * Now
for a cigar while I “take mine ease in mine inn.” Will

you not have one, too ?

22.—Thank you! I will take one to-day. Usually I

prefer cigarettes. But, being at Enoshima I shall celebrate.
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XXXY. PROVERB FOR (T) TE.

Reversing the hand's palm.

1. Mr. M :—It is two o’clock now. Don’t you think wre

would better be going ?

2. Mr. R :—I am perfectly comfortable where I am. I

don’t care whether we go on to Kamakura to-day or not.

I would just as soon stay here, and go back as we came.

3.—I think you would change your mind in another

hour. The air is delightful now. But before it would

be time for you to start back to Fujisawa, you would be

glad to be on the move. Come ! let us go on to Kama-

kura.

4.—It is just as you saj-. I am agreeable to anything.
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5.—If that is so, let us start now. I should like to have

time for just one look at “ Daibutsu ” this afternoon. Nesan,

bring the account, please. I will be paymaster. * * *

How much ? One yen forty sen ? All right ! * * *

6.

—(Waitress). Here, sir, is your change.

7.

—Mr. M :—Take forty sen as a small bit of tea-money

for the house. Here are twenty sen for yourself.

8.

—

(Waitress). Grateful thanks, sir! Please come

again.

9.

Mr. R :—Beautiful road this ! It is growing a little

windy. Let us walk a while. The Izu mountains are

crystal clear. See the Hakone hills ! Fuji is putting on

a cloud-cap.

10.—The day is too warm and bright for good weather

to-morrow, I am afraid. It is just as well, I think, that we
did not put off our outing until Saturday. The wind is

coming in from the south-east. * * * *. Here is

where the messenger from Kamakura, sent to reprieve

Nichiren, met the messenger from the execution grounds
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who was going to tell the Regent of the miracle which

had taken place in Nichiren’s behalf. You remember
that at the same time that Nichiren’s life was saved by
the miracle near Katase, the Regent was warned in a

dream not to kill him. The meeting of the two messen-

gers has made this little stream famous. Let us ride from

the top of the hill.

11. Mr. It :—Who would think, to look at it, that this

barren sand-waste ever had a city of a million people on

it ! Well, even a half-million ought to have left more

traces behind them than can be found here.

12.—Our buildings are not like those in ancient Rome.

All signs of a Japanese town soon disappear after it is

deserted. But here is the Great Buddha. This has

stood all the war, fire, flood and earthquake which blotted

out the city.
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13.—I never get tired of looking at this majestic symbol

of Buddhism. Majestic is not just the word I ought to

use. It is something other than majestic. In English I

should say perhaps, “rapt sublimity,” or “sublime calm,”

or “ perfect withdrawal from this world,” or “ divine

absorption.” Perhaps you have just the word for it in

Japanese.

14.—No ! I do not know how I would convey -what you

want to express. But perhaps some of the priests would

say it for you exactly in their prayers. I am not familiar

with the Buddhist rituals.

15.—The effect of this image must have been grand

when the temple stood around the statue.

1G.—I don’t think it could have been nearly as impressive
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as it is now. You know bow it is with the “ Daibutsu ” at

Nara. Tbe statue there is so cramped by tbe roof and

walls that tbe effect is anything but impressive, or even

serious.

Tbe wind is growing rather cold. Let us go on to tbe

station.

17.—I thought you would change the mood you had in

the sunshine up at Kinkiro. Yes, we would better be

hurrying on. It is after half-past four.

18.—That old pine avenue from the sea to Hachiman’s

temple looks quite mournful. Kamakura is not a very

cheerful place.

19.

—

Jlr. U :—(Getting into his kurunia at Sliinagawa.)

My library fire will be a welcome sight. The air is very

raw and chilly. Good night ! My compliments to Mrs.

Mikata.
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XXXVI. PROVERB FOR (*>) A.

Cleanse the heart rather than shave the head.

(Mr. Mikala's lions '. Early in January.

)

1.

Mr. M :—My congratulations at the opening of the

New-Year

!

2.

Mr. R :—A “ Happy New Year !
” to you, and “ Many

Returns !
” of the same. .1 suppose I ought to give you the

Japanese salutation in answer to your greeting, but it

comes easier and is more natural for me to wish you a

“ Happy New Year !

’*

3.—Thank you ! How are you spending your holidays?

4.— I have been away for the week past at Atami. Have

you been off too ?
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5.—No ! I Lave been doing my duty as a good member
of society. In that basket are some hundreds of visiting

cards which have been left for me. I have been going

the length and breadth of the city, reminding my acquaint-

ances that I have not forgotten them.

G.—I found quite a number of cards at my house, which

had been left while I was away. I shall take the next day

or two to show my few friends that I appreciate their

kindness. Have you seen the splendid kite that is flying

down near Shiba Park ? I do not know how big it is, but

it is so much larger than any of the others which are

soaring and humming there, that I was surprised.

7.-—No ! I have not noticed it.

8.—I like the kite-flying exceedingly. That and the

battledore playing I enjoy more than any other of the

New Year amusements. As I came from the station

yesterday afternoon, the streets were full of girls
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swinging battledores. It was really difficult for my
kurumaya to keep from hurting some of the children. As

far as I could see down the narrow street, it was all

twinkling and flashing from the driven battledores and

shuttlecocks. What a lovely sight the children make in

their new kimono and obi!

9.—Our New Year is really one of the happiest festivals

in the world.

10.—Last night I took dinner at the Rokumeikwan. On
the way homeward I saw an unusual number of the mid-

winter devotees, the kan-mairi, on their run from temple

to temple. There are very many of those runners out

this year.

11.—Yes! I do not know why. The custom has not

been followed much in recent years. When I was a

child it was much more in vogue than it is now. Then

the men ran almost naked, dashing tubs of cold water

over their bodies every here and there. Water for the

purpose would be set out for them by the pious town
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people. I have known them to do it in freezing weather,

and every night for a whole month.

12.—I believe there are a good many places in Japan

where religious devotees subject their bodies to rather

severe treatment. Once on a very cold day, I saw a young

fellow standing under the Tukko-no-laki at the Fudo-in in

Meguro. Is there much real religious feeling along with

the torture?

13.—I do not know. I think, however, that there is a

great deal of benefit supposed to come from the act,—if

not for the soul, at least for the body.

14.—A kan~mairi is not necessarily, then, an “ outwrard
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sign of inward grace,” I suppose.

15.—Not necessarily! Yet, I have no doubt that many
of these ascetics are dead in earnest.

XXXVII. PROVERB FOR (J) SA.

Even monkeys fall from trees.

1.

Mr. R:—Don’t you want to take a short walk?

2. Mr. M :—Where do you propose to go ?

3.

—One of my servants broke my shaving glass this

morning. He is usually very careful. I don’t know when

he has broken anything before. Some of my friends are

always complaining of smashed dishes and glassware. I

have been exceptionally fortunate. I am going down to

the kicankoba to buy a new mirror.
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4.—I lifive not been out to-day yet. Last night I was

very tired. But, I suppose a short walk would do me
good. (Thefriends (jo out.)5.

Mr. B :—Your doorway decorations are on rather a

grand scale. Mine are very modest. To-morrow T sup-

pose, a general clearing away begins, and everything will

settle down into its usual order.

6.—Yes, the week’s play is over. * * * Let us go down

by the Benten temple and over Maruyama. We can walk

through the Zojoji grounds. I like the by-way through

the grove better than the street.

7.

—The Koyo-kwan looks quite dull by day-light. It has

been unusually lively of late. The banquet given there a

few days ago by Mr. Takara to some foreign friends, I

hear, was one of the most entertaining ever known in the

history of the house. A number of the best actors from

the Kabukiza were there, Ivikugoro and others. I am
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told that, one of the (/risha was hurt by an accidental

thrust of a spear, but I think not very badly. There were

more than fifty guests in all.

8.—The pond is desolate looking now. Why, the ice on it

is quite thick ! In spring and summer it is the most charm-

ing spot in this part of the city, isn’t it? How exquisite

the cherry blossoms are here! And then the wistaria!

And then the lotus! And then the maple leaves! From
April to November, this little Benten temple is exceedingly

attractive. It is a great improvement, putting those seats

over there under the wistaria trellis.

9.—I often come here. I like the walks around the

hill, too. They are so quiet and lovely. It is a grand thing

for Tokyo to have in it, two such noble parks as this and

Ueno.
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10.—There is Ino Chiikei’s monument. He was the

founder of the art of map-making in Japan. Let us sit

down for a moment or two. Here is a good view of the

bay.

XXXVIII. PROVERB FOR
( f )

KI.

TV ise sayings are disagreeable.

1. Mr. R :—This is a good opportunity for telliug me
the story of Itakura Daijen, which, you said, would explain

to me our proverb about wise sayings that are unpleasant

to a man’s ears. The crows are making a hideous noise up

there. I should think they would annoy one’s hearing

more than any golden saying could.

2. Mr. M :—The story is this. “ A shoshidai, or gover-

nor, of ancient Kyoto, called Itakura Daijen, was known as
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ft wise man. In his time there were two fellow townsmen

who hacl a quarrel over the boundary line of their lauds.

They made a suit at law out of their disagreement. One

of the men, meanwhile, went secretly to Lord Itakura’s

house. The season wTas still at the beginning of summer.

He wished to mate a present to Lord Itakura of some

early melons, the first fruits of his field. He delivered

many rare ones at Lord Itakura’s kitchen. He was confi-

dent that, in this way he would win the governor over to

his side, and thus gain a victory. He was consequently

happy and unconcerned. In due time the government sum-

moned the two disputants about the laud to appear.

When all had assembled, this extraordinary thing occurred.

Lord Itakura, in the presence of many officers of the

highest rank, turning to the man who had brought the

melons to him, said in a clear, loud voice, ‘ Many thanks

for the delicious melons j'ou gave me the other day. As

to the land business, it will be well for you to let your

neighbor have at once the boundary in question.’ The

man who had secretly taken the melons to Lord Itakura’s

house grew very red in the face. He obej'ed with fear.

He yielded the land to his neighbor. Then, all the peo-

ple in court wrent back to their homes.” That is the story.

Our children read it. Don’t you think that the man wTho

attempted to bribe the governor was rather annoyed by

what he heard ?
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3.—I should say so. Put in that way I suppose a golden

saying can do disagreeable work. Well, let us go on.

It is almost noon.
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XXXIX. PROVERB FOR ($) YU.

Negligence is a great enemy.

1. Mr. M :—I am glad to see that something is being

done to improve these grounds. This walk down the hill,

and these new waterways are a great change for tho better.

I thought at one time that the grove would be left to run

to weeds and ruin.

1. Mr. R :—The whole park looks better than it did when

I first came to Japan. The grounds are better cared for.

The walks are kept clean. There must have been rather a

hopeless outlook for the temple grounds twenty years

ago. I should like to see the splendid building that

stood here then.

3.—I remember it. The fire was a grand sight, bad as

its work was. The big red gate there remains pretty much
unchanged. But it has been shamefully neglected, along

with the rest of the buildings here. Better times, however,

are coming for both the buildings and grounds. So many
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of the Shoguns are buried here, that it would be a nation-

al disgrace, if the neglect which arose out of the war of

the Restoration were allowed to continue. Even though

the government may withdraw its support wholly from

religion, these shrines of the Tokugawa Shoguns ought to

be preserved.

4.—I hope that this grand old bell will soon be well

housed. It has one of the richest tones, and it has the

deepest tone, I ever heard. Often, in the morning at four

o’clock, I hear it. The air then seems actually to throb

with its profound music.

5.—These rows upon rows of great bronze lanterns

impress me deeply with the power of the old Shogunate.

There are two hundred and twelve of them, they say. And
how many of these big stone lanterns there are, I do not

know. All are presents from daimyos in memory of their

lords, the Shoguns, of the middle of the last century.
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XL. PROVERB FOR («>) ME.

A blind man is not afraid of a snake.

( The hcvfriends pass through the Ni-ten-mon on to the public

road. Mr. Mdcata recognizes a man who is passing. He then

speaks to Mr. Robinson.)

1. Mr. M :—There is a man who has just gone through

a most unfortunate experience. He is not one of your

victims of misplaced confidence. He is ready enough to

suspect the men he deals with. But he is a man who
sometimes can not see, and who sometimes will not see.

His last experience came out of both these troubles.
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2. Mr. R :—How was tlmt?

3.—He has no children of his own. About seven years

ago he adopted a young fellow. He made him the

husband of his daughter. The daughter died about three

years after the marriage. The young fellow had become

a gambler, even while his wife was alive. That man who
just passed proposed to retire from his business (become

inkyo), and to put his adopted son in charge of it. His own
family relatives objected. The son was even accused of his

vices to the father. But, somehow, the father would be-

lieve nothing wrong of the boy. He rather suspected his

relatives of interested motives. In the end he found out to

his sorrow that the boy was a rascal,— a gambler and a

thief. But he has himself to blame. There are none so

blind as those who will not see. (Entering the Kicankoba.)

Not many people are out buying to-day.
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4.—I suppose it is too soon after the New Year for many

buyers. I was here in December. It was so crowded

then that one could scarcely move along the passages.

5.

Mr. M :—Have you found a glass to suit you.

6.—I think this one will do very well. I wish that all the

Japanese mei'chants would adopt fixed-prices for their

goods. The knowledge that here there is no change

whatever from the figures marked on the articles brings

hosts of purchasers.
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XLT. PROVERB FOR (&) Ml.

The heart rattier than the face.

1.

Mr. R .-—Let us go back by the street. I wish to

take a look at the new bridge. The city improvements

are going forward steadily. I never think of the plans

made for the transformation of Tokyo without wonder.

Plans for one hundred and twenty years work, I am told,

have been drafted. Two hundred and forty millions of

yen are to be expended on the work, that is, two millions

each year.

2.

Mr. M:—Yes, I believe it is proposed to make the

city over so that it shall be a city of splendid avenues,

good drainage, parks and lighting. Truly, a big idea !

But it is just like everything else that has sprung up

during Meiji.

3.—I am not surprised at the determination of your people

to make up for long-lost time. I sometimes ask, however,
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whether the real progress of the people will keep pace with

these outside gains.

4.—We have talked that matter over many a time. I

believe, as I have often said, that the things you put so

much value on will not be neglected. You complain that

we take no deep interest in philosophy, or in religion.

You really can't expect us to do so, under the circum-

stances. We must put our home in order, first. Our re-

volution was not started in the interests of religion. Trade

was at the back of it, so far as America and Europe were

concerned. Our physical weakness has been in our way

in all our intercoui’se with the Powers among nations. We
must get rid of our physical inferiority first. The other

things will more easily come when we are free and strong.
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5.—I sympathize with you too much to argue loug

against you. But, after all, I go back to my regular

position. It is true of the Japanese, and of every people in

the world, that by the soul only they shall be great

and free.”

XLI1. PROVERB FOR
(U -SHI.

He who handles vermilion is stained red.

1.

Mr. M :—Do you know that gentleman who was in

the carriage just driven by ?

2. Mr. R :—I did not notice. "Who was it ?

3.

—That was Mr. Isei. You know of him, of course.

He has had more of the young and middle-aged men of

the country under his influence than any other man in

Tokyo.

4.—Yes, of course I have heard of him. If there were
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a thousand such as he in Japan, or even a hundred, no one

need have an hour’s solicitude for the country for at least

three generations to come. Ho is a model man himself,

mentally, morally and physically. So far as men can be

shaped by contact with others, there are thousands of men
in Japan who owe most of what is best in them to Mr.

Isei.

* * *
* *

5.

—Come in for a few moments ! It is just tiffin time.

Come in

!

6.

—Thank you! Not to-daj7
. My tiffin is awaiting me.

Besides, my feet are wet. The roads are very muddy
from the melted frost. I must get off my shoes and make

a change of socks. My best regards to Mrs. Mikata.

7.—I have some delicious Chinese oranges. I shall send

you some this afternoon.
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8.—You are always doing me favors.

XLIII. PROVERB FOR (&) E {WE).

Give food even to detestable things.

(At Mr. Milcata’s house.)

1.

Mr. M :—You find me, you see, in the room you enjoy

so much. I am talcing your advice, and I like it, too. How
is the weather ?

2.

31. R :—It has stopped snowing. It is clearing off

beautifully. You should see the moon sailing in and out

among the clouds. The night is like fairy-land. I came

over just for the sake of seeing the moon-light upon the

snow and the trees. Your garden is transformed into

a wizard’s palace.

3.—It is a sudden clear off. An hour ago the snow

was falling heavily.
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4.—So it was! I had settled down for the evening.

But I went out into my corridor a few minutes ago.

My garden was almost as bright as day. All the bushes

and trees, the fence, the hedge and the roofs, were covered

with snow, and were glistening in the moon-light. I know

that to-morrow the sun will spoil all the beanty early in the

morning. I did not want to miss seeing the magic world

that the snow has made, so I came out. I have had an

entrancing walk. Come, look at your own garden. * * *

^ *
* * *

5. —Marvellous ! How it is all changed !

G.—Do you see how the snow brings out the individual

character of each tree? The pine, the cryptomeria, the

fir, the pomegranate, the maple, the willow, all the shrubs,

how distinct they are ! And what a queer contrast those

plum blossoms make with what they were yesterday, being

covered with snow. Oh! how exquisite it all is!
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7.—This is the first real snow-fall we have had this

winter.

8.—I thought that the winter was over. Only the day

before yesterday I was at Kameido to see the old dragon

plum-trees.

—

( Gwarydbai). I intended to go to-day to the

Kamada gai'den near Kawasaki. I think I prefer it to the

garden at Kameido.

9.—Let us go in. For an hour or two in the morning

we shall be in wonder-land. I shall get up early to look

at it. Draw your chair to the fire and be comfortable.

I have just been reading some old poems. Do you know

Japanese poetry?

10.—Very little. A friend once gave me a few speci-

mens of it, the hokku and the tanka. It must be rather

a difficult kind of verse making. To get complete sense

and expression into the hokku, or even into the tanka, must

require a great deal of word-skill.
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11.—Yes ! To get good sense into them does.

12.—Just think! Three lines of only live, seven, and five

syllables for one complete poem ; and five lines of five,

seven, five, seven, and seven syllables, for another kind of

complete poem. Such writing would drive me wild. The
Euglish sonnet is bad enough.

13.—But some of our writers have been very successful

with this kind of writing. Many of the ladies in the

ancient days devoted a good deal of time to the art. I

have just been reading a tanka written by an empress-

Here it is :

—

<( Shindaraba,

Yakima, inneruna,

No ni sutele,

Yasetaru inu no

Hara wo koyase yo."

(When I die, burn me not, bury me not. Into the

wilderness cast me, that the starving dogs may fill their

empty stomachs.)
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14.—Skilfully done! But what a strange wish!

15.—Oh no ! Such humane feeling often appeared in

our ancient literature, especially when Buddhism had the

upper classes under its influence. The empress considered

her body put to a much higher use in saving even a

miserable outcast beast, than in feeding either fire or

worms. Hex-e is another tanka. It is not perfect in form,

but I want to read it for the sentiment it expresses. I

can not see much difference between this and some parts

of the “ Sermon on the Mount.”

“ Nikumarete

Nikinni kae.su na.

Nikumare.ro.

Nikinni nikumare

Haieshi nakereba.”

(If you are hated hate, for hate do not l’eturn. Receive

the hatred. If you give hatred for hate, hating has no

end.)

16.—An admirable lesson in tolerance ! But I am sure

that the “ Sermon on the Mount” goes farther and higher
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than this. The disposition taught here is mere endurance.

It is not forgiveness. Jesus taught not only endurance,

but forgiveness, too ; and not only forgiveness, but love to
"

them that hate, and love even to those who spitefully

abuse and persecute.

XLIY. PROVERB FOR (t» HI.

Man’s journey through this world is like

crossing a round-bridge.

1. Mr. M :—I suppose you are right. But Christ’s law

seems given for saints, not for men of the every-day world.

However, we shall not take up our old bone of contention.

What do you think of this tanka ?
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“ Fuji no yama

Noboriie mircba

Xani mo nashi.

Yoki mo ash il l mo
Waga kokoro kana.”

(When I ascend Mount Fuji and thence view the world,

see ! there is nothing. So, good and also evil are only

in my feeling.)

I

2. Jfr. E:—That is rather deep for my philosophy, or, I

should say, too high for it. What did the poet mean ? I

remember, you told me once that from the top of Mount

Fuji all the world is flattened out so, that hills and valleys

look like a plain. Did the writer of this tanka mean,

that from the heights of such philosophj' as his, the good

and evil of the world disappear? Or, did he mean to teach

a lesson of Buddhism, that all life is an illusion ? Or, that

life is like the dream of him who puts wonderful things on

far off summits, only to find that they are not there

when he scales the heights ?
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3.—I do not know. I read the poem, and you can make
it fit your own divinations.

4.—That brings to mind something I wanted to ask you.

When I was at Ivameido the other day, I stopped in for a

moment at the temple where the wistaria garden is. I

went over the semi-circular bridge there. I have been

over a much larger bridge of the same kind in the temple

grounds of Miyajima. I have seen several bridges like these

in different parts of the country. Now, a short time ago,

in going over the proverbs which we have yet to talk about,

you gave one for i( TTi ” which says something about

human life being like crossing a round-bridge. I had hard

work scrambling over both the Kameido and the Miya-

jima bridges. I wanted to ask you, whether the maker of

the et HI ,f proverb was not a man who had had a pretty

hard life of it. I thought that perhaps he was a priest who
had to go every day over one of these round-bridges, on

the way to his temple.
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5.—I am afraid you will never be serious over some of

our things. Those bridges are a terror, I know. But go

at them barefooted, and they will be easy enough to pass.

The proverb-maker, I suppose, had in mind another lesson,

—on life’s vanity,—the curve of life from birth to death, up

from the level to the summit of manhood and down to the

level again.

*
*

*
*

*

6.—I must say good night, now. I shall walk over to

Shiba Park. I should like to have you go with me and see

the trees and the snow there. But I do not think I could

get you away from this snug harbor.
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7.

—Thank you, I won’t go out to night.
8.

—I know I shall not have such a chance again this

year. The moon is at the full. There is no wind. Oh !

you should see the old plum-tree at my house. Its branch-

es are crammed with big, red blossoms. You would not

imagine that the old ruin could bloom out in such vigorous

goi’geousness. Please do not come down stairs ! Outside,

there must be at least three inches of snow over every-

thing. To morrow, the slush will be fearful. I shall take

my fill of the beauty to-night. Good bye

!

XLY. PROVERB FOR ( $ ) MO.

A charred stick easily takes fire.

1. (Mr. Milcata is seated in his garden house in mid-April
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reading a letter. The letter in front Mr. Robinson, and is

dated at Atami. Tl nays :—

)

2.—“ I know you will think me more of a run away enthu-

siast than ever. I could not resist the temptation to make

a cherry-blossom pilgrimage this year. Do you know what

I mean by that ? Every year,—this you know,—for about a

fortnight Japan becomes Paradise. Often the powers of

evil,—wind and rain,— destroy the celestial beauty before

it can be seen in perfection. But this year, after a long,

cold, wet winter, spring, with all geuerous warmth and with

cloudless skies, came, and, so far, has remained without

seeming to wish to leave us. Ten days ago I was over at

Ueno. The sight of the tender, flushing buds of the big

trees on the avenue up to the museum, made me long to

see for once some of Japan’s most famous cherry-flower

places. The next day, without saying good bye to any one,

I left by an early train for the west. I can never forget

the exquisite charm of the day’s trip. All along the road,

the trees, as our Whittier said, were “ growing misty green

with leafing buds.” In every village and in almost every

farm-yard, plum-blossoms still were there, bidding wel-

come to the new cherry-blossoms. This year the winter
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stayed so long, and spring came so fast, that we are having

a double feast of plum and cherry-flowers together. The

first night I reached Nagoya. The next day I went as far

as Hikone. I stayed over the night at a hotel that was

once the residence of the Ii-Kamou-no-Kami, the first pro-

gressive Prime Minister of Japan under the present order

of things. A lovely house and a spacious, tasteful, charm-

ing gai-den. But I was too soon for the cherries. The

place is so high and exposed that I found even snow iu

the streets of the village. Before noon of the next day I

was at Kyoto. I had reached there just in time. The

next morning I rode out to Arashi-yama, and had several

hours of enjoyment. The effect of the hundreds of trees

standing out in full blossom from the dark ever-green

back-ground of the mountain-side, is exquisite. But the

sparkling river mirroring the base of the mountain
;
the

gaily decorated boats on the water ; the long lines of pic-nic

booths built up on the river-bank opposite Arashi-yama ;

and the care-free, merry crowds of sight seers in their best

clothes, make one feel as though the world were made

only for one to be happy in. The next day I was off for

Yoshino. I got there an hour before sun-down. Until

night came, I revelled in the luxury of color which day by

day is now growing richer over that long, up-hill avenue.
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I shall tell you all about what I saw there, when 1 get back.

The next day I started again, and in two days more had made

my way across the hills to Yamada in Ise. I saw the sights

of that Mecca of loyal Japanese. I got back to the rail-

way at Tsu the next day, and came on straight to this

place, where I am basking in a sunshine almost like that

of summer. The glory of the big grove of plum-trees

here is not all gone yet. I am going up to see it this

afternoon. I may be an enthusiast, but I am having a

good time.”
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XLVL PROVERB FOR (-fr) SE.

Too many sailors put the ship ashore.

(Mr. Robinson’s study.)

1. Mr. M :—So you are back ? Many thanks for your

letter. You seem to be making excellent use of your

vacation. When did you return ?
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2.

Mr. li :—Last night. I expected to be at nome at about

six o’clock, but the train did not reach the station until

nearly eight. The railways do not seem to be at all well

managed now. I am afraid that the administration is

dividing responsibility too much. One first-class manager

could bring order out of this chaos, lam sure. Last year,

you remember, when the time tables between here and

Kyoto were somewhat changed, it was more than a month

before anything like regularity was restored. There was

about a fortnight when no attempt was made to keep to

the published schedules.

3.

—

Yes, I recollect. I was caught on the I'oad between

here and Osaka. There was no telling when trains would

come or go. The passengers simply stayed about the

stations, and waited until something was done.

4.—I suppose that most of the trouble has come from

dismissing capable heads of departments, and leaving the
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service at the mercy of too many under-officers. For a

railway, as well as for a ship, one thoroughly competent

and responsible head is far better than a dozen, even

though skilful, sub-managers.

5.—At any rate I am glad to see you back. I suppose

you will rest awhile now at home.

G.—Indeed not ! I shall see the cherry-flowers through

to the end, unless bad weather stops me. I am not going

to Mukojima. There is too much of a crowd there, on

too narrow a road, for real pleasure. But I am going to

Koganei and to Hori-no-uchi. Hori-no-ucbi is to me one

of the most enjoyable of all the cherry-places. The flowers

there are nearly all the big, double-blossomed yae-zakura.

They come last. The ride out there, and to I-no-kashira

through the old Hachiman temple grounds in good weather

is one of the most attractive, to my liking, of all around

Tokyo.
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1

XLVII. PROVERB FOR (f) SU.

Famous swords are sometimes made from
fire-scrapers.

1.

Mr. M :—I see you have taken the cover off your

pond. Did you lose many fisli ?

2.

Mr. R :—No ! Three, I think, died during the winter.

There are more than two hundred in the pond. I have

been quite fortunate. I had the cover taken off before I

went to Kyoto.

3.—You must have had a wonderful trip. No bad

weather at all ?

4.—Only a slight shower when I was crossing the Ise

country. But I had seen the Yoshino flowers then. The

rain did not amount to a storm.
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5.—I came over with a bit of good news for you. The
hospital laboratory is finished. Dr. Hatsumei expects to

begin work there early in May.

(i.—So soon ? You have been enterprising.

7.—Yes ! We shall have a little celebration at the open-

ing. Will you come ? It will be on the 8th of May at

two o’clock, at the San yen-lei.

8.—I shall be much pleased to be there. I congratutate

you with all my heart.

9.—Then I wish to say too, that Mr. Hayashi has become

one of our most earnest supporters. He has doubled his

subscription and is determined, as far as he can bring it

about, to get government assistance for Di\ Hatsumei’s

work.

10.—Better and better ! I give in. I misjudged Mr.

Hayashi entirely.
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11.—Another thing brought me over to-day. I want to

show you Kobo Daishi's I-vo-lui hymn. Do you know

it?

12.

—I never saw it.

13.

—Well! Perhaps you have remembered that we

are now finishing the list of the proverbs I laid out last

fall for your practice-talk. We have had the proverbs in

use in all shapes, and under all sorts of circumstances.

They have been of great service to you. I can easily see

that. Mrs. Mikata says, that you speak now with great

ease, and altogether like a Japanese. In one way or

another, we have had every one of the I-vo-lia before us,

and turned them around in almost every ordinary form the

syllables can take. There remains the “ N” character to

be sure, for which I did not propose any proverb. But
t( can n0£ begin any sentence. We can use it, however,

in a way that will not be much out of place. We can put

it on to the end of a sentence. I have a proverb for

used in that place. With that proverb we can appro-

priately close our I-ro-lui talks.
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14.—How ?

XLVin. PROVERB FOR (/b) 3T
.

One letter is worth a thousand dollars.

1. Mr. M :—By accepting tlie wise saying that every one

of the letters we have been using for our talks is worth a

thousand pieces of gold.

2. Mr. R :—Well done ! How rich we are ! But, all

joking aside, I am exceedingly indebted to you for a

thousand kindnesses ! I never could repay them even with

a thousand pieces of gold.
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3.—Pray don’t mention that! We have gotten through

with the I-ro-hfl, but we have not gotten through with

the friendship which has carried us in our talks over the

letters. That is to go on, I trust, for many years yet.

4.—You do not, then, accept the pessimistic judgment

which makes up the last four lines of the poem that is

formed by the characters we have been studying.

5.—How is that ?

6.

—I repeated the first four lines in my garden last

November ; do you recollect?

7.—Oh ! yes. As you read them :

—

Iro tea nioedo,

Chirinuru ivo—
Waga yo tare zo

Tsune naran ?

8.—Then, we have had the rest of the I-V0-htl in this

shape :
—
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“ Ui no oku-yama

Kyo koete,

Asaki yume mishi,

Ei mo sczu :

—

which is, being interpreted, Professor Chamberlain says;

—

“ Having to-day crossed the mountain-fastness of exist-

ence, I have seen but a fleeting dream, with which I am
not intoxicated.”

9.—No ! I will let that sentiment go. Life, especially

with home and friends in it, I am not willing to give up.

We have learned the I-ro-ha ,
I say, not to hate life,

but to like it and to use it. I must go now. Here is Kobo
Daishi’s hymn. It is very doubtful if Kobo Daislii ever

saw it. But it is a good piece of writing. Each line in it

begins in succession with the 1-i‘O-ha. You may not

like the sentiment of it any more than 3’ou do that of the

verses made out of the syllabics only. But, as I say, it is

a good piece of composition, and you may like to keep it as

memento of our I-vo-hn talks.
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10.—Good bye, for to-daj\ As soon as you get through

with your flower-seeing come over and rest yourself in my
garden. Good morning !
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I-RO-HA HYMN.

A few clays after the last conversation took place, Mr.

Mikata received from bis friend Robinson a letter which,

in part, read as follows :
—

“ I have been exceedingly interested in the I-ro-lia

hymn which you gave me the other day as a memento of

our pleasant talks during the past winter. But you are

more than right in your doubt as to whether Kobo Daishi

ever saw it. My secretary, who is, as you know, familiar

with Japanese literature, tells me that this hymn was

written by a certain Buddhist priest named Ivwai Han.

I am told also that the book-title of the hymn is Nori no

Hatsu-Nc or ‘First Note of the Law.’ Kwai Han, it is

said, wrote,—as Kobo Daishi composed the I-ro-lia

that he might clearly teach the essential law of Buddha

to the Japanese people, he would, himself, in honor of his

spiritual ancestor, Kobo, take these same I-ro-lia charac-

ters and make them the crowns of the separate lines of

his own hymn, and thus advance Kobo’s pious object.—
I have been amusing myself with making, from my
secretary’s literal translation of the poem, a metrical

paraphrase of the lines—line for line. I enclose a copy of

my verse to 3*011 in exchange for the original hymn you so

kindly gave me. I hope that 3'ou will keep my offering, as

I shall keep 3*0111* gift, in memory of our winter’s plea-

sures.
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Novi no Hcitsu-Ne.

In spending my days chasing things that are trifles;

In sowing the seed of the six-fold migration
;

I pass through the world with my life-purpose baffled.

Since gaining a birth among those that are human,

Just now I have learned that I may become godlike,

So now I seek Buddha’s help, trusting the promise.

This world, after all,—it is only a dream-world ;

And we, after all, are vain selves with dust mingled.

Our jealousies, angers and scoffing reproaches,
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All evils we do, though disguised by our cunning,

At last become massed like the bulk of a mountain,

And we are cast down to “ The River of Three Paths; ”

—

A fitting reward for our self-prompted actions,

Whose ills each must bear, never blaming another.

Live I a long life,
—

’tis like flashing of lightning.

Live I but one life,—lo ! ’tis lived in a dream-world.

Grow I into one life with wife and with children,

The love of such one life abides but a moment.

Think how to the depths has my heart been affected !

Engrossed by my bonds to a world that is fleeting,

Naught led me to pray,—“ Xamu Amida Buddha ;
”

As wind to a horse-ear were things of the future
;

Reminded of death's blast, I answered, “ When comes it ?”

The preacher I trusted not
;
thought he spoke falsely

;

And so has my time sped to this very moment.

Desire I thought was for good that would follow ;

—

Oh ! how I lament as I think of what has been.

But yet in this troubled life comes consolation :

—

Adorable Buddha enlightens the dark way ;
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Has pity on all those who live in these last days ;

To all gives compassion and blessed redemption,

Whose depth or whose height passes ocean or mountain.

To Buddha’s salvation so bountiful, boundless,

Thanksgiving forever ;—to me it is given.

Up pointing towards heaven, down pointing 'neath

heaven,

The Buddha sheds light upon all who are living.

Now, knowing the Law as the Law has been given,

The blest triple treasure,—Rite, Priesthood and Bud-

dha,

—

I lift up my song, though I sing in a dream-world.

If sorrow and knowing are both the mind’s flowering
;

If demon or Buddha with each is attendant ;

Then let all my faith upon knowing be centered.

Up-striving, away from “ The River of Three Paths,”

A glance at the Fulness Divine of all Goodness

"Will gladden my eyes,—the reward of my striving.

Recite then the Prayer ;—for by its mere virtue

Your pathway will enter the “ Land of the Holy.”
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NOTES ON THE CONVERSATIONS.

CONVERSATION FIRST.

S&>—“ Third,” see paragraph 283, page 180. “Chap-

ter,” pronounced slid, see paragraph 50, 1.

For L read £'5 L ,—adverb indicating association or companion-

ship, as here, “ Friends together speaking.”

“Proverb,”—g,—accusative sign, see paragraphs 106, and 247.

§V»*C, gerund form of the verb § <,“licar,” see 1C3 ; see also 97,

“ Proverb 1.” and 98, b. —
i'lfu pronounced ju, see 50, 1.

‘‘Place etc.”—literally, “ Here as for (it) ic Tokyo's Mr. Mikata's house.

Mr. Mikata, being in south-fronting room, before (a) flower-garden is

doing (a) writing thing.” In this description, given in written rather

than in colloquial style, L is substituted for g/L, (295,) the ordinary

term for “ Mr.” ?£ = colloquial f£, or •e-r, which are contractions

of the verb or KHZ, “ to be,” combined with the particle •£,

which emphasizes merely the “ being ” when compounded with these

verbs. = colloquial L*C ^<5. a combination of the gerund form

of •J’jg, (197), and the verb g&Z “ be.” It expresses being in action.

IZ"C = the colloquial •£ (250). fai, = £,*£ “doing.” &il>) = collo-

quial = “be,” “is.”

Special Explication.—It is advisable for the student before enter-

ring upon a study of the “ Conversations ” to familiarize himself with

a few special facts concerning the important verbs and J&J5, just

spoken of, together with another much used equivalent of the

English “ to be.”

a. Simple positive existence, or possession, is indicated by

the verb see 273, 274. consequently has ordinarily the

meaning “there is,” or “ (1) have.” For its peculiar forms in inflec-

tion, see 167. But a negative conjugation for does not exist in

speech, excepting the negative probable present, & <5 2tv see 187.

Instead, the adjective form &v» meaning “ not existing,” is used in

its various inflections for the conjugation of see “ Inflection of the

Adjective,—Negative Forms,” 219, where is inflected with

< and &J5 < .

b. fljtg becomes polite when its Main Stem 0 is used with 2*.
for which, see 197. g <5 becomes yet more polite when, from % gpfb

it becomes >) S'!*- usually in speech No real change
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of meaning takes plnce with these changes made for the sake of

courtesy. and CdfUa-f have proper negative conjuga-

tions.

c. When the particle tf is prefixed to or <£•££%> and their

various forms of inflection, the meaning of the combined result is that

simply of “ being.” The notion of “ possession ” disappears. •£* is

another form for the gevundial particle lZ"C, “being.” •£* % % or •£

expresses merely “being.” Rut, as usually spoken, •Q

tr $>&>b etc , are abbreviated into f£. f£lo b (daro ), fi'Oti (datta),

etc., and •c &ua-r, t? -e etc., become

•e-r. t* t* tfc etc. see “Examples” in 241 and 243, for the

use of some of these forms
;
see also 192.

d. There are other verbs much used in polite intercourse terminat-

ing with such ns £,*£•£< “ being in a place ” = “dwell,”

“ come,” “ go ;
” { % “ being in descent ” = “ condescend,” ‘ give

from above;” faS-S. “ causing to be ” = “deign to do” = “please

do;” tZ'Ot&'Si “being under instruction” = “please to com-

municate to another” = “deign to say.” These verbs, like

when, for increased courtesy’s sake they are combined with a -#’- are as

a rule writt en vv£ot,*vva-r { /tsv^a-f. &sv>a-f.
a-r and thus throughout their inflection forms. The imperatives in

simple form of these verbs are by usage V»^0 C,J$*Vv

and sometimes In more courteous form their imperatives

are those regularly formed with e.g. v» a C, • fa^V^aC,
etc. Yet oilier changes in the inflection of these verbs take place,

Most noticeable among these is the elision of the a in the terminal

in several other inflection forms than those already noted, e.g.

the gerund of is not but F»SC-*C. of

is not US'O-C but tltt etc., etc.

e. “ State ” or “ condition of being ” finds expression in the

verb which, chiefly as an auxiliary to other verbs in their gerundial

form, gives a continuative force to such verbs. This association of

fa* with other verbs is very like in effect the association of the

English verb “ to be ” with participial forms of other verbs, such as

“ is writing,” “ is sleeping,” “ am studying.” & 5 frequently coalesces

with the gerund forms by merging its i sound into the final sound of

the gerund, e.g. E'C fa -5 “is doing” may become £,*C5 1

“is sleeping,” fa’C'S- fa% is conjugated in simple form ac-

cording to the second conjugation, It appears in polite form with

'S.'f, as etc., etc.
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/• There is but little, if any, difference in ordinary usage

between jfj ;g and ^ ;g Eoth the words indicate “ state ” or “ condition

of being.” jfjfg may at one time have referred by preference to living

or moving beings. The inflection of jfl is made according to the first

conjugation. Its polite form is jfZ Z>~f-

In the First Conversation the student will find nearly all the speci-

fications of these verbs, here given, amply illustrated.

REMARK 1.

Noth. In these notes the .figures in the middles of the pages refer to the separate
remarks of the speakers in the “ Conversations. The side letters a, b. c. etc. refer

to the successive sentences in the "remarks.” The numbers within the text of the

notes refer to the paragraphs of the hook, uuless otherwise specified.

a. V> ') §72 = colloquial t£F»0*C §•£, = “ coming entering.”

IikiO'C, gerund of l± v» :g , “enter,” 1G7. §•£ gerund of < ;g.

“come,” 197. § LX- literally “ doing greeting” = “ bows.”

—Main Stem of (168). “ to stand with the face towards.”

The Japanese phrasing, in somewhat hteral form is,
—“ Mr. Robinson,

coming into this place, makes salutation, and fronting Mr. Mikata
”

(says). See 9(5.

&• etc-, 309.

c. jttt*a etc., “ Will there not be honorable obstruction ?
”

That is, “ If I come in shall I not interrupt you? ” The honorific is

used, not because the interruption is worthy of honor, but because

everything connected 'with an honored person spoken to, should be

spoken of -with respect, 295. For the polite inflection of a verb with

%-f, see 189. See 218, for the form b ,
or the adjective forms

preceding See 240, for this use of (£. See 100, for meaning of

as used here. a-rai-» is polite probable present negative

form of the verb 3j;5, “be,” with “be.” See 189— 191.

2 .

a. — x, 233. 'f'ZL ”t>, 309.

5. t, 193, e. Main Stem of second

conjugation ; see 145. The phrase is an abbreviation from H(, S
2>tf “ to place the loins,” = “ to sit.”

c. K-a-S Zb LX 2>ti JfSS X-f. Z*> ,—Main Stem of Zr>

(166) “wait.” a b gei
'iuid of verb 'S.b'f “speak,” much used

with other verbs as an auxiliary to show respect in address. —
certain past of foZ

“ be.” literally “ place,” and has the force
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here of the phrase, “just the time when.” The sentence is equivalent

to “ I have just been awaiting you.”

3.

a. uvatzb 2r^'wa-f-i93. 218.

b. lit! lift, etc., “ Very rude being is (it), but in this way (I) sit.”

t> “ but,” 267. An apology for an awkward manner in taking his place

upon the matting in a Japanese room. 227.

4.

a. £6 5'- etc. “ Please at (your) honorable convenience (sit down).”

ZT,—a polite prefix, 295. The sentence is incomplete, like many
sentences heard in Japanese conversation. Here the words “sit

down,” are not spoken, but understood,—102.

b. Wf li etc. “As for a chair how is (it)?” ti pronounced ica,

see 42. For It as used here, 240.

c. Vvf CD lib, etc. “ The chair's side, cushion than, easy is.”

1*5.—“ side,” is much used in talk to specify persons, things, places.

Here it specifies a chair as being much more comfortable for sitting on

than a floor-cushion. J; t) ,
gives comparative value to § < , see 211.

See for construction, 96, Exception.

5.

a. 4-x £0 *b U, etc,—literally, “ In this manner shoving out

my feet even, if it is well, this way, on the contrary, is a convenience

forme.” s$b l£> 229. £>, 270. J: 5 conditional present

verbal form of the adjective “good,” 219. gerundial

adverb, 231.

6.

a. mark of repetition of the syllable, 74. 3 —exclam-

ation urging compliance with the request, 280. Another example of

incomplete speech = “ There ! At ease ! ” (place yourself), 102.

b. }£, 275. 0, sign of possessive case, 106 and 245. here,

“ intimacy ” of friendship. “ In our intimacy, ceremony enters not.”

c. 3 1^, an exclamation sometimes used in calling a servant
;
but

even here an abrupt direct imperative is replaced by the politer form

•£)0*t “which in usage, but not literally, means “bring!”

299.

d. 3SO ft. etc , literally, “ Coarsely made tobacco, but deign to

partake.” The Japanese are in the habit of depreciating, but merely

as a form, their gifts to others, however excellent the things may be.

3 3c *5 &, 221. jjj, 267, & 9 , 297.
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7.

a. etc., literally, “Indeed, a splendid garden it is, isn’t

it?” tf'O'Cb pronounced kelcko, 55 and 43. f£, 221. jjj, 280.

b. 'Ctitz, etc. lit. “ As for here (this side) becanse (i>§) entirely

cold wind protected from is, although (gj) this morning outside really

cold wind blowing is, this room as for perfectly warm being is.” '§L
lO-

tz i , (228) from gO&g, “whole.” (215) from St?> “cold,”

269. IZ, “really,” 229. 553, see for this >53,

239. § t) J53, see for this }53, 267. %'Otz'ti», pron. attalca, is a Tokyo

abbreviation of i&tztz'in, “ warm.”

8 .

a. b >
etc.,—lit.

—“The midst of the cold season even, the

sun’s shining time during, (IZ) the shoji all being left open, (here)

one can live,” 97. •£ *&, (277) a phrase conjunction meaning “ even,”

“ although.” (Z, 253. CD £ § IZ, “ in the time of the sun’s shin-

ing.” § tbtl'S.'Z potential present form Of § to “ live,” or “ be,”

—

200 and 203.

b. WO-%b IZ, etc. 253. •§>,—270. V» V !£•£& polite negative pre-

sent form of v»£ “want,” “need.”

c. tik j£>, etc., here literally, “Very much, by the sun I can be

shone upon, in degree.” IStJE&Jf" i expressive of the

great measure of the sun’s shining. *C \) -*9 LtS &l <5 present potential

of *C 9 -OLt £ “ shine upon.”

d. Yt'Ogi < “ a sip ;
” for/ufcw see 281 ;

for change of & i to {

see 122, Special Note, if: &J5S9 L polite substitute for

the direct imperative, 193, e.

9.

a. & 9 >53 fe 5,-102.

b. £g IZ, etc., somewhat literally,—“ Now, (gg IZ) recently

(

Z

CD the proposed (jf: UtlL VtfzLt. speech-

doing-put) conversations ( 4 iblvifo) although ( >5 3 ) to-day I It «A» (1)

wishing to begin, ;#>tzb 2T4* you as yet

concerning that (

"5 itL OV>*Cl any good thought (fifl <tV>

tl )5S) has not been? (&3fV»5^& "C'Ltz 2>)-' Or “Now,

although wishing to begin to-day our recently proposed conversations,

have you as yet any good plan concerning them ? Study this sent-

ence in connection with the paragraphs 96, 97, 100 and 101. t* § C,

“ at the time ” = “ now,” = “ well ! ” 2 0 —“ this while, =

‘recently,” = “the other day.’ tt~li.t2.L- SSSUfc
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< ;bl->;fr>. -“speech doing put conversation” = “conversation put

into speech,” = “ conversations we spoke of.” The student has already

probably noticed the redundancy of verbal forms peculiar to Japanese

speech ;—as here, the apparently superfluous use of £ § S L/i- The

sense intended is complete without it. Explanatory of the use of

this verbal form here, and of much else of the kind appearing in these

“ Conversations,” we quote a note from Prof. Chamberlain’s “ Hand-

book.” He says,—“ The Japanese have a great fondness for rounding

off their sentences by one of the equivalents for “ to be,” or by kvru,

oku, shitnau, or yam. The plain verb, without one or other of these

auxiliaries, is apt to sound bald.—Where an English idiom for the

most part simply states the occurrence of an action, Japanese idiom

delights in describing more particularly the manner of the action's

occurrence with reference to the subsidiary ideas of “coming,”
“ finishing,” etc. which the auxiliaries express. For instance, an

English maid-servant, speaking of a piece of dirty linen, will say,

‘ I will have it washed, Sir.’ Her Japanese sister would say “ Arawa-

shile okimasho,—lit.,” ‘ Having caused (some one) to wash (it, I) will

put (it),’ “ that is to say,” ‘ I will have it washed and there it will be.’

The simple verb merely states the dry fact. The addition of the

auxiliary makes the action seem to pass vividly before you. The

sentence becomes life-like and picturesque.” pronounced kyd

(44). ItlZ&tzb polite desiderative form of L±C.&%, “begin,” 193.

gerund of O { “ cleave to,” “ belong.” tz OV*"C, 256. tllZ

*,i3i. 227. i92.

c. 2- L il b etc. somewhat literally, “As you know, as for

words, already (I am) tolerably acquainted, and ( £,) hearing (g { C )

also as for the most part (I) understand, but 051) when ( ) it becomes

to HZ) speaking (tifa-f 2i) really (fr? IZ) (lam) troubled

(caua-f)- sr-tabs o ,—lit., “ way of honorable as-

sent ” = “as you know.” -fob an abbreviation of = “already.”

£,,—274. For use of 2 jt as here H { 2 i> and Ufa-i" 2 > see 112.

COK, 229.

d. dil etc. lit. “ Therefore, by some means, your manner of

person, that drill (I) wish to do.” 7) jft,

“ upon that ” = “ there-

fore.” £ b it, a compound of the interrogative £>, and the adverb

£• b i
“how?” is equivalent to the questioning, “how shall it be

done ? ” and the answering, “ somehow or other.” i, is a conjunction

particle indicating that which has been thought by the speaker,—see

275, b. See also 99.
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10.

a. etc. lit., “But only for the sake of (fitfr (Dd). IZ)

speaking, (tiftt, § as for the thing called speaking, (& ft £, §
£ V>JS> CD ti) rather tedious thing (it) is.” jf v»^> CD see 128,

130 ;
but also note that the particle CD here stands as an equivalent for

2 “ thing,” or “ act.” The expression £ is one of the com-

monest idioms of Japanese speech. It is used to distinguish, or to

specify definitely, something named; as IZ'OIHAj V»«5» { IZ, “ The
country called Japan,” = “Japan.” ($55 £/l/ft, “The
woman called Haru,” = “ Haru.” v>«5> ”t>CD.

“ The thing

named writing-brush,” = “ pen.”

b. jbfc i L It etc.,—rather freely,—“ As for me, (if) somehow you,

my country’s words, freely way of using, acquire, good, that I think.”

ft3 5, = “ use ;
” the verbal form "OfiiZA is made polite by

the addition of ftg Mr- Imbrie in his “Hand-book of Japanese

Etymology ” says, “ when the person addressed or referred to is the

agent in the action, the verb assumes the stem ” (Alain Stem) “ form

(excepting those verbs made up of a noun and sum in which the sum
becomes nasaru) and is followed by nasaru or ni naru.” Here it is the

main stem of 5» with ftS-5- ft jhJT, conditional present of

ft Z, “ be,” “ become.”

c. £) L 7) il £> etc., “ If that you had done, your in Japan living

fact, even now than, a great deal interesting become may be.” £>

here an adverbial form meaning “ if,” “ perchance,” “ in case that,”

etc. •eg Ht>, certain past conditional of •eg “do,” “b9 able.”

f&TA. Main Stem of the verb ta*. used substantively, = “ period

of living,” = life, 147. <fc SJ, 265, with 211. b prob-

able present, or future, of polite verb “be;” itself in polite

form with a-r
d. b etc, “In what manner, if chosen is good, that, in

various ways thinking (I) have looked, but.” V»«5>. = “ what ?”

is another spelling of (£,5>l£»5> pronounced lwho, “ method,”

“mode of doing.” present conditional present of J; ;g,

“ select ” or “ choose.” gives an interrogative form to the preced-

ing clause. v» *5

^

sign of repetition, 74 ;
plural form for v» 55> 104. c.

jjf , a subordinating conjunction, indicating that which had just been

said, 275, b. 2>/D5S^*C Ltz, “ thinking have looked,” = “ have

thought and tried.” When 3A<5 is combined with a gerund it has

the meaning of “ trying,” “ seeking.” The Japanese sentence is carried
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forward to the nest sentence in the English text by the particle )5J

“ but,” or “ however.”

« as etc. This sentence can hardly be reproduced intel-

ligibly with any nearer approach to literalness than is given in its

equivalent on the opposite page. /u /£ U . are alternative

forms (137) of and { “read,” and “write,” and should be

rendered “ reading and writing.” For euphonic changes of <£ t?, see

165 ;
of < see 103. £ £ = “ to do.” When £ £ is added to

the present of a verb it gives the verb somewhat the character of the

“infinitive” in English. jf § 0
“ learned-time proverbs,” = “ proverbs of the time when you learned

the IRragana," etc. ItflL £ LX. It •£•£*>, “speech

making as for, how is (it) ? ” = “ how would you like to talk,” etc ?

11.

a. 3jifatz It etc., “ As for you, because to me service doing con-

descending, physician that same is, anything in your way of com-

mand, (I) shall do.” •£;$-) CX. i 55.
“ service doing condescend-

ing,” = “condescending to do service.” jfi L£? SS £&&
— “ physician that same is,” = “ the same as being a physician

tome.” L^f iS't&O it, “byway of command;” dori for tori,

see 122, Special Note ; pronounced tori
,
see 45. “help,” £,*£

from •f‘5 (196) “ do
;

” therefore LX “ assisting,” “ befriending.”

<£S55, “ condescend; ” abbreviation of old potential form of { ti'f'

i-e. i&SillZ,“ to let down,” now used as polite expression for “ con-

descension,” “ receiving as from a superior,” 297. See also, “ Special

Explication’,” p. 533, d. tl-UL* SS a double honorific for v> £,>$>,

“ physician,” 295. 0 “your,” 124.

&• 0 etc. “ Your thought, that named thing as for, what

named thing is (it) ? ” or “ What is your plan ? ” Notice the repetition

of © as ^ 0. and jf'lj V>«5» 0- See Remark 10, a.

12.

a. 3 b X~f —“ like it is !
” = “ so it is ” = “ well !

” or “ why !

”

as a meditative opening of the sentence. § contraction of g *)

,

and this of 30 *?b< “ like that.”

b. ZilZ 0, etc. “ These proverbs’ interior, what kind of mean-

ing is, seeking way of looking, is it not? ” plurality for Zjtl

by adding 104, b . and 123. £ CD b~B>
“ proveibs’ interior,”

= “ in the proverbs. For possessive form, see 106 and 245. £ v»(J>>
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“ what called,” = “ what kind of.” g J5S L "C 3A b ,

“ way of looking ”

= “ finding out
;
” compare Remark 10, d. b

“ mode of looking

for anything” = “ to find out.” contraction of the associated

postpositions *£• and & ; (£ serving to give emphasis to •£.

c. C if li, etc ,
“ As for a proverb being (•£- £>9 5 L"C) turned

into things like dollars, being current in the world, riches of people it

becomes, (that become thing is;.” K;p “ dollar,” = generic name for

“ coin ” among the Japanese. •£ £> 9 5 L*C> = “ being,” has here con-

junctive force like j5J
“ but,” in the same position. Again observe the

use of 0 as equivalent to “ thing.” For again see 275, b.

d. 0, etc. “ These proverbs, Japan’s old precious things a

portion are.” “ old,” see 219.

e. £ ii etc. “ This, those proverbs are.” jjj, 239.

/• Mi i L li, etc. “ I, I-ro-ha order in, arranging have put.” For

use of auxiliary S l,tl “ have put,” see Remark 9, sentence b.

;/• 'Cib t£> et-c- “‘This, conversations’ themes for making, how
will (it) be?” IZ £,*£ ti, 250.

13.

a. «fc b b> “ Good probably will be !
” = “ All right !

”

b. LfrL, etc. “ But you, interpreter doing condescending, if it be

not. becomes not.” = “ It will not do if you do not kindly become in-

terpreter.” In Japanese speech the notion of necessity to do some-

thing is conveyed by the use of a double negative, as here,

“ if it is not won’t do,” = “ the thing won’t do if you are

not (interpreter),” = “ you must be the interpreter.” jfjl'tsilji', present

conditional of (&< and %'%>') “ not is,” = “ is not.”

14.

«- Ibtltl 0, etc., “ As for your part, by yon, sufficiently you can

do.” •£, “ by,” 250.

b. S*C. etc. “ So then, hereupon the v» proverb is.’ ’ 3*C, a word

often used either at resuming a conversation or commencing a new

subject.

c. hti i L ti, etc., “ Sometimes, (sa i£'S) this proverb, really

your affair well touches, that I think.” if §if"§> 74, and 104. c. if

)Uf)ZA9k'i'> “ that I think,” = “ I think that,” of English speech.

d. etc. Of course, that (the proverb) “ten hearing one

knows” “ that (so, made if it were, even a little with you connection

is not,” = English equivalent on opposite page.
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15.

a. 2? otc. “Honorable salutation thankful wish is.” =
“ Thanks for the compliment ! ” CT honorific.

b. CO CD'S, etc. “ Hereafter, at praising wishing to receive time,

banquet for I will arise.”

c. -C-f >55, etc. “It is, but, (the) in America called Ireland-man's

riddle, that like thing if it were, need is not.” Or, “ Yes, but I do not

need anything like what is called in America an Irishman’s puzzle.”

•g-f j5j pronounced desu nga

;

ordinarily the m in desu is silent

;

see 5, b. For a better word would probably be “ adusion,”

“ insinuation.”

17.

a. &£, *£' etc. “ By foot, me, house’s outside to, kicking

cast out, (in order that) that house’s master, (with) me as guest, not

pleased, that thing to let me know, that fact is.” •£ •f>0*C much
used as emphatic compound postposition = “ by means of.” /\. 246.

coast- “ not pleased with,” certain present negative of C CDt?,

“ like,” “ pleased with,” 187. For £ v»«S>, % V*.5»> b =
“ that,” and “ this,” as demonstrative pronominal forms, see 128.

C, causative form of £, <5 = “ know,” 206.

18.

«• %titl CD, etc. “ Your speaking way, as for, this proverb in

strange relation usage (use thing) is.” The first use of CD is as sign of

genitive, 245 ; the second and third uses of CD are as equivalents for

“ fact,” or “ thing,” here used after verbal forms
;
but see also 261.

b. ft >53, etc. “ But you with that different thing said by reason

of, this proverb’s meaning clear became,” or, “ But by reason of your

saying a different thing with it, the meaning of this proverb became

clear.” ft >53, more familiar form of ttt- >53, = “ It is so, but,” Re-

mark 15, c. "§)51'Otl, certain past of >53*h, “differ,” 168.

lvot*r)tz, certain past of polite verb iVO “speak," 167. tl)sb

IZ “ for the sake of,” = “ on account of.” lz, adverbial form

of “ clear,” 229.

c. L3V* tCD, etc. “ Because (i>§) also white thing black thing

at the side of put, that more white visible way is ” CD 7) LZ,

“ beside,” 255. till,
“

still more.” adverbial form,

simple adjective form of £, 5 § ,

“ white.” 24$><5 = 24 N.ig, potential

form of 24 5, 205.
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19

It 3: ‘1 §;•£ b .
probable present of %’Z lt$.Z, “apply to/’ =

“true of.” SQb, = “ How may it be ?
”

20.

a. 2 4 3Lfu L*€> “ Nationally, (as a nation), if seen, fool being

(we are) not.” £,*C “ that doing ” gives an adverbial quality to the

word to which it is annexed. conditional present of giJg, “ see.”

ibti^ — we, 104 c.
,
heie [t gives foice to the postposition .

negative present of = “be.”

b. Si, etc., “Only V ) one part heard being, conclusion

guess at, rather acute (we) are.” “only,” 227. 5,

“ guess at,” pronounced sassuru, 55.

c. 4 IZ S, = “ Our country’s.” 2’ 4 *4 5 *> 'f’Z — “most

popular.” ft# •£’ *eg*e juoa-t, “ made of enigmas
;
” this phrase

does not render well the words, “ suggestive fancies ” given in the

English text.

d. T)$l IZ 'S.ti, = “Now again.” $%to © &£$ § “argu-

ment’s beginning,” = “ beginning of an argument,” with accusative

sign §. ?ztL% IZ, “immediately.” 5© (it'55/Q, = “ that argu-

ment’s conclusion.” Tito'S &t>4, “flying go.” from

“fly,” 1G5. t* Y>S* IMltu, “ that censure.” TzTA^ InbtsWS.'t,

“ often receive.” tzTA

^

230. & b i? 0 polite reference to

Japan’s critics. “ We are often blamed,” as politely expressed in

Japanese, is “ We often receive from our superiors this censure.”

21.

a. %1ltz CD H-<IZ © TAt*, “ Your honorable country's people,”

is Japanese polite periphrasis for “your people.” <fc(5:£' = “ for the

most part,” = “ very.”

b. Jb&4 L © b% (t) tbL O •&£>£, “My house’s call

and message bear things,” is considered a rather refined form of

expression for the simple English “ my servants.” Note the plural

sign Q with f>©, 104, b. tz?i'\t£. = ,, for example.” *2$. = “ even.”

HZ, = “badly.” V>\v3Z ZH, “ commands,” to inferiors.

LSib% V»tz L S-f*.
“ consenting do ” = “ respectfully listen to.”

c- Lt/X Ufi". “often,” 230. tlTS'Z 4 Si, “astonish thing,” =

“astonishment,” 112. 2’^f9 9w"i‘> polite certain present of the polite

verb STS' <5, “ be.” Hitherto this verb has appeared in these converse-
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tions as ctkva-r. which is the usual form for when com-

pounded with *£•#; the r being then dropped. The same peculiarity

is true of the verbs “go,” “come,” “be,” < /£3 *5

“condescend;" fy ;S “deign to do,” and #20 “ deign to

say.” See Special Explication, p. 533.

d. S3i“ that,” with emphatic particle, = “ Indeed ! ” v»tJ b

pronounced iice = future of v»A- l>l£ b t£ #Z$0*t
= “ that which I thought to sny.” g b % IZ, = “ before hearing.”

t) % IZ with negative of a verb, = “before.” jU&O'CJg = #2&0*C
see Special Explication, p. 533, e. L/z, = “ acknowledg-

ment has done,” = “ have understood.” -v pronounced to, “ ten.”

22.

a. Tj0) "C'-f". “ That way is,” = “ Yes, that is so.”

b. frtz < t t) etc. “ I also, we Japanese people too quick under-

standing carried to excess, that think.” “quick under-

standing,” see 119. “ do exceed ” = “ carry to excess.”

•fgs, expresses “ excess ” for an action or thing.

c. ^iL^, etc. “ Our minds are quick of perception,

but, on account of that mental quickness some times not known
thing even knowing is, that (we) think.” £,0*C c&J5, illustration of a

common combination of a gerund with the auxiliary or #2;§,

“be,” forming compound progressive or continuous tenses cor-

responding to such English expressions as “ I am giving,” “ I was

doing etc.” “ Sometimes we think that we are knowing even not

known things.” See page 533, e.

d. $>Oi£i) etc., “ Properly, there are times, four if hearing we
should know six, convenient would be.” Oj5j,5> CD ^V»> “good of

condition,” = “ convenient,” 224.

e. etc., “ Again, hearing seven and even know three (things)

is a splendid thing, but, one (thing) hearing ten know, that thinking,

when ( £ § IZ) that scarcely heard one thing even was not known,

really a not convenient thing (it) will be.” #2 ,f>0*C 'fetz',—<&tz is

certain past of L S J*<Ifi>0 /2 . certain past negative of

“ know. conditional present of &0) pronounced

futsugo, = “ inconvenient ;
” negative prefix.

/• S b tt aiifit* etc. “ Thus, this proverb clever men praising,

rightly good thing is, but everybody at once, this his own thing is,

that thinking is not good.” S b L*C aifttih “ so doing if seen,” =
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“ thus tz.ii *£ t>. 131. tzfc polite form for ftix,. f£, “is,” con-

traction of •£ and % <5 ,
p. 533, c.

23.

a. b. -5*^, etc. “ Long-sitting-doing, excuse is not.” L
Mf, same as ii-wake, “ excuse,” or “ explanation.” ^ b L, polite prefix

for verbs instead of v»£A

c. foiiu U etc. “ Rude manner of speech is it, but, your

wisdom-concerning-instruction myself for the sake of, becomes your

word-concerning-instruction, not an inferior thing.” 35t,
“ body,” or

“ self.” jfj <5> “to be inferior in excellence.”

d. Siit t Mt, etc. “That being, honorable leave say,” = “Well

then, I must go.” Polite idiom used in taking one’s departure from

another.
24.

«. v»2 a*, etc., “ As yet plenty of space of time is, but though

that, if honorable returning is, again to-morrow (I) await, (you).”

b. Ifr&iitz, etc. “ Evening six o’clock time at, coming thing is

(it) not able ?
’’

<5 2 polite expression for “ coming.”

is an honorific phrase verb constantly in use meaning

not only “ to come,” but, according to its context, also “ to go,” “ to

dwell in,” and “ to be.”

C. IZ, etc. “ Together, evening meal we will eat.”

Vt'OLt: IZ, 255. “ evening boiled-rice,” = “ supper.”

& 3 b

,

probable present or future of “ eat.”

25.

a. $>yt,>tzb, etc., here very polite use of

b. ttZZSgL, etc. “ Your intention deeply admire (or appre-

ciate).” The use of the honorific jfj or E' is, as a rule, a good substitute

for “ the second person,” grammatically speaking, in the impersonal

Japanese language, 295. Jnio { ,
adverbial form of the adjective

219. l*bli->& Vv&LS-f. polite form of L^b ifrb
fz, “ admire,” “ praise.”

c. S*btJlZ, the usual equivalent for the English, “ farewell !
” or

“ good bye !
” lit., “ If that be so,” leaving certain words to be under-

stood, as, probably, “ we shall meet again ” ;—the Japanese “ auf toieder-

sehen,” or “ au revoir.”

20 .

a. b. Is, etc. “ The honorable visitor honorable returning

is.” Here the honorifics are used of the person not to him. The
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servant must put up the with superior /£ (de am) instead of the

polite •£ which would be used in an address to the

guest.

c. [tbt r£, etc., “Hat and outside things being.” “and,”

275.

d. R § §, etc., “ Mind deign to apply,” = “ Be attentive !
” =

“ Take care of yourself !
” *51+ E-. polite imperative form

of *9 It <5 “ apply.” 193, e.

CONVERSATION SECOND.

REMARK 1.

a. ZA.ltA, It.—“ As for this evening," (it is “ cool,” “ warm,”

“pleasant,” etc.,) 102; a salutation, = “ Good evening.”

b. 24 £>$>?> IZ,
—“ exceedingly,” 229. (tr5‘ t'T?) t*C.

“ lazy,” 232. *524, etc., “ alas, slow became.”

2.

«• etc., “Yet so much late is not.”

b. b
^

,
contraction of b i •

= “ hardly,” “ scarcely,” 74.

pronounced jippun, 55.

c. “bad,” here = “ill.”

3.

«• Vi*b&. pronoun byoki. ;jj, = “but.” g i (S/L. “ last evening.”

St'f. = “rice-wine.” oai-rifat*,—certain past of (fidf.-'f g¥ ;g, “to

over-drink.” * < IZ ti V. Aj 0, “ to duty does not stand up one,” =

“is not useful,” = “ not to be depended upon.” { ,
“ duty.” /2 V.-

Aj CD. for /2 V.& 0, “ not stand up one.” ft V is negative present

of /20, 1S7.

b. ibL'Oh*24 £Z, =“ As a servant.” (bfofL { iit Z £ V %-f- =
“ drinking, I am troubled.” i.e. “ he being fatigued by drinking, it

troubles me.” <7)Auti iilt, gerund of compound verb, CD^/£ i il~

“exhausted by drinking.” *) St'i*. polite from of 2 a

verb used to express one’s sense of “ annoyance,” “ perplexity,”

“ trouble.”

4.

a. { 25 Z4§, “ kuruma pullers,” from £ <5|£ and 24 §. 121.

0 b % K» “among,” 255. ^59 § 0 ££, “ customary thing.”

&• “ those persons ” = “ their ;
” not a polite form of express-
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ion; 123 and 104. £, ST

,

“ work.” fyit f£it, = “more really than

one •would suppose.” (3:^1555 ilil'S.'f’, “bone is broken;” idiom for

“ hard worked.” “ because.” 024, expression showing “ regret,”

“ disappointment,” and the like. 4 J5S *5 { >
“ habit sticks to,” =

“ to form a habit.”

c. *>&< L © b% 0, “ my house’s” = “my own.” <g>, “also.”

£•' £> , L>4>?2 555 ?&Vv
—“ Even, how doing side is not,” = “Really!

there is no other way.” = “Can’t be helped.” £> , 280. £,!&>&>

etc., a phrase constantly heard in Japan telling of “ helplessnes,” or

“inevitable submission.” £ Vt'O’C, etc., 275, b., “ that saying is,” =
“ that he says.”

d. £• tfTf ‘S S etc., “ Please, hither mending or adjusting,

deign to do,” = “ Please take your seat there.” 264. from

mzz, “ be mended,” “ translated,” “ cured,” etc., 187.

e. bit 0 See, reception’s way,” = “ See, liow I

receive you.” lli&CD, abbreviation for 0, “ real.” 0
24 £, = “person of the home,” = “member of family.” g'b^b’
“ same way.”

/. “ Japan cookery’s different (things), anything is not
;
= “ Nothing

other than Japanese food.” f&lz f) 131.

5.

a. •htz { L 0 IZ, “For my sake.” 0 ttLfi < ,

“supper’s preparation.” Ltbi “altering do not

cor descend side,” = “ do not change.” it^'O'C, etc., “on the con-

trary thankfulness is.” its\"C gerund of its\%, “change,” or

“alter.” it's,0*C, adverb, “on the contrary,” Horn it's^S, “return.”

b. It•OZb, much used in conversation for the English “fine,”

“ delicious,” “ splendid,” etc.

6.

«. C b IZ, “ without constraint,” “ freely.”

b. it, here as interrogation between £'— )U and g If. it indi-

cates an alternative. ®£, 29 J5S*) it, polite form of request con-

cerning one’s eating or drinking, 297.

7.

a. VtTz V § present negative of Vvft V < , “put on the head,”

= “ to receive respectfully ;
” is a polite verb in use for $ “ re-

ceive.”

b. 75 rfL *> ,
= “ rather than that,” indicates here, preference.
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8.

«• $>b ,
“ more.” fllZ “ anything ;

”—here, with negative verb

= “nothing,” 131.

b. 2 Ut ^3 “at here being things,” = “ these things.”

Stf'C- from (F *5 -
“ lower down,” — “to carry away;” gerundial

fonn.

c. v-»2> ft. interrogative adverb, “ what ?” as, here, “ what thought ?
”

= “ what do you think ?
”

9.

a. the whole world.” tZZ % 2 ,
“ arise thing,” =

“ that which happens.” •£§ b •

“ fit comment.”

b. 2 L & b"%> etc., here = “It is acknowledged.” tz{&
2 fi < 2a, “ skill,” combined with “ become,” 2 £

,

= skilful. L& V

,

“truth.” For L^bZ, read L <fc ^ C - “proof.”

c. *C‘. here “ at ” or “ in;” so, “ children of schools in America.” 2 {

,£V», “extremely good,” = “the best.” § CO k*"5«K> “part of

lessons,” = “some lessons.” 3JO/2{, “wholly.” 2 CO 2 £ CO

5 % ft, “ within this proverb.”

(1. For the use of here, see 27G. 2ft li, is equivalent here to

“ and also.” }5i as adversative conjunction, “ but.” C,
“ history,”

“ chronicles. knowing is,” = “ knows ;” from

1% “ know,” with auxihary jfjjg “be.” TA£ '0<£ plural of

= “men,” 104, c. “£), “who even,” = “every one.” §r5&
ft It 2 It2 C- ft .

“ argument in yielded,” = “was defeated.” 2tt~

2 ttz polite form of 2ltft, 188. D*33V» CO. “really.” ;&>•§ §
?£‘J2 tft, “ the victory took,” = “ were victorious.”

10.

a. 5 CO IS V *C"3“>
“ That way is,” = “ It is that,” = “ Yes !

”

b. {2 ,
= “for the time being.” J; CO> “of the world,” =

“ world’s. reform persons,” = “reformers.” This

£,j£> as used in compound words, = “ thing,” or “ man ;
” as J5J { -£,J£,

“ learning-man ” or “ scholar,” etc. ,&2 *> ,
“ fitting to,” “ appropriate

to.”

c. 2 it “after this,” = “now.” 2 V»0*C £ jft-

i>tA2-t. “ that saying (it) will be well, that I think,” = I think it

will be well to say that (the Ha proverb is appropriate to bigots, etc.).

d. “ servant girl.” V-»9§ft<5, compound verb, from v» ^5 >

“ enter,” and “ come.”
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e. f. 50 it-frtz 0 ,
“ that honorable side of,” = “ the gentle-

man’s.” Li = “a visiting card. used in compound words

to convey special honor, as “ celebrated,” “ illustrious,” etc. ; shows

great respect on the part of the servant.

fJ- £-5$ = “ Hither honorable guiding say,” = “ Ask the

gentleman, etc. ft, a contraction of ftgfo, = an affirmative imper-

ative, with the main stem of the verb.

h. , lit., “ poison of spirit,” is the common expression of

“ sorrow for,” or “ sympathy with,” others. 2 ^ SfC', “until here,”

= “ at this place.” fj, 0 S'&Zv, “if not put aside will

hot do ” = “ must stop),’’ Conv. 1, 13, b.

i.
“ Really now from Kyoto a friend having come,” etc.

ft, “important.” WiO, 104, a.

j- b, = “ may I ask,” from “ to ask.” The
negative stem of is 169. From the negative stem is

formed the passive or potential form it (200) whose polite

form is of which the future as &#!&&&£ b

,

=
“ may I ask, or “ expect,” or, in this connection, with = “ can you

come ?
”

11 .

a. “ when whatever, — “at any time,” or “ always.”

b. “ For (•£-) my pleasure.” etc.,) “ obstruction doing be-

comes not,” = “ must not become an inconvenience.”

c. VvO “ always.” f, *C, “receiving.” fcvi*CV» flfu t C5,
“ about what hour time ? ” ZAS. “ leisure.”

12.

a. 0H5, = “immediately after.” contraction of

= “if-” fZfo = “best,” 213.

b. jfJ-VvC tiillX, = “if you come.” b .
potential

future of “ can be done.” fc b

“

fully.”

13.

from tu ,
“ back part of the house,” with the honorific

suffix 2*1, = “ lady of the house;” it having been customary for a

lady in ancient Japan to stay in rooms remote from the front of a house.

<K 3 £- { >
“ well,” = “ compliments

;
” the words “ please say,” =

“ present," or “ give,” being understood, 102.

b. #bV Zib U*C, “ Please with this,” i e. “ Please stop here.”
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c. etc., “ As far as the porch it is unrest,” = “ I shall

be very much disturbed if you go with me to the door.” The phrase

is a polite protest.

14.

a. V*^. etc., “ No, there is no reason at all for being disturbed.”

b. TjiL IZ, “ besides.” iz -ea-t “ because to meet-

ing go out,” = “ because I go to meet.” f from t'Jg, “ go out.”

c. tb-Z/i, pron. chochin, etc., “ Lantern honorable possession

is ?
” = “ Have you a lantern ?

”

15 .

a. etc., “ Way well knowing is,” = “ I know the path well.”

b. it faSv>, “ Honorable rest deign to do,” = “ Good

night !

”

CONVERSATION THIRD.

The accusative sign g should be inserted in the

before { .

REMARK 1.

Proverb' ’

a. UX*>i, etc., a customary form of apology,—“ For some time

honorable negligence have done.” £,

{

, “some time,” long or

short. n- &stz, “ remissness,” from g tz, “ communication,” ne-

gative prefix, and C, honorific prefix for the sake of the person ad-

dressed.

b. IZ fa >4 3.LTz tit. = “Have you seen?” “august

look,” used only in polite address to another, 297.

2.

a. ->\

,

exclamatory acknowledgment. It may mean “Yes!” or

“ I hear yon,” 233 and 280.

b. = “ complete restoration to health.” ti&tb > {i famil-

iar verb form from and % b > b being the probable present

of £3, “ be.” The two words here = I suppose,” or “I hope.” \\'0-

faV»> literally, “ one person,” but used here adverbially, = “ really ” ;

—

thus, “ Really what having deigned to do thing is it ?
” = “ What

happened? ”

3.

a. g, etc., “Wind having drawn, cruel affair met,” = “Hav-

ing caught cold I had a severe experience.”
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b. ^/L&O'C, etc., “ Recently here to came (time), the day after

affair it is.”

c. d. T) L*C, “and.” <D *ZS “walking

went up thing, by means of.” tMZ^b IZ { fa'O'C “ex-

ceedingly hot became,” (becoming came). £ j)> { ,
“ perspire.”

&V»<§ b, = “freely.”

e. 5 ifib = “So then.” *££, “temple.” jfg Jt, “in time” =
“ when.” satt = “ was blowing,” see 98. 6 ;

see also p.

543, 22, c. L{££ 4 © “period of short time,” = “a little

while.” gb% i i*tz i, “ rest doing, that being,” =
“to rest.” In the sentence, OJJ 5' i &0*C

atfe, the words 5' , express the chill and cold feeling

of “ catching cold
; “ becoming came.” = “be-

came.”
4.

«. &£b Lb, from £ b\^k), “caution,” or “prudence,” and JR,

negative prefix, jfj, 280.

b. <$)•% •£ fafoOtz, “ possession being without,” = “ not having.”

*•5 from <g>*9, “to hold” or “possess.” t&ih'Otl “ was not,” or

“had not; ” certain past of (fa, i and %%), “is not,” or“have

not.” See 219, negative verbal forms of adjective. Also above. Con-

versation 1. “Special Explication,” p. 532, a.

5.

a. ‘b’OK, etc., “ As for having it was, but,” etc. Jnfai* ID lib

,

“ mountain foot’s side,” = “ at the foot of the mountain.” lib, “ side.”

Conversation 1. Remark 4, sentence c.

b. ;UVv*t §t tl, “placing came,” = “put,” or “left.” —
gerund of tl < ,

“ to put,” 1G3.

6 .

a. £©£.' ?>, “lately.” 0 ZA £ 9 ,
“ fine fall-days.” Itfu(Dkj

“ danger.”

b. ?zlZ$, “valley-spaces.” V»)tev3> is used here literally as

“ the top of the head,” or “ summit ” of the mountains. The figura-

tive use of V { ,
when one “ receives respectfully ” from another

has been noticed. See also 297, for note of its figurative use.

7.

a. ttTy < faO*C = “ After becoming late.” “ Kara only has

the sense of “after,” when suffixed to the gerund in te, aud in a few
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special locutions, as, i/te karri, “ after going,’’ mimashite kara, “ after

seeing,” kore kara “ after this,” sore lcara “ after that.” The past itta

kara means “ because he has gone,” etc.,—Chamberlain’s “ Ifancl

book,” paragraph 100. £A© { it jtitz,
—“ sun's going down side at,” =

“ towards sunset.” ,
“ gradually.”

b. “large part,” “considerable,” = “quite.” tlb li b

,

“ in the end,” or “ as the result.” C- b $>& 0 >

“ one week

only,” = “about a week.” ZAO 2 /Of & 0 5 £- “withdrawing

have been,” = “confined.” tz ( LZ, “to the house.” ZAO Z /Of,
165 .

8 .

a. “£> b< abbreviation of “already.” jfJ-J; 7j t,V»,

“ clearly good,” = “ all right,”

b. i. C /0 ;— is “a noble’s wife;”—here,* “ Mikata

lady,” = “ Aire. Mikata.”
9.

«. z/liz-% it. “ As for the day, etc.,” = ordinary salutation for

“ Good day.”

b. c. ZAiOg etc., “ More than a month honorable eyes

have not hung upon has been, but to-day after a long time it is,” (that

I see you.) These sentences contain the form of salutation common
when friends in Japan meet socially, = “ For some time I have been

very rude to you.” “ It is a long while since I have hung upon your

honorable eyes” i.e. “been seen by you.”

10.

«• £r, = a salute made by bowing. fJiC'C gerund of

“ cause to be,” = “ make.”

b. jfc { ,
“ a house,” but here used humbly to indicate the master of

the house, i.e. the speaker's “husband.” tZ-bltS, “talk about

another,” = “ what my husband has said of you.”

c. d.e.f. iZ-l±fcL £b *£•*• In this clause the phrase

“ I hear that,” of the English equivalent on the opposite page is rend-

ered by the suffix g b >
= “ looks like,” “ it is said that.” With g b

and a verbal phrase such as, C fag <5, an idiomatic expression

conveying what is “said to be,” or “is probably true,” is made in

Japanese. $l- fc; J; b "3 IZ, "cleverly,” “skilfully.”

11.

a. b L"C- “How (is it possible)?” 3 b Si, = “such

a thing.” f)©, “ is thing,” = “is.”
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b. Read, fotl { L not intz { L- DO IZ, “really.” go' b< “ un-

pleasant to hear,” or “ taste.”

13.

a. t2L. *£ f>, etc. “If even a little, it is good,” etc.

2 kt 0, “ the master’s, = “husband’s.” jfJ-jSiB', “ shade,” “ power,”

“ help.”

14.

a. ftWi = “ must be astonished at quantity,” = so

great >a progress) that it is wonderful.” /s£§t, see below, Rem. 21, a.

a suffix which gives an adjectival quality to verbs and the meaning

of “ can,” “ should,” or “ possibility,” and “ necessity.” Notice the

polite £ 5 D*t t: *)£?, as an equivalent for “ says.”

b. U-Z.L IZ 0 g, = “ honorable crossing over become

things,” = “ your visits.” &0 D3* IZ L*C. = “ causing pleasure.” Jj>§,

“ on account of this.” d*>*. etc., = “ always coming.” S 21 at IZ

WOE b, etc., “ Really it is splendid !

”

c. d. iyt'O'X. f)j£, “convenience department,” = “kitchen.” &-
= “ must go around overlooking;” from 3iS~

*>3,“ oversee,” “ superintend.”

15.

a. b. 5£< ,
contraction of )f2 1) i It = “ I am afraid that,”

“I suppose.” b ,
pronounced zetcho, = “ mountain summit.”

&b 1l ai/LtfJ'V “ that kind of thought.” Ltl$>'OtZ, 197.

lfi.

«. s b •c-r £ = “ That is even so.”

b. ib'h'C IZ V>*C etc. “ Being there or being any where, that

kind of thought does not arise.” For $ repeated in a negative sent-

ence, see 272.

C. cat IZ t? f>,
“ in everything.” 2103*5'!*. Lorn £0&,

“ to enjoy.”

d. VfOtz TA “said person,” = “person who said,” or “made
(that proverb).” £< CV:$0-£5k*ZAa£. = “persons of very

small heart.” DO*C tVOtz, = “knew," from £,<5, mid tt%; here

with the verb-phrase = “ probably knew.”

e. C “ honorably right,” i.e. “You were light (in calling

it, etc.)
”

/• “the sky,” 115. “magnificent.” D.K& *£.

“ by himself,” = “ by means of his own sight.” )53 *£3 <5 .
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= “ can see.” g£i£}5i;fa, “ far eye glass,” = “ telescope.” fa IZAj

Ufk, “ foolish maD," = “fool.” a>, “ is he not ?
”

17.

«. fit) -Slt/C. etc., “ Yes, but, in the world, so doing people also

there are. titi, 277.

b. 3 5 v>* Wi. “that kind of people.” j£>, 276. 7j CD C3: 2>>

“ besides these,” “moreover.” \,t7>

^
(7) “all kinds of cir-

cumstances.” -r a *>n- = “ peep-holes,” 120.

c. CO fa, “ this kind of,” =“ such.” £'IfojRO & •
“ character

also.”

18.

«• ti-ittzL s *a;ws-r- “(more slowly) honorable speaking I

request.”

b. 1~>tz( L IZ l*, = “forme.” Ttk/fa IZ l±& <, = “ so quickly.”

g^-g£ Cg, = “hearing .seize fact,” = “understanding.” tg-
“ can not.”

c. “Why (fa-ff) the ladies’ way (.SifcX Utz CD li 5 #5). com-

mon for spealcing ( Ufa? CD IZ 0 5*IV»>. the Japanese language

( v-C (/)), than men’s (§ g C <J) jfofe <fc ), clever one ( Iz^bir
fa O', maybe? ( t? 5)-”

19.

«. “Because (2i£) probably (&.K&) the ladies CD 1*5)
speak without hurry,”

({$><5^
This rendering is not a good

equivalent for “ they have more leisure,” given in the English text

on the opposite page.

b. 5 C etc., “ There, my probable saying that thinking is,

besides, is not,” = “ Well, what I am thinking I may say is nothing

but this,” = “ I mean this.”

c. C ti tv—“ age,” “ era.” foil < lz CD “our country’s

leaders of the past.” V>§; t)&> IZ, “ from now about thirty

years ago.” Vv-gr/b IZ, “previously.” “Our Japan.”

CO <U IZ §> §g£& ISg’ IZ,
“ whatever country it may be, to

that degree not inferior.” &/U£tg IZ fa'OZ IZ ? V.g>:5

ilZ IZ L^b £ V^tzL^SiLtz th “capable of progress becoming,

enlightenment in advancing, national disposition that did, but.”

Z/ulZ-% g faZ, etc., “ To day even stiR the old feudal system, wish

to restore (<*>l->&{ t-fcVO, that thinking persons there are.
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Here, the thoughts expressed in four sentences of the English text

are involved by the Japanese speaker in only one sentence. This is a

peculiarity with which the student early in his study should become

familiar. “ One of the most essential characteristics of the Japanese

language,” says Professor Chamberlain, “ is the extreme degree to

which it pushes the synthetic tendency in the structure of sentences.

Japanese always tries to incorporate the whole of a statement, however

complex it may be and however numerous its parts, within the limits

of a single sentence, whose members are all mutually interdependent.

In fact the normal Japanese sentence is a paragraph, or (so to say) an

organism.” See 96, 97, 98.

d. V».S» S5>“ such people
;
” £ 7} is a particle, placing

especial emphasis upon the word or phrase it follows. V» ti® <5 >
“ as

aforesaid,” an exceptional verbal form of p»s5>> and = “the so-called,”

“ the abovementioned.” ® 5'< ilAs'gb* “ exercise themselves in

peeping.”
20 .

a. b. (iZ understood), = “sincerely.” fi V* £, b
“ ..rent victory.”

21 .

a- f>& Jt 9 .
“ From the beginning,” = “ Of course ! ” £,

etc., “ Must be done work extraordinarily enough yet is, but.”

Mr, W. G Aston says of /s;§, “ It is used in many different shades of

meaning such as to express probability, possibility, moral obligation,

necessity, futurity etc., and may be rendered according to circum-

stacces by “probably,” “may,” “ought,” “must,” “should,”

“will” etc.” fe/yj1
,

“unceasing,” negative gerund of fts. “ to

end,” “fail.” “progress.” (,<3 1, a combination of main

stem of f 3, “do,” and O V, a verbal suffix showing simultaneity of

time of action, = “ at the same time with,” or “ that
;

” here, “ I think

that as a nation at the same time we nre unceasing (ly ) doing pro-

gress.”

22 .

a. h. 2 CD b^- = “ But beyond this.” J: Ittit £
“ if we had continued the talk.” *£ >5 = “wholly.”

tz <D inbt^i IZ ,
“in your exposition.” jfJO’C L9cV-»5-£5>

“ becoming will end,” — “ will become.” Here the auxiliary verbal

form from LZb “ to finish,” expresses the complete transformation

of Mr. Mikata's talk into a lecture, not the ending of the talk. The
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verb [, 3 f
) , merely aids the expression of the idea involved in f.JO'C.

Ti^t. from 7js\%, “to add," as a smaller thing to a greater.

22.

a. IZ a much less abrupt form of speech than

the English “ Let us stop !
” = “ Let us make an end."

b. c. t, 3*^* b >
“ knowing see,” = “ look for.” 9 Hfc-

•££/ )S>, an idiomatic expression by which the Japanese avoid the

Euglish imperative “ Let us.” It ends the sentence with a request

instead of a command.

CONVERSATION FOURTH.

REMARK 1.

a- JSi = “shortness,” 111. [,£•£ “ so as to

cause to know,” = “ to let us know,” 200. , indicates “ manner,”

“mode,” “in order to.” jV V»«5» CD, here CD. as observed before,

appears as one of the most common idioms of Japanese speech : it is

an equivalent for £ £ or <&£), “fact,” or “thing.” In speech this CD

often loses its vowel sound and becomes a mere interposed n between

the words adjoining.

b. L2»L- “nevertheless,” “but.” Li>L concedes the previous

statement, but adds an elucidating statement or inquiry. JiiLJIVv

TAX ,
“ a wise man. *>& T * >J U CD, “ Our American ” (wise man).

The historical error of confusing the Hebrew Psalmist who is referred

to in the English text with the “ American wise man” spoken of in

the Japanese text does not harm the verbal form of these Japanese

words. £))5j holds in it the notion of “own,” as “my,” “his,” or

“ our own.”

3.

a

.

JSjt 0 i, “ generation of man,” = “ days of our years.” £
“ and also. here “ consequently,” “ that is to say.”

* “ that say,” = “ say
;
” 275 b., from polite verb §; -fv

4.

a. g t) •Q
,

“ ‘ Will not be so,’ that I think.”

b. cd IZ “ According to our

country’s physicians’ reports.” (Z <£ ill£, “ according to.” -J
-

< & £

if), “although few,” = “not extensive.” V'§, = “long-life

ones,” = “ centenarians.” Ltz XZZ CD ZAjf,= Ltz Z4j£,“ did per-

sons,” = “ the long-lived people ” spoken of. The words ^25 CD,
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are here superfluous ; but, as Prof. Chamberlain says of these words,

they are often used by the upper classes in relative phrases as a sort

of substitute for the relative pronouns “ who,” “ which,” and “ that.”

They “add nothing to the sense and only encumber the construction.”

tmtz Sf L b ,
“ many.”

c. “ however.” “ present amount.”

CD “ average of life.” tzifOtz •£££> “ was probably

not. ” 1 = “ even if this,” = “however this may be.”

tl £,$> CZ, etc., “ Exactly to be measured thing is not,” = “something

not to be measured absolutely.”

d. After all.” £ CD Si = “ also the things

spoken of in either proverb.” ?£lf, here, “only.” f£Q b >
gives the

force of “ supposition ” to the remark.

a. 0 ,
“wholly,” “ without reserve.” after ” (hehasbe-

come fifty), frlfijs*, pronounced kagyd, “ business.” § < -V»&§ £,=
one who has retired from business to enjoy leisure in old age.

b. * btb,“ habit,” “ propensity.”

6 .

«. X-LUbft/u, etc. Very polite form of reply.

b. jSjSCOj “exceedingly,” “too much;” it becomes “ not much,”

“ not very,” when used with a negative verb, as here.

7.

«. £ -fiilX, “If we did discussion,” = “if we argued.”

htz < L (7) t*$,“ my side,” = “ I.”

h. ii>“ resist fact,” = “resistance,” 111.

c. = “ Buddhist persons.” £ plural sign, which,

in printing here, should have been joined to the word .SlOlt ?f

.

Utiri CD ti £b *>lit b

,

“ lamentation as for, what reason

may there be ? ” £ CD <fc <7) < ibO, “ living of this world,” =

“this life.” ££, = “ escape.” *3 St;*;&l£ It?,
“ ought to be glad.” £ 3 £ tl*3 >

“to be glad,” said of others. tJcf

a word indicating “ obligation,” or “ duty.” It is much used as an

auxiliary in speech to show what “ ought,” or “ should ” be done.

d. Outlet LZ £ 0 •£, “with regard to these.” fibL % < %b <7),

“among all evils.” jfZt&ZAfaJS $CD. “greatest thing.”

here used as superlative sign.

8 .

a. .KOtt* Buddhist believers.”
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&• Tjii lz Jlite, = “then again.” &V» “ (are) not.” £• *>-&*) IZ,

“ in the same way.” *j should be printed as one word. The
sentence reads, somewhat literally;—“ Then again, in the same way
that the American people are not real Christians, Japanese people

again also real Buddhists are not.”

10.

«• = 3 Villi', “if it be so” = “well then.” jf:©jft, 2.
etc., “ self casting away.” © fz&> U foil, “for man’s sake to

live.” f) © £ L'V “ real doctrine.” fc.R/1, g Sl-» L"C, “ loving

self.” &•£, £ b Hi, = “struggle for victory.” It/Lfcl*

C"C< = “contrary," “opposing.”

6- ife© £,&*£ 2 V 3 CC- = “ enjoy."

11.

a. = “ right,” “ correct.” The “ probabihty,” or “possi-

bility,” expressed in the sentence lies in both fzjn&, the first, and

the last, words.

&• ST- £,^^"5 © JflSU. = “as yon know.” 2r-Oj53,& © £V>,
= “ know well how to use the language,” = “ have the advantage.”

c. 2^ = “ if there were ability (to talk).” 2© £ £
K OV'‘*C- “concerning this matter.” V»ZA?2V», “wish to say.”

*:$ot £,;s, “ am thinking.”

d. •5&©a&K;k. “ wisdom's gold dollar,” = “ coined wisdom.”

etc., “ that is to say, in relation to the Uo proverb what

honorable thought is there ? ” or “ have you ?
”

CONVERSATION FIFTH.

REMARK 1.

a. 3&tJF&> “golden saying,” = “maxim.” ^•O IZ, “ separately.”

f>
“ argument also will probably not be.”

2.

a. 6. CSS*, 253 £3, “ praise is,” = “ having praise.” 7} L 0 ©
&v-» li f), “not being of praise side,” = “absence of praise.” jfj-

*£"# ;J>,
“ honorable opinion is it ?

” = “do you believe ?
”

c. ;bite < £, iff), = “we,” 123. J’/'S'C, = “all;” from

“ to unite in a whole.” IZ L^>il"C 2 ,
= “ if to the world

known is,” 201 ; p. 533, e.
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3.

a. £ CD © TA£, “the world’s within’s people,” = “the
human world.” £ CD ’C'f $»&>, = “ Because this world’s

people are seeking only (CD2A) fault.” jgjft, $ % t)

“ Whoever blame has not, the thing in proportion to, there is no
splendid praise.”

5. f> L •§>.
“ In case that.” V>0*£& CD TAtZto," one spot’s fault,”

here with &V»> = “ no fault.” £ “that if it be said.”

/sit CD £2£{£\ = “ as much praise as possible.” (£g)

“praise-words,” 120. V»l$/t2> passive, or potential of

“ say,” = “ can be said,” 199, and 203.

4.

a. ti-ttV HSZ CD &S, = “ If you take (this proverb with that

meaning).” £ *> >K> “it is right, but.” 5 CD £15:9. “in

that way,” = “so,” as in “ why not say so?”

5.

n. IV) *?TA &CD> “ becomes easily tiling,” “ easily becomes,”

b. 5/l IZ,—V»ItS ,S^> “ Then, again, a man engaging in a strug-

gling after praise, really it won’t go.”

c. fifo

^
{Z, “gradually.” b 'S.fo, “haughtiness.”

d. gf^, “duty.” •O < •?, “ to do the utmost.” &It/il£' & 9 H~
expresses the “obligation” intended by the speaker,= “ should.”

6 .

a. LX V'tzL'S.-f, = “ to do acknowledgment,” = “admit.”

b. lt&2>A»> “opinion.” O b ftp* (D X1r>V» IZ&&& IZ £9 *C
“With regard to common weak humanity.” §5^, “too

high.”

c. 2 < 12 tzi^-fZ, “ fronting virtue,” = “for virtue.
”

U\r> *?b iZ HZ ?£§ IZ, = “ no time of reward.”

“good-deeds.” ZALXb 12 -f
- “ extremely few.”

7.

«. 3 b $ L&lXlt/o, An idiom indicating “probability.”

Literally “ Is it so? even can not be known,” (but it probably is so).

b. CiMSOOfeJlg,“ man who made the proverb.” j)>-

< %Z "feCDi = “ as should be,” literally, “must be manner.”

“ from the side of.” for “ side-row.” 3 b V»Ofe

t£&>b

,

“ so probably said.” LOSV' CD & 9 3 5’ “actual condi-
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tion.” & U 3 90 from main stem of •& % “be,” and 2
“form,” or “condition.” £,Ot 2>tl 0) t'lt b 2li. = “probably

knew, but.” jib ?* { b <
= “ morally,” from ft b t* < , “morality”

and£;J:^ “above,” i.e. “ morally hig! H5v» It. “ to the grade,”

or “level.”
8 .

a. *•£ CD&Z ^3 “a summit that must be scram-

bled up to.” i>ih, ah 3.b L'SHkAs, “ that or this, say not,” = “ I

shall not say anything one way or another about it."

b. $>0), “ trying thiDg," =“ test.” ZAtf’l*

“severe proverb.”

c. itt)4><, “at any rate." ft. “unequalled.”

.gOtt b -$*• pronounced sekkyd-k'i, “preacher.” This j)> is an affix

of “occupation," e.<j. tifa “story teller.”

d. ItOL*C- “never” 231. Ogf 0) Z:j£;fr>3' tt, “in the next

proverb.” ££ti£,*C TAtlAy. “ visible fault,” = “fault shown

np.” z:i it “ to be the subject of is pro-

bably not,” = “ are not guilty (of the fault).”

Xori no Hatsu-ne, (pp. 52^-531).

V» line TA § )j>3&. literally “ to pile up the days,” i.e. to spend or

waste the time for any purpose.

5 „ literally, “ flowing and rolling : transmigration of the

soul into angel, man, brute, etc., according to the merits of

its deeds.”

It „ ItfoUi, “ without success,” “ evanescent.”

II „ The writer of this hymn belonged to a Buddhist sect which

believes it possible for all mankind to attain to perfect

Bnddhahood. tssi*. or “ Buddhas, are men, who have

toiled upward through successive stages of existence to the

calm of perfect holiness.”

•5 .. A *>§• “floating,” “drifting.” 3*. “body,” “con-

crete self.” b&&- is “uncertain” or “changeable life,” =
“ vain selves.”

£ ,,
“ Eiver of Three Paths”; a river flowing in the

underworld according to the Buddhist mythology, over

which the souls of the dead go ; at which a road divides into

three paths leading respectively to the worlds of “ Demons,”

of “ Brutes,” and of the “ Hungry Ones.”
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il line. *1X9, “union by growing together.” Two branches of a

tree becoming one branch are thought of as a symbol of

happiness. The Japanese refer to it as a figure of the

dearest human relation, that of husband and wife.

tl „ /it? refers to the sacred phrase “ Namu Amida Buddha,” peculiar

to some of the Buddhist sects, e.g. J6do and Shinshiu. The
believers in Amida Buddha, gain salvation simply by their

faith in Amida. “ Salvation ’
’ is “ the attainment of Nirvana,

which means eternal happiness.” “ From the time of putting

faith in the saving pQwer of Buddha, we do not need any

power of self-help, but need only keep his mercy in heart

and invoke his name.”

§ „ Unheeded advice is likened to the blowing of the east-wind

into a horse’s ears.

tS „ b CD L or Jh-iSf,
“ not-constant ” wind, = “Death

wind.” “He was carried away” by this wind, = “he is

dead.”

(«&) line. cd “ till now of now%” “ till the present of

tfie present,” = “ at this very moment.” This line properly

should commence with not v»> but the writer of the hymn
apparently had ;not at command a fit word beginning with

£•

*£ line. When the Buddha was born he sank from his mother's side

upon a blue lotus-flower, and, says the legend, from his body

radiated a brilliant light that illuminated the universe. Soon

afterwards the child descended from the lotus, pointed with

his right hand to heaven, until his left to the earth, and ex-

claimed with the voice of a lion ;
—“ I alone of all beings in

heaven above and under the heavens am worthy of honor.”

§ „ 3 fj (5 b ,
the Sambo, are the three precious things of Buddhism,

namely, the Buddhist ritual and body of doctrine, or the

“Law”; the priesthood, or the “Church,” and salvation

into Nirvana, or “ Buddhahood.”

^ „ The Jodo Buddhists believe that salvation is merited by one’s

simply repeating the invocation to Amida, “Namu Amida

Buddha,” “ I adore thee, Eternal Buddha.”
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106.

Causative voice, 206 ; of kuru and
suru, 207.

Certain past tense, 136.

Certain present tense, 136.

Certain present, the, 142.

Certain present stem, its forms
of inflection, 181-183, 143, 151-
155 ;

its office in verbal inflec-

tion, 151
;
gives a verb its name,

153; in connection with the
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main stem determines form of

conjugation, 154; is at times
noun, or adjective, 155.

Chamberlain, Prof. B. H. 97 ; 122

;

201; 310; 320; pp. 353; 551; 554;
556.

Chinese ideographs, use of, p. 5 ;

probable future of, p. 16.

Chinese numerals, 84-90.

Coalescent sounds, 50.

Colloquial, Exercise in, pp. 208-
531

;
separation from Written

Language, p. 8 ;
modern influ-

ences dignifying, p. 13; future
relation to Written Language,
p. 14.

Colloquial, Tokyo, probable future
of, pp. 1, 14.

Comma, mark for, 63.

Comparative degree, how formed,
211 .

Comparison of adjectives, 210-
213.

Compound nouns, 117-122.

Concessive mode, 138.

Concrete nouns, 113.

Conditional mode, 138.

Conditional base, the, 142.

Conditional stem, 143, 156; its

oflices in verbal inflection
forms, 184-186.

Conjugations, how grouped, 159-
17 J

; first, how marked, 160;
euphonic changes in first, 162-
169 ; second conjugation, how
marked, 170; in second con-
jugation, two series of inflec-

tions, 171.

Conjunctions, 266-278
; <ja, 267

;

ka, 268 ; lcara, 269 ;
mo, 270-272

;

ni, 273; shi, 274; to, 275; ya,

276 ; conjunction phrases, 277.

Consonant syllables, K, G, S, Z,
T, D, N, H, B, P, M, Y, R, and
W series, 2-22

;
how affected

by juxtaposition, 49-57.

Consonant preceding vowel sylla-

bles, how affected, 43-48.

Construction of sentences, 96-102.

Continuous tense, p. 543, c ; see
also p. 533, e.

Conversations in the Colloquial,

pp. 208-531 ; how get the best
results from, 309-311.

D.

Dative signs ni and ye, 246.

Day, character for, 88.

De, as postposition, 250 ; with aru
and goznru

, p. 533, c

;

is another
form of gerund, nite, p. 532.

De motte, p. 541, 17, a.

Declension of noun, equivalent
of, 106.

Definite article, substitute for, 103.

Derivative nouns, 109-116.

Desiderative form of the verb,

139 ; in polite usage, 193 ; as
adjective, 225.

Diminutive nouns, 114.

Doha, p. 537, d.

Dzu as verbal ending, pronuncia-
tion of, 8, a.

E.

Emphasis, how shown, 62; se-

condary, 64.

English (Tudor) and Meiji Jap-
anese, pp. 2, 3.

Enumeration, peculiarities of,

281-289.

Errata, p. 568.

E u, peculiar pronunciation of,

41, 44, 48.

Euphonic changes in inflection,
162-169

; for Main Stem ending
in lei, 163; ending in gi, 164;
ending in hi or mi, 165 ;

ending
in chi, 166 ;

ending in r«, 167;
ending in £ or hi, 168; in all

verbs ending in the spirant
series of syllabics, 169.
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Exclamation, mark of, G5.

F.

Family relationships, how made
honorific, 29G.

First conjugation, how marked,
160; paradigm of, 187.

Frequentative form, 137.

Fit, negative prefix, p. 543, 22, e.

Ftt syllabic, how pronounced, 13

;

as terminal syllabic of a verb,

46.

Future time, how shown, 136, a.

G.

G syllabics, peculiarities of, 4
and 5.

Ga how pronounced as particle, 5,

b

;

as sign of nominative, 239

;

as conjunction, 267; originally

a genitive sign, 239 ;
replacing

no, 224.

Ga and wt, 239-244.

Gender, 105.

Genitive sign, 245.

Genji Monogatari, p. 7.

Genroku, age of, p. 9.

Gerund, 139 ;
as adverb, 231 ; with

the auxiliaries iru and oru, p.
543, c.

Graphic signs, 67-74.

Grammar, definition of, 312.

Go-ju-on, 318.

Gozaru, pp. 532-533; printer’s

mark for, 74.

H.

H syllabics peculiarities of, 13-
15 ; 42 ; 45 ;

46-48
; spirant not

aspirate, 13.

Hadzu, p. 556, 7, c.

Han niyori, what, 15.

Hataraki kotoba, 95.

Headline, mark of, 60.

Hiragana syllabary, 91 ;
its origin,

p. 6 ;
arranged as verse, 324.

Hoffmann, J. J., 95.

IId, p. 535, 4, c.

Honorific forms of speech, 290-

300; imperative, 193, e.; 299.

Ilotoke, p. 559.

Humble verbs, some, 297.

I.

I sound, peculiarities of, 50, 57.

Ideographs (Chinese) use of p. 5

Illustrative Proverbs in Katakam,
91 ;

transcription of into Hira-

gana, 93 ;
in Hiragana, 325.

Imperative mode, 138; in polite

usage, 193, e.

Inibrie, VV., p. 538, b.

Indicative mode, 138.

Indicative, the, 142.

Indefinite form, the, 142.

Indefinite pronouns, 131.

Infinitive, equivalent of, p. 5 .9, e.

Inflected words, 95.

Inflection of adjectives, 214, 219.

Inflection of verbs, 140-207
;
eu-

phonic changes in, 162-169;
inflection of kuru and sv.ru, 196,

197; polite inflection, 189-195;
first conjugation, 187 ;

second
conjugation, 188.

Interjections, 279-289.

Interrogative pronouns, 129.

Interrogation, marks for, 66 ;
how

indicated in speech, 100.

Intransitive verbs, 132-133.

lrassharu, some peculiarities of,

p. 533, d ; 297.

1-ro-ha, 317-324 ; syllabary in,

324 ; hymn, p. 527 ;
Kobo Dai-

shi’s verses of, 320.

Irregular inflection, kuru and sum,
196, 197.

Iru, as auxiliary verb, p. 533, e.
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Itadaku, p. 546, 7, a.

J.

Ja, contraction of de wa, p. 540,

12
,
b.

Japanese numerals, 84, 90.

Japanese words, how classed, 94,

95 ;
how arranged in speech,

96-102.

Japanese language, see “ Collo-

quial,” and “Written Langu-
age.” What this manual may
do for a student of, p. 18 ; in-

definite and impersonal charac-

ter of, 103.

Japanese orthography, somewhat
irregular like English, p. 23.

Japanese sentence, a special pecu-
liarity of, 13. 55 1, 19, c.

K.

Ka, interrogative, 100; affix of

occupation, p. 559, 8, c.

Kana, origins of, p. 6 ;
probable

future of, pp. 16, 17 ; kana
classics, p. 7.

Kara, 251 ; as conjunction, 269.

Katalcana, syllabary, I
;
origin of,

p. 6.

Kibi no Makibi, perfected the
Katalcana, p. 6.

Ki no dolcu, p. 548, 10, li.

Ko with nouns, 114.

Kobo Daishi, p. 6 ;
I-ro-ha, verse,

320
; p. 525.

Koso, p. 543, d.

Koto, with verbs or adjectives,

111
,
112 .

Kotoba, 95.

Kudasaru, 298, 299 ; p. 533, d.

Kuru, inflection of, 197 ;
causative

for, 207 ; as auxiliary word, p.

537.

Kwai Han, p. 525.

Kyoto dialect, former precedence
of, p. 2-3.

L.

L series of syllabics proposed, 20.

Literature, degenerary of, p. 8;
revival of, p. 9.

M.
Made, 252.

Main Stem, 143-147
;

offices in
inflection, 145 ; as indefinite

form, 146 ;
as noun, 147 ;

really

supports all inflection in the
second conjugation, 173 ;

its

forms of inflection for first

conjugation, 174 ; supports all

polite inflection, i.e. with masu,
175 ;

with nasaru or ni naru p.
53S, b.

Manual, how to use this, p. 18,

19.

Malcura no soshi, p. 7.

Many, chief inflection forms of

191-192.

Method in acquiring Japanese,
301-316.

Mini, as an auxiliary word, p.

538, d.

Mito historians, p. 10.

Mo, conjunction, 270 ;
repeated in

an affirmative sentence, 271;
in a negative sentence, 272.

Mode, 138 ;
indicative, 138; sub-

junctive, in two forms a, con-
ditional, and b, concessive, 138

;

imperative, 138.

Mono, with adjectives and verbs,

113.

Month, character for, 88.

Moshi, p. 538, c.

Mdsu, p- 531, 2, c ; 544, 23, b.

Motto o ide, p. 535, 6, c.

N.

K syllabic, its peculiarities, 11-

12 .

Ka, adjectival sign, 221.

Ka, or name words, 94.
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Xa, cont. of nusure, p. 54^, 10, </.

Nai, used as negative of aru, p.

532 ;
inflection of, 219.

Nakaru, p. 510, 13, b.

Namu Amida Bcdha, p. 510.

Xasarv, 299 ;
with main stem, p.

538, b.

XI naru, with main stem, p. 538, h.

Xi, as adverbial sign, 229 ; as

dative sign, 246 ; as postposition,

253-25G ;
as conjunction, 273.

Xi'jori, what, 4 ;
law of in com-

pound nouns, 122.

Negative stem, 143; 148-152; its

function in verbal inflection,

149, 150; is an independent
stem only in first conjugation,
17s; forms of inflection, 179,

180.

Negative base, the, 142.

Necessity, notion of, how expres-

sed, p. 540, 13, b.

Xb, as adjectival sign, 221 ; as

genitive sign, 245; sign of ap-
position, 26<i; attributive use,

•'61
; use with cardinal num-

bers, 2G2
;
in phrase formations,

22
1 ; 255 ; as equivalent for

“ thing,” or “ act,’ p. 538, a, and
p. 541, IS, a ; as n’, p. 555, 1, a.

Nominative sign, 239.

Xori no hatsu-ne, p. 527.

Nouns, 104-122; number, 104;
gender, 105 ;

case, 101! ; classes

of, 107-122 ; simple, b'8; deriv-

ative, 109-116; compound, 117-

1 22; abstract, 1 10; concrete, 1 13 ;

diminutive, 114; augmentative,
115; verbal, 116; law of the
nigori in compound nouns, 122;
declension of, 106 ; as adjectives,

221, 223 ; as adverbs, 229 ;
as

coordinated, how affected, 98,

a ; how made honorific, 295 ; as
verbs with auru, 193.

Number, questions concerning,
286.

Numerals, 82-90; abbreviations of,

89 ;
cardinal, 83-86 ;

modern
combinations of, 87 ; ordinal

283-285
;
Japanese and Chinese,

when used, 90 ;
special uses of

i/o, nrtna and kyu, 289.

Numeral auxiliaries, 281-282.

o.

0 with nouns, 115.

0 ide nnsorn, p. 544, 24, b.

Oku, as auxiliary word, p. 537.

Omission of words in speech, 102.

Onomatopoetic words, as adverbs,

232.

Ordinal numerals, 283-285.

Orv, auxiliary verb, p. 534, b.

P.

Paradigms of the first and second
conjugations, 187, 188.

Parenthesis, 73,

Participle, 139.

Particles, 94 ;
234-280

;
groups of,

236.

Passive voice, how formed, 199-

201 .

Past tense, 136.

Period, mark of, 61.

Personal pronouns, 123 ; com-
paratively little use of, 123.

Phrase adjectives, 224.

Phrase verbs, 199.

Phrase conjunctions, 277.

Plural signs, 104, b. and c.

Polite forms the rule in speech,

300
;

polite verbal inflection,

189-195; imperative mode for,

193, e

;

concerning some special

polite verbs, p. 533.

Possessive pronouns, 124.

Postpositions (prepositions), 249-

265 ;
de, 250 ; kara, 251 ; made,

252 ; ni, 253-256 ; no, 260-262

;

to, 263 ;
ye, 364 ;

yori, 265 ; ni in
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combination, 254
;

255
;
no in

combination, 224
;
255.

Potential verbal forms honorific,

298.

Potential voice, 203 ;
second

potential forms, 204, 205.

Practice in the Colloquial, pp.
208-531.

Prepositions, see postpositions,

249-265.

Present tense, 136.

Price, interrogatives of, 288.

Primary verbal stems, 141 ; or-

dinary names of, 142.

Probable past tense, 136.

Probable present tense, 136.

Progressive tense, p. 543, 22, c.

Pronouns, 123-131
;
personal 123;

possessive, 124 ; demonstrative,
125 ;

interrogative, 129
;
relative,

130; indefinite, 131.

Punctuation marks, 58-66.

Q.

Quantity, questions concerning,
287.

Quotation, how made in speech,

99 ;
marks of, 71.

R.

E syllabics, peculiarities of, 19.

Rapid and silenced sounds, 51-57.

Eashii, as adjectival sign, 22 ',

Reduplicated words, as adverbs,

230; as plural nouns, 104, c.

Relative pronouns, 130.

Renri, p. 560.

Repetition, marks of, 74.

Responsives, 233.

River of Three Paths, p. 559.

Root of the verb, 140, 142.

s.

S syllabics. peculiarities of, 6-8.

Sa, in formation of abstract
nouns, 110.

Sambo, p. 560.

Sate, p. 540, 14, b.

Second conjugation, how marked,
170; paradigm of, 188.

Second person, practical equival-
ent for, p. 544, 25, b.

Sentence, order of words in, 96 ;

fundamental law of arrange-
ment, 97.

Simple nouns, 108.

Ska, p. 5 17, 10, h.

Shi, as conjunction, 274.

Sliilcashi, p. 55\ 1, b.

ShUcata, p. 54!!, 4, c.

Shim ill, as auxiliary word, p. 537.

So, cont. of sono yd, p. 539, 12, a.

So, with averbal phrase, p. 551 , 1 0,/.

Special Explication, p. 532.

Spirant syllabics, 13; how pro-
nounced in association, 42 ; 45

;

46-48.

Stem, the, 142.

Stems of inflection, 143.

Stem signs, table of, 172.

Stem of the adjective, 214.

Subjunctive mode, 138.

Subordinative form, 139.

Subsections, and subdivisions,
marks of, 69-70.

Suggestion for use of this manual,
p. 18.

Sung dynasty, literature of, p. 9.

Superlative degree, how express-
ed, 213.

Suppressed sounds, 51-57.

Sum, inflection of, 197 ;
207.

Syllabary, Kntalcana 24 ;
Hira-

yana, 92 ;
324.

Syllables, how affected by juxta-

position, 23-57.

Syllables, how coupled, 68.
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Syllables, vowel, 2 ;
consonant, 2.

Swjiru, p. 543, b.

T.

T syllables, peculiarities of, 9-10.

Tare for dare, p. 544, 22, b.

Teniwoha, 94 ;
234-280.

Tenses, 136, 137
;
properly only

four in Japanese, 136.

Time and place, how related in

speech, 101.

Transliteration, marks for, 81.

Transitive verbs, 132-133.

To, (conj.) 275
; p. 537, d.

To shite, p. 542, 20, a.

Tokyo Colloquial, its probable
future, pp. 1, 14.

To tu, p. 538, 10, a.

Tsu, as phonetic sign, 55 ;
peculi-

arities of pronunciation, 53, 55.

Tsui, p. 546, 4, l>.

Tsutsu, p. 554, 21, a.

Tsure-zure-gusa, p. 11.

Tokugawa era and literature, pp.
8-11 .

u.

XJ sound, peculiarities of pronun-
ciation, 52 ; 54 ;

57.

Uchi ni, with negative of a verb,

p. 543, d.

Uninflected words, 95.

V.

V sound, equivalent for, 22, e.

Verbs, 132-207
;
classes of, 132

;
dis-

tinction of person, how made,
135 ; of number 135, b

;

tenses
136, 137; mode, 138; adjectival

verb forms, 139 ;
inflection of,

140-207
;
as adjectives, 221, 223

;

honorific and humble, 297 ;

voice, 199-206.

Verbs in succession, how affected,

98, b.

Verbal nouns, 1 16.

Vocative case, equivalent for, 248.

Voice of verbs, 199-207.

Vowel preceding consonant syl-

lables, how affected, 42.

Vowel syllables, A, I. U, E, O, 2 ;

not true vowels, but independ-
ent words, p. 26 ;

changes in,

35-41.

Vowel sounds, variations of, 24-

34 ;
“ Continental,” 2.

w.
IF syllabics, peculiarities of 22.

Wtt, as index to predicate, 240;
sign of contrast, 211; of isola-

tion, 243.

Wo, accusative sign, 247 ;
as

particle how pronounced, 22, d.

Words, two groups of in Jap-
anese, 94.

Writing, beginnings of Japanese,

p. 3; earliest remains of Jap-
anese, p. 4.

Written Language of Japan, pp.
11-15 ;

separation from Collo-

quial, p. 8 ;
the standard, how

marked, p. 1 1 ; in age of Meiji,

p. 12.

Y.

Yarn, as auxiliary word, p. 537.

Ye, as dative sign, 246.

Year, how designated, 87 ;
charac-

ter for, 88.

Yo, as vocative sign, 248.

Yori, as ablative sign, 248 ; as

postposition, 265.



ERRATA

IS, line 4, for “ Tokyo,” rend, “ Tokyo,” also on pages 28

167, 169, 170, 173.

25, 99 12 , 99
“ syllable,” read “ syllables.”

57, „ 18, „ “ shu,” read “ shu.”

59, „ 12 , 99
“ syblable,” read “ syllable.”

„ 9, 17, 99
“ ZtZIs?;' read “

G4, 3, “ the,” is omitted at end of of line.

67, 3, ,9
“ designates,” read “ designate.”

71, 10
,

supply a comma after “ part.”

70, 16, 99
“

1« 7 ,” read “ |>

85, 99 8, 99
“ coalesent,” re'»i “ coalescent."

98, 3, omit both commas.

100
, 17, „ “ read “ '

101 , 99 2 , 99
“ orignally,” read “ originally.”

115, 9» 20 , 99
“ lose,” read “ lost.”

116, 13, „ “ Disiderative,” read “ Desiderative.”

118, 8 , put a comma instead of period after “ Stem .”

125, 11 , „
11 WO 2 /0 ,’’ read “ WOS/0 ,£.”

134, 1 , 99
“ does,” read “ did.”

„ last line. 9*
“ rom,” read “ from.”

151, 99 8, *9
“ 220,” read “ 200.”

153, 99 11
, 99

“ syllablis,” read “ syllables.”

162, 99 16, „ “ verb,” rc((d “ verbs.”

165, 99 16, before “ 155,” insert “ this.”

166, „ 8 , 99
“ disagreable,” read “ disagreeable.”

169, 21 , 99
“ Omori,” read “ Omori.”

174, „ 18, 99
“ houses,” read “ house.”

175, last line, supply “ If),” before “

198, 91 10
, 99

“ three,” read “ two.”
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208, line 2, for “ £'L,” read “ £,.”

225, 99 11, insert “ of,’’ before “reformers.”

228, 99 c, after “ insert “

257, » 1 , 99
“ Senenth,” read “ Seventh.”

270, 9> 20, 9 »
•“ \) 2>,” read “ a,.”

276. I) 5, 91 “ a* *c,” „ “ a**c”

334, .. 3, 99 “tS t,” „ "S*C.”
413, » 4, 19

“ They,” „ “ The.”

439, 99 12. 99
“ Shinagawa,” read “ Shimbashi.’

519, I

521, f
» 1

, 99
“ I'f) sn,” read “ (&) n.”

THE END.
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